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SUMMARY 

During the past year, we concentrated our efforts in putting the hospital-integrated PACS in 
operation and developing a research program in image informatics. With respect to PACS, we 
connected five MR, five CT scanners from multiple sites, two computed radiography systems, two 
film digitizers, one US PACS module, the hospital HIS and the radiology department RIS to the 
PACS network. The image data is managed by a mirrored database. The PACS controller, with its 
1.3 terabyte optical disk library, acquires 2.5 gigabytes digital data daily. Four 2K, five 1,600-line 
mUltiple monitor display workstations are on line in neuroradiology, pediatric radiology and 
intensive care units for clinical use. In addition, the PACS supports over 100 Macintosh users in the 
department and selected hospital sites for both images and textual retrieval through a client/server 
mechanism. 

In the research program, we are developing a computation and visualization node in the 
PACS network for image informatics research. Emphasis has been on image content-based 
indexing retrieval. Several large-scale projects have been launched, for example, non-invasive 
epilepsy surgical planning using multi-modality brain images, timeline quantitation of lung nodule 
volumes over treatment period with spiral CT, and bone age assessment with digital hand 
radiographs and CR. 

This report summarizes the current status of PACS and image informatics research in our 
laboratory including image processing, P ACS, integration of database, data and knowledge 
extraction, and image compression. It contains preprints of papers which will appear in the 
Proceedings of International Society for Optical Engineering, SPIE Medical Imaging 1996: volumes 
2707, 2709, and 2711, Newport Beach, California, February 10-IS, 1996. This report also 
contains selected reprints published during the last year; abstracts and presentations from the 81st 
RSNA, November - December, 1995; the editorial and Table of Contents of the Special Invited 
Issue on Medical Image Database, 1. Compo Medical Imaging and Graphics, 1996 by Steven 
Wong and Bernie Huang, and the Table of Contents of the new book: PACS in Biomedical 
Imaging, 1996 by Bernie Huang. 
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On-line Structure Lossless Digital Mammographic Image Compression 

Jun Wang and H.K. Huang 

Department of Radiology, UCSF School of Medicine 
San Francisco, California 94143-0628 

ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes a novel on-line structure lossless compression method for digital mammograms 
during the film digitization process. The structure-lossless compression segments the breast and the 
background, compresses the former with a predictive lossless coding method and discards the latter. This 
compression scheme is carried out during the film digitization process and no additional time is required 
for the compression. Digital mammograms are compressed on-the-fly while they are created. During 
digitization, lines of scanned data are first acquired into a small temporary buffer in the scanner, then they 
are transferred to a large image buffer in a acquisition computer witch is connected to the scanner. The 
compression process, running concurrently with the digitization process in the acquisition computer, 
constantly checks the image buffer and compresses any newly arrived data. Since compression is faster 
than digitization, data compression is completed as soon as digitization is finished. On-line compression 
during digitization does not increase overall digitizing time. Additionally, it reduces the mammogram 
image size by a factor of 3 to 9 with no loss of information. This algorithm has been implemented in a 
film digitizer. Statistics were obtained based on digitizing 46 mammograms at four sampling distances 
from 50 to 200 microns. 

Key words: mammograms, digitization, segmentation lossless compression, on-line, laser film scanners. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Digital mammography has certain advantages over conventional screen-film mammography. These 
include the ability to manipulate images by changing the look-up-table, zooming and scrolling, imaging 
processing, and rapidly sending the images to remotely located experts for consultation. 

There are two ways to generate digital mammograms: a) secondary digitization, in which conventional 
mammography films are digitized; and b) direct acquisition of primary digital images. Currently, high 
resolution (50 J.lm) film digitizers are commercially available for secondary digitization and the image 
quality satisfies most diagnostic requirements in mammography. However, primary full-field digital 
mammography units are not yet commercially available. 

In secondary digitization, it has been shown that a 50-100 J.lm sampling distance is required in order to 
achieve an adequate resolution for digital mammography 1,2. At these high resolutions, the digitization 
time is long and the images created are large, normally between 10-40 MBytes/image. Both the storage and 
transmission cost of such large images will increasingly become a problem as more digital mammograms 
are created. 

Image compression reduces data storage requirements while preserving useful information. It 
provides a solution to handling such large digital images efficiently. Most of the loss less compression 
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methods can achieve a compression ratio of around 2: I to 3: I for mammograms, and will allow exact 
reconstruction of the original image3,4. Conventionally, digitization and compression of mammograms 
are done separately. Compression is applied to a full digital image after it has been acquired through 
digitization. 

This paper proposes a new structure lossless compression scheme and combines it with an on-line 
digitization process to increase the overall throughput of the digitization and compression operations. The 
structure lossless compression method segments the breast image from its background and compresses 
only the breast portion with a lossless predictive coding method. This method achieves compression ratios 
of 3: I to 9: 1. The compression process is implemented in the acquisition computer connected to the 
scanner, running concurrently with the digitization process. Overall time to digitize and compress an 
image is simply the time of digitizing. 

2. STRUCTURE LOSSLESS COMPRESSION 

Mammograms have unique characteristics compared with other types of medical images. A breast 
image has a regular round shape, and the background area is relatively large in a rectangular mID. The 
background contains no anatomy information. Therefore, any changes in the background as a result of 
image compression and decompression will not affect the hreast image. Although labels often appear in 
the background area, they can be stored as text in the header. They don't need be compressed and stored 
as part of a image. 

Structure lossless compression consists of two steps. The first step segments the breast image from its 
background. The pixels beyond the boundary of the breast are discarded. The second step compresses 
the remaining portion of the image using a predictive lossless compression technique. Both segmentation 
and lossless compression can be applied to one line of the image data at a time. 

A 

A 

CC view MLOview 

cc: Cranial-Caudial 
MLO: Medial-Lateral Oblique 

Figure I. The boundary of mammograms 

The segmentation process scans one line of the image at a time to detect the boundary of the breast 
image. The first step of the segmentation is to detect the top boundary point A. (Figure I). Each line of 
data is scanned from top to bottom until the top boundary is detected. On every line of data, ten evenly 
spaced check points are selected and the gray level of each point is compared with the others to determine 
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if there are pixels from the breast image in this line. If so, the boundary of the breast is deterntined by 
thresholding a smoothed data which is obtained by averaging five neighboring pixels on one line of data. 

The second step of segmentation completes detecting the boundary for the rest of the image. Once the 
top houndary point A has been detected, the boundary in the next line can be located by searching the 
neighboring pixel of the current boundary point. The data are fust smoothed in a region which is 
determined by the location of the previous boundary point. Again, the exact boundary point is determined 
using a threshold on the smoothed data. Since breast images have a smooth boundary, the boundary 
points are only detected every few lines to save processing time (Figure 2(a)). The boundary points on the 
rest of the lines are interpolated by the two nearest detected boundary points (Figure 2(b)). The 
background outside the boundary is discarded. 

A ~ • A 
• 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• • • 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Boundary detection. (a) Boundary points detected using thresholding. 

(b) Connected boundary points using interpolation. 

The next step of the structure-lossless compression uses the predictive coding to compress the 
segmented breast image. The prediction starts from the boundary of the breast and moves to the chest wall 
direction. The current pixel is predicted from the previous pixel in the same line. Since the neighboring 
pixels are correlated, the difference between adjacent pixels is generally small. 

Huffman coding5 with a pre-determined table is used to code the resulting differences of the pixels. 
The Huffman table is deterntined by a set of randomly selected mammograms. If an individual pixel is not 
in the table, it is recorded separately. 

3. ON-LINE DIGITIZATION AND COMPRESSION PROCESSES 

3.1 Digitization process 

A film digitizer is controlled via an acquisition computer. The digitizer scans (or digitizes) a film one 
line at a time from the left to the right, advancing line by line from the top to the bottom of the film. The 
data generated is first stored in an internal buffer in the digitizer. When the buffer is full, the data is 
transferred to the acquisition computer which has a larger size memory buffer that will hold the entire 
image. This scanning and transferring process continues several lines at a time, until the whole film is 
scanned. 
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During the conventional digitization process the sole responsibility of the acquisition computer is to 
read the data from the digitizer's memory buffer into its own memory buffer. So the acquisition computer 
CPU is mostly idle when no data is being transferred. The time to digitize a film is determined by the 
digitizer scanning speed and the film size. The scanning speed is normally 50-100 lines/second, 
depending on the sampling distances. To digitize an 8"x 10" mammogram, it takes about 30 seconds at a 
resolution of 100 IJ.111Ipixel and 100 seconds at 50lJ.111lpixel. 

3.2 On-line compression process 

We utilize the computer's idle CPU tinne to compress the digitized image during digitization. The 
compression is implemented as a second process running concurrently with the digitization process in the 
acquisition computer (Figure 3). Both processes share the same image buffer. A semaphore is used to 
control the access of the shared image memory by the two processes. 

Scanning Process 

Read data 
from scanner 

Write data to 
computer memory 

Compression Process 

Check the 
semaphore 

Read from 
computer memory 

Figure 3. Data flow of the concurrent scanning and compression processes 

First, sCanning process reads several lines of data from scanner and writes into the acquisition memory 
buffer whenever there is data ready in the scanner's temporary buffer. After writing data each time, the 
scanning process increases the semaphore by one. 

Meanwhile, the compression process checks the semaphore. If the semaphore indicates new data in 
the acquisition computer memory, the compression process reads these several lines of data from the 
image buffer, finds the boundary of the breast and compresses this breast image portion with predictive 
coding method as described in the previous section. The compression process then decreases the 
semaphore by one. If there is no new data in the memory, the semaphore blocks the memory and stops 
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the compression process until new data arrives in the memory. The processes continues until an entire 
film is scanned and the image is compressed. 

If the compression is faster than the scanning, compression can be done as soon as the scanning 
finishes. The scanning rate is normally 40 to 100 lines/sec. We have implemented this on-line 
compression algorithm in a film digitizer. In this prototype system, the compression rate achieved is faster 
than the scanning rate. 

4. RESULTS 

We first compared the times required to digitize and to compress an image in two situations: (I) 
digitization and compression processes were done separately, (2) digitization and compression were 
combined. A mammogram was digitized at different sampling distances ranging from 50 IJ.IIl to 200 IJ.IIl 
with a 50 !lm increment. The times required for each process were measured. 

Table I tabulates the results. The second and third rows are the times required to digitize films and to 
compress images, respectively, when they are done separately. The fourth row shows the time required 
when digitization and compression are combined. Comparing the second and the fourth row, there is no 
extra time required to compress an image when the compression is done on-line. 

Table 1. The scanning and compression time at different sampling distances 

Sampling Distance (1J.IIl) 200 150 100 50 

Scanning (sec) 15 15 28 103 

Compression (sec) 7 10 22 102 

Scanning with On-line 
Compression (sec) 15 15 28 103 

We also compared the compression ratios for 46 randomly selected mammograms. The compression 
ratio is defined as full image size (digitized as a full size film) divided by the compressed image size. The 
compression ratios for 46 mammograms are ranged between 3.2 : 1 to 8.9 : 1 with an average ratio of 5.65 
: I and a standard deviation of 1.46. 

The large variation of the compression ratio is due to the variation of the area occupied by the breast 
image. A larger breast occupies more [Lim area which reduces the background region, so the portion that 
can be discarded is less and therefore the compression ratio is smaller. Figure 4 shows an example with a 
larger breast that occupies most of the film. The compression ratio achieved is about 3.1 : 1. Figure 5 
shows an example of a small size breast that occupies small film area, and the compression ratio achieved 
is about 6.3 : I. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. (a) A mammogram with a large breast that occupies most of the film. 
(b) Segmented image. The compression ratio is 3.1 : I. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 5. (a) A mammogram with a small breast that occupies small portion of the fllm. 

(b) Segmented image. The compression ratio is 6.3 : I. 

The distribution of compression ratios for 46 mammograms is shown in Figure 6. About 70% of the 
images have compression ratios between 4 : I and 7 : I. About 20 % of the images have compression 
ratios largerthan 7 : 1. Only 10% of the images have compression ratios between 3 : 1 and 4 : 1. 
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10 
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3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 

Compression Ratio 

Figure 6. The distribution of the compression ratios 

We compared the compression ratios achieved at the different sampling distances. Five mammograms 
were digitized with different sampling distances. The compression ratios were averaged at each sampling 
distance. Table 2 lists the results. The compression ratio increases slightly as the resolution increases 
(sampling distance decreases). This is because as the sampling distance decreases, the correlation between 
pixels becomes higher, the predicted error becomes smaller, and the compression ratio is higher. 

Table 2. The compression ratio at different sampling distances 

Sampling Distance (IIID) 200 150 100 50 

Image Size (Mb) 2.2 3.84 8.6 34.6 

Compression Ratio 7.12 7 .24 7.39 7.83 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We developed a structure lossless compression method for digital mammograms based on 
segmentation and predictive coding. The compression ratios achieved are between 3 : 1 to 8 : 1 with no 
information loss, which are much higher than conventionallossless compression. 

We have also implemented the compression on a film digitizer which compresses the data on the fly 
while it is acquired. Digitizing mammograms with on-line compression takes less time compared with 
scanning and compression processes done separately. In fact, on-line compression during digitization 
does not increase overall scanning time. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Worid Wide Web (V{WW) is becoming the predominate force for global information 
dissemination. The Web browsers are originally designed for the client computers to navigate 
and display hypermedia documents and image bitmaps stored at the server machines. Their 
capabilities must be extended with database query and interactive visualization before the Web 
could be useful for medical imaging community. This paper presents the system design and 
tools for interactive query and visualization of medical images on the Web. Examples from 
breast and brain imaging applications will be used to illustrate the operations and capabilities of 
such tools. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Current methods for medical image communication and visualization are based on 
dedicated computer networks and expensive display stations. These workstations often require 
specialized graphics hardware fQr rendering, large local disk for data storage, and customized 
graphical use interface (GUI) for image retrieval and display. The expense of these requirements 
has limited the ability of the researchers and scientists to exchange findings as well as the 
clinicians and educators to share teaching cases. To overcome the barrier of cost and the usability 
of client software in various platforms, we investigated software tools that can allow multiple 
Web clients to access image databases at the server and to visualize multidimensional medical 
images on general purpose computers with the inexpensive Web browsers. Currently no such 
tool exists. 

The hypothesis of our research is that interactive query and visualization software for 
medical images can be designed and implemented using the current technology of hypermedia 
computing, graphics, and databases, and can be accessed freely via the World Wide Web 
(WWW). Before the WWW, the Internet was one big distributed text only information system, 
where queries were carried out from the command prompt, and requires considerable effort by 
the users to find and access appropriate resources. Now, with hypertext and browsers such as 
Mosaic and Netscape, the WWW provides the user with a nearly unlimited informational system 
consisting of not only text but full color image bitmaps, video, and sound. 
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Our system prototype has been tested with two medical imaging applications. They 
include a computer aided instruction (CAl) program of breast imaging with 2-D mamrnographs 
and related modalities and the software tools for visualizing 3-D brain images from an epilepsy 
imaging database. In the medical imaging domain, the ability to query on-line image databases 
and to render 2-D and 3-D medical images could prove to be invaluable for biomedical research, 
education, and clinical practice. For example, existing methods of medical education, such as 
pamphlets, brochures and various on-line services, are passive and textual providing little or no 
opportunity for visual or interactive learning. CAl of multimedia medical data on the Web will 
provide a more stimulating and cost-effective means of learning. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of 
the World Wide Web and states its limitations for database quety and interactive visualization. In 
Section 3, we present the distributed client/server architecture of our prototype system. Section 4 
then describes the CAl application for breast imaging while Section 5 presents the interactive 
volume visualization techniques for 3-D neuroimages. 

2. THE WORLD WIDE WEB 

The World Wide Web is a comhination of the client-server handshaking and 
communications protocol, HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), and a protocol for document 
formatting, HyperText Markup Language (HTML). The basic function of HTTP allows a client 
application to request multimedia data objects from a server. Objects are identified by a universal 
resource locator (URL) that contains information sufficient to both locate and access a remote 
server. HTML documents are defined by a document type definition (DTD) of the Standard 
Generalized Markup Language (SGML). The documents are returned to WWW clients and are 
presented to the user. 

The two basic ingredients of a Web client are a navigation tool and a document browser. 
The primary function of a navigator is to facilitate the travel through the World Wide Web from 
one resource to another. The browser supports the perusal of located information, allows the 
user to interact with the document presentation, following hyper-links that lead to other HTML 
pages or data objects. These two functions have become so integrated in Web clients that all 
navigatorlbrowser are now referred to hy the single term, browser. However, it is instructive to 
remember that these two functions serve distinct operational needs. The client browsers may also 
integrate other Internet services, such as File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Gopher, and W AlS.! 

The utility of the Web is well demonstrated by recent surveys.2,3 The Web became the 
dominant Internet resource as measured by both Packet count and volume, surpassing FTP, 
Telnet, and Gopher. By April !995, the number of packets moved by the Web is 21.4%, well 
ahead of both FTP (14%) and Telnet (7.5%). Further, a wide range of robust Web clients are 
now available for Windows and Macintosh computers. This enables the use of economic, 
desktop computers for multimedia information access and presentation. 

As Web users become more adroit, their expectations continue to increase and they will 
demand a wide range of functionality from their clients. This situation applies to medical imaging 
community where the access to large image databases, such as picture archiving and 
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communication systems (PACS), and the ability to visualize and render 3-D images would have 
the potential to improve the communication and sharing of information among the researchers, 
scientists, and clinicians. To achieve this, new software capabilities must be added into the Web 
servers. 

Unix Client 

WNW 
Server 

Visualization 
Server 

Windows Client 

INTERNET 

RPC Communication 

••• 

Macintosh Client 

A network of heterogeneous Unix workstations 

Breast 
imaging 
database 

Relational 
DBMS 
Server 

Neuro 
imaging 

database 

Figure 1. The distributed client/server architecture for medical imaging on the Web. 

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The interactive query and visualization software is based on the distributed client/server 
architecture shown in Figure 1. The web client is any Windows PC, Unix, or Macintosh 
desktop in the Internet running a Web browser, e.g. Mosaic and Netscape. There are three 
servers in this architecture: the Web server, the database server, and the visualization server. All 
servers are running on Unix computers. 
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The current database server is a relational database management system (DBMS) 
organizing and storing multiple imaging databases. The DBMS used in our implementation is 
Sybase (Sybase Inc., Emeryville, CA).4 A relational database is simply a series of tables made 
up of fields (columns) and tuples (rows) where image and textual data are stored and categorized. 
The query to the DBMS is based on the standard Structured Query Language (SQL). The DBMS 
server resides in a different physical computer from the Web server and has large disk space for 
storing various image databases. The image database server in the Laboratory for Radiological 
Informatics manages four databases of different specialties, namely, breast imaging 
(mammograms), epilepsy imaging (magnetic resonance imaging and positron emission 
tomography), thoracic imaging (Spiral computed tomography), and hand imaging (computed 
radiography and digitized x-rays). It resides in a 4 processor SUN SPARC 690 with 20 
gigabytes of disk space, connecting to the Web server in the same local area network. Additional 
database servers for less pOpular object-oriented and object-relational databases can also be added 
if necessary. 

For the Web server to retrieve image data from the relational database server, a CGI 
(common gateway interface) script was written using Sybperl.5 Sybperl is an SQL API 
(application programming language) that maps a subset of Sybase SQL library commands to the 
interpretation language Perl (Practical Extraction Report Language).6 This enables the 
development of Perl-based application software to access and retrieve specific datasets from the 
underlying imaging database. For communicating with other kinds of DBMS, appropriate CGIs 
must be added. 

The visualization server allows the manipulation and visualization of medical images. It 
has the following routines. PolyMap 7 enhances the users ability to "interact" with the software 
by making predefined regions of interest on the image "clickable". For example, a region of an 
image that is predefined using the PolyMap will become outlined in blue when the user passes 
over it with the mouse. This region can be linked to a "close-up" image, providing the user with a 
enhanced view of that specified region. PolyMap is similar to the Ismap function provides 
available on the Web except that it can be used to define arbitrary boundary of the image. This 
tool has been used extensively in the interactive teaching of 2D mammographic images, which is 
discussed in Section 4. At the moment, this routine is compatible with the Mosaic browser only. 
Work is progressing to extend the mapping for the Netscape browser. 

The other part of the visualization server consists of a distributed volume visualization 
tool, VIS , that can be used render and manipulate 3D volume data retrieved from the image 
database server. Volume rendering algorithms require a significant amount of computational 
resources and time. To speed up the process, VIS distributes the volume rendering among 
workstations via remote procedure calls (RPC). This part of the project complements the effort 
of the Center for Knowledge Management at UCSF in bringing volume visualization on the 
Web.S To reduce communication overhead, the visualization server and the Web server reside 
with the same Unix computer (SUN SPARC LX, SUN Microsystems, Mountain View, CAl. 
Section 5 describes the functions of VIS and illustrates the use of this tool to visualize 3D MR 
head images. 
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In addition, the Web server contains software programs written in Perl that integrates all 
of the components above for particular applications. Perl programming language was chosen 
over others, such as C, because it is an interpreter language, providing the user with built-in 
functions for easy manipulation of processes, files, and networking tasks, and is available in the 
public domain. The next section describes a computer aided instruction program written in Perl 
for learning breast imaging cases on the Web. 

4. IMAGING DATABASE QUERY FQR INTERACTIVE LEARNING 

The long term objective of this CAl program is to provide an interactive learning 
environment for breast imaging teaching file on the World Wide Web. Figure 2 shows the 
generic algorithm used in the CAl program for breast cancer education. The implementation of 
this algorithm separates program control from medical data. The program control or the 
instruction sequences is defined by a Perl program with four reusable subroutines and embedded 
HTML statements. The medical data are organized in tables of the remote database server and 
can be retrieved by these routines using SQL CGL The data includes breast images, textual 
description, question listings, and correct answer of each question. In addition, the user can stop 
the learning process at any time and the session will be logged into a local record file . The user 
then can start from the point that he or she left off in the last session. In this way, one can learn 
the teaching materials at one's own pace. 

Read in the question and 
associated breast images 
from DB according to the 
question sequence 

Multiple choice 
or True/False 

answer 

Incorrect 

Detailed learning 
sequence following 
the incorrect choice 

Correct Brief explanation 
following the correct 
answer 

Next question 
or end 

Figure 2. A general algorithm for CAl program for Breast Cancer education. 
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As explained in Figure 2, the Breast Cancer education program consists of a CAl 
algorithm. This algorithm is composed of a basic set of learning sequences which define 
dynamic and precise system responses uniquely determined by the user input. These learning 
sequences are carried out by a series of subroutines, each of which is executed by "if-else" 
statements which match user input with a predefined variable. 

As an example, in one of the multiple choice or true/false questions, once the user 
chooses an answer, the program queries the database to check the correctness of that answer and 
prompts the user with the appropriate result and explanation. The resulting data then activates a 
subsequent question and answer sequence and the interactive learning process continues. This 
algorithm can be easily modified and expanded for other applications because of the flexibility of 
Perl. In total, the main program is responsible for creating a dynamic learning sequence to 
provide the user with an interactive learning experience. It not only provides them with answers 
to questions and enables them to move at their own pace, but also provides image visualization, 
which is driven by a similar learning sequence as illustrated in Figure 3. 

The oscrcrooses t) use the imag= 
visua.lization optirn to nidin choosng 
tre correct qJcstion. 

t 
1 

[{] DJ 
Tte chosen ilTl3ge can hen be viewed 
in its prc-defined. zoomed-in fonn. 

KUIT 

If tb: 'Hint" button is crosen, the Po Iymap \t5ualizalirn 
pr~ram v.i.U be actiw.ted. flus highlightilg the specific 
regionof interest. 

HINT -
Figure 3. A general algorithm for the image query and visualization component of the CAl Breast 

Cancer education program. 
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(a) 

t· 

3 

(c) (d) 
Figure 4. A snapshot of the visualization sequences of the CAl Breast Cancer Education program 
on the WWW.using the algorithm illustrated in Figure 3. The breast image on (b) is digitized with 
200 ~m resolution while the breast image on (d) is of 75 ~m resolution. All versions of breast 
images are stored in the breast imaging database (see Figure I). 
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5. INTERACITVE VOLUME VISUALIZATION OF MEDICAL IMAGES 

We extended the capability of the visualization server to render and display 3D volume 
data stored in the neuroimaging database. The front end of the client program remains the same: 
enhanced Mosaic as the main user interface, but with VIS, a visualization application that consists 
of several concurrent processes: a control panel, a Panel, a visualization engine (Vis), and one or 
more volume rendering servers, VRservers. Enhanced Mosaic is a version of NCSA Mosaic 
modified to support embedding of program objects in HTML documents. Panel and Vis are two 
separate processes which communicate via ToolTalk, an interprocess communication mechanism 
that operates across networks. VRservers handle the volume rendering operation of VIS. Since 
VRservers are connected to Vis via RPC, the computationally intensive volume rendering process 
can potentially be distributed to many machines on the network. 

A user of the visualization program will first enter the keys characterizing some volume 
datasets. The query is submitted to the HTTP server which, through Sybperl CGI, queries the 
relational DBMS server for the volume dataset of user interest. If a matching of dataset is found, 
an HTML page will be returned to the enhanced browser, with the URL of the dataset embedded 
in the "EMBED" tag on the page. The browser then starts up VIS, the application registered for 
data of MIME type application/x-vis, to handle the volume dataset. VIS started in the above 
embedded mode will display computed images directly in a designated window on the HTML 
page in the browser. Data manipulation which includes functions such as rotation, scaling, axial 
clipping, and arbitrary clipping, is done through Panel which relies on Vis for computation. VIS 
interactively transforms the wire-frame representation of the volume data, and texture-maps the 
volume data onto the transformed geometry. It also supports distributed volume rendering with 
run-time selection of computational servers, and isosurface generation using the marching cubes 
algorithm. 

The data file format currently supported is NCSA Hierarchical Data Format (HDF), but 
VIS provides a graphical interface utility for importing raw volume data. The front-end programs 
of this visualization system are available for SunOS 4.I.x, and IRIX 5.x. The enhanced NCSA 
Mosaic may be downloaded at the embedding technology licensees home page, 
http://www.eolas.coml. Figure 5 shows our distributed client/server architecture with the WWW 
visualization modules. Except for the modules in rectangular boxes, which may be thought of as 
machine boundaries, each of the modules can potentially be running on an individual machine on 
the network. Figure 6 presents an example of the visualization of an MRI head volume dataset 
from a Web-based client computer. The VIS application can be downloaded from 
ftp://ftp.library.ucsf.edu/pub/vis. More information regarding the visualization system can also 
be obtained from the authors. 
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Fig ~ ' : WW'vV Visualization System. Except for the modules in rectangular boxes, which may be 
thou'ght of as machine boundaries, all other modules can potentially be running on an individual 
machine on the network. 
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Fig f;. Visualization of an MRI head volume dataset through the WWW. 
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6. SUMMARY 

In this paper, we presented our interactive query and visualization software that is the first 
of its kind for medical imaging applications. This client/server information system integrates the 
technologies of hypermedia computing, relational datahases, and computer graphics to provide 
efficient medical information dissemination on the Web. We have also shown that the WWW 
successfully interacts with the individual components necessary to facilitate interactive query and 
visualization of medical images. The "logic" and "textual data" components of the Breast Cancer 
education program are fully functional. The visualization server performs well for 3D brain 
images and work is in progress to query a multimodality image database for epilepsy. 

The Web experience is so new that it is difficult to predict all of the features that will be 
integrated into Web servers or client browsers for medical imaging applications. This reported 
work is just the beginning of investigating the WWW for disseminating and viewing medical 
images. Many technical issues remain. For example, how to ensure data security and 
authenticity once the patient information are opened to the ubiquitous Web. Or, the use of more 
expressive, interactive programming language, such as Java, in developing efficient application 
programs. Efficient image compression algorithms must also be developed to optimize the 
transfer of large image data through the Web. 
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Use ofImage Co-registration and Visualization Techniques To Study Relationships Between MEG 
Neurophysiology and FOG-PET Metabolism in Epilepsy Imaging 

Stephen TC Wong, Robert C Knowlton 

(University of Califomia, School of Medicine, San Francisco, CA 94143) 

Many epilepsy patients who resist to anti-epileptic drugs are candidates for surgical treatment 
by locating and resecting the tissues of epileptogenic foci. However, determination of the 
epileptogenic zone is the most challenging step in the evaluation of patients for epilepsy surgery. 
Magnetoencephalography estimates the localization of interictal spike sources with a high degree of 
accuracy. In this presentation, we report our image registration and analysis experience with a large 
array biomagnetometer and a high resolution positron emission tomography (PET) scanner in the 
presurgical localization of spike souces in the evaluation of a group of patients representing a large 
spectrum of localization related epilepsies. 

Patients chosen for study were selected randomly from a total of 65 patients evaluated for 
surgery last year at the UCSF Comprehensive Epilepsy Center. EEG was simultaneously recorded 
with MEG. A single equivalent current dipole model was used to estimate localization of spike 
sources. Magnetic source images (MSI) from interictal spike localizations were created by displaying 
dipole sources on each patient's volumetric MRl. MSI localization of spike disturbances was 
compared with video EEG (scalp and intracranial), MRl, and coregistered PET. Localization of the 
epileptogenic zone for analysis was based on ECoG, region of surgical resection, pathology, and 
surgical outcome. 

All these multimodal neurologic data are collected and integrated into an image database 
system running Sybase SQL server (Sybase Inc., Emeryville, CAl on a SUN SPARC 690 MP machine 
(Sun Microsystems, Mountain View, CAl. A Unix based client workstation (SUN SPARC LX) with 
an object oriented multimedia graphical user interface is developed to access and query the on-line 
multimedia data stored in the SQL server. Additional image analysis and visualization modules 
(VIDATM) have been incorporated into the client GUI for decision aids. 

Results of our computer-aided analysis indicates that dipole sources of interictal spikes were 
able to be estimated in 19 of 31 patients. In the group as a whole correlation of MSI with final 
localization of the epileptogenic zone was higher than either video BEG, MRl, or high resolution PET. 
MSI and PET provided the highest correlation of any combination of non-invasive modalities. 

In conclusions, MSI can non-invasively predict localization of the epileptogenic zone as 
determined by ictal EEG, MRl, PET, and ECoG. When high resolution PET is concordant with MSI 
localization of epileptogenic zone can be predicted accurately even when intracranial ictal EEG 
recordings are ambiguous. Finally, MSI can aid in the optimal placement of intracranial electrodes. 
The electronic database management and registration of image and signals will enhance the analysis 
and productivity of such image technology research. 

Keywords: Registration, PET, MEG, Neurophysiology, Glucose Metabolism. and Epilepsy 
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Ouantitative image measurements for outcome analysis of lung nodule treatment 
Xiaorning Zhu, Ki-Nam Lee, STC Wong, and HK Huang (Univ. of California, San Francisco, CA 94143-
0628) 

In this study, we designed and implemented a temporal image database for outcome analysis of lung 
nodules based on spiral CT images. The software package is composed of three parts. They are, respectively, 
a database management system which stores patient image data and nodule information; a user-friendly 
graphical user interface (GUI) which allows a user to interfact with the image database; and image processing 
tools that are designed to segment out lung nodules in the CT image with a simple mouse click anywhere inside 
a nodule. The image database uses the relational Sybase database system. Patient images and nodule 
information are stored in separate tables. Software interface has been designed to allow a user to retrieve any 
patient study from the picture archiving and communication system (P ACS) into the image database. 

Graphical user interface is developed with X-window in Motif development environment. It can display 
medical images in 16 bits by allowing a user to select window and level values to map the medical images into 
8 bits for display. A user can choose different window and level settings for different anatornic features. 
Image segmentation is based on the pixel values of the lesion which is much higher than its air-like 
surroundings. The software automatically inspects adjacent slices to look for three dimensional (3D) 
information of a nodule. Segmentation results are presented to the user for visual inspection for any possible 
errors. Should there be any, which can be due to the attachment of the nodule with other tissues or thoracic 
walls, the software allows the user to manually edit it. Output from the imaging process tools, such as the 
volume of the nodule and its center of mass, is saved into a separate table in database for later retrieval for 
outcome analysis. 

Accuracy of imaging processing tools has been verified in a phantom study. The average relative error was 
found to be within 5% for all nodules of size 6 mm and above. The software has some problem to make 
accurate volume estimates for nodule of 3 mm and smaller. Fortunately those nodules do not make significant 
overall volume contribution for lung metastasis. To insure the same nodule will not be counted twice, our 
display software keeps track of all nodules that have been examined and masks them with a red color. The 
temporal image database allows clinicians to collect and to process consecutive CT images of the Same patient 
for quantitative information for outcome analysis during therapeutic treatment. This is possible due to the 
availability of the digital image data from PACS. The software is currently under clinical evaluation. 
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AN ATM DISTRIBUTED PACS SERVER 
for ICU APPLICATION 

Joseph K. Lee, Albert W.K. Wong, H.K. Huang, 
Todd Bazzill, Jianguo Zhang, Kathy Andriole 

Laboratory for Radiological Informatics 
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San Francisco, CA 94143-0628 

ABSTRACT 

In order for PACS (Picture Archiving and Communications System) to better serve 
our intensive care units (rCUs), we, at University of California, San Francisco, 
(UCSF), have designed and developed a client/ server application that is 
specifically tailored to provide fast, reliable access to our PACS data from diagnostic 
viewing stations in the rcus. One of our utmost design criteria is to ensure 
consistent delivery of high speed, high performance data throughput, and yet, the 
system should be cost-effective and render minimal maintenance. 

As high technology advances, we are able to utilize powerful mass storage device 
such as raid disk, which serves as a central image repository, to store images and 
data. We are also able to utilize Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology, 
which is regarded as the prevailing technology for reliable, high speed data 
communications, to transfer large imagery data sets across systems and networks. 

This paper describes the design and mechanism of how rcu viewing stations take 
advantages of sharing a high performance raid disk, and ATM technology in data 
transfer for timely delivery of images in a clinical setting. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As the computing trend evolves from the 80s into the 90s, a noticeable, dramatic 
revolution in technologies, both software and hardware, emerges. High volume 
storage device not only becomes available and readily accessible within reach, it 
also integrates easily with systems and applications in a seamless fashion. High 
speed, powerful workstation that delivers superb performance generally is 
regarded as the hardware of choice to run complex, real-time applications. And 
finally innovative networking technology that provides fast data transfer speed, 
with scaleable bandwidth and great flexibility not just becomes the prevailing 
trend for interconnecting computers and networks, but offers the ultimate 
solution for distributing information across the globe. 

Our leU application is developed by utilizing these latest technologies. The 
infrastructure consists of three major components. 1) High performance 
workstations are used for image display and application management. 2) A raid 
disk, which is capable of storing multi-giga bytes of data, is designated for massive 
storage of images. 3) An AIM network is established for data communications. In 
the following sections, we will discuss our implementation strategy in greater 
details. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The Raid Disk 

The raid disk is an array of disks integrates remarkably with some top-notch 
features. It provides raid, hot spares, a high speed fiber channel, and a dual-ported 
controller for system failover. Because of their modular, scaleable design, adding 
storage capacity and performance can be easily and cost-effectively installed when 
the system expands. To ensure data will not be lost, the raid disk provides raid 
levels 5, 1, and 0+1. For additional flexibility, it also provides raid 0 and 
independent disks. With the hot-spare option, a built-in spare goes in operation 
automatically when a faulty disk is detected, thus rebuilding data and restoring 
system to full speed. And with the warm-plug feature, replacing a faulty disk does 
not require system downtime, thus eliminating the timely reboot process. 
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The ATM Technology 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode, or ATM, is a multiplexing technology based on the 
switching of small fixed length packets of data called cells. Each cell is a 53-byte data 
including a 5-byte header which identifies the cell's route through the network. 
The remaining 48 bytes contains user data. Another advantage offered by ATM is 
its superb data transfer speed. At ATM OC3 the maximum data transmission 
bandwidth is at 155 Mega bits per second. Because of the high bandwidth and 
uniform switching of ATM networks, it can transfer large volumes of multimedia 
data such as images, audio, video and, as well as graphics and text from 
application to application at a much higher speed. Another distinctive feature in 
the ATM technology is its open architecture in the sense that it is not destined 
with a single physical medium or speed. It allows traffic from multiple sources to 
be switched to multiple destinations by fast ATM switch. Expanding local area 
networks can simply be interconnecting multiple ATM switches. 

The System Architecture 

Our system infrastructure is based on the client/ server computing principle. In a 
client/ server architecture, the server is considered centralized and is designated to 
provide services upon request from its clients. Clients are generally running its 
own operating system software and applications. Only when services are 
requested, clients will then connect and communicate to the server. A network 
tha t connects the server and the clients provides the image and data 
communications. 

The ICU server consists of a high performance workstation with a raid disk for 
central storage of images and reports. Dual portrait monitors are used for display. 
The following table specify the hardware configuration of the ICU server. 

Table 1: ICU Server Configuration 

Sun Sparc Workstation 20 
128 Mega Bytes Memory 
Sun Raid Disk: 30 Giga Bytes 
2 Turbo GX Plus 4M Graphic Cards 
ForeSystems SBA-200 ATM Sbus 
Adapter card 
(2) 24-inch 1280 X 1600 portrait monitors 
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The ICU review station, which deploys as the client, also consists of a high 
performance workstation with an internal disk for local storage. Dual portrait 
monitors are used for display. The following table specify the hardware 
configuration of the ICU review station. 

Table 2: ICU Review Station Configuration 

Sun Sparc Workstation 20 
128 Mega Bytes Memory 
2.1 Giga Bytes Fast SCSI disk 
2 Turbo GX Plus 4M Graphic Cards 
ForeSystems SBA-200 ATM Sbus 
Adapter card 
(2) 24-inch 1280 X 1600 portrait monitors 

For data communications, the ICU server and each of the review stations are 
installed with a commercially available ATM adapter card, namely SBA-200 
(ForeSystems, Warrendale, PAl. Fiber optical cables are connected from the adapter 
card, through the hospital backbone fiber network, back to the main A TM switch
ForeRunner ASX 200 (ForeSystems, Warrendale, PAl. An ATM local area network 
that provides 155 Mbit/ second bandwidth is thus established; images and data are 
transferred from the ICU server to the ICU stations in real-time using the higher 
speed available through ATM. 

The PACS controller, which is also connected to the ATM local area network, 
provides automatic image routing to the ICU server. With four central processing 
units (CPUs) running on a Sun 690 machine (Sun Microsystems, Mountain View, 
CAl, the P ACS controller allows multiple processes running simultaneously with 
minimal shared CPU time. Upon receiving an image, PACS will validate the 
image, archive a copy to the optical disk library (1.3 Tera bytes, Cranel, OR), update 
the mirrored Sybase databases (Emeryville, CAl, and then based on the routing 
code, send the image to the appropriate diagnostic review workstation, or to the 
ICU server. It also handles real-time image and diagnostic report retrieval requests 
from display stations. 

The following table shows a schematic view of the ATM distributed ICU server 
and the P ACS infrastructure. 
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Table 3. An ATM Distributed PACS Server for the ICUs 

Med Surgery ICU 
Pediatric ICU Cardiac Care ICU 

1.600 1,280 1,600 1,280 1,600 1,280 
MOl OIS • • • Mo tOlS • • • Mo itors 

Spare 20 ~ 
I Spare 20 I I Srare 20 I 

~ QA Station 

1,600 1,280 
Mo itors 

ATM 
30·GB Switch 

RAID Dis Spare 20 I 

ICU SERVER 

~ACq~iS"iOn PACS PACS 
Database Controller Host 

Server 
I I I 

RIS I Optical Oisk Library I I CR System I··· CR System I 

The Image Acquisition Process 

At UCSF, our ICUs include pediatric, cardiovascular, neurosurgery, medical 
surgery, cardiac care, and neonatal. Except neonatal, each ICU uses Computed 
Radiograph (CR) for conventional radiography. The technologist enters a two 
letter code designating a particular ICU when the CR reads the imaging plate. 
During the acquisition process, the CR image is first converted to DICOM 3 format 
(Digital Imaging Communications in Medicine, an industry standard in medical 
imaging communications), it then validates the patient ID, and runs a special 
utility to remove any white background and sends to PACS. Upon receiving the 
CR image, PACS archives its original image to the optical disk library, updates the 
mirrored Sybase databases, and routes a copy of the image to the ICU server. A 
successful acknowledgment is also sent back to the acquisition host so that the 
local image in the host computer can be purged. 
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The ICU Application 

Currently our ICU server is serving three units which include pediatric, medical 
surgery and cardiac care. The ICU server, which contains thirty high performance, 
low profile disk arrays, is capable of storing up to 30 Giga bytes of data and can be 
easily expanded as needed. Instead of configuring a large global database, which can 
bring all three ICU applications to a halt should the global database becomes 
inoperable, the ICU server maintains a separate database for each ICU station. In 
other words images are stored centrally, and yet, in a distributed database 
environment. 

The process of maintaining separate databases for each ICU is relatively simple. 
The ground work involves configuring three database servers, each of them is 
responsible for all the activities of a particular ICU. When images arrive at the ICU 
server, based on the routing code, the ICU server will insert a patient's 
demographic data and its pertaining images to the appropriate database. Upon 
request from a ICU workstation, the image and textual data are sent to the client 
workstation through A TM transmission. The advantage of having a local database 
for each ICU is that even when one database goes down, the other ICUs can 
continue to operate without any interruption. 

At each ICU workstation, a local directory that contains all the current patients of 
that ICU is maintained. A user can request images of a patient by first selecting the 
patient ID from the patient directory. Upon receiving the request, the ICU server 
routes the patient's images and demographic data back to the ICU workstation. 
Images are transferred in their original sizes to the workstation's memory cache, 
but are interpolated to 1,600 X 1,200 for the two display monitors. While one 
monitor maintains the most current image, the other monitor can be used to 
review the remaining set of images. 

To manipulate images, many user-friendly, easy-to-use functions are available. 
Some of the most frequently used features include window and level, zoom, 
rotation, and image layouts. Through a pop-up window, a patient's demographic 
data and study information can be obtained. Real time access to historical images 
and diagnostic reports are also available. The image retrieval button allows a user 
to enter a patient ID and retrieve all the previous examinations from PACS. The 
report button allows instantaneous access to the Sybase database which stores all 
the diagnostic reports. When a report request is initiated, a report window will be 
open, and a user can browse through all the available reports accordingly. Because 
of direct access, historical images and diagnostic reports can be forwarded from 
PACS to an ICU workstation without severely penalizing the performance of the 
ICU server. 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We have deployed three ICU workstations in three intensive care units in the 
hospital. For the past five months, performance is superior without any 
interruption from hardware, software or the ATM network. Physicians, on the 
average, are able to request and review the first image within 1.5 to 2.0 seconds. 

The advantages of having a high performance ICU server to serve the ICUs are 
manifest and enormous. First of all, the ICU application is considered much 
simpler than other radiology services. A server separates the ICUs from other 
applications allows the ICU server to have a simpler system architecture design. 
Coupled with the innovative technologies of disk array and ATM, a high 
performance server can provide a timely delivery of images to the ICUs, and at 
the same time eliminate redundancy in storage components for each workstation. 
With the availability and affordability of raid disk and ATM networking tools, 
each workstation can receive its first image in about 1.5 to 2.0 seconds from the 
server, which is desirable in clinical operation. Finally, since all images are 
deposited in the disk array in the server, quality assurance and maintenance can be 
easily and readily performed at the server site without having to physically visit 
each ICU workstation. 

Because of the popularity and success of the prototype ICU application, our plan is 
to continue to support the current lCU workstations. The future direction is to 
implement additional ICU workstations and set up ATM network in the 
remaining three ICUs. The ultimate goal is to have the ICU server to provide 
digital radiology service to all the ICUs. 
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ABSTRAcr 

Asynchronous transfer mode (A TM) technology has been implemented within our radiology 
department's hospital-wide PACS as well as in a wide area network (WAN) connecting affiliated 
hospitals. This paper describes our implementation strategies and the network performance observed 
in a clinical setting. 

The image communication network for our PACS is composed of two network interfaces: 
ATM (OC-3, ISS Mbps) and Ethernet (10 Mbps). This communication network connects four major 
campus buildings and two remote hospitals. providing intra- and interbuilding communication for 
radiologic images including CT, MR, CR, US, and digitized screen-film images. The network links 
these modalities via their acquisition computers to the PACS controller and to display workstations. 
The ATM serves as the primary network for transmission of radiologic images and relevant data 
within the entire PACS. The standard Ethernet is used as a backup network for ATM. It 
interconnects all PACS components including radiologic imaging systems, acquisition computers, 
display workstations, the PACS controller, the database servers, and the RJS and HIS. 

Our communication network operates on a 24 hrs/day, 7 days/week basis. Performance of the 
ATM network was evaluated in terms of disk-to-disk, disk-to-memory, and memory-to-memory 
transmission rates. The average memory-to-memory transmission rate over the wide area A TM 
network was 8.3 MBytes/s, which corresponds to transferring a 40-slice (or, 20-MByte) CT 
examination to a remote site in less than 3 seconds. With the emerging ATM technology, we believe 
that ATM-based digital communication network is a suitable choice for large-scale PACS involving 
both LAN and WAN. 

KEY WORDS: picture archiving and communication systems (p ACS), asynchronous transfer mode 
(ATM), communication network, local area network, wide area network, network performance. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We have previously developed a large-scale picture archiving and communication system 
(PACS) for clinical use in a radiology departmen([11, The image communication network 
implemented in this PACS was composed of three types of network interfaces: Ethernet, Fiber 
Distributed Data Interface (FDDl), and the I-Gbps bandwidth UltraNet (Computer Network 
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Technology, Oakland, Calif). This three-tiered network provided independent pathways for data 
transmission, resulting in significant improvement of transferring high-volume radiologic images 
among individual PACS components[2,31. However, this high-capacity digita[ network lacked wide 
area network (WAN) connectivity, and was therefore limited its functionality to local area network 
(LAN) applications. 

The second-generation PACS[4,51 developed at UCSF has adapted asynchronous transfer 
mode (ATM) technology to its image communication network that provides both LAN and WAN 
connections for the PACS. This comprehensive digital network, composed of high-speed ATM and 
standard Ethernet, interconnects four major UCSF campus buildings: Moffitt Hospital, Long Hospital, 
the Ambulatory Care Center, and the Campus Library, and two remote affiliated hospitals: Mt. Zion 
Hospital (MZH) and San Francisco Veterans Administration Medical Center (SFV AMC), in the San 
Francisco Bay area[6,71. The network bas been in operation since March, 1995. It provides intra
and interbuilding communication for radiologic images throughout the entire PACS . This paper 
describes our implementation strategies and the network performance observed in a clinical setting. 

2. UCSF PACS IMAGE COMMUNICATION 

Currently, the UCSF PACS acquires 2.5 GBytes of radiologic images daily from four 
magnetic resonance (MR) imagers, three computed tomographic (CT) scanners, two computed 
radiographic (CR) systems, one ultrasound (US) PACS module, and two laser film scanners (LS). 
These images are sent from their acquisition computers via the PACS communication network to the 
PACS controller, where they are archived to optical disks for long-term storage and distributed to 
display workstations for clinical review. The communication network uses A TM as the primary 
network, with Ethernet and Tl as the backups for LAN and WAN, respectively. Failure of the A TM 
automatically triggers the communication network to reconfigure itself so that images and relevant 
data will be transmitted over the Ethernet or the TI lines. 

2.1 The networks 

The A TM network interconnects four major campus buildings and links UCSF to the two 
remote affiliated hospitals, MZH and SFV AMC. The network operates at a bandwidth of 155 Mbps 
(OC-3) and is used for image and data communication among the acquisition nodes, the database 
servers, the PACS controller, the intensive care units (ICU) image server, the Mac file server, and the 
display workstations. The network interconnects these componenis via the local ATM switches as well 
as the public A TM switch, constituting an integrated digital imaging network that provides high-speed 
communication for radiologic images and relevant data throughout the entire PACS. Figure I shows 
the ATM WAN connections between UCSF, MZH, and SFV AMC, and Figure 2 shows the 
configuration of the A TM LAN at UCSF. 

ATM is a connection-oriented switching and multiplexing technology that transmits 
information including video, voice and data using 53-byte cells (5-byte header and 48-byte 
information). ATM can operate at different optical carrier (OC) levels such as OC-I (51 Mbps), OC-
3 (155 Mbps), or OC-12 (622 Mbps). It allows the same high-bandwidth LAN applications to be 
transponed across the WAN. 
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Ethernet 

The standard Ethernet is used for communication between radiologic imaging devices and 
their corresponding acquisition computers. In addition, the Ethernet network interconnects all PACS 
components including acquisition nodes, display workstations, database servers, the PACS controller, 
the ICU image server, and the Mac file server. This global Ethernet serves as a backup network for 
the high-speed A TM LAN. Figure 3 shows the configuration of the PACS Ethernet network at 
UCSF. 

Ethernet is specified at a bandwidth of 10 Mbps. The multipoint characteristics of the bus 
topology used by Ethernet provides multi-access to the PACS computers so that any new node can be 
tapped into the existing Ethernet LAN without reconfiguring the network. One disadvantage of using 
Ethernet is that the transmission rates of individual communication processes drop significantly while 
multiple processes are running simultaneously. 

Tl 

Tl operates at a bandwidth of 1.544 Mbps and is used as a backup network for the ATM 
WAN. This Tl-link connects UCSF to MZH and SFVAMC, which guarantees WAN connectivity of 
the PACS in the event of A TM failure. 

San Francisco 
~gC 

San Francisco L-;=======:::;----~\_--i::~::J 
VA Medical Center I PacBell 

(SFVAMC) Mt. Zion Hospital i------\---j Core 
(MZH) Switch 

Golden Gate Park Oakland 

Figure 1. ATM connections between UCSF, MZH. and SFV AMC in the San Francisco Bay area. All 
connections are established via Pacific Bell's core switch in Oakland. Calif. 
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Figure 2. Configuration of the PACS A TM network. All acquisition nodes and display workstations, the 
database servers, the PACS controller, the leU image server, and the Mac file server are interconnected via a 
Fore Systems' ASX-200 ATM switch. ATM WAN connections between UCSF, MZH, and SFVAMC are 
established through Pacific Bell's core switch in Oakland, California. 

MZH Tl 

SFVAMC 
PACS 

PACS 
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DepnrtmentaJ 
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To 
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Figure 3. Configuration of the PACS Ethernet network. All acquisition nodes and display workstations arc 
connected to the PACS exatemal network, and the database servers, the PACS controller, the leU image 
server, and the Mac file server are connected to the PACS internal network. These two networks (Class C) 
are both connected to the campus Ethernet (Class B) via the PACS gateway. The departmental network is a 
subnet of the campus network. Tl lines are used to connect UCSF to MZH and SFV AMC. 
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2.2 Development platforms 

The image communication network was developed on Sun computers (Sun Microsystems, 
Mountain View, Calif.) platform running socket-based clienllserver applications using transmission 
control protocol/Internet protocol (TCPIIP). The A TM network was equipped with Fore Systems' 
(Warrendale, PA) ASX·2oo ATM switches and SBus host adapter cards. Table I summarizes the 
hardware and software platfonns of this image communication network. 

Table 1. Hardware and software platforms of the image communication network 

Hardware: 
Sun Spare computer systems 
Sun SBus Ethernet host adapter cards (IOMbps) 
Fore ASX-200 ATM switches (Non-blocking, 24 ports, 2.5 Gbps) 
Fore SBus ATM host adapter cards (OC-3, 155 Mbps) 
Paci fie Bell OakJand A TM core switch 

Software: 

SunOS/Solaris operating systems 
C programming language 
TCPIIP transmission protocols 
Unix socket communication 
Client/server applications 

3. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 

We measured the performance of our ATM-based communication network in terms of disk
to-disk, disk-lo-memory, and memory-la-memory transmission rates. These measurements were 
conducted in a real-time clinical environment from our PACS. A description of the methods of 
measurement and the results obtained from these measurements follows. 

3.1 Disk-to-disk transmission 

Disk-to-disk transmission rates were measured for transferring real-time CR images from the 
PACS controller's small computer systems interface (SCSI) disks via the A TM and the Ethernet 
networks to the ICU image server's SCSI disks. For each individual image, the image server received 
two copies of the image, one over ATM and the other over Ethernet, from the PACS controller. In 
this performance measurement, the PACS controller represented a centralized image management 
engine that accepted images from multiple acquisition nodes, processed image header information 
and updated PACS global database, routed images to various destinations (e.g., the ICU image server, 
the Mac file server, and 2K and IK workstations), and archived images to optical disk library. Over 
10 GBytes of data transactions were processed by the PACS controller daily. 

The transmission time for the CR images to be sent from the PACS controller to the ICU 
image server were measured on a 24 hrs/day, 7 days/week basis. Approximately one month of 
transaction data was analyzed. Results from the performance measurement (Table 2) showed that, 
even with the constraint of slow disk inpulloutput (VO) speed, the A TM network still outperformed 
Ethernet by almost 200%. This calculation was based on the measured transmission rates of ATM 
(1.247 MBytes/s) and Ethernet (452 KBytes/s). 
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Table 2. ATM vs Ethernet disk-to-disk transmission rates 

ATM Ethernet 

Average Throughput 
(KBytesis) 1,247 452 

3,2 Disk-to-memory and memory-to-memory transmissions 

We used our ICU PACS module[8,9] as a test bed to measure disk-to-memory and memory
to-memory transmission rates of the ATM network. In the experiment, five dual-monitor. 1,600 x 
l,280-resolution ICU workstations running motif-based applications on Sun Sparc 20 computers 
were interconnected via two ASX-200 ATM switches (Figure 4). Node A represented the ICU image 
server that distributed CR images over ATM to the display workstations (Nodes C, D, and E) located 
at the ICU ward. This image server, configured with 30 GBytes of high-performance redundant array 
of inexpensive disks (RAID), served as a central storage of images for all the ICU workstations. Node 
B represented a remote display workstation at SFV AMC that was connected to the image server at 
UCSF via Pacific Bell's core switch. 

... PacBeU 
ASX-200 Core 

ATM Switch 

~ 
Switch 

Oakland 

SFVAMC 

UCSF NodeC 

NodeD 

(Image Server) NodeE 

Figure 4. Diagram shows computers and equipment used in the disk-to-memory and memory-to-memory 
perfonnance measurements. Five dual-monitor, 1,600 x 1.28D-resolution display workstations (nodes A. B. 
e, D. and E) running leu applications were used with two ASX-200 ATM switches. Node A represented 
the leu image server configured with a 3D-GByte RAID disk. Node B at SFV AMe was connected to 
UCSF via Pacific Bell's core switch in Oakland. 
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Disk-to-memory transmission 

Disk-to-memory transmission rates were measured for transferring eighty CR images, each 8 
MBytes in size, from the image server's RAID disks over ATM to individual computer system 
memory of the ICU workstations. The socket-based client/server communication processes used in 
the performance measurement allocated 64-KByte TCP window size and 128-KByte buffer size for 
the data transfers. 

Table 3 shows the results from point-to-point and concurrent transmissions of data over the 
LAN and the WAN. The average point-to-point transmission rate between UCSF and SFVAMC was 
5.2 MBytes, which corresponds to transferring an 8-MByte CR image from a local mangetic storage 
over the WAN to a remote display memory in less than two seconds. The aggregate throughput for 
the image server to transfer images simultaneously to the four ICU workstations was 7.4 MBytes/s. 

Table 3 Disk-to-memory transmission rates 

Sender Receiver 
Number of Aggregate Throughput 

Concurrent Processes 
A B C 0 E 

(MBytesls) 

I • • 5.2 

I • • 5.8 

2 • • • 6.9 

4 • • • • • 7.4 

Memory-to-memory transmission 

Memory-to-memory transmission rates were measured for transferring 2,000 data packets, 
each 128 KBytes in size, from the image server's computer system memory over A TM to the 
individual computer system memory of the ICU workstations. Again, 64 KBytes of TCP window size 
were used for the communication processes. 

Results from point-ta-point and concurrent transmissions of data over the LAN and the WAN 
are shown in Table 4. The average point-to-point transmission rate between UCSF and SFV AMC was 
8.3 MBytes, which corresponds to transferring a 40-slice (or, 20-MByte) CT examination over the 
WAN to a remote site in less than 3 seconds. The aggregate throughput for the image server to 
transfer data simultaneously to the four ICU workstations was 16.0 MBytes/s (or, 128 Mbps), which is 
equivalent to 82.6% of ATM's 155-Mbps signaling rate. 
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Table 4. Memory-to-memory transmission rates 

Sender Receiver 
Number of Aggregate Throughput 

Concurrent Processes A B C D E 
(MBytesls) 

I • • S.3 

I • • 10.4 

2 • • • 13.4 

4 • • • • • 16.0 

4. DISCUSSION 

We have successfully implemented ATM technology within our radiology department's 
hospital-wide PACS as well as in a WAN connecting affiliated hospitals. The comprehensive digital 
network, composed of A TM and Ethernet, provides high-speed yet reliable communcations for 
radiologic images and relevant data over both LAN and WAN throughout the entire PACS. 

From the results of our measurements, we believe that the transmission rates of ATM can 
satisfy most radiologic image communi caton requirements and hence a digital communication 
network with A TM technology would be a suitable choice for large-scale PACS involving both LAN 
and WAN. Ethernet, on the other hand, is inadequate to be used for image communication, 
particularly in a multimodal PACS environment, because of the shared bandwidth characteristics 
inherited from the bus topology that Ethernet uses. 

Factors affecting the throughputs of an A TM network include: (I) processing overhead of the 
network protocols (e.g., TCPfIP) ; (2) low-speed disk I/O of the computer system; and (3) I/O 
buffering within the computer system, the A TM switch, and the applications. Among tbese factors, 
further improvements in network transmission protocols and in disk I/O speed will be the major 
efforts to optimize the throughput performance of ATM. 
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ABSTRACT 

A clinical comparison of computed radiography (CR) versus screen-film for imaging the critically-ill neonate 
is performed, utilizing a modified (hybrid) film cassette containing a CR (standard ST -V) imaging plate, a 
conventional screen and film, allowing simultaneous acquisition of perfectly matched CR and plain film 
images. For 100 portable neonatal chest and abdominal projection radiographs, plain film was subjectively 
compared to CR hardcopy. Three pediatric radiologists graded overall image quality on a scale of one (poor) 
to five (excellent), as well as visualization of various anatomic structures (i.e., lung parenchyma, pulmonary 
vasculature, tubesllines) and pathological findings (i.e., pulmonary interstitial emphysema, pleural effusion, 
pneumothorax). Results analyzed using a combined kappa statistic of the differences between scores from 
each matched set, combined over the three readers showed no statistically significant difference in overall 
image quality between screen-flim and CR (p=0.19). Similarly, no statistically significant difference was seen 
between screen-film and CR for anatomic structure visualization and for visualization of pathological findings. 
These results indicate that the image quality of CR is comparable to plain film, and that CR may be a suitable 
alternative to screen-flim imaging for portable neonatal chest and abdominal exanninations. 

KEYWORDS: computed radiography, neonatal ICU, comparative clinical studies 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Previous studies by ourselves l ,2 and others3-5 have supported the notion that the use of a hybrid cassette 
containing both a computed radiography (CR) imaging plate and conventional screen-film for the single
exposure, simultaneous acquisition of images can facilitate the direct clinical comparison of conventional 
screen-film and CR radiographs. And it is believed that the dual-image recording method is preferable to two 
separate exposures, one each for standard plain film and CR, when a more objective, controlled clinical 
comparison study is desired. Such a hybrid cassette is utilized here to evaluate the clinical utility of a CR 
imaging plate versus plain ftlm for neonatal intensive care unit (lCU) applications. 

Among the motivating factors behind tltis exannination are the fact that at our institution, there is a 52-bed 
Newborn Intensive Care Unit (NBICU) on the fifteenth floor of the main hospital, while the pediatric 
radiology reading room is on the third floor. Currently, film is duplicated for the ICU for immediate review 
up in the unit, and the original film is sent to radiology for primary diagnosis. Undue delay in tltis service can 
negatively impact on clinical care. If this study determines that CR is comparable to screen-film, then the 
current practice of ftlm duplication for ICU review could be eliminated. The use of CR in place of screen-flim 
would give the neonatologist immediate access to patients' images on a local PACS (picture archiving and 
communication system) ICU display station, and the pediatric radiologist would have immediate access to the 
same images in their reading room. 

The latest version standard ST-V (Fuji Medical Systems U.S.A., Inc.) photostimulable phosphor CR imaging 
plate was used in a modified film cassette containing both a CR plate and conventional screen-film for a dual
image recording technique similar to that described by Chotas el at. 3 and further examined by ourselves 1,2 
and Wilson el at. 5. Note that the ST -V 8 inch by !O inch imaging plates are scanned with a density of !O 
pixels/mm. For 100 portable neonatal chest and abdominal examinations, plain film was subjectively 
compared to CR hardcopy, all recorded from a single simultaneous acquisition exposure. Hardcopy images 
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were masked to disguise the origin of the film and were presented to the readers in random order for scoring. 
Tbree pediatric radiologists graded each image for overall image quality on a scale of one (poor) to five 
(excellent). The readers also graded the visualization of various structures in the chest including lung 
parenchyma, pulmonary vasculature, soft tissues, bone trabeculae, spine detail , tubes, and lines. The 
visualization of pathological findings including pulmonary interstitial emphysema, pleural effusion, interstitial 
thickening, pneumothorax, pneumomediastinum, pneumoperitoneum, GJ intramural air, and portal venous air 
were also evaluated. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The hybrid cassette or dual detector configuration used for image acquisition in this clinical comparison study 
is diagrammed in Figure I . It consists of a film cassette with the front intensifying screen removed and 
replaced by a CR plate, reversed in the cassette so that the phosphor side is facing the film which is the middle 
piece of the hybrid cassette, followed by the back intensifying screen . 

• X-rays 
'Inten.sif:ying Screen 

Figure 1. The Hybrid Cassette consists of a conventional screen-film cassette with the front intensifying 
screen removed and replaced with a CR imaging plate (reversed in the cassette), followed by the film and the 
back intensifying screen. 

The specific screen·film cassette system used was an 8 inch by 10 inch Du Pont carbon fiber film cassette, 
along with a Du Pont Quanta Fast Detail / Cronex 10 screen-film system. The Quanta Fast Detail is a 
blue/UV-emitting rare earth (Niobuim-activated yttrium tantalite) intensifying screen which when matched 
with Cronex 10 film, creates a medium (250) speed, low relative noise screen-film system with a (high) 
spatial resolution of 10 lines/mm6. All exposures were performed on the same GE arnx4 portable X-ray 
machine using portable neonatal chest technique factors (50-60 KVp, I MAS), and plain film was processed 
under normal dark room conditions using a Kodak RPX-omat Model M6B film processor. 

The computed radiography components utilized included a Fuji 8 inch by 10 inch carbon fiber CR cassette 
with the standard Fuji type ST-V CR imaging plate which has a scanning density of 10 pixels/mm. Each 
photostimulable phosphor plate contains europium doped barium-fluoro-halide-halide (BaFBrJ:Eu2+) which 
emits in the blue-green (400 nm) spectral range7. CR plates were read by the same Fuji FCR 9000 laser 
reader and CR film was processed by a Fuji CR-LP414Iaser printer. 

The specific detector parts of the hybrid cassette used from each system included, the Du Poot carbon fiber 
film cassette with only the back Quanta Fast Detail intensifying screen in place, Cronex 10 fllm, and the Fuji 
type V plate. (Refer to Fignre 1.) Both the film and the storage-phosphor plate were placed into and removed 
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from tbe cassette under dark room conditions. The exposed film was processed in the usual way and the 
exposed plate was removed from the hybrid film cassene, placed into a CR cassette and processed by the laser 
scanner. Three display formats result from the detector configurations described above: standard analog film, 
hardcopy CR (digital image on film) and softcopy CR (digital data viewable on a display monitor). The 
experimental technique followed, emulated that utilized in our hospital for portable pediatric chest X-ray 
examinations, with exposures in the 50 to 60 KVp range at 1 MAS. 

Over a four month period, all weekday morning films which were requested for Newborn ICU patients were 
imaged using tbe hybrid cassette with the ST-V plate. The X-ray exposure used clinically for the hybrid 
configuration was slightly higher tban that used for the conventional 250 speed screen-film system currently 
utilized at our institution for portables in the newborn ICU. Tbe dosage was, however, well within the 
reasonable, permissible limits. In fact, the exposure difference corresponded to one step in KVp, whicb may 
be within the range of variation in techniques between different X-ray technologists. Daily films were read 
from the plain film from the hybrid cassette. Hardcopy images were masked to disguise the origin of the film 
(either CR or plain film) and were presented to three pediatric radiologists in random order for scoring. 

Radiologists rated the ability to see the structures of the chest including lung parencbyma, pulmonary 
vasculature, soft tissues, bone trabeculae, and detail of tbe spine, as well as nasogastric and endotracheal 
tubes. They also graded the visualization of pathological findings including pulmonary interstitial emphysema 
(PIE), pleural effusion, interstitial thickening, edema, pneumothorax, pneumomediastinum, 
pneumoperitoneum, gastrointestinal (GI) air, and portal venous air, and the overall image quality using a scale 
of one to five as follows: 

Score 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

NA 

Evaluation Description 
unsatisfactory very poor image, structure not visible, nondiagnostic 
poor structure can be visualized but quality is unacceptable for diagnosis 
satisfactory study is adequate for diagnosis, fair quality 
good good image, acceptable quality 
excellent structure is beautifully visualized 
not applicable or absent 

3. RESULTS 

A representative sampling of pathological categories and/or rmdings was included in the test set, obtained over 
a typical four month period. Among the 100 total matched image sets included in the study, all but 15 had at 
least one tube or line present and most were standard AP (anterior-to-posterior, referring to the X-ray source
to-patient-to detector configuration) portable chest examinations. Table I details the test set makeup. 

VIEWS 
APChest 
APAbdomen 
Chest + Abdomen 
Lateral Chest 

80 
5 
14 
I 

PATHOLOGICALCATEGORYIFINDING* 
Normal 20 No Findings 24 
RDS 38 Pulmonary Edema 21 
SIP Surgery 18 Atelectasis 20 
BPD 10 PIE 16 
Anasarca I Pleural Effusion 15 
Rickets 5 Interstitial Thickening 8 
CHD 4 Pneumothorax, -med 5 
Infection/Cyst 3 Cardiomegaly 1 

Hypoplastic Lung 1 

Table 1. Test set makeup. * Note: images may contain more than one finding. AP: Anterior-to-Posterior, 
BPD: Broncho-Pnlmonary Displasia, CHD: Congenital Heart Disease, -med: Pneumomediastinum, PIE: 
Pulmonary Interstitial Emphysema, RDS: Respiratory Distress Syndrome, SIP: Status Post. 
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Results obtained using a combined kappa statistic analysis of the differences between a reader's scores for 
each of the matched sets of images, combined over each of the three readers are shown in Table 2, for the 
overall image quality evaluation and for visualization of each anatomic structure. Note that tbe p values show 
no statistically significant difference between screen-film and CR in overall image quality or for visualization 
of any of the anatomic structures including tubes and lines. A sintilar trend is seen in prelintinary analysis of 
visualization of the pathological categories and findings listed in Table I . 

OVERALLlldAGEOUALITY p = 0.19 

ANATOMIC STRUCTURE VISUALIZATION 
Lung Parenchyma p - 0.10 
Pulmonary Vasculature p = 0.17 
Soft Tissue p = 0.28 
Bone Trabeculae p = 0.16 
Spine Detail p = 0.13 
TubelLine p = 0.11 

Table 2. Combined kappa statistic analysis of score differences rating overall image qUality and visualization 
of anatomic structures, tubes and lines. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The results obtained in this study lead to the conclusion that clinically there is no difference between computed 
radiography and screen-film for this application to imaging the critically-ill neonate. Thus, CR may be a 
suitable alternative to screen-film radiography for bedside neonatal lCU images; particularly when assessed 
with the advantages gained through the use of a digital modality, such as the ability to rapidly distribute 
images to display workstations in the intensive care unit or anywhere within the picture archiving and 
communication system (PACS); the abi lity to manipulate the digital image through window and level, inverse 
and other image processing and enhancement procedures; and the ability to archive digital images for future 
retrieval for clinical, research and teaching purposes. Based on the results of this clinical comparison between 
screen-film and CR, UCSF will begin routine use of CR in the newborn intensive care unit. 

Current continuing studies include a comparison of the matched clinical sets of screen-film and CR film, to 
CR softcopy viewing on a high-reSOlution 2K by 2K (2048 pixels by 2048 pixels) display workstation which 
uses a Sun 4/470 CPU for the patient demographic user interface, two 2048 by 2500 line Megascan (currently 
EMed) monitors, and a Storage Concepts parallel transfer disk. Several image pre-processing tasks are 
involved in preparing a CR cbest image from its original raw data format to that compatible for softcopy 
display at the viewing workstation. These include: background removal to eliminate the potentially distracting 
unexposed (white) background due to X-ray collimation at the time of exposure; image orientation correction 
to determine tbe original image object orientation, and rotate the image, if necessary, to a standard viewing 
position; default optimal look-up table calculation for initial display parameters based on the anatomical region, 
the image histogram and the minimum and maximum gray levels; and auto-contrast enhancement for different 
tissue densities (i.e., muscle, fat, mediastinum, lung, bone) for further display window and level optimization 
based on piecewise-linear look-up tables8. For soflcopy viewing, a reader is allowed to interactively window 
and level the image if so desired, from the default values, as well as invert the gray levels (white to black and 
black to white), magnify or rotate the image. 

Additional ongoing related studies include comparison of image quality evaluation assessed by radiologists of 
differing experience levels and image quality evaluation assessed by non-radiologist lCU clinicians. 
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ABSTRACT 

An assessment of changes in health-care professional behavior as a result of the introduction of a PACS 
(picture archiving and communication system) display station to an adult medical-surgical intensive care unit 
(lCU) is investigated via pre- and post-PACs evaluations. ICU display station utilization and the impact on 
clinical operations are also examined. Parameters measured both pre- and post-PACS ICU display station 
placement include the number of films per patient day, the number of clinician reviews of a patient's images 
per day and the percentage of images on which the unit interacts with a radiologist. The elapsed times from 
the time of exposure to the time of: review by the referring physician, radiologist-unit interaction and clinical 
action based on image information are also measured. The results of this investigation suggest that the 
introduction of a PACS display station in the ICU may reduce the number of exams per patient day, decrease 
the elapsed time from the time of exposure to the time of review by the unit clinician, and improve the time to 
clinical action. Note, however, that it does not appear to change the percentage of total images on which the 
unit interacts with a radiologist. 

KEYWORDS: PACS, display station, technology assessment, intensive care unit (lCU), clinical evaluation 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Positive impact of a new technology on the clinical environment in which it is introduced is often assumed but 
difficult to demonstrate. Several groups, most notably the University of Pennsylvania and Duke University, 
have examined the effect of a digital imaging network on physician behavior in an intensive care unit, time 
comparison of ICUs with and without digital viewing systems and strategies for experimental design of ICU 
PACS station technology evaluation studies. 1-9 

The purpose of this investigation was to measure, present and analyze objective data documenting the direct 
results of placing a PACS display station in an ICU on: physician and radiologist behavior, the time to 
clinical action and the number of exams performed per patient day. These measures, along with display 
station utilization studies, elucidate the impact of this enabling PACS technology on patient care and on health
care professional behaviors, leading to conclusions about cost-effectiveness. Additionally, such 
investigations may speed technology improvement through end-user feedback, redesign and further practical 
clinical testing. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

All unit portable examinations at our institution are performed with computed radiography (CR). Parameters 
measured both prior to placement of a PACS display workstation in the ICU (pre-PACS) and after placement 
of the display station in the unit (post-PACS) are summarized in Table I. They included the number of films 
per patient day, the number of clinician reviews of a patient's images per day and the percentage of images on 
which the unit interacted with a radiologist. The elapsed times from the time of exposure to the time of: 
review by the referring physician, radiologist-unit interaction and clinical action based on image information 
were also measured. 
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MEASURED PARAMETERS 
# Films per Patient Day 
# Clinician Reviews of a Patient's Images per Day 
% Images on which the Unit Interacts with Radiology 

ELAPSED TIME FROM TIME OF EXPOSURE TO TIME OF 
Image Review by Non-Radiologist Physician 
Radiologist-Unit Interaction 
Clinical Action based on image information 

Table L Parameters and elapsed times measured both pre- and post-PACS lCU display station placement. 

Parameter measurements were obtained utilizing a motion activated video camera placed in the chest reading 
room, aimed at the alternator dedicated entirely to the medical-surgicallCU under study. Other data collected 
carne from review of patients' charts and day sheets in the unit, and unit clinician/nurse daily survey forms. 
Additionally, in the post-PACS phase, some measurements were obtained via a computer workstation 
function utilization tracking program. 

The medical-surgical ICU display station used in this investigation was an ISG workstation (ISG 
Technologies, Inc. Ontario, Canada). It consists of two medium resolution (1280 by 1600 line) monitors. 
Patient demographics and radiology reports (both preliminary and final) appear on the left monitor, as does 
the most recent image of a selected patient, resident in the unit. Previous or historical images are displayed on 
the right monitor and can be paged through in full screen resolution or viewed in half-, quarter-, eighth-, etc. 
minified versions. Display functionality includes interactive window and level (or contrast and brightness) 
modification, zoom (magnification), pan or scroll, image rotation, and gray scale reversal. 

3. RESULTS 

The graph in Figure 1 depicts typical ICU display station utilization or viewing activity in the adult medical
surgical unit over a 24 hour period. Note that the workstation was accessed at every hour of the day except at 
4 AM, with heavy usage during pre-morning (AM) rounds, during morning rounds and during afternoon 
(PM) si -out rounds. 
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Figure 1. lCU display station viewing activity distribution over a typical 24 hour period. 
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The average results for the parameter measurements of the number of ftlms per patient day, the number of 
clinician reviews of a patient's images per day and the percentage of time the unit interacts with a radiologist 
are shown in Table 2, for both the pre-PACS pbase (prior to the placement of the PACS display station in the 
ICU) and the post-PACS phase (after placement of the PACS workstation in the ICU). 

Note that the number of ftlms per patient day prior to placement of the PACS display station up in the rcu 
averaged one to two images per day, while after placement of the PACS workstation up in the ICU the 
average number of films per patient was slightly less. Also, pre-PACS measurements of the number of 
clinician reviews of a patient's images per day averaged one to three viewings per day, with the post-PACS 
measurement averaging roughly the same number of viewings of a patient's images per day or slightly 
increased viewing. Note, however, that tbe percentage of images on which the unit consulted with a 
radiologist was roughly the same for the pre- and post-PACS pbases. 

AVERAGE 

# Films I Patient Day 

# Clinician Reviews of Images I Day 

% Time Unit Interacts with Radiologist 

PRE-PACS RESULTS 

1.30 ± 0.60 

2.18 ± 1.35 

27.4 % 

POST-PACS RESULTS 

1.09 ± 0.69 

2.00 ± 4.80 

28.9% 

Table 2. Average results for parameter measurements pre- and post-PACS, including the number of films 
per patient day, the number of clinician reviews of a patient's images per day and the percentage of images on 
which the unit interacts with a radiologist. 

The average results for the elapsed times from the time of exposure: to the time of image review by the non
radiologist clinician, to the time of unit-radiology interaction and to the time of clinical action based on 
information ascertained from a patient's images are sbown in Table 3, for both the pre-PACS phase and the 
post-PACS pbase. 

Note that the average elapsed time from tbe time of exposure to the time of image review by the non
radiologist clinician was significantly less after placement of the PACS display station up in the unit, as was 
the time to clinical action based on the image information. The time of the radiologist-unit interaction 
remained roughly tbe same. 

AVERAGE ELAPSED TIME PRE-PACS RESULTS POST-PACS RESULTS 

Image Review by Non-Radiologist 2 h 32 min ± I h 50 min I h 35 min ± 56 min 

Radiologist-Unit Interaction I h 42 min ± 2 h 3 min I h 56 min ± I h 23 min 

Clinical Action 3 b 21 min ± 3 h 24 min 2h6min± I h46min 

Table 3. Average elapsed times measured pre- and post-PACS, including the elapsed time from the time of 
exposure to: the time of image review by the non-radiologist clinician, the time of unit-radiology interaction 
and the time of clinical action based on the image information. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

In this study to assess the cbanges in bealth-care-professional behavior as a result of the introduction of a 
PACS display station in the medical-surgical intensive care unit, and to assess ICU workstation utilization and 
the impact on clinical operations, via pre-and post-PACS evaluations, the following may be concluded. 
Introduction of a PACS display station in the ICU may reduce the number of exams per patient day, decrease 
the elapsed time from the time of exposure to the time of review by the unit clinician, and improve the time to 
clinical action. Note, however, that it does not change tbe percentage of total images on which the unit 
interacts with a radiologist. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is to present a control theory and a fault tolerance algorithm developed for real time 
monitoring and control of acquisition and preprocessing of computed radiographs for PACS and Intensive Care Unit (ICU) 
operations. This monitoring and control system uses the even t-dri ven, multilevel processing approach to remove 
computational bottleneck and to improve system reliability. Its computational performance and processing reliability are 
evaluated and compared with those of the traditional. single level processing approach. 

Key words: Multilevel process structure. monitoring and control. computed radiography. acquisition. preprocessing. 
PACS and ICU. 

I. INTRODUCnON 

Projection radiography accounLS for over 60% of current radiography procedures. As digital imaging becomes more 
important in rad iology practice (1]. the need to convert images from projection radiography into digital fonnat becomes 
apparent. Computed Radiography (CR), as one of the major digital radiography methods. aims to replace screen/film 
radiographs and is becoming more widely used in medical centers [2]. Raw images generated by CR systems must be 
processed in many complex computational steps before storing into the centralized archive of PACS (picture archive and 
communication systems) or transmitting to remote display stations. The robustness of these acquisition, preprocessing steps 
and the quality of processed images are essenti al for incorporating CR systems into the clinical PACS framework. 

Some processes of CR acquisition and preprocessing run slower than the others. causing computational bottleneck . . 
Subsequently, this delays the transmission of images from the CR system to display stations, like in the ICU for which the 
quick response to user query is critical. Furthermore. some of these processes manipulate images based on the header 
infonnation entered by the operators (3]. However, illegal input parameters. software bugs, or system errors oftcn crash the 
CR acquisition computer. In this paper, we present a control theory and a fault tolerance algorithm to circumvent such 
problems. The software implementation of the control theory and the algorithm is based on the event-driven. multilevel 
processing structure. The automated software has been used to provide real time monitOring and control of CR image 
acquisition and preprocessing in the UCSF PACS and ICU operations. It has been proved to improve processing time, 
minimize user intervention, and speed up the previously time-consuming quality assurance procedure. The methodology can 
be extended to streamline and enhance image acqu isition and preprocessing of other digital modalities with similar sequential 
computational structure as CR. 

2 PROCEDURE OF CR ACOUlSmON AND PREPROCESSING 

The department of radiology at UCSF operates two CR systems (Fuji 9000 and Fuji AC-2) for all reus and ponable 
examinations generating about 1.2 gigabits of image data daily. Fig. 2.1 shows a diagram of the network structure of CR 
systems. PACS, and ICUs. These large volumes of acquired image data must be processed before they arc archived into the 
PACS and sent to leu viewing stations through an OC3-c. 155 MbiLS/s Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) network. 

Figure 2.1 IiSL<; all computational processes involved in the acquisition and preprocessing of CR. The functions of 
these routines are as follows: (1) DASM_server process acquires images from a Fuji CR system; (2) communication 
process transfers data betwecn the two Sun workstations; (3) reformatting process converts and fonnats the acquired imagc 
data from different sizes to a unifonn 2k X 2k dimension; (4) background removal process eliminates redundant 
background signals in the acquired CR image caused by the collimation effect; (5) orientation correction process align 
and rotate the CR image to a position suitable for viewing in disp lay station; (6) look_up_tablc (LUT) adjustment 
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CR systems 

I Fuj i 9000 

Viewer stations 

PACS 
controller 

Acquisition computer 

Sun SPARC LX 

Sun SPARC2 

Preprocessing computer 

Processes: 

I. DASM_server 
2. communications 
3. refonnatting 
4. background 

removal 
5.orienlation 

correction 
6. LUT adjustment 
7. header encoding 

Total: 7 processes 

Fig. 2.1 The data flow and processing steps o f CR in UCSF PACS and ICUs. 

process modifies the defaulL lookup table to enhance the visual quali ty of aligned images; and header encoding p rocess 
converts the image header from Fuji proprietary format to the standardized ACR-NEMA 2.0 format. Future work will 
upgrade 10 DICOM 3.0. 

These seven processes are independent demons ru nning in Ihe background of the two SUN SPARC computers. 
Processing of CR imnges is sequential through these sleps nnd follows Ihe FlFO model (first in first OUI). The conventional 
processing model of these demon procedure is ill ustrated in Figure 2.2. 

F processi-I ::>, (C __ p:...roc_C...:SS_i_~ ,corocessi+l~ 

D DO D 
queue i-I 

_i _~I _~ 

Fig.2.2 A diagram of the stream line procedure of preprocessing o f CR images. 

Every computational process takes a job from its input queue fi le. i.c., queue_in. pUIS this job into ils output queue 
fil e, queue_out. after processing. and thcn removes that job from the queuc_in . For example, for process j. we denote its 
queue_in as queue i and its queue_out as queue i+1. Our experience indicated that this simple, single leve l processing 
structure suffers many drawbacks. First. it creates a bonleneck due to uneve n computing speeds and workloads among thc 
compu tati onal processes. For the slow computational processes, the jobs may be pi led up in their queue_ins. Meanwhile. 
faster processes are wasting the CPU cycles when there are no jobs to be done. waiting fo r new jobs. Second, the system 
often crashes by cenain images with incorrect input parameters. software bugs, and system errors. For example. illegal patient 
II) may cause reformatting process crash which breaks preprocessing procedure fo r all following images. 

1 PROCESS CONTROL THEORY 

In this section. we present a comroltheory to opti mize the acq uisition and preprocessing· time of CR images. The 
idea of this theory is based on the fac t that all the seven demon processes have equal priority in accessing the multi tasking: 
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CPU. Suppose that there are m processes running in a multitasking computer and fa is the clock speed, or process 
frequency, 

of this computer. Let us further denote that the process freq uency of the ith CR demon process is fi and the number of 

computer cycles required in finishing one job is Si. Every process frequency is assigned by the CPU and the sum of all 
process frequencies is roughly equal to the CPU frequency or clock speed, so we have the equation described by the fallowing: 

(3.1 ) 

The processing time required by the ith process is Si/ fi. Assuming the demon's processes occupy most of the CPU 
time, .the total processing time to process one image by m demon processes, T, can be approximated as follows: 

(3.2) 

Our purpose is to attain the minimum T by adjusting fl, for i = 1. 2, .... m. Since fo is a constant, Equations 
(3.1) - (3.2) now become an extreme value problem under certain conditions. With the solution of ex treme value under 
conditions developed in mathematics, we find the ith frequency assigncd by the CPU should be given by the following 
formula: 

fi =..fS,. f o· (fJSi)-' 
) :\ 

(3.3) 

and the minimum total processing time to process one CR image is give n by the following: 

(3.4) 

Fig. 3.1 shows a curve describing the relat ionship between the processing frequency of the iIh process and its cycles 
for one job according to Fonnula (3.3). The CPU assignment of every process frequency not only depends on its circle but 
also the OIher process cycles. 
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Fig. 3.1 The curve of the ith process frequency versus its cycle. 
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4. FAin T TOI.ERANCE ALGORITHM 

Two major causes of unreliability during medical image acquisition are as follows: one is image data with illega l 
parameters entered by the operators, or software bugs which cause processes crash. The other is system errors which may 
stop the operation of the CR scanner, although this kind of error happens infrequently. In image processing. a process crash 
in a job means that it can not fini sh this job, cannot dequeue this job from queue_in and gel the next job from queue_in, 
regardless of how many limes it has tried. 

Some illegal parameters in the image header can be predicted while some cannot. To rccognize the lallcr errors, an 
algorithm is developed to guarantee that an image that causes a process crash will not be processed again. Every medical 
image has its own identification information, such as the serial number and the scanning time. We use these parameters to 
recognize those images which cause processes to crash. Suppose Di {dli, d2i , .. . , dlj} is a vector representing the 
identification of the ilh medical image and dji is its jth branch vector. We define that dji does not correlate with djk if 

< dji,djl: >= D, i.e., dji '* dji:. Thus, if image i does not correlate with image k. then their identification vectors have the 
following relation: 

(4. I) 

Otherwise. we say that image i correlates with image k. 

Now, we apply the correlative recognition algrithm developed above to all the processes in order to identify the 
images which cause process crashing. After getting a job from a queue_in, a process must compare the image identification 
parameters with the previous image according to Equation (4. 1). If these two images correlate with each other, it means that 
this job has been processed more than one time but was not completed. Then. the process removes this job from its queue_in 
and gets the nex t job in the queue. Implementing this algorithm in the multilevel processing structure which we wi ll 
describe, will guarantee that all jobs are processed no more than one time in every process. 

The detection of system errors can be done by periodic checking of the communication states of every process with :l 
monitor process running in another site. If any error occurs in the system which cffccts the monitor server or parent 
processes, the central monitor immediately pages the system administrator through a special network. i.e., telephone line. 

5 IMPLEMENTATION OF CONTROL THEORY 

From Figure 3.1, every process frequency assigned optimally by the CPU depends on not only its cycles but also all 
the other process cycles. Sometimes, the cycles of certain processes arc changed due to images of different s izes. This requires 
the process frequencies to be assigned dynamically. Usually. it is very difficult to have exact and direct control on the process 
frequency through software. In the following. we present an implementation of the process control theory using the job 
control mechanism and the client/server model. 

Let the number of jobs done by the ith process be m and the totnl time taken be fiT , the unit time spent for one 
job by the ith processJhen is aT /n;. This should be approximntely equal 10 Si/ fi. That is: 

tJ.T/1li = S'/ fi (5. I) 

Substituting Equation (3.3) into (5. 1), we have: 

(5.2) 

Since Si ( i = 1, 2, .... m) can be pre-detennined. fO is a constant and fiT is same for all processes, we can attain 
the statistical minimum of the total processing time required by all processes to handle a CR image.~ This can be done by 
controll ing the number of jobs in every process specified by Equation (5.2). Controlling the numbers of jobs for every 
process can be implemented by the client/server model shown in Figure 5. 1. 
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monitocserver server 

queue i queue i+ 1 

Fig. 5. 1 Client/Server model of job control for CR acquisition and preprocessing. 

In the client/server model shown in Fig. 5. 1. a server process named monitor_server controls the numbers of jobs 
of all client processes. All clients have to make requests to the monitor server after they get a job from Lheir queue_ins. The 
monitor server returns a message according to the parameter calculated from Equation (5.2) in order to notify the clien ts 
whether to process the job. The clients begin to perform functions on ly they get the permission from the monitor server; 
otherwise, they turn to the sleep state and repoll the server at regular intervals. e.g., 2-3 seconds. 

6. IMPLEMENTATION OF FAlU T TOLERANCE 

To implement the fault tolerance algorithm developed in Section 4 in all seven CR processes, we funher divide every 
process into a parent process and a child process. As shown in Figure 6. 1. (a) shows the ori ginal process, (b) the child and 
the parent processes, and (c) the functional diagram of a child process. 

( process; 

D 
queue i queuei+ l 

(a) 

process i 

(b) 

rault tolarence 
algorithm 

processing 
image 

child i 

(c) 

Fig. 6.1 Diagrams of child and parent processes and child process functions. 

The major functions for parent processes are: (I) check their queue_ins to detect if there is a job available; (2) 
generate a child process to perform desired functions; (3) monitor the processing time of the child process generated. If the 
child takes too long time to process a job, the parent will kill the chi ld process. Because all these functions have nothing to 
do with the image data. the parent processes would not be effected by any illegal parametcrs or software bugs. 

Every child process is composed of two parts as shown in Fig. 6. I(c). The firs t is the fault tolerance algorithm 
developed in Section 4, and the second is its image processing functions. The functions fo r a ch ild are as follows: first. after 
being generated by its parent, it gets a job from it s queue_in and applies the fault tolerance algorithm 10 Ihi s image. If it fai ls 
the fault tolerance criterion. i.e .• the image has been processed before but not completed, the chi ld process removes this job 
from its queue_in with an error message and then exits . Second, the child process rescrves the image identification vector 
paramelers in a special fil e in order to correlate with the next job. Third. it performs its assigned image processing function. 
Fouth, afte r completed the processing. the child moves the job into its queue_out. Finally, it deletes the job from its 
queue_in with Lhe success message and then cxits. 

-. 
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The merit of this child/parent architecture is that any error causing the crashing of a child process will not affect the 
parent process from continuing. such that the whole process still working. 

7. EVENT-DRIVEN MULTILEVEL PROCESS STRUCTIJRE 

To make the job control mechanism and the fault tolarence algorithm work together, an event-driven, multilevel 
processing structure is developed as shown in Figure 7.1. There are three process levels: monitor_server. parent, and child. 
The major tasks and functions of these three levels have been described in Section 5 and 6. In what follows, we describe their 
additional functions within the event-driven software structure. 

For the monitor server, apart from controlling the number of jobs of each process, it also monitors parent processes 
and the system environment For example, it makes sure whether all parents are alive and whether there is enough memory 
space for parents to generate children. It receives events from child processes and transfers error messages to the central 
monitor in order to notify the system administrator. 

event 

----"P"~~.' ~.":> to 
childi . C ehlldl+l =:::> queuei+2 

queue 1+1 

Fig. 7. 1 The diagram of event-driven multilevel process structure. 

It also accepts communication checking events sent from the central moni tor. In orner words, the monitor serve r is a server 
for all parents and children, but a client of central monitor. Figure 7.2 gives the communication relationship between the 
central monitor and the monitor server. as well as the parents. 

:::> monitor_server 

C ::> parent I 

central monitor C :;:. parent 2 

C ::> parent m 

Fig. 7.2 The diagram of the communication relationship between the central monitor. 
the monitor server, and the parents. 

For the parents, new functions are: receive trigger events sent from the preceding chi ldren, receive communication 
checking evcnlS sent from the cenlInl monitor. For children. the new functions are: send commands sueh as "job start", "job 
end," and "trigger" as well as any ab normal events to the monitor server and next parents. Table 7.1 summarizes the 
client/server relationships of various process types in the event-driven. multilevel processing structure :~ 
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Now, we describe how this event·driven, multilevel processing structure works. First, for the ith process, after 
receiving a trigger event sent from its preceding child, the parent first sends a request event to the monitor server which will 
decide whether this job can be done according to the control theory. It then generates a child process to perfonn the requested 
functions if it receives a permission event from the monitor server. Second, the generated child process gets a job from its 
queue_in , applies the fault tolerance algorithm to this image to make sure it is a new job and then sends "job start" event to 
the monitor server. Third, the chi ld process continues to perform image process ing functions and sends the abnonnal events to 
the monitor server if any error happens in this procedure. Fourth, having successfu l completed the job, this child puts the 
processed job into its queue_out, dequeues thi s job from its queue_in with success message, sends the "job end" and triggered 
events to the monitor server and next parent ( i+l) respectively, and then exits. Otherwise, if it fails the fault tolarence 
algorithm, it dequeues this job from its queue_in with an error message and sends the error event to the monitor server before 
exiting. 

Table 7.1. Summary of ClienVServer relationship in the evenl-driven. 
multilevel process structure. 

Process Type Client/Server relations 

Central Monitor server of monitor server, clients of parents 

Monitor Server 
server of parents and children, client of central 
monitor 

Parent Processes client of monitor server, server of central monitor 
and children 

Chi Id Processes client of monitor server 

8 PRE! IMINARY RESlJIJS 

We have implemented this event·driven muhilevel process structure for monitoring and control of CR image 
acquisition and preprocessing in the hospital integrated PACS and lCUs at UCSF. A ll inter·process communications use 
TCPIIP protocols. To measure the performance of processing speed between the single level processing structure without 
control processes and multilevel process structure with control mechanisms. twenty CR images were used. Fig. 8.1 shows 
the curves of total processing time for each of the 20 images by using the single level structure and the muhileve l structure. 
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Fig. 8. 1 The curves of total processing time for one image v.s. image number. 
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We see the average processing time for onc CR image required by all processes with the single level process 
structure is 4 min. 2 sec., standard deviation is I min. 37 seconds.The average time for one CR image with event-driven, 
multilcvel processing structure is 2 min . 56 sec., standard deviation is 34 sec .. Hence. the processing lime for one image with 
the controlled. mulLilevel structure saves almost 25% compared with the traditional single level structure. We monitored the 
CR acquisiLion and preprocessing operatins for over three months, 6514 CR images were acquired and processed using the 
new multilevel processing method with control processes. The total of 134 errors wcre detectcd aUlomaLically and corrected. 
No process crash was recorded and no image data was lost. 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

With the implementation of the event-driven, multilevel processing structure for real time monitoring and control of 
CR image acquisition and preprocessing, the processing speed is increased and the downLimc is reduced. In addition, the 
reliability and processed image visual quali ty arc improved greatly while the quality assurance time and user intervention are 
decreased. This event-driven. multilevel processing method can al so be extended to other PACS image preprocessing 
applications. 
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ABSTRACT 

Current generation of picture archiving and communication systems (PACS) lacks the capabilities to permit 
content-based searches to be made on image data and to visualize and render three dimensional (3D) image data in 
a cost effective manner. The purpose of this research project is to investigate a framework that will combine the 
storage and communication components of PACS with the power of content-based image indexing and 3D 
visualization. This presentation will describe the integrated architecture and tools of our experimental system with 
examples taken from applications of neurological surgical planning and assessment of pediatric bone age. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the last decade. Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) has been the prevalent means 
for acquisition. storage. communication. and display of medical images [Huang 91]. A large scale PACS consists 
of many components: radiological imaging systems. textual data sources. data acquisition computers. data storage 
systems. and high resolution display stations iriterconnected by computer networks. The basic functions of a 
PACS fal l under three major headings. data input. data management. and data output (see Figure 1). as in many 
information management systems. 

Imaging 5yslerru; H!SlRIS 

Input 

0. •• 

=9> Oat:! SIOr:lgc O3ta Update 
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Figure I. The basic functional components of PACS. 
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Referring to Figure I, data input involves the automatic acquisition of image and data from various medical 
imaging devices and clinical information systems. Preprocessing functions, such as automatic removal of 
background in Computed Radiography (CR), are performed on the acquired data. The preprocessed and verified 
image and data are then stored into the centralized data storage archive. The multimedia data is viewed on the 
client high resolution display stations upon user requests. Sometimes, the user can also use the display station to 
ewt or create new reports for updating patient case information in the PACS archive. 

Figure 2 shows the hospital-integrated picmre archiving and communication system (HI-PACS) 
implemented at UCSF which takes the client-server approach. The system contains a centralized, massive storage 
of multimewa clinical data acquired from imaging scanners and databases across the UC hospitals in the San 
Francisco Bay Area. 

Computed Magnetic Computed Imaging scanners 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the hospital integrated PACS at UCSF. 
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The implementation of this HI-PACS emphasizes recognized and implemented standards, open systems 
connectivity, hierarchical memory management, database integration, and security [Wong 96]. The UCSF PACS 
connects not only various imaging scanners directly, but also smaller PACS of subspecialty sections and textual 
information sources, such as hospital information system (HIS), radiology information system (RIS), and library 
information system (LIS). The PACS fiber-optic backbone has been installed interconnecting four major facilities 
in UCSF, i.e., Moffitt and Long hospitals, ambulatory care clinic, and campus library, to provide a data 
warehouse integrating information from multiple imaging and data sources. 

Wide area connections between UCSF and affiliated hospitals in the San Francisco Bay Area using 
asynchronous transmission mode (ATM - OC-3c, 155 Megabits per second (Mbps) for real-time teleradiology) are 
being implemented. Image communications between UCSF hospitals using frame relay technology (fllink - 1.54 
Mbps) for non real time telemanagement have been in operation for about two years. The data archive at the 
departmental PACS cluster can store up to 1.3 terabytes of image and text data. These PACS data can be retrieved 
and transmitted over the networks to high resolution, multi-monitor display stations located in intensive care units 
and radiology rcading rooms for clinical review [Huang 96]. 

2. MEDICAL IMAGE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

The intent of PACS is to provide management and fast review of vast volumes of image and text files in a 
digital radiology department. The file management system ofPACS, however, can only handle query by a few 
keys, such as patient name or a hospital !D. It lacks the means to classify and index image data files by their 
information contents. Thus much of the rich, useful patient information stored in PACS has not been utilized for 
broader medical practice, research, and teaching. Furthermore, most of the current generation of display stations 
do not support real-time three dimensional (3-D) rendering of volumetric datasets due to limited processor power 
and hardware costs. To incorporate flexible database management and volumetric visualization capabilities into 
PACS, we need to add two new functional components, namely, data index and 3D data visualization, into the 
functional architecture ofPACS. Data index provides the capabilities to search PACS image and data files by 
features. The extraction of image features is done a priori through semi-automatic segmentation and registration. 
Data visualization enables the rendering of volumetric data on PACS display workstations through powerful 
graphics servers available in the PACS networks. 
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Data Input 

~ 
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Figure 3. The addition of data index and 3D visualization functions in PACS. 
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To incorporate these new functions into PACS, we are implementing an image database server (IDBS) and 
a 3D visualization server in the UCSF PACS. The IDBS contains interactive tools that can be used to extract 
relevant features from PACS images and textual reports and to organize the extracted data, together with annotated 
image slices, into a common data model. The IDBS can also process various computer-aided medical imaging 
applications, such as fast indexing of medical records and activate rules for decision making. It consists of a set of 
sharable, multitasking components that interact with client workstations, PACS, and the image visualization server 
(IVS). The current IDBS is developed on a 4-processor SUN 690 MP SP ARC computer (Sun Microsystems, 
Mountain View, CAl running Solaris Operating System (OS) 2.4. This database server contains three 
computational engines .for providing database, knowledge base, and image processing services to remote client 
workstations on demands. 

The image visualization server is being implemented on a high power SGI Onyx computer (Silicon 
Graphics Inc., Mountain View, CAl with up to 4 reality engines and intends to serve as a central node for 
computational intensive graphics operations. The connection of the Onyx computer will be ATM-based (currently 
is a 10 BaseT link) to reduce transmission time of large image data [ATM 93,93a]. 
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Figure 4: Application Scenario: Content-Based Retrieval and Volumetric Visualization of Clinical Images 

Figure 4 considers an application scenario of indexing and visualizing PACS images. First, a 
neurosurgeon would query the IDBS for specific sets of patient images based on image content, such as tumor 
volume and type. The surgeon can also index the database server using disease symptoms and other keywords. 
The IDBS returns the retrieved patient demographics and pictures of interest to the physician. For raw image data 
not stored in the IDBS, the physician can retrieve them from the PACS's nearline optical jukebox using the patient 
name or hospital ID obtained from the IDBS. The volumetric image thus retrieved from PACS are represented in 
pixels. For better visualization of the tumor location and type, the image dataset is automatically routed to the IVS 
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where the images are texture mapped into the texel space [Foley 93] and then volume rendered. The 3-D rendered 
images are then sent to the physician's station for display. In addition, the surgeon can issue commands, such as 
rotate, translate, and reslice, to the IVS and the changes are updated in the local screen in real time. 

3. CONTENT BASED IMAGE QUERIES 

The IDBS is a centrally located core of application programs for accessing, processing, managing, and 
manipulating data from distributed information sources in the ffi-PACS environment as if they were from a single 
database. This middleware database server, resided in between HI-PACS and client medical workstations, 
consists of three cooperating processes or engines, running in parallel. It also serves to filter all client requests 
through various, centrally controlled levels of security, such as IP (Internet Protocol) firewal ls, access control, 
and image authentication. Figure 5 shows the key components in our medical image database framework. 

I GUICrient I I GUIClient I Workstation 1 •• • Workstatfon N 

~ ~ 

IVS lOBS 

~ 
Database 
Engine 

I . Graphics 

I Engine Image Knowledge 
Processing Base 
Engine Engine 

UCSF HI-PACS 

Figure 5. The new architecture with lOBS and VS over Hl-PACS. 

(I) Database Engine that contains a collection of objects and a set of operations that they can perform. Data 
models are devised to classify, organize, and represent classes of different images and text to support 
information retrieval by image content for various medical applications. The database engine treats system 
components and multimedia data of the entire database framework as a logical conglomeration of distributed, 
interacting objects of various levels of granularity. 

For rapid prototyping purpose, we decided to use a commercially available database management system 
and then to develop customized software modules on top of the commercial system for special applications. 
The current database engine used is based on the object relational technology - Sybase database management 
system (Sybase Inc., Emeryville, CAl for the underlying persistent data storage. Future plan is to upgrade to 
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object-relational technology for more expressive data representation while maintaining the compatibility to 
existing relational systems. 

(2) Image Processing Engine that provides image processing services for various medical applications. 
These services include computationally intensive operations, such as image registration and feature extraction. 
The decision to locate heavy duty imaging application routines in the powerful image database server is to 
reduce the hardware and software requirements on the client workstations. The medical image processing and 
visualization software packages used include Volumetric Image Display and Analysis (VIDA) (University of 
Iowa College of Medicine, Iowa City, IA), Interactive Data Language (IDL) (Research Systems, Inc., Boulder 
Co) and several in-house developed programs [Wong 95a]. 

(3) Knowledge Base Engine that consists of three kinds of knowledge base modules. Rule-based modules 
that encode general and specific medical rules for decision making, case-based modules that aid the navigation 
of database through similar or reference imaging cases, and model-based modules that provide interactive 
work-up models of different disease categories closely involving physicians making joint decisions. Tbe 
knowledge base engine being developed is a mix of Prolog (Quintus Prolog, Mountain View, CAl and C 
programs. 

(4) GUI Client Workstations each provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for the local user to request 
applications of the image database server to perform information retrieval, manipulation, analysis, and update. 
Each client workstation also contains simple image processing capabilities, such as thresholding and fIltering, 
but accesses the IDBS for more sophisticated database services. Our current application development tools 
include Gain Momentum, Motif, Web browsers, and several image processing library developer's kit. 

(5) HI-PACS consists of the PACS multimedia file storehouse and a federation of distributed, heterogeneous 
medical databases, imaging acquisition devices, and hospital information systems, providing the environment 
in which the above system components run. 

4. FEATURE EXTRACTION STEPS 

Figure 6 of the following page illustrates the operational steps that the IDBS takes to extract image and 
textual features from the on line PACS data. The feature extraction is based on the a priori approach, rather than 
the dynamic and automatic feature extraction during user query as proposed in many non-medical image database 
applications [Guidivada 95, Flickner 95]. Image registration permits the combination of different types of 
functional (such as PET and SPECT images) and structural information (such as MRI images), setting the stage 
for feature extraction. We use the automatic Ratio Image Uniformity algorithms developed by Woods for 
registration of neuroimages including PET, MRI, MRS, and MEG [Wood 93, Wong 95a]. The correlated image 
datasets are encoded into the targeted data model to serve as definitive indexing in image query. For example, 
registering the functional images of PET with the MRI images of the same patient, allows the intrinsically bener 
spatial resolution of MR images to be used in quantitatively analyzing functional information (metabolic count of 
glucose consumption) of captured PET scans. 

The segmentation and extraction of medical images are done interactively using the Volumetric Image 
Display and Analysis (VIDA) software [Hoffman 94]. We divide tbe image features into primitive and logical. 
Primitive features are directly obtained from the medical images, such as volume, shape, and texture of certain 
organs in CT images or metabolic activities of brain tissue in PET scans. Regions of interest are semi
automatically outlined in the MRl images to obtain anatomic volumes and cross-registration with functional images 
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allows quantitative analysis of functionality in the corresponding anatomic region. Logical features are abstract 
representations of images at various levels of detail and deeper domain semantics. For example, whether the 
volume of an anatomic structure is normal or whether certain brain tissue is hypometabolic in reference to certain 
established data. These logical features are synthesized from primitive ones and additional domain knowledge. 
All features extracted are entered into appropriate attributes of the objects defmed in a data model to facilitate 
subsequent information query by content. In epilepsy, we have extracted MRI anatomical volume, PET glucose 
uptake count, MRS spectra, and MEG dipole polarization for the amygdala and hippocampus. 
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Figure 6. The operational flow of extracting image and text features into an anatomical based data model for 
subsequent content-based image indexing in IDBS. Specific knowledge or heuristics is triggered to aid the query 
and navigation of the medical image database. 
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The extraction and composition of textual data from the diagnostic reports and DICOM (Digital Imaging 
and Communications in Medicine) header fields can be automatic. Certain keywords or phrases are automatically 
extracted from the physician textual reports for indexing purposes. UCSF HI-PACS image mes all have the 
DICOM headers which contain patient and imaging exam information. The DICOM header is organized into 
sequential data element tags, each consisting of a group number and element number. For example, the value of 
Patient's Name is located in group 0010, element 0010 (see Table I). This value is automatically extracted and 
entered into the IDBS column Patient's Name. 

Group Element Name 

0010 0010 Patient's Name 

0010 0020 PatientID 

0018 0015 Body Part Examined 

Table 1: Data Element Tags from the DrCOM header 

A multimedia physician workstation prototype was developed using an object-oriented multimedia GUr 
builder. Thus, user friendly interfaces for retrieving, visualizing, and analyzing PACS images, can be rapidly 
developed for specific domain applications. We have developed databases and interfaces for two clinical 
applications, namely, age assessment of pediatric bone images and presurgical planning in epilepsy. 
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Figure . Content-based retrieval for hand bone imaging. 
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Based on a radiological examination of the skeletal development of a left hand writs, the bone age is 
assessed and compared with the chronological age of the patient. A discrepancy indicates abnormalities in skeletal 
development. Query of the IDBS for pediatric hand bone images can be by image content, e.g., radius bone age 
or ratio of epiphyseal and metaphyseal diameters, by patient attributes, e.g., name, age, and exam_date, or a 
combination of these features. Programs for extracting features of hand bone images were discussed in [Pietka 
91,93]. The sliders in the "Query by Image Attributes" window can be used to specify the range of the image 
attributes for data retrieval. The IDBS returns with a list of five patients and representative thumbnail images 
satisfying the combined image and patient attribute constraints. The user can click on any thumbnail image to 
retrieve, visualize, and analyze the original digitized hand radiographs. 

Figure 8. Content-based retrieval of MRI images based on ranges of structure/function attributes. 

In Figure 8, we illustrate the use of content-based information query for assisting the presurgical 
evaluation of complex partial seizures. In this case, the user first specifies the structural, functional, and textual 
attributes of the MRl studies of interest. The IDBS returns a list of patients satisfying the query constraints and a 
set of representative pictures of interest of the image sets in thumbnail form. The user then clicks on one of the 
thumbnail images to zoom it up to the full size or to retrieve the complete 3-D MRl dataset for further study. After 
studying the retrieved images, the user can update the database with new pictures of interest, regions of interest, 
and image attributes, and textual reports. 
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5. 3·0 IMAGE DATA VISUALIZATION 

Although the digital imaging modalities such as MRI, PET, and CT capture 3-D structural and functional 
images, they are reviewed by radiologists as 2-D slices. The rendering of large 3-D datasets requires huge 
amounts of computation which has until now limited the use 3-D visualization in clinical environments. Using the 
specialized graphics hardware of SGIs' Onyx Reality Engine architecture as the IVS and the high speed broadband 
communication network, such as 155 Mbps ATM, it is possible for using a low end, economic workstation to 
visualize and manipulate 3-D datasets in real-time. 

The basic ideal is to map a stack of 2-D images slices, e .g., 100 MRI images slices of the whole brain, 
into a 3-D textual mapping space and then volumetrically render the images; using the protocol similar to the one 
discussed in Figure 4. In the texel space, many efficient and sophisticated manipulation tools can be applied to 
enhance the visualization of medical images. Parts of the brain can be made transparent or removed to view 
internal structures while arbitrary cutting planes can be composed in real-time. Multiple 3-D image sets can be 
viewed concurrently, registered, assigned separate texture lookup tables, and then merged together. For example, 
a PET study and MRI'study so merged allow the determination of geometric concordance between abnormal 
functional and structural features. In the near future, we will remotely display the 3-D image on client multimedia 
workstations. The client image manipulation commands will be sent to the IVS, instead of sending the entire new 
3-D image back and forth between the visualization server and display client. This will reduce response time and 
network traffic. 

Figure 9 shows an example of volumetric brain image mapped from the pixel space to the texel space using 
OpenGL programming language. The highlighted box indicates the frontal lobes of the brain. This example was 
performed using the Onyx IVS and an SGI Indy desktop as a client display station within the UCSF PACS 
networks. 

Figure 9. A volumetric brain image rendered in OpenGL with the frontal lobe highlighted by the rectangle b 
(Courtesy of Dr. E. Grant, UCSF and Dr. P. Cahoon, Univ. British Columbia). 

SUMMARY 

In this presentation, we have described the value-added PACS architecture for supporting content-based 
image retrieval in limited applications and for visualization of large volumetric brain image data. This architecture 
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is based on distributed clientlserver concept. It consists of three major servers: the PACS server for traditional 
image display and archive functions, the image database server for indexing PACS patient cases by features and 
keywords, and the image visualization server which acts as a graphical node of the PACS for 3D rendering and 
display on inexpensive PACS workstation. Work is also in progress to extend this concept for World Wide Web 
access [Wong 96a]. 
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Abstract 

We are developing a wide area test bed network using the Advanced Communication Technology Satellite 
(ACTS) from NASA for high speed medical image transmission. The two test sites are the University of 
Califomia, San Francisco, and the National Library of Medicine. The first phase of the test bed runs over a 
Tllink (1.544 Mbits/sec) using a Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT). The second phase involves the 
High Data Rate Terminal (HDRT) via an ATM OC 3C (155 Mbits/sec) connection. This paper describes 
the experimental set up and some preliminary results from phase I. 

Background 

In October 1993, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) launched the Advanced 
Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS) and provided free satellite time and support for interested 
experimenters from government, academic, and industry in helping to open up a new Ka-band channel for 
high bandwidth communications. The experimental program objectives are " I. Conduct a complete set of 
technology verification experiments, and 2. Conduct of a balanced set of experiments which evaluate the 
potential application of the ACTS technologies, with the goal of at least one significant experiment in each 
of the application areas. " 

In 1994, the Laboratory for Radiological Informatics (LRI) at University of California, San 
Francisco (UCSF) was selected by the High Performance Computing and Communication (HPCC) 
Program to conduct a high performance testbed network for telemanagement of neuro-imaging under the 
auspices of the National Library of Medicine. The LRI's HPCC project is also supplemented by a 
California Research and Education Network program (CalREN) sponsored by Pacific Bell in which the 
155 Mbits/sec OC3C Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology network connection is made 
available for LRI to conduct the HPCC project in the San Francisco Bay area. The combined program 
between HPCC and CalREN makes it possible for the first time to establish a high speed test bed network 
in a clinical environment. However, this test bed network is limited to a metropolitan area because the 
connection does not extend outside of San Francisco Bay area. In order to flllly test tire capability of this 
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high speed test bed network, an extension of the network from the Bay area to national geography is 
necessary. The announcement from NASA on ACTS provides us with an opportunity to extend the test 
bed network to a wider area using satellite communication without the expense of developing terrestrial 
communication links. A proposal to NASA was submitted by Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical 
Communications, National Library of Medicine (NLM) and UCSF. In the proposal, high speed 
transmission using the ACTS for biomedical images is the goal. We are among several sites selected for 
the biomedical image communications experiment by NASA in 1995. 

Experimental Conditions 

The experiment is conceived as having two phases, the fIrst phase being run over a T 1 link (1.544 
Mbitslsec) using a Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT Figure 1). 
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(Figure I: Schematic showing the Current ACTS T-I Experiment) 
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Figure I shows the current configuration of the UCSF - NLM model. Each has installed a 1.2 meter 
satellite dish and earth station which consists of the various electronics responsible for power, timing, and 
data flow to and from the satellite. The output of the earth station is similar to the output of a standard T I 
land line and is connected to a CSUIDSU (carrier service unit / data service unit) and then interfaced to a 
router to connect to the LAN via the Ethernet protocol. Once the connection between the earth station and 
the LAN's have been made, document and image transfers can move seamlessly through the VSAT. 

The second experiment is envisioned as duplicating the same procedures as in phase I except using a High 
Data Rate Terminal (HDRT) which communicates to the VSAT via a OC3C link. This HDRT connection 
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bas a througbput of 155 Mbitsisec from which it will be connected to our current ATM (Asynchronous 
Transfer Mode) network. 
Results from the Tl phase are presented in this paper. The ATM phase is still in the planning stage, Figure 
2 represents the architecture for the experiment. 
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(Figure 2: Schematic showing the Planned ACTS ATM Experiment) 

To communicate at a high data rate via the HDRT connection, each earth station and satellite dish will be 
replaced with a multi-meter dish and a trailer to house the electronics and Light Guides. NLM will have a 
direct connection from its gateway to a receiving station at Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, 
Maryland via the ATD Net (Advanced Technology Demonstration Network.) LRI will interface the HDRT 
through JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) located in Pasadena, CA via BAG NET (Bay Area Gigabit 
Network). From there, the ACTS ATM net will be connected to the UCSF LANIW AN ATM networks 
via a HDRTiATM gateway device. This connection will allow NLM access to the UCSF ATM networks 
which spans several buildings and hospitals in the San Francisco Bay area [1]. 

Materials and Methods 

Setting up the satellite communication 

The Ka-band (2 .5 GHz. bandwidth) of the ACTS is used and links UCSF with a NASA earth 
station at University of Maryland at College Park, MD. The University of Maryland is-connected to NLM 
through a dedicated Tlland line provided by Bell Atlantic (Figure 3.) 
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(Figure 3: ACTS Physical LAN Connections between LRI, UCSF and CEB, NLM) 

Figure 3 shows the hardware connections between NLM and UCSF. Each site must use a router and 
CSUIDSU to interface the earth station to their own respective LAN. Since NLM is using a local land line 
Tl to connect to the earth station, an additional set of CSUIDSU's must be used to properly communicate 
through the local carrier. 

In May of 1995 a 1.2 meter satelljte dish and earth station were installed by NASA at UCSF. 
NASA dispatched a site visit team of engineers to determine if the location for the installation was feasible, 
and the time needed to install the system based on three criteria. The first and most important criterion was 
to investigate if the satellite could be located from the planned site for the dish (outdoor unit). A hand held 
GPS (global positioning satellite) unit was positioned at the dish site to establish a link to a minimum of 
three other satellites from a maximum of five. Once three satellites locked on to the GPS unit, the 
coordinates of the rush location were displayed. From thjs information, the "look" angle was calculated to 
determine if the propagation path to the satellite from the proposed antenna installation site was clear of 
obstructions. The second criterion was to verify that there are acceptable ways to route the cables from the 
dish location to the indoor earth station. We planned to install the dish on a overhang of a neighboring 
building in which a previous satellite dish was located with existing cable route to the location of the 
indoor earth station. By choosing trus route we would be able to follow the existing cable path without any 
obstructions or hindrances and therefore would save the construction cost. Third, the NASA team wanted 
to verify that the proper power, grounding for both indoor and outdoor units, and anchoring of the dish 
were available. NASA determined that it would take approximately 2-3 days to install the system. The 
installation took a week because there were difficulties locating the 'bird" (satellite) after the dish was 
mounted and powered up. Minor adjustments to the "look" angle corrected the problem. 
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The ground station .(indoor unit) is directly ~o.nnected to the Laboratory for Radiological 
Informatics ID-PACS (Hospital Integrated Picture Archivmg and CornmUnlCatlOn System) infrastructure 
using the standard Ethernet protocol through a fiber optic network. 

(Figure 4: Location of the ACfS Dish, Earth Station and their connections to the LAN at LRI, UCSF) 

Figure 4 ' shows an over head view of UCSF's Parnassus Campus. As shown, the satellite dish is 
located in rear of Moffit Hospital and the indoor unit is on the ground floor of the adjacent building ( 
Langley Porter). Using LRI's extensive fiber optic infrastructure which spans multiple buildings and 
levels on the UC campus, we were able to provide a link between the indoor unit and LRI's PACS 
computer room which is located across the street on the ground floor of the Campus Library . From here 
we are able to route the textual and image data anywhere within UC and our WAN environments. 

Images transmitted through the ACTS can be displayed at workstations throughout the Radiology 
department. The satellite link allows NLM remote access to the HI-PACS at UCSF. UCSF has remote 
access to NLM databases, such as digital spinal X-ray . 

• Map courtesy of UCSFs WWW sileo 
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(Figure 5: ACTS Operations Schedule, arrow shows the time period on a given day (Jan. 12, 1996) 
allocated by NASA for this experiment) 

Figure 5 shows a typical testing time allocation by NASA. The ACTS Operations Schedule is faxed to 
each Earth Station manager each week. The table shows the usage time allocation for each site and the 
connections. For example: the week of January 8, 1996 UCSF station #10 and NLM station # 8 have a 
time slot of 12:30 P.M. to 6:59 P.M. EST. Also, in the lower left comer the table shows each Earth 
Station # and the respective number of the allocated 64Kb channels, beams used, and the frequency of 
transmission. 

Testing Procedures 

There are two options to establish a link with NLM via the VSAT network : either dial in the correct access 
code including the number of 64Kb channels desired (up to 24), and the earth station to be connected 
directly at the indoor earth station; or, call NASA Ground Control and request for a link to be established 
with the same parameters. Once a link has been established between the VSA T and each earth station, the 
connection is transparent to the users. There are no delays or special codes to use to transfer information 
from one site to the other. At this point NLM and UCSF can send images and textual data to each other 
using various algorithms and parameters to track their performances. 

Multisocket TCP/IP 
Conventional file transfer uses a single socket pair to establish the transmission between the send 

and the receive node. During the transmission, one principal server processor waits for a client to send for 
a request before a logical connection is established. Once established, data may be sent between the client 
and the server bidirectionally through the actual physical connection between this pair. The limiting factors 
in single socket transmission are the idling time of the server waiting for requests and the fixed 
transmission rate of the physical connection between the pair. The multisocket concept of transmission 
circumvents these bottle neck problems by first dividing the data to be transmitted into equal segments and 
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then establishes multi server and client processes. Multi servers and clients set up can take advantages of 
hardware resources with multiprocessors, better use of network routing, and exploitation of latencies 
resulting from TCP data acknowledgments [2] . The result is a faster data transmission rate between two 
nodes. The multisocket set up is especially beneficial for large data sets like medical images. 

At NLM, multisocket TCPIIP was implemented to test the improvement of ACTS transmission rate 
between NLM and UCSF. So far in the initial experiment phase, we estimated that 80% of the maximum 
TCP throughput on bulk file transmissions from UCSF to NLM can be achieved by using the NLM 
multisocket algorithm. This was 2.5 times faster than the conventional FTP. A similar rate was achieved 
for transmission from NLM to UCSF. Even though the basic capability of the multisocket algorithm to 
achieve high throughput on this link has been validated, additional work needs to be done, for example: 
Testing the stability and performance of the algorithm and link fore repeated back-to-back transfers of large 
files; this mode of operation is needed to do mass transfers of image libraries efficiently. 

Experimental Projects 

The following three projects are planned to test the ACTS T -I transmission rates and reliability: 

1. By using the Multisocket File Transfer Program, developed by Communications Engineering 
Branch (CEB), test a prototype system to rapidly and accurately transfer a large volume of uncompressed 
digital x-ray image files. This transfer of images is to test the performance of a two way communications 
with massive data sets through the use of multiple sockets. This test will allow us to measure 
performances on continuous data transfers and to modify or tune the transmission parameters to 
consistently provide faster transmission times. 

2. Test a medical information system that provides remote access to a national medical database at 
NLM in real time. The application to be run is the MIRS (Medical Information Retrieval System), 
developed by CEB. When in operation, this system will allow users throughout the nation to have 
immediate access to very large repositories of text and pictorial information. These repositories are 
expected to provide access to current medical literature, plus medical image data. Examples image data 
which may be available include digitized musculoskeletal x-ray images, MRI, cr, and digital photographic 
cross-sections of the human body. This will allow us to test one way communication of images from a 
single source (NLM) to multiple sites (laboratories at UCSF). 

3. Test access to clinical radiology image databases to measure the performance of accessing a 
database where image data is acquired continuously 24 hours per day, seven days per week. NLM will 
install a client process on either a MAC or Sun workstation which will allow the use of the Radiology 
Workshop program to query in real time of UCSF's PACS image and textual databases [3]. NLM will be 
focusing on case histories relating to epilepsy and myelination . Radiologists and other interested medical 
workers will visit NLM to use and evaluate the system. In each case, NIH researchers will be identified 
who are interested in viewing the case histories by using the Radiology Workshop client in the CEB lab. 
Researchers are expected to access both text and image data, principally MRI case studies. Feedback and a 
critique of the features of the system will be solicited from the users. Data on the type of queries made by 
the users and the type of queries desired by the users will be collected. 
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Results 

Preliminary results showed that we can achieve raw data transfer rates of 160 KE/sec which is 
accounting for 80% of the theoretical Tl throughput of the ACTS. We believe that further fine tuning may 
allow us to further increase this efficiency. This raw data rate includes time to transmit application data 
plus all packet overhead, but no file reading or writing time. This is the rate we use to evaluate how much 
of the Tl line capacity we are achieving. (The corresponding application data rate, which includes time to 
transmit application data, packet overhead, and file I/O time, approaches [laKE/sec.) Currently, we are 
using Berkeley socket programming techniques which allows us to customize the transmission parameters. 

We have noted that as of now transmissions from NLM to UCSF required many retransmissions. In the 
initial experimentation, we observed a similar phenomenon for transmissions from UCSF to NLM. This 
was traced to particular parameter settings on the router at the receiving (NLM) end. By resetting these 
parameters, we were able to virtually eliminate the retransmissions. However, as of to date, we have not 
been able to achieve similar results by resetting parameters in the UCSF router when transmitting from 
NLM to UCSF. This retransmission problem remains an open area of investigation. The different behavior 
of the multisocket algorithm and of FTP; depending on the transmission direction, may be related to these 
retransmissions and requires further investigation. 

One draw back of using the ACTS system in a large scale test is the massive instrumentation and 
maintenance involved in setting up and maintaining the communication links. As a result, the ground 
supported equipment is quite expensive. Another problem we encountered is the reliability of the ground 
station, it requires tuning from time to time. 

Conclusions 

The ACTS T -I transmission offers the opportunity to exploit a test environment to gain experience 
in operating the high-bandwidth, wireless wide area network applications of the future. It further offers a 
chance to gain experience in the direct use of satellite channels for delivery of medical information with 
large files. The use of satellite communications may become increasingly useful in the delivery of time
critical, high bandwidth medical image information to remote areas or simultaneously to many areas. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the current status of the second generation PACS at UCSF commenced in 
October 1992. The UCSF P ACS is designed in-house as a hospital-integrated PACS based on an open 
architecture concept using industrial standards including UNIX operating system, C programming 
language, X-Window user interface, TCPIIP communication protocol, DICOM 3.0 image standard and 
HL 7 health data format. Other manufacturer's PACS components which conform with these standards 
can be easily integrated into the system. Relevant data from IDS and RIS is automatically incorporated 
into the PACS using HL 7 data format and TCPIIP communication protocol. The UCSF system also 
takes advantage of state-of-the-art communication, storage, and software technologies in ATM, multiple 
storage media, automatic programming. multilevel processes for a better cost-performance system. The 
primary PACS network is the ISS Mbits/sec OC3 ATM with the Ethernet as the back-up. The UCSF 
PACS also connects Mt. Zion Hospital and San Francisco VA Medical Center in the San Francisco Bay 
area via an ATM wide area network with a Tiline as the back-up. 

Currently, five MR and five CT scanners from multiple sites, two computed radiography 
systems, two film digitizers, one US PACS module, the hospital IDS and the department RIS have 
been connected to the PACS network. The image data is managed by a mirrored database (Sybase). 
The PACS controller, with its 1.3 terabyte optical disk library, acquires 2.5 gigabytes digital data daily. 
Four 2K, five 1,60D-line multiple monitor display workstations are on line in neuroradiology, pediatric 
radiology and intensive care units for clinical use. In addition, the PACS supports over 100 Macintosh 
users in the department and selected hospital sites for both images and textual retrieval through a 
client/server mechanism. We are also developing a computation and visualization node in the PACS 
network for advancing radiology research. 

KEYWORDS 

PACS, ATM, display workstation, networking, archival 

INTRODUCTION 

The University of California at San Francisco (UCSF) is a health sciences campus with two 
medical centers, the main campus located at Pamassus Avenue and the Mt. Zion Medical Center located 
at Divisidero Street. The two medical centers are two kilometers apart. Table I shows some statistics 
of the two campuses. In addition, UCSF also affiliates with the San Francisco V A Medical Center. 
The second gene ration PACS at UCSF was designed for connection with all three medical centers. 
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Table 1 The University of California at San Francisco 

Parnassus Campus 

560 Bedsn6% occupancy 
22,200 admissions 
7.1 day average length of stay 
289,000 patient visits 
23,000 emergency room visits 

Mt. Zion Campus 

230 Beds/61 % occupancy 
6,800 admissions 
7.9 day average length of stay 
29,500 patient visits 
17,500 emergency room visits 

In a previous report, we described the second generation PACS design concept [1]. This paper 
describes the current implementation status. The design concept of the second generation PACS at 
UCSF is based on standardization and open architecture. Table 2 summarizes some industry standards 
used in the system. 

Table 2 Certain Standards Used in PACS 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

Image format 
Data format 
Computer Operating System 

and Language 

Communication Protocol 
Database Query 

Dicom 3.0 (ACRJNEMA 2.0)2 
Health Care Data - HL 7 (Health Level 7)3 

UNIX Operating System 
C Programming Language 
X-Window User Interface 
TCPIIP 
SQL Structured Query Language 

Open architecture design means that all application software programs are portable. Any change 
in hardware platform or software operating system (OS) requires only the development of an adapter 
(software layer) between the existing application software and the new platform or the operating 
system, and the application software remains intact. This design philosophy minimizes software 
development cost which remains a major obstacle in PACS implementation. 

2. INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN 

This section describes the intelligent image archive and distribution in the infrastructure design 
of the second generation hospital-integrated PACS. The infrastructure is based on a composite staging 
mechanism utilizing multiple storage media, hospital information system (HIS) and radiology 
information system (RIS), and the client server concept. Figure I shows a simplified PACS schematic 
at UCSF. 

Two major aspects were considered in the implementation of the second-generation UCSF 
PACS: data integrity, which promises no loss of images once the PACS receives the images from the 
radiologic imaging systems; and system efficiency, which minimizes access time for images at the 
display stations. The following describes some major components. 

2.1 Storaae Management 

Local Storage Management/or Image Acquisition 
To ensure data integrity from image acquisition devices. the UCSF PACS always retains two 

copies of an individual image on separate storage devices until a successful archive of the image in the 
long-term optical disk library has been made. This back up scheme is achieved via the PACS inter
component communication in four levels: 

(I) Level I - At the radiologic imaging device 
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Images are not deleted from disk storage (Fig. 2A) of the imaging devices unless either 
the technologist verifies via the PACS terminal or the PACS controller acknowledges the successful 
archiving of individual images. Should any failure of the acquisition or the archive process occur, 
images can be re-sent from these imaging devices to the PACS. 

(2) Level 2 - At the acquisition computer 
Images acquired in the acquisition computer remain in its local magnetic disks (Fig. 2B) 

until the archive system acknowledges back to the acquisition computer that a successful archive has 
been accomplished. These images are then deleted from their residing magnetic disks (Fig. 2 A, B) so 
that storage space from these disks can be reclaimed. 

(3) Level 3 and 4 - At the Archive System 
Images arriving in the archive server from various acquisition computers are not deleted 

before their successful archive to the optical storage (Fig. 2D). On the other hand, all archived images 
are stacked in the archive server's cache magnetic disk (Fig. '2C) and will be deleted based on their 
aging criteria (e.g., number of days since an examination was performed, discharge or transfer of a 
patient, etc.). Figure 2 shows this four level archive scheme ensuring the data integrity. 

Local Storage Management for Image Display 
The storage management system for image display features three levels of user-accessible 

storage media: (a) RAID (redundant Array of Inexpensi ve Disks, Fig. 2E) in the display station for 
immediate access for current images; (b) magnetic disks in the archive server for fast retrieval of cached 
images (Fig. 2C); and (c) erasable magneto-optical disks and WORM disks (Fig. 2D) in the optical disk 
library for retrieval of any historical images. All high-resolution (2,048 x 2,500 pixels) and ICU 
( 1,280 x 1,600 pixels) display stations in the PACS are configured with RAID of different capacities 
from 5 to 30 gigabytes. With this configuration, both 2K and IK images can be displayed in less than 
two seconds. 

2.2 Intelligent Archive Server 

HISIRlSIPACS inteifacillg 
Interfacing the HIS allows the storage management system to receive patient admission, 

discharge, and transfer (ADT) messages. Interfacing the RIS, on the other hand, allows the storage 
management system to receive information such as a patient arrival, examination scheduling, 
examination cancellation, examination completion, reports, etc. These events trigger the storage 
management system to perform image routing, stacking, aging, pre-fetching, studies grouping, and 
platter management mechanisms described in references I and 4. Exchange of messages among these 
heterogeneous computer systems is conducted using the Health Level Seven (HL 7) standard data 
format with TCPIIP protocols on a client/server basis. 

Folder Manager 
The storage management system is characterized by its on-line patient folder management [4]. 

When the first radiological examination is scheduled, a patient folder is created in the PACS controller 
for the given patient. During the patient's hospital stay or ambulatory examination, this folder remains 
in the display station(s) for immediate access until the patient is discharged, transferred, or other aging 
criterion (e.g. , two days after an out-patient visit) is met. The patient'S ADT (admission, discharge, 
and transfer) information is obtained directly from the HIS and RIS. Images and associated d ata from 
any new examinations of the patient are continually added to the existing folder so that no redundant 
pre-fetching procedures will be performed. By applying the folder manager concept, the pre-fetching 
mechanism is only performed once per patient hospital stay or visit. 
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Integration with other manufacturer's PACS components 
Other manufacturer's PACS components using the Dicom 3.0 standard can be integrated into 

the UCSF PACS as well. An example is the Aegis ultrasound PACS (Acuson, Mountain View, CAl 
[5]. In this case, PACS treats the Aegis as a PACS acquisition device and organizes US images the 
same way as CT and MR images in the patient's image folder. Figure 3 shows the schematic of the 
connection. 

2.3 Networking 

There are two digital networks and One video network in the UCSF PACS. The fiber optic 
video broadband network is used to connect all CT and MR scanners for real time patient monitoring 
during a scan. The operating principles are described in reference 6. Figure 4 depicts the schematic of 
the video system which connects eight CT and MR scanners and distributes their real time images to 
eight monitoring systems, one of which is shown in Figure 5. 

The PACS digital networks are used in both local area networks (LAN) and wide area networks 
(WAN). In both LAN and WAN, asynchronous transfer mode (ATM OC3, 155 mbits/sec) technology 
is used as the primary network [7]. Ethernet and T -1 are used as the back-up networks for LAN and 
WAN, respectively . In case the primary network goes down, the back-up network is activated 
automatically by the PACS controller (described in Section 2.5). Figure 6 shows the logical WAN and 
LAN network connection. 

2.4 Image Displav 

The development of image display workstations is based On three implementation methods: 
using existing in-house workstations, working with manufacturers to develop new workstations, and 
distributing images and patient textual data to existing low-end desk top Macintosh computers. In the 
first type, we modified the two-monitor 2K display workstations developed by our group earlier by 
adding the HISIRIS interface and some extra display functions [8]. An example is the Montage 
function which allows the assembly of images from different examinations into one file [9]. These 
workstations are used in the neuroradiology and pediatric radiology sections. Second, we worked with 
ISO (Toronto, Canada) to develop a two-monitor I ,600-line display station for intensive care unit ICU 
applications [10]. Figure 7 shows the schematic. 

The third method is to develop a file server to distribute integrated PACS images and textual 
data to Macintosh desktop computers for individual physicians to review, teach, and perform research. 
The design concept, implementation. and user feedback are described in reference 11. This physician 
desktop workstation with fu ll access to PACS and related data is a unique feature in the UCSF second 
generation PACS not available in any other commercial PAC systems. 

2.5 PACS Controller 

The PACS controller is an intelli2ent machine that controls the flow of data within the entire 
PACS from acquisition (data input) to archive (long-term and short-term storage) and display (data 
output) . The primary functions of the PACS controller include: (1) accepting images from acquisition 
nodes; (2) accepting HISIRIS data; (3) updating global PACS database: (4) archiving images to optical 
disks; (5) routing images and HISIRIS data to display workstations ; (6) handling retrieval requests 
from display stations and (7) monitoring the network perfortnance. 

The computer system is based on the SUN 690 with four central processing units (CPUs). 
which allow multiple processes running simultaneously with minimal shared CPU time. Two standard 
network interfaces, the Ethernet and the ISS-bit/sec bandwidth asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) 
networks, are used for receiving and distributing images. The PACS controller monitors the two 
networks and switches the ATM to Ethernet should the former fai!. The optical disk library (Crane!. 
OH) attached to the PACS controller supports both erasable magneto-optical disks and WORM disks . 
A composite staging mechanism is implemented in the PACS controller to manage images stored in its 
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multiple storage media: magnetic disks (immediate-access temporary storage), erasable magneto-optical 
disks (longer-term archive data cache), and WORM disks (permanent storage). A mirrored database 
(Sybase, Emeryville, CAl is used for image management, the detail of which is described in reference 
12. Table 3 summarizes the infrastructure characteristics of the UCSF PACS. 

Table 3 Infrastructure Design of the UCSF PACS 

Function 

Open architecture 
Connectivity 
Standards 

Status 

yes 
yes 
ACRJNEMA, DICOM 
HL7 
TCPIIP 

Interface to HISIRIS 
Interface to other vendor 

. HL 7 and TCPIIP 

P ACS modules 
Mirrored database 
Auto routing 
Image pre-fetching 
Image sequencing 

DICOM 
yes 
yes 
in-progress 
in-progress 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 

This section describes the current implementation status of the UCSF PACS. 

3.1 Networking 

Table 4 describes the characteristics of the UCSF PACS network implementation as of today. 

Table 4 Characteristics of UCSF PACS Network 

Function 

Media 

Router! 
GatewaylHub 

Communications 
Technologies 

Image Acquisition 

Description 

The network backbone consists of primarily fiber optics. 
CAT 5 UTP is used for workstation connections. 

Routers and gateways are used to divide subnets and 
ensure security among the networks. The design is a 
distributed hub configuration with multiple subnets. For 
example, Genesis network is used to connect the digital 
modalities i.e. CT, MR to the PACS controller. The 
departmental network is used to distribute images to 
Macintosh's users, etc. 

ATM WAN and LAN via fiber are used for acquisition 
and distribution. Ethernet and T-I are used for back-up. 

PACS external network is used for transferring image 
data from the imaging modalities to the acquisition 
computers. The internal network with firewall protection 
is used to transfer data from the acquisition computers to 
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Image distribution 

Connection to 
the outside world 

3.2 Image Acquisition Component 

CT and MR 

the PACS controller. The external network is also used 
as a back-up network for the display workstations. 

Distribution to the IK stations is done via ATM, a 
dedicated 155 Mb/s fiber optic connection directly to the 
PACS controller. 
Distribution to the 2K systems is done through an ATM 
to Ethernet switch which has dedicated 10 mb/s 
connections to each workstation. 

The network has TI and ATM WAN connections to two 
affiliated medical centers, direct connections to the 
internet via the departmental network, and to over 100 
Macintosh computers in the department. 

The UCSF CTIMR image acquisition systems consist of multiple vendors' equipment including 
GE, Siemens, and Imatron. The network is connected to 10 CTIMR scanners (CT: 3 GE spiral, I GE 
9800 Quick, I Imatron; MR: 4 GE Signa 5, I Siemens Vision). The GE 9800 CT scanner uses GE 
IDNET-II configuration for interfacing and image acquisition processes. GE spiral CT scanners and 
Signa 5X MR scanners are based on DICOM standard communication protocol (upper level for 
TCPIIP). The Siemens and Imatron use their own proprietary interface protocols. 

The PACS acquisition computers have a patient ID verification algorithm to correct 
typographical errors by imaging modality technicians, a mechanism to automatically recover image 
acquisition processes, and a central paging scheme to automatically page service engineers for system 
fatal errors [13]. The PACS uses both ACRINEMA 2.0 as well as DICOM 3.0 header information 
format [12]. 

Computed Radiography (CR) 
The UCSF PACS connects to one FCR AC2 and one FCR 9000 system. Both systems use 

ST-V (standard) and HR-V (high resolution) photostimulable phosphor plates. The digital interface to 
PACS for both systems uses DMS Bus with a RS-485 cable (which is a combination of RS-232 serial 
bus for messages and textual information and an RS-422 parallel bus for image data) connection to the 
data acquisition system manager (DASM). The DASM is basically a ring-buffered SCSI disk which 
transmits both textual and image data from the CR to the SUN acquisition computer over SCSI cable. 
All ICU portable, pediatrics, and newborn radiographic examinations use CR. We are acquiring 
between 2.0 to 2.5 Gigabytes/day image data including CT, MR, and CR but excluding US. 

Two important features developed for automatic CR image acquisition are automatic background 
recognition and removal, and multi-layer adaptive process control. The former allows the automatic 
background removal from CR which allows a high percentage of correct automatic rotation and look-up 
table. The multi-layer adaptive process control guarantees no loss of CR images from the CR to the 
acquisition computer. 

3.3 The Displav Workstation 

The UCSF display workstations are comprised of 2K display stations, IK display stations and 
Macintosh stations. The description of the 2K stations is given in reference 8. Additional features 
developed recently are a local montage feature for users to select images from different files for display. 
Another feature with I on I for the current image and 4 on I for historical images was specially 
designed for pediatric CR image viewing. The study list automatic update feature alerts users that the 
active (selected) patient has a new image file just arrived. Another new feature is a workstation usage 
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statistic software package to track system usage. This package allows refinement of workstation 
software based on users' working habits. 

The lK system was developed in collaboration with ISO Technologies, Inc. (Ontario, Canada) 
based on off-the-shelf components. This IK workstation can support either 2, 3, or 4 1,600 line 
monitors, and has a user friendly interface. Figure 8 shows the schematic of the ICU distributed 
workstation design in which the lK workstations are used. 

The P ACS also supports over 100 physicians' desktop Macintosh users to retrieve images and 
related P ACS data for research, teaching, and case review. From these Macintosh computers, 
radiologists can select other printing resources in the department for hardcopy output. Table 5 
summarizes the three types of image display stations. 

Table 5 Description of Three Types of Display Workstations 

Types of Workstation Description (No. of Stations) 

2K SUN 4/470, Megascan display boards with two 
monitors.(4) 

lK SPARC 20, Turbo OX+ boards supporting 2, 3 or 4 
monitors (5) 

Physician desktop Macintosh (over 100) 

4. DISCUSSION 

The UCSF second generation hospital-integrated PACS was designed in-house based on the 
SUN workstation with the ACRINEMA, DICOM, and HL7 standards . Relevant data from HIS and 
RIS is automatically incorporated in the PACS. Other manufacturer's PACS components which 
conform with these standards can be easily integrated into the system. The UCSF system also takes 
advantage of newer communication, storage, and software technologies in A TM, multiple storage 
media, and automatic programming for a better cost-performance system. 

The new concepts of auto-routing, pre-fetching, and auto-sequencing have influenced our 
design in the UCSF PACS controller. With the client-server concept, we are able to implement the 
Macintosh server to distribute PACS images and patient textual data to every Macintosh user in the 
department. This feature is unique in our system. 

The UCSF hospital-integrated PACS has been developed to such a stage that the infrastructure 
will not become obsolete and it can support any new PACS components as well as evolve continuously 
for higher reliability, better performance, and lower cost. 

In addition to using PACS as an image management tool, we are also developing research 
programs to advance PACS technology as well as projects requiring large databases from PACS. In 
particular, the following six on going projects require large database support, and a computation and 
visualization node in PACS. 

I. Brain: 

2. Brain 

3. Brain: 

4. Chest: 

Non invasive epilepsy surgical planning using multimodality brain image, 

Temporal analysis of multiple sclerosis drug therapy progress (5 MR! 
sequences) , 

Quantitative assessment and staging of myelination disorder for children (MR!, 
MTC, Ultrasound), 
Timeline quantitation of lung nodule volumes over treatment period (spiral CT), 
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5. Bone: 

6. Prostate gland: 

Bone age assessment with digital hand radiographs (CR and digitized mm), and 

Registration of prostate gland and tumor CTIMR images for conformal therapy 
planning. 

The basic architecture of a computation and visualization node in a PACS environment is shown 
in Figure 9. The visualization engine used in this node is a SGI Onyx with two Reality Engines 
(Silicon Graphics, Mountain View, CAl. 
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Abstract-Automated image acquisition plays an important role in a picture archiving and communication system 
(PACS). However, there is no single solution for automated data acquisition from existing digital medical imaging 
systems. We have gained a great deal of experience on automatic acquiring data by interfacing imaging scanners of 
major manufacturers. In this paper, we categorize the interface methods supported by the current image scanners. 
This categorization consists of five architectural models: (a) sequential chain; (b) direct interface; (c) memory access; 
(d) sbared disk; and (e) interconnected network. The cost, rate of data transfer, and ease of implementation of each 
model are discussed. To ensure the integrity and availability of patient images in a PACS system, automated fault 
tolerance design in image acquisition is required. Based upon our field data, we report common scenarios which 
cause the acquisition to fail. We also describe tecbniques employed to automatically restart the operations which 
include recovery from acquisition processes' errors and traps, image acquisition computer down-time occurrence, and 
shutdown occurrence of medical imaging system. 

Key Words: Picture archiving and communication system, Image acquisition, Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), Computed 
tomograpby (CI), U1trasound, Computed radi.ography (CR), Film scanner 

1. INTRODUCfION 

With the advance of technology, an increasing 
amount of patient information (such as images and 
text) is being generated and processed in digital 
fonnat by health care institutions. The digital 
technology provides advanced methods of commu
nication and creates new approaches to education, 
research, practice of medicine, and publishing. For 
these reasons, there is a demand within the medical 
community to have access to patient information 
scattered in various digital systems. The development 
of a PACS meets this demand by automatically 
acquiring, archiving, and retrieving patient informa
tion. Figure 1 shows the basic components of the 
PACS. 

In PACS, automatically acquiring patient images 
from different digital imaging modalities is an 
essential component of the complete PACS system. 
However, this component remains the most difficult 
task, because these modalities can be from different 
manufacturers and they may be distributed over 
geographically separate hospitals or buildings. The 
lack of open systems' interoperability among dif
ferent manufacturers' imaging systems remains the 

·To whom correspondence should be addressed . Tel.: 415· 
476-5055. 
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major obstacle. To circumvent this problem, the 
American College of Radiology and the National 
Electrical Manufacturers Association (ACR
NEMA) fonned a committee to address this issue 
by establishing a standard. The standard has been 
evolved since the early 1980s to become the Digital 
Imaging and Communications in Medicine 
(DlCOM) version 3.0. Most health care institutions, 
however, still have a large inventory of imaging 
systems based on uclosed" architectural designs. 
These systems cannot be readily modified to meet 
the DICOM specifications, and upgrading or replac
ing them would be costly. To retain the services of 
the existing imaging systems for automatically 
acquiring images is a challenging issue. 

Hospitallnrornl:ltion System Dicr~riun Repon 

I rII~~ill~ 
S~'srcrn 

ImaJ.!1: Acquisition 

lind 

Imnge Image 
Archinll ~- Displny 

Fig. 1. A brief diagram shows the major subsystems in 
the pict.ure archiving and communication system. 
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In our effort of developing PACS in two medical 
centers since 1983, we have successfully integrated 
many imaging systems from major manufacturers 
into our PACS (I, 2). These include five laser film 
digitizers, four CR systems. oine MR scanners, 10 
cr scanners, and onc ultrasound PACS. With the 
experience gained from this developmental effort. we 
present this paper to focus on two sUbjects: (I) 
automated image acquisition interface methods; and 
(2) automated acquisition fault tolerance methods. 
The first subject discusses available interface methods 
which make automated image acquisition possible. 
The second subject presents methods to automati
cally recover image acquisition processes from 
potential faults and to assure that the operation of 
the image acquisition works around the clock. 

2. AUTOMATED ACQUISITION INTERFACE 
METHODS 

Generally speaking, the PACS image acquisition 
system consists of three major components: (1) a 
medical imaging system; (2) a computer system that 
acquires images from the imaging system (i.e. an 
acquIsItIon computer); and (3) an interface 
mechanism (hardware and software) between the 
imaging system and acquisition computer. Specific
ally, the interface mechanism can be further categor
ized into five models: (a) sequential chain; (b) direct 
interface; (c) memory access; (d) shared disk; and (c) 
interconnected network. In the following, we illus
trate the interface mechanism of each model by using 
manufacturers' imaging systems as examples. Each 
model's costs, data transfer rate, and ease of 
implementation are discussed. 

2.1. Sequential chain model 
The sequential chain model is defined as when 

the PACS acquisition computer links a medical 
imaging system through a chain of interface devices 
provided by the manufacturers. An example of the 
sequential chain model is the IDNET-I (Integrated 
Diagnostics Network, version 1.0) solution provided 
by General Electric Medical Systems (GEMS) (Gen
eral Electric Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) to 
acquire cr images from the GE-9800 CT scanners in 
late 1980s. Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of 
IDNET-l (dotted box). The parallel peripheral 
interface (PPI) board, residing in the scanner 
system, functions as a virtual magnetic disk driver 
that reads the data from the disk of the scanner to 
one of the network interface equipment (NIE) units, 
which is located next to the scanner system. At the 
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Fig. 2. The configuration of the IDNET-I an example of 
the sequential chain model. Image data propagates 
through the PPI, the NIE-l, the GEMS dedicated 
Ethernet, the NIE-2, the PC/AT, and the PACS 

acquisition computer. 

NIE-I node (see Fig. 2), the image data and 
associated text data are encoded into the ACR
NEMA format and transmitted to the NIE-2 using a 
GE proprietary data transfer protocol and a dedi
cated GEMS network which is Ethernet-based. 

The NIE-2 is the second node in the GEMS 
network and has a standard ACR-NEMA output 
(50-pin connector) to an ACR-NEMA interface 
board which is resided in a PCI AT. The PCI A T 
transmits the image data to the acquisition computer 
through the Ethernet with a PC Ethernet board. 

Since this configuration requires several interface 
units, the cost of the interface is high (approximately 
$40,000) and the connectivity is complicated. It 
requires several man-months to implement this 
configuration. Further, it is difficult to measure the 
elapsed time spent in each interface unit for 
detennining the data transfer performance. The 
observation, however, is that the data transfer 
between the PC/AT and the PACS acquisition 
computer is the most time-consuming. We have 
measured the data transfer rate between a PC/AT 
and a Sun minicomputer 3/260 (Sun Microsystems, 
Mountain View, California) at about 50 kb S-I (3). 
The sequential chain model has the disadvantages of 
being costly, complex, and having a low transfer rate. 
However, it was the only solution available to 
automatically acquire the images from the GE-9800 
CT scanners to the PACS until GEMS introduced 
the IDNET-2. The interface configuration of 
IDNET-2 is simpler than that of IDNET-I; and it 
is categorized into the shared disk model discussed in 
Section 2.4. 
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2.2. Direct interface model 
The direct interface model is composed of a 

PACS acquisition computer connected to a medical 
imaging system through a standard electronic inter
face board. An example for this model is the DRII
W interface (or SCSI interface) of the Abe--Sekkei 
(AS) film laser digitizer (Abe--Sekkei Inc. , Tokyo, 
Japan). Figure 3 shows the interface configurations 
of the imaging system. In Fig. 3, the image data from 
the scanner are buffered in the DRll-W interface 
board and transmitted to the PACS acquisition 
computer. The buffer size in this application is 32 
kb. Whenever the buffer is full, the data are archived 
to the disk of the PACS acquisition computer 
through the DRll-W host adapter. Other examples 
of this model are the SCSI data acquisition system 
manager (DASM) of the Fuji CR system (Fuji 
Medical Systems, USA Inc., Stamford, Connecticut) 
and the SCSI interface of the Lumiscan digitizer 
(Lumisys Inc., Sunnyvale, California). 

The advantages of this model are: the interface 
units are commercial products, the connectivity is 
simple, the cost is affordable, and it has fast data 
throughput. We completed the integration of the AS 
film laser digitizer to our PACS in approximately two 
man-weeks. The price of this type of interface devices 
ranges from $2,000 to $8,000. The transfer rate 
between the AS film laser scanner and the SCSI disk 
of a Sun SPARC LX computer shown in Fig. 3 is 
greater than 1.2 Mb s-'. 

2.3_ Memory access model 
The memory access model is when a PACS 

acquisition computer connects to a medical imaging 
system through a dual-port RAM (random access 
memory) (4). The Imatron Cine CT scanner (lmatron 
Company, Oyster Point, California) utilizing an 
interface product called MegaLink to transmit 
images from the Cine CT scanner to the PACS 
acquisition computer belongs to this category. In Fig. 
4, two MegaLink bus adaptor boards are linked by a 
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Fig. 4. The diagram demonstrates the MegaLink 
connecting the Imatron Cine CT scanner and the 
acquisition computer. Image data acquired by the 
acquisition computer are through the dual-ported 

memory. 

pair of 25 ft ribbon cables (one for signal acknowl
edgement and one for data transfer) . The adaptor 
board installed in the Fast Reconstruction System 
(FRS) of the Imatron CT scanner contains I Mb of 
dual ported RAM. The memory is accessible by both 
the FRS and the PACS acquisition computer. The 
FRS stores the header and reconstructed image data 
in this RAM which can be accessed by the PACS 
acquisition computer via the MegaLink bus adaptor 
board using the direct memory access mechanism . A 
simple semaphore-based interlock protocol software 
is used to synchronize the data transfer between the 
two computer systems (5, 6). 

The direct memory access model provides fast 
data throughput because the data transfer is very 
similar to the scenario of writing data from the CPU 
memory of a computer to its own disk. Our 
measurement for this configuration (Fig. 4) is greater 
than 1 Mb S-I . Since the interface devices consist of 
RAM memory, the cost is expensive (approximately 
$15,000). We spent six man-weeks to complete the 
implementation of the automatic image acquisition 
from the Imatron cr scanner. 

2.4. Shared disk model 
We define the shared disk model as when a disk 

can be accessible by both the PACS acquisition 
computer and a medical imaging system. An example 
of this model is the Siemens (both Impact and Vision 
models) MR scanners (Siemens Medical Systems, 
Inc. , Iselin, New Jersey). The Siemens MR scanner 
can be interfaced by using the network file system 
(NFS) protocol. The local disk of the imaging system 
can be remotely mounted by the ~cquisition com
puter through a network accessible by bo~h compu
ters. This scheme is shown in Fig_ 5. Thus, whenever 
images are available in the local disk of the imaging 
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Fig. 5. An example of the shared disk model. The Sun 
computer using NFS remotely mounts the disk which is 
physically with the MR scanner. As a result, the 
acquisition computer can access the image data in the 

remote disk. 

system, they arc also available in the acquisition 
computer. 

Of all the interface architectural models intro
duced in this paper, the shared disk model has the 
best image data availability. This is because no image 
data propagation is required in this model. In 
addition, the NFS-based shared disk model is a 
very low cost and easily implemented configuration 
because the NFS feature is commonly available in 
most of computer systems today. With one man
week, we were able to acquire images from the 
scanner to our acquisition computer. (In total , we 
spent 11 man-weeks to complete the software 
implementation to automatically acquire images 
from the Siemens MR scanner into our PACS.) 
However. there is a drawback to this NFS-based 
share disk model. Any interaction between the 
imaging system and the acquisition computer 
during data transfer requires the network and disk 
input/output (I/O) operations at the imaging com
puter system. Frequent I/O operations of peripheral 
devices may cause noticeable performance slow
down of the imaging system. This is an undesirable 
interruption to the operation of the imaging system; 
especially in the situation when the imaging system is 
in heavy use. 

2.5. Interconnected network model 
Interconnected network model is when a PACS 

acquisition computer and the medial imaging system 
host computer are connected in a network and 
communicate through standard communication pro
tocols. The GEMS' newer cr and MR scanners, 
such as hi-speed spiral CT and Signa-5X MR 
scanners, are designed based on this model. Figure 
6 shows the configuration of a GE imaging medical 
system's interconnected network currently installed 
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Fig. 6. The diagram shows the interconnected network 
model. The acquisition computer acquires images from 
the cr and MR scanners through standard network 
(Ethernet) and standard communication protocols (TCPI 

JP) and/or DICOM upper layer protocol for TCP/IP. 

in our radiology department. The network follows 
the Open System Interconnection (OSI) standard 
layers specified by the International Standards 
Organization (ISO) (7)_ The layers of physical and 
data link are Ethernet, the network layer is Internet 
Protocol (lP). and the transport layer is Transmission 
Control Protocol (TCP)- For the application layer, 
the GEMS' proprietary communication programs 
based on TCP/IP and a File Transfer Protocol (FfP) 
are used. We are in the process of replacing this 
GEMS program with the Central Test Node (erN) 
software developed by Electronic Radiology Labora
tory, Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology (St Louis, 
Missouri) which is based on the DICOM V3.0 
standard (8). In the meantime, we successfully 
acquired ultrasound images from Acuson Corpora
tion's (Mountain View, California) Aegis-PACS 
using the CTN software (9). 

Since the interconnected network model follows 
the industrial standards, its advantages include 
affordable cost. portable components, and easy 
implementation. In our experience, the major effort 
in configuring this model is laying down the network 
infrastructurc'. For an existing networking environ
ment, there will be minimal effort (less than one man
week) required for configuration, However, in order 
to automatically acquire images, we spent approxi
mately 12 man-weeks to complete the software 
implementation. The image data tr.ansmission per
fonnance (disk-to-disk) of the interfacc model ranges 
from 100 to 400 kb S-I . The result is so wide ranged 
because it depends on: (1) ~pe of computer systems 
used (both the imaging system and acquisition 
computer); (2) type of system disks; (3) utilization 
of the network; and (4) workload of the computer 
systems. 
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3. AUTOMATED ACQUISITION FAULT 
TOLERANCE METHODS 

A mechanism has to be designed in the 
implementation of image acquisition to detect and 
recover down-time occurrence of the acquisition 
process. If the period of the down-time is too long, 
the images in the imaging system may be purged, due 
to limited amount of disk space. before they are 
acquired by the acquisition computer. Potentially, 
this may cause the images to be lost forever if no 
backup system is used to store the data. To ensure 
the integrity and availability of patient images in a 
PACS system, automatic recovery from faults is a 
crucial implementation in the image acquisition 
design. In the following, we first briefly describe the 
major software involved in the':acquisition computer. 
Then, we present the common scenarios causing the 
acquisition process to fail and the methods used to 
automatically recover the operation. 

3.1. Image acquisition software 
In g.!neral, the image acquisition task consists of 

four programs, shown in Fig. 7. The acquiring 
program receives images from the imaging· system 
to th.e ~cquisition computer. The formatting program 
organizes the acquired images and the associated text 
information based upon a standard format (e.g. 
DICOM). The sending program transfers the for
matted image to one component of the PACS (see 
Fig. 1). This component is usually an image archiving 
system but depending upon the PACS architectural 
design, it can be an image display system as well. 
After the formatted image is properly stored in the 
PACS, the deleting program erases the acquired 
images and the formatted images from the acquisi
tion computer to free-up the storage space. These 
four programs complete the chain of image acquisi
tion data flow. If the chain is broken, the image 
acquisition task will fail to function. For simplicity, 
we will use the term "acquisition process" to 

Image 
Acquiring 

Image 
Deleting 

Image 
Fonnalling 

Image 
Sending 

r---.., 
1_--------�lm~II(,\n:h; va!1 

I I L ___ ..J 

Fig. 7. Four major programs running in the PACS 
acquisition computer completes the chain of the image 

acquisition task. 
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represent these four programs in the following 
sections. 

3.2. Acquisition process recovery from errors 
The acquisition process can be ended prema

turely because of some fatal errors encountered. 
Examples include I/O errors of peripheral devices 
and not enough CPU memory. A monitoring process 
is required in order to recover the acquisition task 
from this type of fault. The monitoring process 
should possess three functions: (1) perioqic alert 
times; (2) examination of the status of designated 
processes; which (3) restarts the designated processes 
if necessary. For example, the monitoring process 
wakes up at a given time and detects that the 
acquisition process has been terminated; it then 
restarts the acqUISItIOn process automatically. 
Usually, if the computer system has a clock 
daemon utility available, the periodical wake-up 
feature of the monitoring process can be replaced 
by the clock daemon. In this way, the monitoring 
program is ensured to be executed periodically as 
long as the acquisition computer is in operation. 

3.3. Acquisitio1l process recovery from traps 
Occasionally, after the acquisition program is 

launched by the monitoring process, the acquisition 
process is terminated right away. If this situation 
occurs repeatedly (i.e. the acquisition process is 
trapped), it will require human intervention to 
remove it. The most common example of this 
problem is that no space is left on the disk. This 
is a fatal error and requires immediate attention. To 
inform the service personnel automatically, a 
centralized dial-up and paging scheme is proposed. 
This dial-up scheme requires hardware configuration 
and software implementation. The hardware config
uration of the central dial-up scheme is shown in 
Fig. 8. 

The hardware involves a computer system to be 
configured with a modem device which is connected 
to a telephone line. This central dial-up computer can 
be any system in PACS, provided it is networked 
with the acquisition computers and others. From the 
task-oriented point of view, the central dial-up 
computer in this case is the server and the acquisition 
computers are the clients. 

The software required in the server and clients 
mainly includes four modules: (1) sending of the 
service request; (2) receiving of the sPJvice request; (3) 
automatically dialing a person's page number; and 
(4) checking the availability of the computer systems 
networked. Consider the earlier example that no disk 
space is available, the acquisition process is trapped 
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Fig. 8. The configuration of the central dial-up and 
paging scheme for recovery from traps. The modem is 
configured with the server and the clients. The clients 
send messages to the server through the Ethernet 
whenever the ima8e acquisition is trapped. The server 
tben sends the messages to a service personnel through 

the modem via a pager. 

and it requires human intervention. In this situation, 
a message is sent from the client (which has no disk 
space) to the server through a network. The message 
contains the client's computer name, the process 
name, and the service engineer's page number. The 
computer name and the process name can be 
represented. by numbers. Each pair of numbers is 
then coded to become a call-back number. In this 
way. the dial-up software module delivers the 
message to the engineer on call based on the page 
number and the coded call-back number. Besides the 
function of receiving request from the clients, the 
software also checks the availability of the clients via 
the network. This is based upon the fact that when a 
computer goes down, it is not available to other 
computers through the network. 

3.4. Acquisition computer recovery from down-time 
occurrence 

The acquisition process cannot proceed jf the 
acquisition computer goes down. A two-level scheme 
is presented here to handle this problem. The first 
level is to restart the computer system and the second 
level is to automatically restart the image acquisition 
programs. 

On the first level, the acquisition computer can 
be programmed to reboot itself when the offending 
factors are removed. A common factor is a power 
outage. However, there are situations which cannot 
be recovered without human service such as the loss 
of the power supply. In this case, the dial-up and 
paging scheme described in Section 3.3 can be used to 
request the service. 

In the second level of recovery scheme, two 
approaches can be used. The first approach is to take 
advantage from the computer process rebooting 
procedures. Basically, the computer starts up an 
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operating system kernel program., checks the config
ured peripheral devices, and executes necessary 
system processes during the computer rebooting. 
Since the system processes can be: started up in the 
rebooting procedures, ..the iniage acquisition pro
grams can be launched as well. The second approach 
is to combine the monitoring process and the 
computer clock daemon described in Section 3.2. 
Although either appr.oach can be adopted, it is 
recommended that the first . approach should be used 
as the primary and .the' second as a backup. 

.. 
3.5. Hand/ing imaging system shutdown 

It is possible that the imaging system is shut 
down while the image data is being transferred from 
the imaging system to the acquisition computer. This 
is because the technician who manages the imaging 
system has to observe the maintenance schedule 
irrespective of the acquisition process that may be in 
operation. It would be unacceptable if the acquisition 
process requires special care whenever the technician 
turns the imaging system on or off. Thus, the 
acquisition process must be transparent to the 
technician. In order to meet this requirement, the 
software in the image acquisition computer has to be 
designed to handle such an abrupt shutdown event. 
This can be accomplished by properly handling of 
the error events such as a broken network connec· 
tion, a dropped network connection, or a connection 
time-out. If one of these events is detected, the 
acquisition process resets the uncompleted . task back 
to initial status so that in the next execution the task 
can be processed from the beginning. This scheme 
may repeatedly handle the same uncompleted task if 
the imaging system remains in down status. How
ever, this handling scheme ensures that the acquisi
tion process will continue operation whenever the 
imaging system is turned back on. 

4. DISCUSSION 

In Table I , we summarize the five interface 
models according to the three parameters, i.e. costs, 
rate of data transfer, and time required for imple
mentation. In this table, an example imaging system 
and the associated interface mechanism for each 
model is given. 

The PACS is an essential ingredient for the 
realization of digital radiology environment. One 
crucial task is to integrate various types of image 
scanners and modalities inti) the open system PACS 
network. Existing scanners, however, are developed 
based on "closed" architectural design and do not 
communicate with one another. In this paper, we 
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Table 1: The summary of the five interface models 

Parameters 

Cost 
Rate of data transfer 

Time required for 

implementation 

(unit:man-week) 

Sequential 

chain 

<540,000 
50kbs- 1 

>24 

Models 

Direct 

interface 

<58,000 
> 1 mb S- I 

2 

Direct Shared Interconnected 
memory disk network 
.=ss 

<515,000 SO SO 
> 1 mhs- I NfA 100-400 kb S-I 

6 II 12 

Example Imaging system 

Interface 

GE CT-98oo Abe-Sekkei film digitizer Imatron cr Siemens MR impact GE MR Signa5 x 
IDNET- l SCSI or DRII-W MegaLink NFS Ethernet and CTN 

have categorized the current interface architectures 
into five models. We believe that this is the first 
attempt to classify interface mechanisms of image 
acquisition systems. The examples described in each 
model provide both health care institutions and 
medical imaging manufacturers techniques for sys
tematic modification or extension of the current 
scanners and to fuse them into one unifonn PACS 
platfonn. 

The open system's interoperability has been 
realized as an important feature in a digital medical 
system. To meet this requirement, following the 
standards is the sole approach. For this reason, the 
direct interface model and the interconnected net
work model arc more favorable upon designing 
medical imaging systems. 

The integrity and availability of patient images in 
a PACS system very much depend on the up-time of 
the image acquisition process. To optimize the up
time probability of the image acquisition process, 
automatic recovery schemes from faults have to he 
implemented in the image acquisition software 
design. This paper illustrates some common 
scenarios causing the acquisition task to fail and 
the methods used to automatically recover the 
operation. 

In the near future, PACS will become a medical 
imaging input system to other PACS. To ensure 
PACS possesses the open system's interoperability, 
we suggest the following considerations in designing 
and implementing a PACS: (1) for acquired image 
data and associated text data already conforming to 
the DICOM standard, the acquired data fonnal 
should remain unchanged; (2) if the acquired data 
does not adhere to the DICOM standard, the PACS 
image acquisition systems need to convert the data to 
the DICOM standard; and (3) to transmit image data 
out to other PACS, PACS image data-sending 
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programs (such as the CfN software) should follow 
the definitions in the DICOM upper layer protocol 
for TCP/IP. 

5. SUMMARY 

Automatic image acquisition is a major com
ponent in PACS. This component is tedious and 
laborious to implement because it involves inter
facing to different manufacturers' imaging systems 
which are mostly designed with a closed architecture. 
Based on our 10 years of experience in integrating 
image acquisition systems to the PACS, we have 
categorized these interfaces into five models: sequen
tial chain, direct interface, memory access, shared 
disk, and interconnected network model. We dis
cussed the advantages and disadvantages of each 
model based on its cost, data transfer rate, and ease 
of implementation. Finally, we presented four fault 
tolerance methods for error recovery should the 
automatic image acquisition process malfunction. 
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Problem of Digital Chest Radiograph Segmentation 

Michael F. McNitt-Gray, Member, IEEE, H, K. Huang, Senior Member, IEEE, and James W. Sayre 

Abstract- 10 pattern classification problems, the choice of 
variables to include in the feature vector is a difficult one. We 
have investigated the use of stepwise discriminant analysis as 
a feature selection step in the problem of segmenting digital 
chest radiographs. 10 this problem, locaUy calculated features 
are used to classify pixels into one of several anatomic classes. 
The feature selection step was used to choose a subset of features 
which gave performance equivalent to the entire set of candidate 
features, while utilizing less computational resources. The impact 
of using the reduced/selected feature set on classifier performance 
is evaluated for two classifiers: a linear discriminator and a neural 
network. The results from the reduced/selected feature set were 
compared to that of the full feature set as well as a randomly 
selected reduced feature sel The results of the different feature 
sets were also compared after applying an additional postprocess
ing step which used a rule-based spatial infonnation heuristic 
to improve the classification results. This work shows that, in 
our pattern classification problem, using a feature selection step 
reduced the number of features used, reduced tbe processing 
time requirements, and gave results comparable to the full set 
of features. 

1. iNTRODUCTION 

T HE PATIERN classification problem consists of classify
ing an observation of unknown origin into one of several 

classes on the basis of one or more feature values {1]-{4]. 
In our segmentation research, the observation of unknown 
origin comes from a digital radiographic image. From a pixel 
and its neighborhood, multiple features are extracted to fonn 
a feature vector, which is input to a pattern classifier. The 
classifier generally consists of a set of discriminant functions 
gi(;~J, i = 1, ... c where;t is the input feature vector, and c is 
the number of classes [2]. The classifier assigns an observation 
with input feature vector ;t to class i if gi(~) > gj(~) for 
all j ::j:. i. That is, the classifier computes c discriminant 
functions and selects the class corresponding to the largest 
discriminant. The discriminant functions are fonned using 
either linear or nonlinear combinations of the input feature 
values. For example, the linear discriminant function uses a 
linear combination of the input feature values to form its c 
discriminant functions; the coefficients of each linear function 
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are calculated to minimize the probability of misclassification 
[1], [2]. 

In many pattern classification problems, there is no clear 
method to choose which features should be included in the fea
ture vector. Obviously, features which distinguish among the 
classes are desired. If there is a list of candidate features, we 
want to know which features best discriminate among classes: 
some features may provide good separation among the classes, 
while others may provide only noise or redundant information 
(i.e., by being highly correlated to other features). One method 
of measuring the ability of a feature to discriminate among 
classes is to use the one way analysis of variance F -statistic 
which measures the between class variance divided by the 
within class variance (see Table I). However, this statistic 
only calculates the ability of individual features to discriminate 
among the classes; there is no infonnation about the interaction 
between features: which features are correlated, which features 
provide complementary infonnation, etc. 

Stepwise discriminant analysis [1], [5]-[7] overcomes these 
limitations by analyzing at each step the ability of each feature 
to discriminate among the classes, given the features that have 
been selected in previous steps (see the Appendix). In the 
stepwise selection procedure, variables are chosen to enter or 
leave the selected feature list according to the Significance 
level of an F test from an analysis of covariance, where the 
features already selected act as covariates and the feature under 
consideration is the dependent variable [6]. At each step, the 
features in the selected list are examined. If the feature in the 
list that has the least discriminatory power fails to meet the 
criterion to stay, then that feature is removed from the selected 
list and placed back on the candidate list. Otherwise, the 
feature not already selected that has the greatest discriminatory 
power (and exceeds the criterion to enter) is added to the 
selected list. This continues until all fearures on the selected 
list meet the criterion to stay and none of the other features 
meet the criterion to enter the selected list. In the commercial 
algorithm that we have used (procedure STEPDISC in the 
SAS software package, SAS institute, Cary, N.C., [6]), the 
stepwise selection has been employed. In this paper, we 
have investigated the use of stepwise discriminant analysis 
as a feature selection technique and the impact of using the 
reduced, selected feature set on classifier perfonnance and 
computer resources (Le., CPU and disk 110 time). 

A. Segmentation and Related Paltem Classification Problems 

Segmentation in radiographic imaging is the problem of 
dividing an image into its component pans [8J, [9]. This can 
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TABLE I 
ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA) TABLE 

Source of 

Variation Sums of Squares 

, 
Between Classes SSe = L. 'i fYi.· T..f 

i. r 

, .. 
Within Classes 55, = I I (';; ' y;:f 

i. \ j o\ 

Total 

Where: 

Degrees of Mean 

Freedom Square 

Ys"" I-I 

i :: index representing class. 
I ::: total number of classes. 

F ratio 

j = index representing observations within il class. 
li .. total number of observations within class i. 
n = total number of observations 
~ = the jth observation of feature y within clilss i. 
Yi. = mean of feature y within class i. 
y::- .. mean of feature y over all classes. 
55 = the sums of squares. 
Y '" the' degrees of freedom 
MS = the mean squares for the source of variation. 
subscript B;; between classes 
subscript R: residu,ll (within) classes 
subscript T .. tolnl 

be accomplished by a process of pixel classification, where 
the image is segmented into regions by assigning individual 
pixels of the image to specific region classes (such as the heart 
region or ·lung region in a digital chest radiograph). 

The pattern classification approach has been used to segment 
many different types of medical images. Hasegawa used a 
convolution neural network architecture for the segmentation 
of the lungs in digital chest radiographs using only pixel gray 
levels as inputs [IOJ. Vannier el af. [11]-[15J used pattern 
classification techniques to classify each pixel of an MRI brain 
image into one of several tissue categories-gray mauer, white 
maner, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and other tissue types--on 
the basis of each pixel's TI, T2, and proton density value. 
Following the work of Vannier, several groups used neural 
networks to classify the pixels of MR images [161-[20] instead 
of or in addition to the minimum distance-to-means and 
maximum likelihood classifiers. 

Neural networks as pattern classifiers have also been sug
gested to perform other radiological tasks such as: differential 
diagnosis of interstitial lung diseases using the radiographic 
findings as inputs [21]. signal detection [22], diagnosis and 
interpretation of neonatal chest radiographs-again using ra
diographic findings as inputs [23], location and classification 
of tumors within ultrasound images of the eye [24], detec
tion of cardiac diseases from echocardiographic images [25]. 
detection of liver disease in ultrasound images [26] , [271. 
detection of microcalcifications in mammograms [28], [291. 

and detection and localization of lesions in single photon 
emission computed tomography (SPECT) [30]. 

In each of these research effons, features that were believed 
to be important in the classification problem were used to 
train the classifiers. There has been little discussion concerning 
which of the features are actually important to the classification 
problem or how to go about deciding which features are more 
imponant than others. If some features provide redundant 
information or are not useful to the classification, then there 
may be some subset of features which can yield equivalent 
or bener results than those given by the entire feature set. If 
there is an adequate subset, then the number of features in 
the feature vector may be reduced, reducing the training and 
testing time of the classifier; this can be 'very significant for a 
neural network (which trains by repeated presentation of the 
entire training set). 

B. Overview of Our Approach 

In this study, we used stepwise discriminant analysis as a 
method of feature selection in a pattern classi fication prob
lem; with an application in the segmentation of digital chest 
radiographs. First, anatomical classes are defined. Next, a 
list of candidate features-consisting of gray level based 
measures, measures of local differences, and measures of 
local texture-is constructed. The list is then put through 
the feature selection process based on stepwise discriminant 
analysis. The resulting list of selected features form the feature 
vectors which are used to train and test the classifiers-a 
linear discriminator (which uses a linear combination of the 
feature variables) and a feedforward, backpropagation neural 
network (which uses a nonlinear combination of the feature 
variables). Both c1assifiers use supervised training techniques 
in which the c1ass of each training observation is known. 
For the linear discriminator, the training data are used to 
calculate the coefficients of the discriminant functions in a 
deterministic manner [1], [3], [4]; for the neurnl network, the 
training data are repeatedly presented to the network and the 
weights are determined by propagating errors back through the 
network in an iterative manner [31]-[351. The classifiers are 
evaluated by comparing their results to the classification made 
by a radiologist, on a pixel by pixel basis. 1llis comparison 
results in a classification matrix, from which we calculate 
percent correct for each image and, by combining results 
across images, for the entire test set. 

In addition, a postprocessing step is applied in which results 
from the pattern classifiers are reclassified according to heuris
tic rules based on spatial information, Because the classifiers 
use only locally calculated features (i.e., gray level, local 
differences. and local textures). some pixels are misclassified 
and their misclassifications are obvious because of the spatial 
location-for example, pixels classified as background that are 
located in the middle of the lung. Rules were formulated to first 
identify the obvious misclassifications ~d then to reclassify 
the results. 

To determine the effects of feature selection on both clas
sifier performance and computer resources, two other data 
sets are constructed by: I) using the entire candidate set of 
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59 features, and 2) choosing eight features-which are not 
among the selected features-at random. These data sets are 
evaluated in the same manner as above by training and testing 
classifiers. The results of the classifications with and without 
feature selection are reponed. Differences in performance in 
tenos of both the classification results and the processing time 
are investigated. The postprocessing step in which heuristic 
rules based on spatial information are applied is also carried 
out and the same performance comparisons are made. 

The pattern classification approach to segmentation is dif
ferent from previous methods in that it is not as dependent 
upon assumptions or a priori information (such as location 
of structures, etc.). Though the heuristic methods currently 
provide bener performance for segmentation than do the pat
tern classification methods, the latter provide a strong starting 
point to apply heuristic methods. This will be illustrated by 
the postprocessing step in which heuristic rules based on 
spatial location are applied. These heuristic rules are shown 
to improve the performance of the classifiers. 

II. MErHODS 

Several experiments were carried out to determine the effect 
of feature selection upon the performance of the classifiers 
used in segmenting chest radiographs. Images were colJected, 
the classes were defined, and a method for extracting all of 
the candidate features to form observations were developed. 
From the full set of features, three data sets were formed: 
1) the full set of candidate fearures with no feature selection 
performed; 2) the best eight features from feature selection; 
and 3) a random set of eight features not in the top eight of 
selected features. This last data set is not expected to give 
good performance and is used to show the performance of 
selecting features at random-without regard to the feature 
selection process. • 

Using these three data sets, the classifiers were trained 
and tested on observations from 33 digital chest radiographs. 
The results of the trained classifiers were compared to those 
of a radiologist for each classifier and each data set The 
results of these classifications were then used as inputs to 
a postprocessing step which added spatial infonnation to 
improve the classification. The individual steps are described 
below. 

A. Collecting Digital Chest Radiographs 

Thirty-three adult chest radiographs were digitized by a 
laser scanner (Lumisys model DIS-WOO, Sunnyvale, CA) at a 
resolution of 4096 pixels per 35 cm and at 12-b depth per pixel 
(4096 gray levels). The digitized images were stored on a Sun 
Sparcstation2 computer's disk (Sun Microsystems, Sunnyvale, 
CAl as 2048 by 2048 pixel images with l2-b depth. The 33 
images were all images that were diagnosed as normal by 
thoracic radiologists for another study [36]. The 2048 x 2048 
images were smoothed and subsampled for analysis to a 128 
x 128 image matrix size by a simple averaging of pixels; 
the gray level range of the lower spatial resolution images 
was maintained at 12 b. The smoothing and subsampling were 
done to reduce the amount of data obtained for each image 

Fig. 1. Anatomic class definitions. 

Axl .. Axilla 
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Bnk .. BaseorNtck 
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• All p2fl or Hrl elass 

in order to speed up the computational process. An example 
image is shown in Fig. 5(a). 

Images were randomly assigned to training and testing data 
sets, with an approximately equal number of images in each: 
17 in the training set and 16 in the test set. Because these data 
sets were formed randomly. case selection is expected to have 
little effect on the results. 

B. Anatomic Class Definitions 

In the chest radiograph. a projectional image is obtained 
that ranges superiorally from the bottom pOnion of the head, 
inferiorally to the subdiaphragm region of internal organs 
and "laterally to the axilla (shoulder) and often includt:s pans 
of the arms. For this research, a classification is proposed 
that consists of several general regions described in Fig. 1: 
heanlsubdiaphragmlsuperior mediastinum, lungs, axilla, base 
of the headlnec~ and patient background. The hean, supe
rior mediastinum, and subdiaphragm are combined into one 
anatomic class because of their similarity in gray level and 
local texture in the radiograph (preliminary tests show almost 
no separation among these three classes; a method other than 
pattern classification based on locally calculated features is 
necessary to discriminate among these regions). The structures 
of the axilla (arm and shoulder) are usually not clinically 
interesting to the thoracic radiologist. but these structures need 
to be accounted for in an automated segmentation of the image 
so that these pixels will not be confused with another anatomic 
class. 

The five classes as outlined in Fig. 1 are: 
1) heart/subdiaphragm/upper mediastinum; 
2) lung; 
3) axilla; 
4) base of head/neck; and 
5) background (area outside patient but within raqiation 

field). 

C. Candidate Features .> 

A list of candidate features was constructed. Three types 
of features were used in this approach: gray level based 
measures, local difference measures, and local texture mea
sures. Features from these groups were chosen because of 
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the nature of the regions within a chest radiograph: the heart, 
superior mediastinum, subdiaphragm. and axilla are each very 
uniform areas with high gray levels; while the lung region bas 
lower gray levels and more gniy level variation (due to the 
radiographic' complexity of the ribs and the lung vasculature). 
All 59 fearures are listed individually in [37, Appendix1. 

The gray level of a pixel is primarily determined by the 
amount of X-ray attenuation of the tissues and three candidate 
feature variables-are included in this group: 1) the gray level of 
the pixel, 2) the griy" le~ei of'the pixel (#vided by the average 
gray leyel of the. entire image (to n~rmalize the gray values 
to the overall brightness of an image), and 3) the gray level 
of the\pi>;.t;1 .expresseH ~ a pe~c~ntage of the histogram of the 
image "(to account for the-shape of the histogram). 

Local difference meaSures are used to characterize the 
amoun( of h?mogen~ity in a- local neighborhood [8], [38]. 
The local difference measures used in the candidate list are: 
x-direction, y-direction, and total Sobel gradients (first-order 
difference) for both a 3 x 3 and 7 x 7 neighborhood; 
the standard deviation of pixels. in a 3 x 3 and 7 x 7 
neighborhood; and the Laplacian (second-order difference) for 
both a 3 x 3 and 7 x 7 neighborhood. The two neighborhood 
sizes were used for each measure to account for the scales at 
which important differences may occur. 

Local texture measures are used to quantify the nature of 
local differences (39]-[43] and often take into account both 
distance and direction of the differences. This work uses 
four groups of local textUre measures: microtexture masks, 
spatial gray level dePendence matrices (SGLDM), oriented 
texture measures, and fractal dimension-based measures. The 
microtexture measures are four of those introduced by Laws 
[42] which are sensitive to: 1) horizontal edges, 2) high
frequency spots, 3) vertical edges, and 4) textures with low 
correlation (i.e., textures with more random arrangements). 
Four of the SGLDM measures are used [39], [41]: 1) energy 
and 2) entropy are measures of unifonnity, 3) homogeneity 
measures the similarity between neighbors, and 4) inertia 
measures dissimilarity. 

A third set of texture measures are the oriented texture 
measures, coherence and dispersion, described by Rao [43]. 
Coherence measures the consistency of directionality for lo
cal differences. using first-crder differences, while dispersion 
measures the lack of this consistency. These features may 
be useful in distinguishing among regions where a strong 
directionality component exists. such as lung vasculature and 
airway branches, and regions where no directionality exist, 
such as the axilla. 

The founh texture measure is the fractal dimension of the 
image intensity surface (43]-(47). The box-counting method 
for estimating fractal dimension was shown {43] to be faster 
than the intensity difference method suggested by Pentland 
{45] and is used in this research. The other texture measure 
related to fractal dimension is lacunarity [48], [49], which is 
used to measure second-crder differences in fractal dimension. 
Keller et a1. [49] proposed texture measures based on a 
description of lacunarity, which are derived from the box
counting method. These features may be useful in distin
guishing among regions of complex texture, such as the lung 
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vasculature. and regions that are more homogeneous, such as 
the axi1la and heart regions. 

D. Image Display and Radiologist'S 
Detennination of Class Membership 

A set of X-Windows based software tools were developed 
that allowed the display of radiographic images and the 
drawing (and saving) of region contours necessary to assign 
class membership for each pixel. First, the original 2048 x 
2048 x 12-b radiographic image is selected from a menu, 
read in, sUbsampled/smoothed to 512 x 512, and displayed 
at 8 b depth (256 gray levels). After the image is displayed, 
the radiologist used the mouse to draw the contours of the 
anatomical regions described above and saved that region's 
contour to a file. For each pixel within or on the contour, 
class membership was assigned to the anatomic class of that 
contour. In this way. class membership was assigned for each 
pixel used. 

Only one radiologist was used to draw the anatomic regions 
as they are general and relatively obvious regions. Although 
we feel that interobserver variability is very small, studies 
are currently underway -with multiple radiologists to mea
sure possible variability among radiologists in this manual 
segmentation task. 

E. Feature Extraction and Creation of Pixel Observations 

It was necessary to create pixel observations with all of 
the associated information: location, class membership, and 
values of feature variables. The software tools described above 
also were used in the feature extraction step. In this· step, the 
reduced size (128 x 128 x 12 b) image was read in, then an 
anatomic region's contours were read in from the file saved 
above and scaled to the red,uced fonnat. For each pixel (or 
a subset of pixels-see below) within that contour, all of the 
candidate features described above were extracted for each 
sampled pixel. The extracted features were associated with 
the pixel location (x and y coordinates) and class membership 
to fonn the required pixel observation; the observations were 
all written to a data file. 

In each anatomic region of each image, pixels at every 
founh row and every fourth column were used to create the ob
servations. The sampling was done to reduce the total amount 
of data to be processed. Some pixels were excluded from any 
of the anatomic regions; for example, areas that contained 
markers or patient identification labels were excluded. The 
result was that over 750 pixel observations were obtained from 
each image, with the observations being distributed among the 
anatomic classes. 

F. Feature Selection and Creation 0/ Data Sets 

The stepwise discriminant analysis (see the Appendix) was 
carried out using observations as the inputs. Each observation 
consisted of the parameters described above: pixel class, pixel 
location, and feature values calculated for that pixel (in this 
case, all 59 were calculated). Observations from each of the 
33 images were combined to form the full data set for feature 
selection. This consisted of 25 550 observations, distributed 
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among the classes with the following proportions: hn-34.2%, 
lun-41.9%, axl-14.6%, bnk-5.2%, and bkd-4.l %. This 
data set was used as input to the stepwise discriminant 
analysis implemented in procedure STEPDISC [6] of the SAS 
statistical software package (SAS Institute. Inc., Cary. N.C.). 
This analysis created a list of selected features and showed 
them in the order in which they were selected. The first features 
selected possessed lhe most discriminatory power among the 
classes. 

To evaluate lhe impact of feature selection on classifier 
performance and processing time requirements, three data sets 
were created and evaluated. The first data set consisted of all 
59 candidate features-no feature selection was performed. 
For the second data set, the eight best features were selected. 
The third data set was a set of eight features selected at random 
from features that were not among the top eight features in the 
stepwise discriminate analysis. Thus, training and test data sets 
were created for each of these sets of features. 

G. Training and Testing Data Sets 

Because both classifiers require supervised training tech
niques, three training data sets were created corresponding to 
the three sets of features. Each data set consisted of pixel 
observations obtained from the 17 training images. For each 
anatomic region within each image, pixels at every founh row 
and every founh column were sampled and the appropriate 
features (full 59. best eight or lower eight) extracted. The re
sulting training data sets each consisted of 13 358 observations 
with the following class breakdown: hn-35.2%, 11In-39.9%, 
axl-15.6%, bnk-5.6%, and bkd-3.7%. The identical train
ing data sets were provided to the linear discriminator and 
neural network for training. 

1bree test data sets were created that consisted of pixel 
observations from the 16 test images. Again, the appropriate 
features for each set were extracted from the sampled pixels 
and associated with pixel class and location to form the desired 
testing pixel observations. The resulting test data sets con
sisted of 12 192 observations with the following class break
down: hn-33.1%, lun-44.0%, axl-13.6%, bnk-4.S%, and 
bkd-4.5%. 

H. T:raining and Testing the Classifiers 

Two pattern classifiers were used: a linear discriminator 
and a feedforward neural network using the backpropagation 
learning rule. Both of these classifiers require supervised 
training techniques. Each classifier was trained with each of 
the three training data sets described above. 

For all of the following neural network experiments. the 
number of input nodes was detennined by the number of fea
ture variables used--either eight (for the eight best or random 
eight data sets) or 59 (for the data set of all features)-and 
the number of nodes in the output layer was five (one for each 
class). Thus. the decision rule was to assign a pixel to the class 
corresponding to the output node with the highest value. 

Other parameters used in the feedforward. backpropagation 
network were: 15 nodes in the hidden layer. a learning rate of 
0.10, and a momentum term of 0.05. The number of nodes 

in the hidden layer, the learning rate, and the momentum 
term were all detennined empirically by a set of experiments 
in which each term was varied individually and its effect 
on performance was determined. While the network was 
relatively insensilive to small changes in these selected values, 
performance was slightly better at these values. The network 
was trained for 2000 iterations of the training data as it were 
empirically determined that performance (as measured by the 
mean squared error at the output nodes) was stable at this point. 
The order of training data was randomized for each iteration. 

Following the trainitig phase, each· of the classifiers were 
put through a test phase. Test observations from the three 
test sets (eight selected features, the full 59 feature set, and 
lhe eight randomly chosen features) were used. The output 
decisions of the different classifiers are compared to the 
results obtained from the radiologist, who is considered to 
be the standard. The result of these comparisons is a series 
of classification matrices in which the classifiers output is 
compared to the radiologist's decisions. The overall percent 
correct is calculated by dividing the total number of correct 
pixel observations (pixels with class membership equal to that 
of the radiologist's classification) from each image by the total 
number of observations (pixels of all classes) in the test set. 
Comparisons based on the total percent correct as well as 
processing time used were carried out for each feature data 
set. To test whether differences in overall percent correct were 
statistically significant, we obtained an asymptotic estimate 

. of the z-statistic and calculated the corresponding p-value. 
This was done for comparisons between each feature set and 
classifier combination. 

I. Adding Spatial Information After the Classification 

In this section. a postprocessing step is described in which 
results from the pattern classifiers are reclassified according 
to a set of heuristic rules based on spatial information. The 
methods to this point provide a segmentation based solely on 
locally calculated features and no spatial information has been 
utilized. Thus, there are some pixels that are misclassified and 
their misclassifications may be obvious only because of the 
spatial location-for example. pixels classified as background 
that are located in the middle of the lung. Rules were fonnu
lated to identify many of these obvious misclassifications and 
were applied to reclassify results from the pattern classifiers. 

The application of these heuristic rules to add spatial infor
mation is carried out in two steps: 1) identification of several 
zones within the image where only one or two classes should 
exist. and 2) the results from the classifiers are examined 
by spatial location. compared to the classes that should exist 
at that location, and reclassified only if the classification is 
obviously incorrect. If the location of a pixel dictates that it can 
belong to only one of two classes and the classification result 
is not one of those two classes. then this pixel is considered to 
be obviously misclassified; rules are then applied to reclassify 
that pixel. If the pixel does belong to one of the two allowable 
classes for that location, then no change is made. 

To identify the zones, the image is thresholded to ap
proximately identify the lung and background regions. The 
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Fig. 2. Approximate definition of zones used to add spatial infonnation. 

TABLE n 
DEANmON OF ANATOMIC Ct.A.ssES AllOWED BY ZoNE 

Zone Anatomical Classes Allowed 
1 Axilla and Back ouod (Axl, Bkd) 
2 Base of Neck and Back round (Bnk. Bkd) 
3 Axilla and Back ound (Ax\. Bkd) 
4 Axilla and Back ouod (Axl, Bkd) 
5 Heart and Lun (Hrt. Lun) 
6 Axilla and Back round tAxi, Bkd) 
7 Axilla and Back ound (Axl, Bkd) 
S Heart and Lun (Hrt. Lun) 
9 Axilla and Background (Ax\. Bkd) 

approximate boundaries of the lungs are found by first locating 
the heart as the region above threshold in the central part of 
the image. For each row, the search proceeds laterally from 
the central region (each side is done independently) to locate 
the first pixel below thresbold-this is the medial lung border. 
From the medial border, the search continues laterally to find 
the last pixel below threshold--this is the lateral lung border. 
This is repeated for each row until there is no area below 
threshold when searching from the central region-this criteria 
locates the lOp and bottom borders of the lung. Using the top 
and bottom of the lungs as well as the lateral borders of the 
lungs as boundaries, the image is divided into the zones shown 
in Fig. 2. In each zone, only two anatomic classes are allowed 
as listed in Table II. Because the zones are approximate 
and based on heuristic rules, pixels that are near the zone 
boundaries are excluded from the reclassification step. 

In the reclassification step, results from the pattern classifiers 
are examined by pixel location; the class predicted for that 
pixel is compared to the allowed classes for that location (Ta
ble II). If the pixel class is one that is allowed for that location, 
then no change occurs. If the pixel class is not allowed for that 
location, then an obvious misclassification occurs and another 
set of heuristic rules are applied to reclassify that pixel. These 
rules reclassify the pixel to the allowed class with which the 
pixel's current class is most often confused. These rules were 
determined empirically and are different for each zone. 

As an example. zone 5 is the central region which contains 
only lung and heart classes (see Fig. 2). If a pixel located 

TABLE III 
ExAMPI..E OF R£o...Ass IACATIO:-': RULES FOR PIXEl IN ZoNE 5 OF Flc. 2 

S 
(Hrt/Ll.ln allowed) 

Rules 

if pixel clASS is Axl. then reclassify to Hrt 
if pixel class is Bnk, then reclassify to Hrt 
if ixel class is Bkd. then rcdassif to LUn 

TABLE IV 
STEPWISE DISCRL'dlNANT ANALYSIS REsULTS 

,En"op, .. 

within zone 5 has already been classified as either lung or 
heart- the allowed classes for this region-then no change 
occurs. If a pixel located within zone 5 has been classified 
as background-a class not allowed for this region-then this 
pixel has obviously been misclassified. It is most likely being 
confused with lung and. therefore, will be reclassified to lung. 
Similarly, if a pixel in zone 5 has been classified as axilla or 
base of neck, it wiil also be reclassified (to heart). A summary 
of the rules for zone 5 is shown in Table m. 

ill. REsULTS 

A. Feature Selection Results 

The results from the stepwise discriminant analysis are 
shown in Table IV. This table shows the first 20 variables 
selected. As one might expect, the first (percent) and fourth 
(Glavg) features are related to image gray level, while the other 
six of the top eight are various spatial gray level dependence 
matrix (SGLDM) measures. Fractal-based measures show up 
as the ninth and tenth in the list and no other major feature 
groups enter into the top 20. 

Because there are no clear rules about how many variables 
should appear in the selected feature li st, a simple performance 
test was carried out. For this test, the linear discriminant 
was trained on observations from 10 images and tested on 
observations from a different set of five images. This ttain 
and test sequence was repeated using the top eight feature 
variables. the top 12 feature variables "and, finally, the top 
20 feature variables. In each situation, the percent correct 
for each class (number of observations correctly classified 
for that class/total number of observations for that class) 
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Fig. 3, Percent correct for each class and tota] for the linear discriminator 
as a function of the number of features used. 

TABLE V 
l.JsT Of loWER EiGKT RAA"OOMlY PICKED F EATllRES 

Number Future 

1 Cy3 (Sobel ~radient of 3x3 in v-direction) 

2 Disper (Dispersion measure in 5x5 nei~hborhood) 

3 A\'Law$3 {Laws' low corre la tion textu re mask .weraged over 
~x3 neisthborhoodl 

4 Entne2 (SGLDM measure Entropy at d -2 and angle = 135) 

5 Ey2 {SC LDM measure Ener2v at d-2 and an£le . 901 

• Hh< (SCLDM measure Hom~eneity at d &4 lind IIn~le ·O) 

7 Iy' (SG LDM me"5ure Inertia at d .. 4 and an~le = 90) 

8 Frac (Fractal dimension of SXS nei~hborhood) 

as well as the total percent correct (number of observations 
correctly classified for all classes/number of observations from 
all classes) are calculated. The results are reported in Fig. 3. 
This figure shows that for this training and test situation, there 
is almost no difference between using the top eight, 12, or 20 
features. 

We concluded mat there was no advantage in using more 
than the top eight features and that significant computation 
time and data storage savings could be realized by using only 
lhese features. Therefore, the first eight features listed in Table 
[V represent the selected feature set. 

The lower ranked data set was also created for comparison. 
This is a set of eight features selected at random from lower 
ranked features. These are listed in Table V. 

B. Segmentation Results for Ench Classifier lEach Feature Set 

Each classifier makes a decision about the class member
ship of each input observation. This classification decision 
is compared to the known class in a classification matrix. 
These mattices are formed for each image. The results from 
all 12 162 of the test observations are summed to fonn one 
classification matrix for each classifier and for each feature 
set. Tables VI and VII show the classification mattix results 
from the neural network for both the full 59 feature data set 
and the eight best feature data set. From the matrices. the 

h,jonna tion 

NN 

i Iinform.tion Add~d 

f",uN So • .g-
EI '_IN_ 
~_.1t_ 

Fig. 4. Overall percent correct for each classifier and each feature data set 
before and after adding spatial information. (LD = linear discriminator: NN = 
neural network; LO·SI = linear discriminator after adding spatial infonnation; 
NN·SI = neural network after adding spatial infonnation.) 

True O us 

hn 

I,. 

"I 

bnk 

bkd 

TABLE VI 
CusSIACAnON MATRIX R£sUl.TS FOR NEURAL 
NETWORK Us.l'C; FUll 59 FEATURE D ATA SET 

Estimated Class 

hn ,,. .,1 b,k bkd 

3440 231 293 " 2 

304 4597 50 98 20 

462 " 1055 39 27 

163 8<J " 280 3 

7 11 . , 18 410 

totll l 

4031 

5369 

1657 

580 

555 

12.192 

Tot ~1 Percent Correct a (3-l':0 .. ~S97 ... 1055+280+410)/12192 = 52.7 9'" 

True QilS$ 

hn 

lu, 

"I 

b,k 

bkd 

TABLE VU 
C LASSIf1CAn o=, MATRIX R£sut.TS FOR NEURAL 

NETWORK U SI:-;G BEST E IGHT F EATURE DATA SET 

Estim~led Class 

hn lu, ~ xl bnk bkd 

31 .... , .. ~05 " 0 

220 4m 111 27 12 

664 157 &J.J 32 0 

J27 277 8<J 86 1 

0 191 ; 20 339 

total 

4031 

5369 

1657 

550 

555 

12.192 

Totlll Percent Correct = (31-tH~999~S~+S6'.-339)/ 12192 = 76.9 'k 

total percent correct is calculated to compare each data set 
and classifier. The comparisons are shown in graphical fonn 
on the left-hand side of Fig. 4. 

This figure shows that while a feature set consisting of 
all candidate features provides slightly bener performance. 
it is only 3.1% bener for the linear discriminator (73.7% 
versus 70.6%) and 5.8% better for the neura.1'lletwork (82.7% 
versus 76.9%). The lower eight features yield much poorer 
perfonnance for both classifiers: 18.7% worse for the linear 
discriminator and 16.4% worse for the neural network. Fig. 4 
also shows that for this proble,m. the neural network performs 
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TABLE vm 
REuTIVE PROCESSING 'fD,1£ FOR TRAIt.1NG AND TE.STJNG 

OF EACH Ct.A.ssIFlER FOR EACH FEATURE DATA SET 

linnr Discriminator' Nrm.1 Network" 

IlW..Sf.1 TQjning Time/TWing Time Tuining Timct Tu!\ng T ime 

All Fuhlrn 7..6 / l.J 15510 /8..1 

Bat I FulW'H 2..2 / LD 30U/]..lI 

LowulFutun, 2..210.98 31);~ll.0 

• Run using SAS on IBM ES/9000 rNI lnfume. 

., Run using custom n~u ral network on Sun SpU0:5tation2. 

Nolr. Relative procasing tim~ is the procnslng lime (induding CPU Ind disk I/O 

time) fot rich task. normalized 10 the pTOCU$lng time required for the tnting the llest 8 

FUh.lrfS.. Each ciu5!fiu is nonNliud upuately as they are nlft on diffrrmt INchi~n. 

Taring timr is the time ~irtd 10 aleulatr .esults for an 16 titStllNtgn.. Talning rime 

is rime rflluired to prrform ,n luining Itrution5 n iteration for lintlT discriminant. 

2000 iterations for neural network). 

slightly better than the linear discriminator (82.7% versus 
73.7% for the 59 feature data set aod 76.9% versus 70.6% 
for the best eight feature data set). Each of these differences 
is significant at the p < 0.001 level. 

The processing perfonnance for each of the classifiers (as 
measured in relative processing time) is shown in Table Vlli. 
For the linear discriminator. testing using all 59 features is 
more than twice as computationally exp~nsive than using 
either the eight best or lower eight features, while training 
is more than three times as expensive. For the neural network, 
more fearures require not only more inputs. but more connec
tions between the input layer and the hidden layer. This results 
in neural network training taking approximately five times as 
much processing time for the full data set as for the eight 
best features. Testing requires eight times as much processing 
for the full 59 feature data set as for the eight feature 
data set. While the linear discriminator and neural network 
classifications were perfonned on different machines, it is 
clear that training the neural network is very computationally 
expensive for a large network using a large training data set 
with a large number of iterations (2000, in our case). While 
the classification results are better for the neural network. the 
computational expense is much bigher--especially in training. 

C. Applying the Spatial Infonnation Reclassification Rules 

The spatial infonnation heuristic rules were applied to each 
of the test sets. The original classification results for each 
feature set and each classifier (from above) were used as inputs 
to the reclassifier rules and the reSUlting classification matrices 
are created. Tables IX and X show the classification matrix 
results from the neural network for both the full 59 feature data 
set and the eight best feature data set, after the rules adding 
spatial infonnation were applied. From the matrices, the total 
percent correct is again calculated to compare each data set 
and classifier. These comparisons are shown in graphical fonn 
on the right-haod side of Fig. 4. In addition, Fig. 5(a) shows ao 
example of an original digital chest radiograph and Fig. 5(b) 
shows the classification resulting from the eight best fearure 
set applied to the neural network and after the application of 
the spatial infonnation heuristic rules. 
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TABLE IX 
Cl..ASSIF1c...TIO~ MATRIX REsULTS FOR NEURAL NETWORK USINC; FULL 

59 FEATIJR£ DATA SET AfTER ADoINC; SPATIAl. INFORMATION 

Estimated Clilss 

True Oass h" lun "I bnk bkd lotal 

h" 3750 222 48 0 t1 403t 

Ion 342 4810 63 63 '1 536. 

"I 48 14 1505 3 S7 1657 

bnk I' 22 38 4.8 3 5SO 

bkd 0 0 24 14 5 17 555 

12.192 

Total Percent Correct- (3750+4810+1505+498-+517)/12192 - 90.9 % 

TABLE X 
CLASSIFICATION MATRIX REsULTS FOR NEURAL NETWORK Usn.c; BEST 

EIGHT FEATU"RE DATA SET AFtER ADDlf'G SPATtAl. lNFoRMATION 

Estimated Gus 

True Class h" lun "I bnk bkd total 

h,t 3505 471 43 3 • 4031 

Ion 219 48% 14. 45 6; 536' 

.>1 58 27 1410 1 t6t 1657 

bnk 0 " 40 4'1 Z; 580 

bkd 0 4 I. S 524 555 

12.192 

Total Percent Correct. (3505-+4896-+1410-+491+524)/12192 ... 88.S % 

These results show how reclassification based on spatial 
information improves the perfonnance of both classifiers. They 
also show that some differences due to feature selection are 
maintained., albeit reduced, even wilh a postprocessing step 
that improves the overall classification rate. For the linear . 
discriminator, the full feature set is now only 1.3% better 
thao the best eight feature set (883% versus 87.0%). For 
the neural network, the full feature set is only 2.1 % bener 
than the best eight features (90.9% versus 88.8%). The lower 
eight features still yield much poorer performance for both 
classifiers even after the reclassification: 17.8% worse for the 
linear discriminator and 13.9% worse for the neural network. 
Fig. 4 shows that, while the neural network still performs 
slightly bener than the linear discriminator, the difference after 
reclassification is small (90.9% versus 88.3% for the 59 feature 
data set and 88.8% versus 87.0% for the best eight feature 
data set). Though the differences are reduced, they are still 
significant at the p < 0.00 1 level. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The results for both classifiers, the linear discriminator 
and the neuraJ network. show that while the full feature set 
may give slightly better results (82.7% correct for the neural 
network on the full feature data set), the results for using 
a selected subset of features are comparable (76.9% correct 
for the eight best feat.ures). Adding a postprocessing step. 
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(0) 

(b) 

Fig. 5. (a) Original digital chest radiograph image and (b) resulting OUiput 
image with pixels labeled after classification using neural network with 
eight best features and application of postprocessing reclassification rules. 
(Note: Each gray level represents a different cJass; white pixels represent 
misclassifications; most of the misclassifications are located near the border 
between regions.) 

such as adding spatial information, improves the performance 
of all of the classifiers and reduces the differences between 
feature sets even further (90.9~o for the full feature set and 
88.8% for the best eight features using the neural network). 
These results for the selected feature set are obtained while 
saving computational processing expense in both training (1/3 

as much time for linear discriminator, 115 as much time for 
the neural network) and testing (1/2 as much time for linear 
discriminator, 118 as much time for the neural network) the 
classifiers. 

The differences between the eight best features and the 
lower eight features also show that the feature selection 
process itself-such as stepwise discriminant analysis-and 
not just the number of features is important in detennining the 
composition of the subset. 

For this particular problem, the neural network classifier 
gave better overall results than did the linear discriminator. 

Before the spatial information was added, the difference was 
9% for the full fealUre set (82.7% versus 73.7%) and 6.3% for 
the best eight features (76.9% versus 70.6%). After the spatial 
information was added through reclassification, the differences 
were reduced to 2.6% (90.9% versus 88.3%) for the full feature 
set and 1.8% (88.8% versus 87.0%) for the best eight fealUres. 

Using this pattern classification approach, the best results 
for the eight best features occur when the neural network 
classifier is used and the spatial information heuristic rules 
are applied. In this case, 88.8% of all pixels (from 16 test 
images) are correctly classified and 91.2% of all lung pixels 
are cOITectly c1assified. While it is difficult to compare these 
results directly with other segmentation approaches published 
in the literature, there has been some recent work along similar 
lines that sought to segment only the lungs. In the most directly 
comparable work, Duryea [50] used a rule-based heuristic to 
find the lung region on reduced-size (55 x 64) chest images 
and obtained an average percent correct of 95.7% for the 
left lung and 96.0% for the right lung. Pietka [51J used a 
rule-based heuristic to obtain 87.5% "correct" delineations of 
the lung field; where "correct" is defined as the case where 
the outline shows no penetration of the lung, and all other 
anatomic regions (head, arms, abdomen) are removed; no 
comparison to a radiologist was performed. Hasegawa [10] 
used a convolution neural network to identify lung structures, 
but reported only a subjective summary of these results. 
Others have used rule-based segmentation methods to identify 
specific regions and make anatomic measurements such as 
heart size and shape [52J. delineation of the ribs [53J. and 
the localization of the inter-rib spaces [54]. These efforts 
reported only the comparison of the anatomic measurements 
to manual measurements, and not the segmentation results 
themselves. 

The question as to whether or not these results are accurate 
enough depends upon the demands of the application: if 
this segmentation is the basis for image enhancement or 
radiographic equalization, these results may be sufficient; if 
anatomic measurements are to be made, then the miscIas
sification errors may prevent this from providing accurate 
enough results. The latter question will be addressed in future 
studies where multiple radiologists will be used to detennine 
interobserver variability in both manually segmenting the 
image and in making anatomic measurements. 

The difference in processing performance between the two 
classifiers was shown to be quite large. This was true even 
though we did not have directly comparable results: the linear 
discriminator (using SAS) was run on an IBM mainframe 
and the neural network was run on a Sun Sparcstation2. This 
difference arose largely because the neural network requires 
a large number of operations (multiplications, summations, 
and application of nonlinear functions at each node in each 
layer), compared to the linear discriminator. The differences 
were amplified in training the classifiers where the feedfor
ward, backpropagation neural network requiTes an iterative 
approach compared to the detenninistic approach of the linear 
discriminator. 

The purpose of a feature selection step in the pattern 
classification process is to ide~tify a subset of variables which 
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will give results comparable to the full feature data set. The 
results of this study show, for the problem of segmentation 
of chest radiographs, the ability of the feature selection step 
to identify the features which give, results that are comparable 
to the full set while reducing the computational expense of 
training and testing classifiers. These computational savings 
can be quite significant for the training and testing of neural 
networks. 

ApPENDIX 

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE STEPWISE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 

In this research. the stepwise discriminant approach [1]. 
{51-[7] was used to find the subset of candidate features 
which best discriminates among the classes. Using the forward 
selection method, me initial step afthis approach is to ca1culate 
the one way analysis of variance F statistic (fable I) for 
each feature. The sources of variation are between classes (B 
subscript) and within classes or residual (R subscript). The 
F statistic is the ratio of the between class variation to the 
within class variation and is used as a measure of the ability 
of a feature to discriminate among all classes. If the variation 
in the feature value is large between classes and yet low within 
the classes. then this would be a good discriminator and would 
give a large F value. The feature wim the largest F value is 
added to the selected feature list. 

After the initial step, the ability of a feature to discriminate 
between classes, given that other fearnres have already been 
selected, is measured. The partial A statistic [55), [5), [6) is 
calculated to measure the change in ability to discriminate 
between classes due to the addition of a feature variable to 
the selected variable list. given the feature variables that are 
already on lhat list. The corresponding F statistic [5] is used 
to lest the significance of the change in A resulting from 
me addition of a feature variable to the selected variable list. 
This partial (conditional) F statistic is used as the basis for 
comparing candidate features, given the list of features already 
selected. 

In the stepwise selection procedure, variables are entered 
or removed from the selected feature list according to the 
significance level of the partial F statistic. At a given step, 
if the feature on the selected list with the lowest panial F 
statistic has a value lower than a specified criterion (called 
the F -to-remove), then that feature is removed in that step. 
Otherwise, the feature on the candidate list with the highest 
panial F statistic which exceeds a criterion (called the F -to
enter) is entered onto the selected feature list. This continues 
until all of the features on the selected list exceed the F -to
remove criterion and none of the other features exceed the 
F -to-enter criterion. 

Obviously. the choice of the F -te-enter and F -to-remove 
can significantly impact the feature selection. Using Monte 
Carlo simulations to determine stopping rules, Costanza and 
Afifi [56] recommend a value of approximately 4.0 for the F
to-enter, to provide a significance level which allows variables 
of moderate discriminatory power to enter. To keep features 
from entering and removing in endless loops, the F -to-remove 
is set at a value somewhat less than this (e.g .. 3.96). 
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The forward stepwise procedure is as follows (and is de
scribed in more detail in [I), [6), and [7)): 

Step I: For each of the candidate feature variables, calcu
late the one way analysis of variance F statistic, 
along with the degrees of freedom hBl "YR). The 
variable with the highest value of F is selected 
and put onto a list of selected variables. 

Step 2: For the candidate variables not on the list of se
lected variables, calculate the partial (conditional) 
F statistic for each variable, given the variable(s) 
already on the selected list. 

Step 3: The variable with the highest partial F value is 
chosen and added to the selected variable list, if it 
exceeds the F -to-enter criterion. 

Step 4: For the variables on the selected feature list.. cal
culate the partial F statistic. Find the feature with 
the lowest value. If that value is less than the F -to
remove, then remove that feature from the selected 
list and place back on the candidate list.. and repeat 
Step 4. Otherwise, repeat Steps 2-4. 

Step N: Steps 2-4 are repeated until all features on the 
selected list exceed the F -to-remove and none of 
the other features exceed the F -tc--enter. At this 
point. no more variables will be entered as there are 
no variables which provide significant additional 
information to discriminate among classes. 
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Abstract: This paper presents the design of a temporal image database system and its 
application in thoracic imaging. The design of this information system is based on the 
client/server architecture. The system consists of a chest imaging database server, a library of 
image processing modules, a link to the picture archiving and communication system (P ACS) 
archive, and a low end client workstation with Motif-based graphic user interface (GU!). The 
database system can be used to aid the radiologists in quantitating solitary metastatic lung nodules 
and in assessing effectiveness of therapeutic treatment procedures for lung cancer or lesions. 
The GUI allows a user to retrieve any patient study from PACS. After a nodule is visually 
identified, it will be segmented automatically to obtain relevant features, such as the center of 
mass, volume, and surface area Such 3D nodule information, together with the patient textual 
information, is subsequently organized in the chest imaging database to facilitate outcome 
analysis. 

Introduction 

Current database management systems (DBMS) are designed to manage and query large 
amounts of textual information. With the rapid growth of digital imaging modalities, medical 
database management is not so straightforward as digital medical data are now increasingly 
multimedia. In addition to textual data such as diagnostic reports, physical exams, and laboratory 
tests, radiological and pathologic images are also important constituents of a patient's record. 
How to manage this broad spectrum of data types efficiently for clinical applications is a 
challenging research issue. The new requirements for efficient health care delivery, coupled with 
the diversity of data types, is demanding a new methodology for medical database management. 

Textual data are represented in symbolic objects while image data in pixel values. This 
fundamental difference of text and image accounts for their variation in information contents and 
processing methods. The content of a text can be abstracted and indexed in a few keywords. 
Efficient tools for keyword search are widely available and allow a user to retrieve the right 
information from a large database efficiently. Images, on the other hand, contain information of 
higher abstraction. The content of an image must be extracted by image processing tools which 
are usually slow and inefficient. Furthermore, no corresponding generalized image processing 
tools exist that enable a user to extract key features reliably from any image. 
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The purpose of this study is to develop an application-specific temporal image DBMS that 
can provide clinicians with necessary image processing tools to collect data for outcome analysis. 
Without these tools, it is formidable for a radiologist to provide a quantitative description of a 
lesion, such as its volume. The conventional way for a radiologist to infer the size of a lesion is 
to measure the typical dimension of a lesion and to get a rough estimation of its volume, with 
certain assumption of its geometrical shape. The temporal image database management system, 
on the other hand, enables an accurate lesion quantitation by using a compuler algorithm to check 
for every pixel in estimating the volume. Furthermore, it stores the extracted features and other 
relevant information for future query. 

With few parameter adjustments this DBMS can be made applicable for other lesion volume 
assessment. In this initial phase, however, we develop the system specially for lung nodule 
volume estimation using spiral cr images. Metastatic lung nodules are nearly spherical lesions 
having sharp contrast with its surroundings. They can be easily identified visually either on a 
monitor screen or film. They can be distinguished from blood vessels which are in cylindrical 
shape. 

The result of lesion quantitation is important in several aspects. It can be used for clinicians 
to assess the effectiveness of ongoing therapeutic treatment, or to determine the characteristics of 
the lesion. For example, for a solitary nodule, the time interval of doubling its volume is an 
important indicator to decide whether the nodule is benign or malignant (l). When a nodule is 
small and is located deep inside the lungs, the usual way to determine a benign nodule is to see if 
its volume is doubled within a short «30 days) or very long (>490 days) period of time. For 
metastasis of lung cancer, the effect of drug treatment is reflected in the variation of the total 
nodule volume. If a drug is effective, it should be able to reduce or to halt the division of the 
cancer cells and thus the total volume of the malignant nodules should not increase during the 
treatment period. 
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System Architecture 

The design of the temporal medical image database is similar to the architecture proposed in 
[Wong and Huang](2). As shown in Fig. I, the design is based on a three-tiered client/server 
architecture. The image database server (IDBS) is a centrally located core of application 
programs for accessing, processing and managing Cf chest images and associated textual reports 
from radiological and hospital information systems stored in the central data archive of the UCSF 
PACS. This middleware database server, resided in between PACS and the client medical 
workstation, consists of an image processing engine, a relational database engine (in our case, 
Sybase, Emeryville, CA), and a database containing processed multimedia chest data for 
temporal lung nodule analysis. 

GUI Client 
Workstation 

Image 
Database Processing 
Engine Engine ,. Chest Imaging , 

Database . 
Image DB server 

PACS Central Archive 
(Raw images, RIS and HIS textual data) 

Fig. I . The 3-tiered client server architecture of the temporal chest imaging database system. 

Medical images and text are retrieved from the picture archiving and communication system 
(PACS) central archive in tbe Department of Radiology of UCSF. UCSF PACS is developed to 
manage data acquired from various digital imaging modalities, such as computed tomography 
(Cf), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and computed radiography (CR), located in various 
locations ofUCSF hospitals in the San Francisco Bay Area. PACS automates medical imaging 
handling and communication in a hospital and offers to maintain the quality of healthcare services 
on timely bases. With PACS, digital images can be quickly retrieved from central archive and be 
sent across the computer network to remote display workstations for diagnosis, bypassing a lot 
of middle steps that is necessary in a film-based environment. By providing a digital 
environment, PACS allows computer technology to become more accessible in healthcare. It not 
only provides efficiency and convenience, but also defines new functionality that is otherwise not 
possible in the film-based environment. 

To retrieve any patient data from PACS, one needs to specify either a patient name or a 
patient identification number (ID). A summary of archived patient studies will be presented to a 
user after the patient name or ID are entered. Based on the summary, the user can select a 
particular study into the temporal image database after retrieving it from the PACS. 
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Image Processing Tools 

Different from traditional DBMS, an image database system integrates sophisticated image 
processing routines into its database server in order to manipulate pixel based image data. The 
set of image processing tools developed for the lung nodule application is discussed as follows: 

Identify 3-D nodules: Regions of interests (ROn can be quantitated and extracted from 3-D 
CT image data and stored in the database for later retrieval and analysis. In this work, we 
developed the tools to accomplish such tasks and emphasize on user friendliness and easy to use. 

There are several ways to do image segmentation. For lung metastasis, the nodule has a 
fairly large CT number (in the range of Hundsfield unit 0 or above) compared with its air-like 
surroundings (-900). Therefore, the pixel values provide adequate information to distinguish the 
lesion from its surroundings. Complication occurs, however, when a nodule attaches with other 
tissue such as blood vessels, thoracic wall, or another nodule (they all have similar cr 
numbers). In such circumstances, a mechanism to edit out the connection manually is 
implemented in the software. 

Image segmentation is carried out after a user places the mouse pointer within a nodule and 
clicks the left mouse key. Suppose a user identifies a nodule at slice n and the mouse position 
(x:' y~) , the software first extracts a subwindow (51 by 51 pixels, which is usually 3 to 5 times 

the dimension of a nodule) of the image centered at the mouse position (x:' y~). It then 

attempts to fmd all closed contours C; in the 51 x 51 subwindow at a predetermined pixel value 
of L=-5oo in slice n. After all contours are identified, the software attempts to fmd which 
contour encloses the mouse pointer position (x~, y~). If there is none, then the mouse pointer is 
not considered to be within a nodule and the calculation stops. 

If contour C; was identified to enclose the mouse pointer, then segmentation proceeds to the 
next slice. We first work in rrtinus direction, in slice n - 1. The center of the subwindow in slice 
n - I was determined by the center of mass of all points enclosed by contour C;. After all 
contours in the subwindow of slice n - I were identified, the software inspects each contour to 

find out if it is in contact with contour C; in slice n. We define contact such that if a point (x, y) 

is both enclosed by contour C,,-I and contour C;, then contours q -I and C; are in contact. All 

contours that are in contact with C; are considered as part of nodule extending to slice n - 1. 

After they were all identified, we proceed to slice n - 2. The center of the 51 x 51 
subwindow in slice n - 2 is located at the center of mass of all points enclosed by all contact 
contours in slice n - I. If any contour in slice n - 2 is in contact with any contact contour in slice 
n - I, we defmed it as contact contour and consider it as part of the nodule in slice n - 2. Similar 
calculation proceeds until we reach the slice that contains no contour at the specified pixel level or 
all its contours are not in contact with any contour in previous slice. After all slices in the minus 
direction have been examined, the software proceeds to work in the other direction, first in slice 
n+ 1, thenn+2, etc. 

Accuracy Assessment: To assess the accuracy of the image processing tools, we applied our 
image processing tools to a phantom study. Inside the phantom we placed 12 spherical objects 
which have similar CT number as the lung nodule. The size of the objects varies from 3 mm to 
20 mm in diameter which is also roughly the expected size of the nodule. The phantom was 
scanned with 5 mm collimation using aGE 9800 Hi-Speed spiral cr scanner (GE Medical 
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Systems, Milwaukee, Wis) at 250 mAs and 120 KV. The images were reconstructed in I mm 
and 5 mm slice spacing, respectively. Table I shows the result of the phantom study. In the 
first column, we listed object number. The capital letter, L or R, in front of a number indicates 
whether the object is placed in the left or right lung of the phantom. The second and the third 
columns list the cliameter and the corresponcling volume calculated using the cliameter of the 
object. The fourth column shows the volume calculated by the image processing tools. The last 
column gives the relative error of the calculation. 

number 
R-I 
R-2 
R-3 
R-4 
R-5 
L-I 
L-2 
L-3 
L-4 
L-5 

number 
R-l 
R-2 
R-3 
R-4 
R-5 
L-I 
L-2 
L-3 
L-4 
L-5 

TABLE lA Phantom Study Result 
5 mm collimation with 1 mm reconstruction 

D (mm) Real Vol (mm3). Cal. Vol (mm3) err % 
19.0 3590.9 3584.5 0.2 
12.7 1066.1 1049.9 1.5 
9.5 445.3 434.3 2.5 
6.3 130.9 137.9 5.3 
6.3 130.9 123.8 5.4 
19.0 3590.0 3519.7 2.0 
12.7 130.9 1032.0 3.2 
9.5 445.3 424.6 4.6 
6.3 1066.1 120.1 8.3 
6.3 130.9 126.2 3.6 

TABLE 18 Phantom Study Result 
5 mm collimation with 5 mm reconstruction 
D (mm) Real Vol (mm3) Cal Vol (mm3) err % 

19.0 3590.9 3692.5 2.8 
12.7 1066.1 1102.7 3.4 
9.5 445.3 437.4 1.8 
6.3 130.9 171.0 30.6 
6.3 130.9 120.1 8.3 
19.0 3590.0 3417.8 4.8 
12.7 1066.1 1035.6 2.9 
9.5 445.3 431.0 3.2 
6.3 130.9 122.1 6.7 
6.3 130.9 126.2 3.7 

Table I only lists the results from 10 nodule studies. The missing two nodules all have 
diameter 3 mm and the image processing tools are not designed to measure the volume of such 
small nodule. As will be discussed, small nodules do not contribute significantly to the total 
volume estimate. For nodules of 6 mm or large, the accuracy of the software for nodule 
quantitation is quite acceptable, with error margin well within 10 percent except for one case (R-
4, Table JB) which has the relative error as large as 30 %. The cliameter of the sphere for R-4 is 
6.3 nun, comparable to slice spacing of 5 mm. Since small nodules do not contribute 
significantly to the total volume estimate, such kind of error may not cause any significant 
problem in total volume estimate. 

Database Design 

Images in the temporal chest imaging database are stored according to image slices. The first 
two columns of each image table contain patient ID and study number. Each of the rest column 
in the image table contains an image slice apppended with a header fIle of 1536 bytes. The 
header fIle contains detailed description of the image slice. Since the image processing tools 
process each slice at a time, this structure helps to optimize the image retrieval process. 
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Additional tables store the processed results, such as nodule position, volume, and its link to 
nodules in previous study and the later study. Table 2 lists an instance of such the DB table. 

Table 2 An Instance of DB table containing processed nodule information 
Column name Type(Length) Comments 

paUd char(12) patient ID 
study_no char(8) Study Number 
I_name char(25) Nodule_Name (xc, yc, zc) 

xc int Nodule Center of Mass in X 

yc int Nodule Center of Mass in Y 

zc int Nodule Center of Mass in Z 

xd int Nodule width in X 

yd int Nodule width in Y 

zd int Nodule width in Z 
vol float Volume of the nodule 

sur float Surface Area 

mask image Nodule Mask 
p_name char(25) Nodule name it associates 

with the previous study 

n_name char(25) Nodule name it associated 
with the next study 

Suppose a table named Nodule 1 contains the nodule information for a patient with patient 
ID = 1234567 and study number = 1994_2, one can execute the following SQL query to the 
database for the volume information: 

select sum(vol) from Nodulel where pat_id='1234567' and 
study_no='1994_2' 

After the SQL is executed, the chest image database will return the following result, giving 
the total volume of the patient study: 

68278.240540 

A more complicated query can be executed, for example, to find the total volume of the 
nodules that are present in the previous study, thus allowing us to assess the information how the 
nodules grow between two studies. 

select sum(vol) from Nodulel where pat_id='1234567' and study_no 
= '1994_2' and p_name != NULL 

This time, the database returns the following result: 

6096 1.405400 

If we make another query in the previous study (1994_1) for the total volume of nodules that 
are also present in the next study, 
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select sum(vol) from Nodule1 where pat_id='1234567' and study_no 
= '1994_1' and n_name != NULL 

We get the total volume: 

207 42. 44506 0 

which enables us to find out that for those nodules that are present in both studies, their volume 
increases by a factor of 3 in the second study. The results from two queries indicate that the 
current patient treatment plan is not effective to control the disease. We should point out there 
that above results are derived from a real patient study that will be discussed in the later section. 
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Graphic User Interface 

Fig. 2 shows the layout of the GUI software. There are two menu bars at the top. Under 
menu bar File, one is given the options to add a new image me into the database; to delete an 
existing image me from the database; and to list and to select a particular image file for display. 
Under menu bar Nodule, one has the option to delete a nodule record that contains 3D 
information of a nodule; the option to display an image slice that contains a particular nodule of 
interest; and the option to print the total volume of the identified nodules in a text window below 
the displaying area. Below the menu bar is the main display area. When a particular patient is 
selected, the image of a predetermined spiral cr slice is displayed there. If one clicks the right 
mouse button inside the display area, the mouse position coordinates and the pixel value at that 
position are displayed in the text window right below the display area. Since the spiral cr 
images usually have gray scale of 12 bits, a user is given the choice to select window and level 
using the scales below the text window. The third scale in the right allows the user to select a 
particular image slice for display. 

Fig. 2. The layout of the GUI of the software 

When a nodule is identified visually, the radiologist initiates the image processing tools by 
moving the mouse pointer anywhere within the nodule and then clicking the left mouse button. 
This activates a series of image processing steps to segment out the nodule and to ·calculate 3D 
information of the nodule automatically. After the calculation is completed, a popup window 
will appear to allow the user to inspect the result of automatic segmentation, as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Graphic User Interface 

Fig. 2 shows the layout of the GUI software. There are two menu bars at the top. Under 
menu bar File, one is given the options to add a new image file into the database; to delete an 
existing image file from the database; and to list and to select a particular image file for display. 
Under menu bar Nodule, one has the option to delete a nodule record that contains 3D 
information of a nodule; the option to display an image slice that contains a particular nodule of 
interest; and the option to print the total volume of the identified nodules in a text window below 
the displaying area. Below the menu bar is the main display area. When a particular patient is 
selected, the image of a predetennined spiral CT slice is displayed there. If one clicks the right 
mouse button inside the display area, the mouse position coordinates and the pixel value at that 
position are displayed in the text window right below the display area. Since the spiral CT 
images usually have gray scale of 12 bits, a user is given the choice to select window and level 
using the scales below the text window. The third scale in the right allows the user to select a 
particular image slice for display. 

Fig. 2. The layout of the GUI of the software 

When a nodule is identified visually, the radiologist initiates the image processing tools by 
moving the mouse pointer anywhere within the nodule and then clicking the left mouse bulton. 
This activates a series of image processing steps to segment out the nodule and to 'calculate 3D 
in formation of the nodule automatically. After the calculation is completed, a popup window 
will appear to allow the user to inspect the result of automatic segmentation, as shown in Fig. 3. 
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The top row in the popup window shows the images in 51 by 51 subwindow for different slices 
to allow a radiologist to examine the original image data. The bottom row shows the masks of 
segmented nodule for the radiologist to find out if the result is satisfactory or not. If the result is 
satisfactory, the 3D nodule information will be stored into the chest imaging database. 
Otherwise, the user can manually correct any segmentation errors and then stores the result into 
the database. If the result in any slice contains the segmentation errors, the radiologist can click 
the mouse pointer anywhere inside the slice. A second popup window appears after the mouse 
click, as shown in Fig. 4. The popup window amplifies the slice the radiologist clicked in Fig. 
2. In the window. All pixels belonging to the nodule are marked with a plus (+) sign. A 
radiologist can easily include or exclude one pixel by clicking the mouse key at the pixel position. 

Fig. 3. The first popup window that displays the segmentation results. Top row: different slices 
of the selected nodule. Bottom row: mask of the segmented nodule for quanlity 
inspection. 
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Fig. 4. The second popup window that allows a user to correct the segmentation result on pixel 
bases. A pixel can be included or excluded by a simple mouse key click anywhere inside 
the pixel. 

To ensure a nodule not to be calculated twice, the processed nodules will turn into red color 
on display. This feature is found to be helpful for metastasis application since a patient with lung 
metastasis usually has many nodules. It is difficult for a radiologist to keep track which ones 
have been processed. 

An Example of Application 

Case History: We illustrate a patient case of lung metastasis to demonstrate the usefulness of 
the temporal database system when it was applied to it. The patient is a female with a family 
history of breast cancer. In 1989, she complained a small lump in her breast whi~h was found 
benign after aspiration . Two years later (1991), she complained two small masses one in each 
breast. Excisional biopsy and pathology showed that the right one was breast carcinoma. She 
was treated by radiation therapy and chemotherapy. In 1993, multiple small lung nodules were 
delineated in following chest radiographs. Biopsy of the nodules showed they are 
adenocarcinoma. The patient was under various chemotherapy treatments and was under stable 
condition. Between September 1994 and March 1995, the patient tried some experimental 
medication for her cancer therapy. In her March 1995 check up, marked progression of lung 
metastatic nodules on chest CT and diffuse bone metastasis was noted. After March 1995, the 
patient received Taxol treatment (chemotherapy) and in June radiation therapy (4500-4000 cOy) 
with nodule dose on C7-T8 (vertebral body) and CI-C6 (cervical vertebral body). After 
radiation therapy, adriamycin (chemotherapy) was applied. 

Temporal Assessment: Since the UCSF PACS is in operation in February, 1994. a total of 5 
di fferent spiral CT studies of the patient has been archived. The tirs! archive was dated in 
August, 1994 while the most recent one was in November, 1995. The first two studies were 
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scanned at 5 mm collimation, and the images were reconstructed with I rnm slice thickness. The 
last three studies were scanned at 7 rnm collimation and were reconstructed with 7 mm slice 
spacing. The change of protocol between the first two and the last three studies is due to the 
change of the radiologists involved in the case. These studies were retrieved from PACS into the 
temporal image database management system. Nodule segmentation and volume estimate were 
performed by a radiologist aided with the software tools. Total volume and the center of mass of 
each nodule were saved into the database. After all nodules in 5 studies have been segmented, 
the progression of the lung disease of the patient can be visually assessed in Fig. 5. The 
horizontal axis plots time. The vertical axis plots both number of nodules (scaled in left) and 
total volume of the nodules in each study (scaled in right). The volume is measured in unit of 
cubic millimeter. Below the horizontal axis, we draw two lines to denote the intervals during 
which the patient was under different treatment plans. In the first interval, the patient was taking 
an experimental medication. Unfortunately both nodule volume and nodule number grew with 
time. Total nodule volume is tripled during this experimental period. After March 1995, the 
patient is under a combination of chemotherapy and radiation therapy which were effective to 
control the development of the lung cancer. From the figure we note that the total volume of the 
cancer reduces by a factor of 5 from its peak value near March 1995. 
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Fig. 5. Temporal history of the patient nodule number and the total nodule volume. 

Fig. 6 plots the number of nodules as function of volume and time. The z axis marks the number 
of nodules. The x axis denotes the volume of the nodules. All nodules with volume between 0 and 
100 cubic mm are classified in bin one, all nodules with volume between 100 and 200 cubic mm are 
classified in bin two, and so on. Bin ten contains those nodules whose volume exceeds 900. The y 
axis plots the time. From Fig. 6 we note that in the second patient examination, the number of the 
large volume nodules is significantly increased. This attributes to the enhancement of the total 
nodule volume found in Fig. 5 around the March 1995 examination. 
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Fig. 6. Number of nodules in 10 different volume ranges in different examination dates. The x 
axis denotes the volume bins where one denotes volume between 0 and 100 cubic mm 
and so on. The y axis denotes the patient exannination time. The z axis plots the number 
of nodules in each volume bin and each exannination date. 

Intra- and Inter- Observer Variations 

In this preliminary study, we asked two radiologists to use the image processing tools to segment 
images from the patient case previously described. About a month after the fIrst radiologist fInished 
all 5 studies using the software, he repeated the image segmentation with output stored in a separate 
table in the database. This allows us to study the intra-observer variation. After the fIrst radiologist 
fInished the case twice, the second radiologist joined in to segment the image using the same image 
processing software, with his output stored in the third table in the database. By comparing the 
results in three tables in the database, we also obtained preliminary result for inter-observer 
variations. 

Intra-observer variations: Table 3 shows the result of the intra-observer variations. The fIrst 
column lists the patient study number. The second (third) column lists the corresponding results for 
the fIrSt (second) estimate the radiologist made. The last column lists the relative error of the total 
volume between the two estimates. 

Table 3 

Study 1 
Study 2 
Study 3 
Study 4 
Study 5 

Intra-observer variations 
The First Estimate 
(number) volume 

(88) 24054 
(118) 68278 
(52) 17517 
(59) 11384 
(40) 8681 

The Second Estimate 
(number) volume 

(96) 22520 
(123) 68448 
(58) 15125 
(55) 11627 
(47) 8780 

Volume Error 
% 

6.5 
0.2 
14.7 
2.1 
l.l 

The number in parenthesis in column 2 and 3 is the number of nodules found in each study, and 
the number immediately following it is the total volume in the unit of cubic millimeter. If we sum the 
number in the last column and divide the result by 5 we obtain the average percentage volume error 
for the intra-observer variation, which is 6 %. From columns 2 and 3 we also note that between the 
two estimates, there is no or even anti-phase relation between the number of nodules and the total 
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volume. In the first study, for example, the first estimates found 88 nodules and the second 96. The 
total volume in the second estimate, however, is smaller than that in the first estimate. This is 
because the causes of the variations in the nodule number and the total nodule volume are different. 
For nodule numbers, they depend on whether very small nodules, barely discernible on the computer 
screen, are counted or not (which do not contribute much to total volume as we will discuss later), 
and on whether two attached nodules are counted as one or two. For total nodule volume, it depends 
on how to defme the edge of each nodule. The edge often changes gradually across several pixels 
from high cr number to low cr number due to the partial volume effects (3, 4), and sometimes it is 
hard to define due to the attachment of the nodule with other vessels or another nodule. Since the 
users can manually correct the segmentation results, the volume of each nodule can vary according to 
where one defines its edge. In any case, the result from the second estimate should be more reliable 
because the radiologist was learning how to use the software tools in the first estimate study and he 
was much more experienced in the second estimate study. Furthermore, he spent additional effort to 
examine each processed nodule in the second estimate to link it to the corresponding nodules in the 
studies immediately before and after the current one. Our result, therefore, indicates that the total 
volume estimate error between a novice and a more experienced user is about 10 %. 

Inter-observer variations: After the first radiologist fini shed the two estimates, the second 
radiologist joined us to use the software to process 5 studies. Based on the results from the two 
radiologists, the inter-observer variations can be calculated, shown in Table 4. The first column lists 
the study number. The second column lists the results obtained by the second radiologist. The third 
and the fourth columns list the percentage volume estimate errors in the inter-observer variations 
wben the results from the second radiologist are compared with the ones from the first radiologist in 
his first and second estimates, respectively. 

Table 4 Inter-observer variations 
(number) volume 

Study I 
Study 2 
Study 3 
Study 4 
Study 5 

(88) 23994 
(109) 67433 
(49) 15307 
(47) 12255 
(37) 7435.5 

Volume Error % 
With First Estimate 
0.2 
1.2 
13.5 
7.4 
15.5 

Volume Error % 
With Second Estimate 
6.3 
1.5 
1.2 
5.3 
16.6 

From the table we note that except for the last study (study 5), the inter-observer variation is 
comparable to the intra-observer variation, with total volume error less than 10 %. The large 
variations in study 5 are due to the fiberotic changes after therapeutic treatment. Although in this 
study, it was agreed by both radiologists that fiberoc changes will be excluded from the nodule 
calculation, it is not easy to determine whether a nodule with fiberoc change will be included or 
excluded. This attributes to the large inter-observer variation in study 5. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

Error Analysis: As discussed before, partial volume effects tend to blur the edge of a nodule 
which affects volume estimate. It should be emphasized these effects are more prominent for smaller 
nodules than large ones. On the other hand, the major contribution to total volume comes from large 
nodule. Therefore, even though partial volume effects pose some problem in volume determination 
for individual nodules, its overall effect should not be a major concern for total volume estimate; 
unless all nodules for a patient are very small. 

For simplicity, let us assume a nodule with a spherical shape so that its volume can be expressed 
as 
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V='±~R3 
3 

(I) 

where V is the volume and the R is the radius of the sphere. If there is an error oR in estimating 

the radius, the volume estimate also has an error oV which relates to oR by taking the derivatives of 
the above equation: 

The relative error, by dividing the two equations, is 

oV =30R 
V R 

(2) 

(3) 

No matter whether the nodule is large or small, the partial volume effects always cause the edge 

of a nodule to be blurred in a few pixels. Therefore, oR is fixed and is of the order 1. Once oR is 
fixed, we learn from above equation that large nodules should have smaller relative error since large 
nodules have large R. This rule should be intuitive. If the uncertainty in radius determination is a 
significant part of the whole radius of the sphere, one may expect this can cause large uncertainty in 
the volume determination. Close examination of the Table I allows us to see the trend: the relative 
error in volume estimates in the phantom study does increase as the nodule size gets smaller. While 
for large nodules, the volume estimate can often have less than 3 percent relative error. 

Because the volume is proportional to R 3, large nodules contribute dominantly to the total 
volume estimate. Therefore as long as we can make good volume estimate on large nodules, total 
volume can be made fairly accurately. In previous paragraph, we have already discussed that the 
relative errors for large nodule is small. The overall total volume estimate, therefore, are not 
seriously affected by uncertainties of small nodule estimates. 

Nodule Segmentation Time: Nodule segmentation time varies by the user and also depends on 
the complexity of the nodule, slice spacing, and the available computer CPU time. For each 
individual nodule, it varies between 30 seconds to 5 minutes. One has to spend more time on those 
complex nodules which are attached to a blood vessel or to costal and mediastinal pleural surfaces, 
etc. since at this preliminary stage, the software is not sophisticated enough to handle these 
circumstances fully automatically. For the patient example which has nodules of order 100, it takes 
a radiologist 0.5 - 1 hour to segment all nodules in a study with 7 mrn slice spacing (the last 3 
studies). The time a radiologist has to spend on studies with I mm reconstruction is much longer, 
typically in several hours since more slices need to be examined for a nodule of a given size. 

Shortening of image processing time is possible by improving image processing algorithm (5), 
and this is underway. By designing more sophisticated image processing tools, we expect that the 
segmentation process can be speeded up and the amount of human intervention can be reduced, thus 
increase the productivity. Further, a. databa.e expands, it allows large scale analysis of interpatient 
data under the similar treatment plans. These topics will be discussed in future. 

Since large nodule contributes more to the total nodule volume, another way to speed up the 
nodule quantitation is to select a few large nodules in the initial patient study and trace them in 
subsequent ones to find the time evolution of these nodules. By working on only a few (say 10) 
selected nodules, a radiologist can spend much less time in segmentation. Fig. 7 plots 8 selected 
nodules that are present in all five studies. From Fig 7. we note that all nodules follow similar 
temporal evolution as that in Fig. 5 
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Fig. 7 Temporal volume evolution of selected nodules present in all 5 studies 

Other Issues: Accurate volume estimate is possible only with digital images. In fIlm-based 
environment, volume can be estimated by measuring the dimension of a nodule after assuming it is a 
sphere or ovoid, which in most circumstances is prone to errors since the shape of a nodule is 
irregular. The estimate is also affected by the window and level setting for the image which 
determines the edge of the nodule. Our image processing tools, on the other hand, always use the 
full 12 bits greyscale information to segment a nodule. Therefore, the volume estimate is less 
affected by the window and level settings for display. 

In conclusion, the temporal image database management system we developed helps the 
radiologists to collect data for outcome analysis. This kind of study is possible only when digital 
medical images are available which is conveniently provided on-line in the PACS environment. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. The client server architecture of the temporal chest imaging database system. 

Fig. 2. The layout of the GUI of the software 

Fig. 3. The first popup window that displays the segmentation results. Top row: different slices 
of the selected nodule. Bottom row: mask of the segmented nodule for quanlity 
inspection. 

Fig. 4. The second popup window that allows a user to correct the segmentation result on pixel 
bases. A pixel can be included or excluded by a simple mouse key click anywhere inside 
the pixel. 

Fig. 5. Temporal history of the patient nodule number and the total nodule volume. 

Fig. 6. Number of nodules in 10 different volume ranges in different examination dates. The x axis 
denotes the volume bins where one denotes volume between 0 and 100 cubic mm and so on. 
The y axis denotes the patient examination time. The z axis plots the number of nodules in 
each volume bin and each examination date. 

Fig. 7 Temporal volume evolution of selected nodules present in all 5 studies. 
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Abstract 

The trend in healthcare information technology is increasingly digital and multimedia oriented. 
The next generation of health care infonnation systems will consist of a vast network of heterogeneous, 
autonomous, and distributed imaging scanners, databases, infonnation systems, knowledge intensive 
applications, and large quantities of multimedia medical data. A key challenge facing system researchers 
and builders is to provide a new organizational framework that can integrate this varied collection of 
resources into what appears to be a lmifonn and logical conglomeration of data and knowledge store in 
order to increase the availability of global or previously non-accessible infonnation and to address 
demanding new information processing requirements for diverse image-assisted medical applications. 

The purpose of this paper is to present our research towards the development of a hospital 
integrated framework of multimodality image base management (MIBM) for digital radiology of the 
future. This evolutionary framework consists of three hierarchical components: a hospital-integrated 
picture archiving and communication system (HI-PACS), a medical image database system (MIDS), 
and a set of image-based medical applications that relies on the support of MIDS and PACS. In this 
paper, we describe the system architecture, guiding principles, and design specifications of HI-PACS 
and MIDS and illustrate their [unctions and capabilities wilh three implemented applications, namely, 
patient folder workflow, distributed object management, and multimodality imaging studies. In 
addition, we conclude our findings with a summary of challenges and research directions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Medical images form the cornerstone of patient records and are at tbe beart of tbe patient's 
diagnosis, determination of therapy, and follow-up. They are used not only by the diagnostic and 
interventional radiologists, but also by medical oncologists, radiotherapists, surgeons, dermatologists, 
pathologists, neurosurgeons, family physicians, and otber medical professionals. The trend in medical 
imaging is increasingly digital and multimedia oriented [31,46]. The basic motivation is to represent 
medical images in digital form supporting image transfer and archiving and to manipulate visual 
diagnostic information in useful and novel ways, such as image enhancement and volume rendering. 

In tbe past two decades, we bave witnessed an explosion of primary digital modalities: film 
scanners, ultrasound, x-ray computed radiography (CR), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 
computed tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET), and single positron emission 
computed tomography (SPECT), to name just a few [48,37]. These modalities, currently constitute 
30% of the imaging examinations of the nation, have revolutionized the means to acquire patient 
images, provide flexible means to view anatomical cross sections and physiological states, and reduce 
patient radiation dose and examination trauma. The other 70% of examinations on skull, chest, breast, 
abdomen, and bone are done in conventional x-rays. Different kinds of film digitizers, such as laser 
scanner, solid-state camera, drum scanner, and video camera, can be used to convert X-ray films into 
digital format for processing [29]. The new digital modalities, at the same time, have generated a large 
volume of multimodality image data such that traditional methods employed by the clinicians and health 
care providers to manage their data with papers and films are no longer adequate. Therefore, the 
classical way to deal with these data has appeared often sub-optimal with regard to their quality and to 
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their medical objective which often tend to exclude complementation information from other clinical 
information systems. 

Modalitv Image Dimension Gray Level (bits) Avg. Size/Exam 
Nuclear Medicine (PET & SPECn 128 x 128 8 or 16 1 -2 MB 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 256 x 256 12 8MB 
Ultrasound (US) 512 x 51 2 8 5-8MB 
Digital Subtraction Angiographv (DSA) 512 x 512 8 4 -10 MB 
Computed Tomography (CT) 512 x 51 2 12 20MB 
Diaitized Electronic Microscopy (OEM) 512 x512 8 Varies 
Digitized Color Microscopy (DCM) 512 x512 24 Varies 
Digitized X-~ys 2048 x 2048 12 8MB 
Computed Radiography (CR) 2048 x 2048 12 8 - 32 MB 
Digitized Mammo~ra hy 4096 x 4096 12 32 MB (one imaae 

Table 1. Medical Images sIZes (Unit. MB _ megabytes). 

In addition to the multimodality variation, another key characteristic of medical images is their 
large data sizes. A two-dimensional (2-D) radiologic image has a size of M x N x k bits, where 2k 
equals the gray level range. Table 1 lists the average number of megabytes (MB) per examination 
generated by medical imaging technologies, where any 12-bit image is represented by 2 bytes in 
memory. The plain X-ray fIlms of images of the higher resolution requirement can be digitized by 4K x 
4K x 12-bit digitizers [29]. The size of an image and the number of images taken in one patient 
examination vary with modalities. Except for OEM and OeM that are pathologic and histologic images 
of microscopic tissues, all the other modalities are generally classified as radiologic images and are used 
for diagnosis and treatment planning purposes. In contrast with most other types of biomedical images, 
such as OeM, a radiologic image is monochrome, and each radiologic examination involves a well 
defined procedure. For example, one examination (about 40 image slices) of x-ray computed 
tomography (CT) with each image slice size of 512 x 512 x 12 bits is around 20 MB while one image of 
digital mammography usually generates 32 MB of data. 

Despite the broad range of digital imaging applications in diagnosis, therapy, and prognosis, 
tools for arChiving, communicating, classifying, organizing, and retrieving medical images to take full 
advantage of their rich information content are virtually nonexistent [78). The lack of mechanisms to 
manage and distribute complex, interrelated, diagnostic images and text data hinders the effective use of 
primary imaging modalities in routine medical practice and in providing cost-effective patient care. 
During the last decades, individual investigators of medical imaging have been working on their own 
modalities in isolation, and, on the other hand, the medical informatics community focused primarily on 
textual information processing [63 ,64,62]. Recent advances in computers and networks, demands for 
cost-effective delivery of health care, and the presence of recognized and implemented standards, bring 
together the imaging and informatics researchers in the effort of integrating primary digital modalities 
and clinical databases into digital radiology. This effort also aims to facilitate the "mining" or extraction 
of the rich information embedded in medical images in a way that exceeds the individual sum of each of 
the imaging technologies. 

The pUrPose of this paper is to describe our research towards the development of a framework 
for totally digital radiology departments, managing medical images, associated clinical text and voice 
data electronically. This framework of m"ltimodality image base management (M/BM) is a logical 
progression from the primary digital modalities and from the stand-alone medical information systems 
towards the networked multimedia environment for digital radiology. Building such a comprehensive 
framework that encompasses generation, processing, management, and communication of 
multi modality , multidimensional images for diverse medical applications is an evolutionary process. 
System design must provide the capability to phase out old components and inCOrPorate new devices 
and technology as the system evolves. Therefore, our development principle is first to implement an 
open systems infrastructure for managing and archiving multimedia files in the heterogeneous 
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distributed systems. Then, we retrieve these files from the consolidated data store and process them into 
more sophisticated data structures at a middleware layer for distributed data management. This 
middleware enables the user to access the multimedia data of the underlying heterogeneous distributed 
systems as if they are stored in a single database for diverse medical applications and services. 

lmage-based 
Medical Applications 

i 
Medical Image 

Database System (MJDS) 

i 
Hospital Integrated Picture Archiving 
& Communication System (HI-PACS) 

Figure 1. Three key components in the hierarchical framework of MIBM. 

As shown in Figure 1, the MIBM framework consists of three hierarchical components: a 
hospital-integrated picture archiving and communication system (HI-PACS), a medical image database 
system (MIDS), and a set of image-based medical applications that relies on the information content and 
computational support of MIDS and PACS. HI-PACS provides an open systems infrastructure for 
acquiring, storing, and communicating raw image and text data. MIDS is the middleware that adds 
value to such consolidated data sets by processing and organizing them into more sophisticated data 
structures for targeted medical applications. The set of image-based medical applications can be 
localized in the medical center where MIDS resides or applied to remote sites using the wide area 
networking (WAN) technology; the latter enables better delivery of health care and sharing of expertise 
between major medical centers and smaller community hospitals. Further, the design and development 
of the MIBM framework is a bottom up endeavor, progressing from building the hospital integrated 
PACS infrastructure to providing multimodality image database management and services. 

This paper is organized around the following major headings. Section 2 introduces the notion of 
PACS and discusses the implementation methodology at the University of California, San Francisco 
(UCSF) to extend the stand alone PACS into a hospital integrated environment. Section 3 describes the 
architecture of medical image database system (MIDS). Sections 4-6 illustrate three implemented 
examples of image-based medical applications at UCSF, namely, patient folder workflow, distributed 
object management, and multimodality neuroimaging analysis. Each of these applications assesses 
different capabilities of the MIDS server and serves specific medical functions that were previously not 
possible. Section 7 concludes this presentation and discusses the research direction. 

2. PICTURE ARCHIVING AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
Picture archiving and communication systems have been the prevalent means for acquisition, 

storage, communication, and display of medical images related to radiologic practice during the last 
decade [30]. A picture archiving and communication system (PACS) is a system integration of many 
components, including image acquisition devices, computers, communication networks, image display 
workstations, and database management systems. They attempt to utilize computing and communication 
power to increase the efficiency of the radiology department in a cost-effective fashion. 
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Findings 

Display 

Figure 2. The operational flow of PACS. 

Figure 2 illustrates the operations of a PACS. Digital images of an imaging scanner generated in 
an examination are captured by an acquisition computer and sent immediately to a central database for 
pennanent archive. These images then will be retrieved later from the central archive and transmitted to 
display at a remote medical display station automatically or upon the user's request. The findings of 
viewing these images is appended with the images at the central archive. 

The complexity of a PACS varies with applications. For example, a PACS for an intensive care 
unit simply comprises a video camera for digitization of radiographs, a baseband video system to 
transmit the images, and a video monitor to receive and display images. On the other hand, a hospital
integrated PACS is comprehensive and requires careful planning and large capital investment. During 
the past decade, several large-scale picture archiving and communication systems have been developed 
and are in clinical trial and use [28,30,45,24,34] . But fundamental system integration and operational 
issues have not yet completely been resolved, and the concept of digital (filmless) radiology yet to be 
materialized. These first generation system installations have been difficult to use in clinical practice. 
They are often applied to one or two modalities, closed to other medical infonnation systems, and do 
not implement recognized standards of data exchange fonnats and communication protocols. 

The research and development of the hospital integrated PACS at UCSF aims to remedy the 
shortcomings of first generation systems [53,2,31]. The fiber-optic backbone of HI-PACS has been 
installed at UCSF interconnecting its four major facilities, i.e., Moffitt and Long hospitals, ambulatory 
care clinic, and campus library, to provide a fully connected data bank that links clinical databases of 
different departments and contains patient data in various fonns and states. The fonnation of this rich 
data bank thus enables the research into multimodality image database management. Figure 3 provides a 
schematic diagram of the installed HI-PACS, which emphasizes the following five new features: 
standardization, open systems connectivity, hierarchy memory management, database integration, and 
security. We discuss these features in Sections 2.1-2.5. 

RcmoTeo Sites ~-~ 
• 

10 BaseT 

1 gigablUs 

PACS Cluster 

To 
Internet 

LRI Departmental 
Research Network Network 

Figure 3. UCSF Hospital-Integrated PACS Architecture. 
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2.1 STANDARDIZATION 

Imagery Data Exchange: Images generated from various radiological modalities give rise to 
different types of image file formats because of the manufacturer's own standards. Images archived in 
the MIBM framework must have a standard image me format so that images can communicate between 
system components freely. To this end, we have adopted the established ACRINEMA 2.0 [I] and its 
updated version DICOM 3.0 (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) [19] image file format 
as the standard for diagnostic images. The standard is to be applied right after the image file is acquired 
from an acquisition device, and the image can then be encoded in the standard file format. The standard 
file, however, can be decoded to a non-standard internal format of certain system component at a later 
stage. For example, different display stations often have different designs, and the standard file format 
might not be efficient for the workstation to display images rapidly. Thus, the workstation first receives 
the standard formatted images and converts them to the appropriate internal form for display. Its built
in interpreter will convert these images into the standard form again before transmitting to other external 
components. 

Textual Data Exchange. Standard interface to other clinical information systems consists of 
two components: data format and communication protocol. For information other than images we will 
adhere to a standard format for file transfer. The Health Level 7 (HL 7) [27] is an accepted application 
protocol for electronic data exchange in health care environments. In addition to the images, the clinician 
would require clinical text information from the hospital information system (HIS) [5] and radiology 
information system (RIS) [40], such as patient history, physical examination records, and radiology 
consultation reports, during the delivery of care. The information transferred from the HIS and RIS to 
PACS database should also follow the HL 7 standard. The communication protocol between these 
databases will be standardized using the TCP/IP (transmission control protocollInternet protocol) 
protocols [7]. The interfaces between RIS, HIS, and PACS controller in the HI-PACS implement the 
HL7 and TCP/IP [69,9] standards. 

Medical Vocabulary. A standardized, uniform data set defines the central core of clinical 
records needed on a routine basis by the physicians and care providers. It establishes standard 
elements, definitions, and classifications of this core to minimize ambiguity and miscommunication. 
Current work attempts to use the vocabulary provided by the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine 
(SNOMED), a subset of the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) metathesaurus [32,33,21] 
from National Library of Medicine for describing anatomical and other annotations of medical images 
and embedded them into the fields defined in the DICOM 3.0 image header. If this application of 
standardized vocabulary is proven successful, we will extend the metathesaurus data set for radiologic 
report generation. 

2.2. OPEN SYSTEMS CONNECTIVITY 
Local Area Networking (LAN). The UCSF HI-PACS interconnects various acquisition 

subnetworks scattered at various hospital sites and acqnires their images into the PACS optical jukebox 
[69], using the standardized data formats and protocols (see Section 2.1). These acquisition networks 
cover a variety of imaging scanners including CT, MRI, CR, film digitizers, and ultrasound scanners 
from the ultrasound PACS. The nuclear medicine PACS subnet consists of positron emission 
tomography (PET) and single positron emssion computed tomograpy (SPECT) scanners. Nuclear 
medicine PACS is scheduled to be integrated into HI-PACS in the near future. Currently, the PET and 
SPECT image files are downloaded into the PACS database using the file transfer protocol (ftp) [7]. 

HI-PACS also supports distributed display station networks of UltraNet and Ethernet. The 
former network contains the 1 ObIs UltraNet hubs for transmiting images to Unix-based image display 
stations each with two to four 1000 (l K) or 2000 (2K) lines of resolution monitors for concurrent 
image display in different modes and forms. The 2K display stations at the reading rooms of 
neuroradiology, chest, and pediatric, and informatics laboratory, as well as 1 K stations at the pediatric 
intensive care unit and coronary care unit are already in clinics to support primary diagnosis. Besides 
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the central archive in the PACS cluster, each of these display workstations also maintains a 5 GB of 
RAID (reliable arrays of inexpensive disks) level 5 disk array [55] that provides the short term storage 
of most recent medical images of a given body region (5 - 10 days) relevant to its subspecialty location 
to reduce the workload of the networks and to provide fast on line transaction processing. For example, 
neuroradiology display station keeps only MRI and CT head images in its local RAID disks , and these 
images can be retrieved and displayed within I to 2 seconds. Moreover, over fifty Macintosh image 
review stations on a departmental Ethernet are also connected through a multimedia file server (see 
Section 2.5) that allows the clinicians to review low resolution images from their offices [60]. 

In addition, ID-PACS links the internal radiology PACS network with other external clinical 
and academic networks (see the lower right portion of Figure 3). These connections allow the PACS 
network to access the hospital information system (IDS), radiologic information system (RIS), and 
library information system (LIS), as well as to communicate with the outside world, including the 
library network and the Internet. Section 2.5 discusses the security measures of this open network. 

Wide Area Networking (WAN). UCSF Medical Center is affiliated with four other 
hospitals and clinics: Mt. Zion Hospital, San Francisco V A Medical Center, San Francisco General 
Hospital, and San Francisco Magnetic Resonance Center, in the San Francisco Bay Area. For wide 
area communication, HI-PACS has installed a 155 Mbits per sec (Mb/s) high speed ATM 
(Asynchronous Transfer Mode) wide area broadband network and a TI frame relay carrier line (1.54 
Mb/s) between Mt. Zion and UCSF Medical Center. The ATM connections of the other three hospitals 
with UCSF are scheduled in 1995. 

In the last few years, Tl has appeared as the main carrier to provide high bandwidth between 
remote hospital locations [31,46,53]. For real time diagnostic imaging applications, however, ATM 
promises to be the ultimate on-premise internetworking technology [18,3]. ATM, proposed by 
international standards organizations [3,4], uses 53 byte cells to transmit data in multiples of OC-I rates 
(51.84 Mb/s). It differs from the traditional local networking technology, such as Ethernet, where all 
computers share one communication medium. A switch-based ATM network is capable of supporting 
multiple connections simultaneously. The aggregate bandwidth of an ATM switch may be several Gb/s 
or more [18]. The ATM connection between UCSF and Mt. Zion Hospital is based on the OC-3c 
(155.52 Mb/s) ATM switches. We are also implementing the ATM technology to UCSF local PACS 
networks [41]. In this configuration, PACS computers and devices are connected to one or more ATM 
LAN switches, and the communication between each pair of computers is established through a shared 
LAN switch. 

2.3 HIERARCHICAL MEMORY MANAGEMENT 
A traditional PACS adopts a centralized approach in image data storage such that the system 

performance degrades rapidly during busy operations and any software or hardware problem occurs in 
the only one database may halt all of the radiological operations [15,47]. Figure 4 illustrates the new 
approach of hierarchical multimedia data archive in the ID-PACS, which implements a composite image 
staging mechanism of multiple storage media: magnetic disks, erasable magneto-optical disks, and 
write-once-read-many (WORM) disks. It is composed of the PACS controller (a multiprocessor archive 
server), a mirrored relational database management system (DBMS), a optical disk library (ODL) with a 
1.3-terabyte (TE) optical jukebox which will be double its capacity to 2.6 TB in mid-1995, and a dual 
speed communication network [69]. 
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ODL WORM = central long tenn archive: > 10 months of all 
medical images on write-once-read-many disks 

Mirror DBMS = textual patient data from HIS & RIS (voice stored 
in RIS) 

Figure 4. Implemenlation of hierarchical memory management in HI-PACS. 

The PACS controller is configured with four central processing units (CPUs) to support 
multiprocessing and 14 gigabytes (GB) of magnetic disk memory to provide instant access to all short 
term images (about 7 days). The mirrored DBMS is configured with two SPARC computers with 64 
MB RAM and four 2.1 GB high-speed differential SCSI (Small Computer System Interface) disks, 
running structured query language (SQL) utilities. All database transactions on managing the images 
stored in the optical jukebox and related textual information are mirrored on these two database servers. 
The mirroring feature provides non-interrupt operations that ensures that the minimal system 
vulnerability to data loss in case of disk failures. Moreover, the two database servers allow the users on 
the hospital-integrated PACS to access the patient images and records from heterogeneous client 
machines according to different levels of access privilege. The optical disk library (ODL) features four 
multi-function optical drives which support erasable magneto-optical disks for longer term storage and 
WORM disks for permanent storage. This optical jukebox is connected to the archive host via two small 
SCSI buses which support concurrent archive and retrieve operations. All patient data and images 
recorded by the PACS controller are tagged with the time and date of transaction, thus making the 
PACS data a continuous chronological medical history of patients. 

The local display network consists of a standard Ethernet network and a high-speed fiber-optic 
UltraNet network. The Ethernet network is designated for receiving images from acquisition nodes and 
for transmitting images to low resolution or less time critical display stations. The one gigabit/sec (Gb/s) 
UltraNet network is designated for distributing images and relevant information to high-resolution 2K 
(2,048 x 2,048 x 2 bytes) display stations, as well as certain time critical lK stations, such as intensive 
care units [28]. Each display station contains a RAID level 5 disk array capable to store up to 5 - 10 
days of images of interest to the local operation. For example, the neuroradiology display station will 
archive only head CT and MRI images locally to provide I - 2 seconds response time of recent images. 
For another modality or an older image, the clinician has to query the PACS cluster, through the display 
station's graphical interface. The retrieval would take from a few seconds to a minute, depending the 
storage location and size of images requested. Further, all display stations have the same software 
functionalities such that the local clinician can also query the PACS cluster through the display station 
installed in a section of different subspecialty. This design provides the added flexibility to support 
mobile patient care in the hospital environment and avoids a single point of failure stopping the local 
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radiological section's operations. Thus, the implementation of data placement in ID-PACS maintains a 
balance between response times, network traffic, fault tolerance, and storage costs. The P ACS memory 
management software is written in standard ANSI C and run under UNIX environment. 

2 . 4 DATABASE INTEGRATION 
The UCSF PACS interfaces with many heterogeneous databases, clinical or administrative, 

such as voice reporting system, radiology information system (RIS) , hospital informaHon system 
(IDS), library information systems (LIS), and electronic mail. Our integration strategy is to filter and 
consolidate the medical data of relevant clirucal information systems into the central PACS cluster while 
providing on line access to other non-clinical systems, including such library information systems as 
Melvyl and KnowledgeFinder, as well as electroruc mail. 

Voice Reporting. Trarutionally, radiological reports are first recorded on an audio cassette 
recorder and then transcribed into a textual form before inserting them into the radiology informaHon 
system (RIS). The RIS and PACS interface allows for sending and inserting these reports into a 
centralized database such that a user can request to display these reports at a workstaHon. This process 
is inefficient, as the textual report does not reach the referring physician in a Hmely manner due to the 
delay in the transcription. The rugital voice database associated with the PACS cluster enables the 
referring physician to look at the images and listen to the report simultaneously before the written report 
becomes available [8] . 

RIS, IDS, and PACS. The interface of RIS and IDS can be handled through the use of the 
HL 7 (Health Care 7 [27]) standard for text data and TCPIIP (transmission control protocollInternet 
protocol) protocol suite [7]). The interface between RIS and PACS controller assumes the following 
[9]: (I) the characterisHcs of both RIS and PACS, remain unchanged in its configuration, data, and 
functions performed, (2) each system has hardware and software extended for allowing commurucaHon 
with other systems, and (3) only data is shared, functions remain local. Based on these assumpHons, 
successfully interfacing the PACS and the RIS includes the following tasks: (I) identify and uniforrnly 
represent for each system the subset of data that it agrees to share with the other systems; (2) make the 
shared data meaningful ; and (3) define the communicaHon protocol of data transfer and data format 
standard, i.e., TCPIIP and HL 7. As the medical image base management framework evolves, ID
PACS will integrate more clirucal databases into its networks. 

2.5 FILE SERVER AND FIREWALL 
UCSF HI-PACS is a dual-use healthcare information infrastructure that not only provides 

patient data and images to aid clirucal diagnosis but also serves as a large data bank to facilitate 
biomerucal research. The department of radiology at UCSF operates an Ethernet network that supports 
hundreds of Unix and Macintosh computers for electronic mail, software and file transfer, and library 
literature search, and is connected to other academic networks and Internet. 

To maintain data integrity while allowing the clinicians and the researchers to access the PACS 
data archive, we developed a mulHmedia file server linking the raruology departmental network and the 
Internet to the UCSF PACS networks [59,60]. This system is based on a Urux SPARC 20 workstaHon 
that is physically located in the locked PACS cluster room at the Laboratory of Radiological InformaHcs 
of UCSF. This file server funcHons also as a firewall machine to isolate internal PACS networks from 
the outside world [14,50]. The firewall program of the file server allows only limited kinds of 
messages from the computers registered in the file server's database to pass through and rejects all 
unwarranted or unauthorized messages from the outside (whether they're mail, ftp, or attempts to break 
in) that are ilirected to internal PACS machines. The kinds of messages that are supported for registered 
computers include the SQL query to PACS textual databases, the retrieval of medical images, and the 
composition of a multimerua paHent record of predefined formats. To further ensure paHent 
confidenHality, the multimedia file server allows access only to those with a need to know and then 
certifies posiHvely their idenHty before granHng access. 
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3. MEDICAL IMAGE DATABASE SYSTEM 
The intent of picture archiving and communication systems is to provide image file management 

and distribution in a digital radiology department. However, not only is the analysis and archiving of 
images for any single patient not well addressed, but there is little effort to gather data from images of 
different patients and coupled them with the information carried in the clinical text reports for the 
purpose of obtaining relevant disease knowledge. What is missing from PACS is the means to 
organize, synthesize, and present medical images and associated text to the users in a structured way for 
diverse image-based medical services and research. Furthermore, as P ACS networks grow and user 
populations diversify, performance, transaction management, organization workflow, and imaging 
processing requirements surface and demand resolution. System developers must respond with an 
appropriate solution for distributed-application development, or the management, maintenance and 
evolution of the multimedia healthcare information infrastructure will become increasingly difficult. 

MIDS Server 

Image 

••• 

Object 
DBMS 

Processing 1------
Ubrary 

HI·PACS 

PACS Networks 
& Components 

Workflow 
Manager 
Program 

Figure 5. A system architecture of medical image base management with MIDS server over HI-PACS. 

To address these issues, we are developing a middleware on top of HI-PACS to support 
distributed-application developments in health care organizations (see Figure 5). This middleware, or 
the MIDS server, is a centrally located core of resources and application routines. It provides much 
needed database management capabilities for PACS and serves to filter all client requests through 
various, centrally controlled levels of security, such as IP (Internet Protocol) flfewalls, access control, 
and user authentication. The key components in Figure 5 are described as follows. 

(l) Object DBMS that contains a collection of object modules and interfaces based on an object 
oriented data model [12] . This DBMS treats other system components and the underlying 
multimedia data as a logical conglomeration of distributed, interacting objects of various levels of 
granularity. This model of distributed objects adheres to the concept of object request brokers 
(ORBs) proposed by the object management group (OMG) forum [51,52] for open systems 
computing. 

(2) Image Processing Library (IPL) that provides various image processing routines for different 
medical applications. This set of routines includes computational intensive algorithms, such as 
automatic image registration and feature extraction. The decision to locate heavy duty imaging 
application routines in the more powerful MIDS server is to reduce the hardware requirements and 
software complexity on the desktop client workstations. 
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(3) Workflow manager program that schedules and controls the flow of related global events or 
activities reliably based on high-level workflow specifications and procedures. All three components 
in the MIDS server interact with each other during system operations. 

(4) GUI Client workstations each provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for the remote user to 
request services of the central MIDS server to perform operations, provide the arguments to the 
operations, retrieve results, and present them in a windowing environment. Each client workstation 
contains simple image processing capabilities, such as thresholding and window and leveling, and 
accesses the MIDS server for more complex and computational intensive imaging tasks. Some of 
these client workstations can be modified from the existing PACS display stations containing 
multiple high resolution display monitors. The GUI design of each workstation is tailored to the 
local medical application and requires the GUI builder tools such as GainMomentum (Gain 
Technology, Sybase, Palo Alto, CAl, OpenLook, and Motif windowing toolkits. 

(5) m-PACS (described in Section 2) consists of the PACS controller and a collection of distributed 
heterogeneous medical databases, imaging acquisition devices, and information systems, such as 
PACS optical disk library and mirrored ROBMS, radiology information system, hospital 
information system, digital voice reporting system, medical library system, image display stations, 
and electronic mail and file services, that provide the environment in which the above system 
components run. 

For research purpose, the MIDS server prototype is currently being developed on a 4-processor 
SUN 690 MP SP ARC computer of similar computational capabilities and environment as the computer 
that the PACS controller runs on. Security mechanisms are set up to allow the MIDS server accessing 
the PACS controller with fine-grained control over individual transactions and data items, yet without 
running the risk of contaminating the clinical data stored in PACS databases. Security is especially 
important to serve user applications who are geographically dispersed and highly diversified, possibly 
including clients external to the UCSF organization. In production environment, the MIDS server 
software will be ported to the same computer that hosts the P ACS controller software for better 
performance and system administration. In addition, the security function of the MIDS server 
supersedes that of the PACS file server (see Section 2.5), the former thus replaces the latter. 

4. WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS 

The system integration environment of the MIBM framework enables automated workflow 
management to streamline and coordinate information-based radiologic activities at levels of quality, 
throughput, and reliability which were never before possible. That is especially significant in this era of 
reducing health care costs and greater demands for shortened examination time and faster patient 
responsiveness. As an example, sometimes, the request of a physician may involve the tasks 
concerning not just the past medical history of patients, but also future activities. Consider the 
following case where John Smith's doctor invokes the following request: 

(4. J) Alert me once all the pathology reports of John Smith are ready, and show me these reports 
along with the radiology reports and the images. Then, save them for two weeks. Do not alert me again 
until the authorized final reports are ready. 

Any long data transaction of this kind that involves multiple operations spread over a prolonged 
period is outside the functional scope of DBMS. Instead, MIOS will have the workflow manager 
program to handle such a request. The workflow manager will spawn active rule objects, each contains 
one or more specific Event·Condition·Action (ECA) rules based on the method developed in [74]. Such 
a rule takes the form: 

ON event I F condition THEN action 

The event part of an ECA rule specifies events related to general operations, temporal events, or 
signals from other component systems. The condition part specifies a set of queries to the object DBMS 
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of the MIDS server. The action part specifies a function call or set of calls by the workflow manager 
program. When the event occurs in the distributed system, the rule is fired , and the condition is 
evaluated. If the condition is satisfied, the action is executed. Rules, events, conditions, and actions 
will be included as object types. For Query (4.1), the triggering event will be that the pathology reports 
are ready and the checking condition is whether the reports are authorized. The actions of this query call 
a set of functions to display images, pathology and radiology reports and to save them in the local 
MIDS database (not PACS database) for two weeks. 

ECA rule objects differ from active triggers in databases [16), the latter do not address the full 
cooperation in the large distributed system. The workflow manager program of the MIDS server uses 
the declarative rule objects to support the design, analysis, and maintenance of global flow of 
information and to manage a variety of resources, such as related database transactions, display 
programs, and image processing and transfer, rather than memory and CPU cycles of conventional 
multidatabase transactions [25). It also uses them to oversee the flows of global tasks while allowing 
individual component systems to focus on specific, modular tasks. 

An example of enterprise-level operations in a digital radiology organization is the need to pre
fetch the images before the arrival of the patient, append to current examinations, and deliver to the 
display stations as soon as the current examination is completed. This requires the coordination of nine 
interrelated events of information processing and transfer among heterogeneous distributed systems (see 
Table 2) [31). In the MIBM framework, the workflow manager program would monitor the occurrence 
of these events and coordinate the desired sequence of tasks through a group of ECA rule objects. 
Figure 6 shows such an intricate flow of events and actions between the workflow manager and related 
information systems in HI-PACS, i.e., databases, information systems, image scanners, voice 
dictaphone, and display workstations. 

ECA RULES 

EVENT CONDITION ACTION 

(I) Patient Admission Previous images& reports 

of that patient exist 

(2) Order Entry Event (I) occurred. 
(3) Patient Arrival Events (I) and (2) occur 

(4) Examination completion New images scanned 

(5) Voice Dictation 

(6) Written Transcript 

(7) Signature 

(8) Transfer 

(9) Patient Discharge 

Dictation of the physician 

rooorded 

Preliminary written repon 
done 

Final report done 

Action (7) completed. 

patient transfer 

Images and reports are ready 

Select appropriate images and reports from 
PACS optical jukebox to assigned workstations 
at hospital wards and reading rooms. 
Make sure action (I) is completed. 
Make sure action (2) is completed. 

Store these images in temporary optical archive 

in PACS. 

Send them to the same assigned workstations 
in wards and reading rooms. 
Add digital voice report to temporal archive. 
Send them to the same workstations. 
Add preliminary report to temporary archive. 

Send it to RlS, and workstations. 
Erase voice report from temporal archive. 
Add final report to temporary archive. 
Send it to RIS and assigned workstations. 
Transfer all relevant image files to workstation 
at the specified new location 
Copy patient information from temporary 
archive to pennanent archive in PACS. 
Erase patient infonnation from workstations. 

Table 2. A table of major event-condition-action rules from patient admission to patient discharge. 
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Figure 6 The corresponding flow of events and actions between the workflow manager of the MIDS server and 
the underlying system components of HI-PACS specified by the event-condition-action rule table in Table 2, 

Also shown in Figure 6, heterogeneous component systems of HI-PACS remain autonomous 
in that they would manage localized transactions and data transfer during these events. In Event (I), for 
instance, the PACS controller will also send the patient image flles acquired from previous visits to the 
assigned workstations in the hospital wards and reading rooms for the study by the physicians and the 
racliologists, respectively. The software prototype for patient folder management has been completed 
and tested. Currently, we are coorclinating with the clinical sections of the UCSF hospitals to implement 
the production system. 

5, DISTRIBUTED OBJECT MANAGEMENT 

The Object DBMS at the MIDS server contains a commercial DBMS and a library of software 
programming objects that extends its capability for biomedical object modeling and interfacing external 
databases of HI-PACS. These objects are coded in an object data model as in object oriented systems 
[12,71]. We adopt the object-oriented paracligm due to its suitability for multimeclia data representation 
[10,35,49] and open systems computing [51,73,43,54,42]. The object model is simply summarized: 
( I) basic modeling primitive of medical images and data is the object; (2) objects can be categorized into 
types, and all objects of a given type exhibit common behavior and a common range of states; (3) the 
behavior of objects is defined by a set of operations that can be executed on an object of the type; and 
(4) the state of objects is defined by the values they carry for a set of properties, which may be either 
attributes of the object itself or relationships between the object and one or more other objects [II] . 

In this way, the MIDS server can treat the underlying multimeclia meclical records and system 
resources as a logical conglomeration of distributed, interacting objects of various levels of granularity. 
These include images and free text, production rules, system services such as image processing, data 
archive, and workflow management. As an example, the workflow management cliscussed in Section 4 
relies heavily on ODBMS for storing routing instructions, procedures, and rules. The ODBMS in turn 
can be used to track the status of workflow processes and maintain a historical audit trail of each 
transaction. Further, the ability of ODBMS to define independent, generalized operations allows 
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procedures of arbitrary complexity to be included. This is important for open multimedia computing 
environments, such as that of medical image base management, where some of the "objects" in the 
heterogeneous distributed systems will be software programs or other non-datahase components. The 
MIDS server treats both database and non-database components uniformly as objects and invokes them 
through defined object implementations. 

Distributed object management can be used to facilitate intelligent generation of medical records, 
especially those involving a combination of patient images and data retrieved from the underlying 
distributed databases. Figure 7 shows a simple example of type-composition structure of multimedia 
medical record. The type of generic radiologic document containing subtypes such as medical images, 
diagnostic reports, and study details and history. These object subtypes are further decomposed into 
simpler object data types, such as thumbnail image slide and radiologist name, as well as more complex 
document components, such as image, report and fmdings. 

Compound medical document I MedicaLDocument_ Type I 
Diagnostic Report I 

I I I Patient List MRI (0965) ... L 
I Report Type I I Image_ Type I StudyDetails Type I 

~ CLiN DATA ... h I I I I MRI SCAN OF ... l~ I : : ~tudY List I 
1\ \ I I I ••• I 

I~~CHNIQUE I~ I Radiologist! Il FulLsize_image 

FINDINGS I Annotated_imagel 
Study Details ... ~ scan type 1 ... 

IThumbnaiUmagel . . . 
... 

8" Q © Technique I ... 

I Findings I I I 

\ 
I image 71 

image 8J ••• 

Figure 7. A multimedia medical record and its associated object type structure. 

In Figure 8 of the following page, we show an object instance of this multimedia document type 
containing thumbnail images and with menu options available to select other types of images, i.e., full 
size and annotated images, for more detailed display. The patient name can be changed in this example 
to maintain the confidentiality. This mechanism of intelligent documents currently supports the 
Macintosh [59] and Unix computer platforms [72]. Such an object-oriented multimedia record structure 
[70] enables flexible retrieval, display, view, and presentation of clinical data to meet varied reporting 
needs of practitioners. A type-subtype hierarchy of document classes allows the dynamic composition 
of patient records to satisfy individual preferences and work habits, and increases user acceptance of 
electronic patient record [7]. In addition, the distributed object approach can be used to explore different 
formats of information display on screen, including the chronological presentation of patient 
information [23] or problem-oriented composition of medical records [44]. 
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Figure 8. A snap shot of object-oriented multimedia patient document on a Macintosh display station. 

6. MULTIMODALITY IMAGING ANALYSIS 

One of the most attractive features of the MIBM framework is that once large quantities of 
patient images of different modalities, as well as complemented clinical reports, are accumulated over 
time, they can be retrieved, combined, and processed to support diverse image-assisted medical 
applications. The image database approach has been explored among the PACS researchers. A 
representative work of this approach retrieved the computed radiography (CR) hand images from a 
stand alone PACS and performed the phalangel and carpal bone analysis to assess skeletal age and 
maturity. The analysis involved a set of low-level image processing tasks, including thresholding, 
spatial fIltering, and morphological filtering, to extract bone objects and their attributes based on a 
predefined object data model of human hand bone structure [56,57,10], Our experience gained from 
that research, however, is that without the integration of clinical patient data and the interplay between a 
variety of digital modalities, the applicability of image database systems for routine clinical service is 
rather restricted. This motivates our implementation of a hospital-integration PACS before embarking 
the design of medical image database systems. 

Figure 9 illustrates a general flow of GUI client workstation in the MmM framework for 
neuroimaging analysis. The function of this workstation is to provide an automated tool for the 
physicians to access, organize, and process the multifaceted, multidimensional neuroimaging data and 
present critical diagnostic information to them effectively. In this setting, the radiologist or the imaging 
specialist queries the MIDS server for the patient images and records according to certain attributes, 
such as patient name, medical history, disease types, image modality, and size of certain brain regions 
or objects . He or she can create and visualize electronic multimedia reports consisting of single or 
multiple images (static, cine, video, or 3D), and accompanied by voice andlor text using the graphical 
user interface provided by the 3D display workstation. Often, the tomographic images from a single 
patient subject taken at different times or of different modalities are needed to be reoriented into a 
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common coordinate space or registered for fair comparison. The registration algorithm also applies to 
the scenario of studying inter-subject images. 

Another important feature of the 3D neuroimaging workstation is the ability to measure, 
quantitatively, regions or volumes of brain that are of important clinical relevance. There is no 
convenience means to do so in the current fUm-based radiologic practice. Finally, when the analysis of a 
patient case is completed, the medical workstation would then prompt the user whether to archive the 
extracted data, e.g., volumes of certain brain segments as well as metabolic counts of those volumes in 
PET scans, into MIDS object database automatically. In this way, the content of the image database will 
be enriched with the accumulation of a large number of diagnosed cases. These cases in turn can be 
used for supporting other data-intensive clinical studies, such as measuring the effectiveness of 
neuroimaging procedures or analyzing the patient outcomes. 

Quantitative analysis of images 

yes 

yes 

exit .... ~---------, 

Figure 9. Operation flow of a 3D neuroimaging workstation in the MIBM framework. 

To support the image retrieval by content, the MIDS server requires to pre-process patient 
images and reports and extract relevant information before sending them to the PACS cluster for 
archive. The MIDS server keeps only the indexing information of extracted image objects and their 
attributes in a brain data model of its ODBMS. These indices enable the MIDS server to retrieve any 
specific or any combination of image segments from the large store of image data files archived in the 
PACS ODL. Since most of the relevant clinical information have already been contained in the header 
fLIes of medical images (following the DICOM or the ACRINEMA standard, see Section 2.1), as well 
as the text of the patient reports stored in RIS and IDS, simple software routines can be written to 
convert or extract these text data into a pre-defined object-oriented model in ODBMS. For more 
complex brain images, however, an interactive method is used to identify regions or volumes of 
interest. Automated segmentation programs are being developed to improve the extraction process, 
these programs are similar to the one we developed for x-ray bone analysis [56,57] but are more attune 
to the neuroimaging modalities, such as CT, MRI, and PET. 
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Figure 10. Image coregistration of two sets of MRI images of a multiple sclerosis patient taken a year apart [72]. 

Figure 10 provides a case of the use of image registration algorithm to register two sets of MRI 
images taken from a thirty-year old patient suffering multiple sclerosis, a disease condition marked by 
patches of hardened tissue in the brain or the spinal cord and associated especially with partial or 
complete paralysis and jerking muscle tremor. The top row shows the patient's brain scan taken a year 
ago while the middle row is the recent one. The objective is to look for differences between the two 
scans to evaluate changes related to disease progression (marked by the sizes of low intensity dark 
regions around the ventricular regions of the brain). Using conventional films , the radiologist has to 
rely on imagination to correct for discrepancies in head pOSition that result from different positiouing in 
two scans; even then, he or she cannot compare changes of lesions in top scan to middle scan. 

Within the MIBM framework, the client workstation can request the MIDS server to align the 
first scan based on its 3D dataset with the recent one, and the result is displayed in the bottom row. The 
result indicates that the disease condition of the patient is not worsen, as the size of low intensity 
regions, i.e., lesions, around the ventricular areas remain the same. The set of image registration 
algorithms are modified from [75] and can be extended to intrasubject and intermodality registration 
[72,76] . The MIDS server makes possible the on-line access of a large image store for various 
registration purposes, including looking for subtle changes in signal across time, combining different 
types of functional (such as PET and SPECf images) and structural information (such as cf and MRI 
images), and comparing different subjects or patients to one another for better clinical decision making. 

Currently, this 3D neuroimaging workstation is being used in the clinical research of presurgical 
epilepsy evaluation [72]. We are also implementing additional image processing software to enable large 
scale experimentation on the neurological disorders of preterm infants caused by abnormal brain 
myelination (white matters) growth. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The next generation of health care information systems will consist of a vast network of 
heterogeneous, autonomous, and distributed imaging scanners, image acquisition systems, databases, 
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information systems, knowledge intensive applications, and large quantities of multimedia medical data. 
The diffusion of multimedia information management will enable the development of tools available for 
effective decision making and open up many opportunities in advancing healthcare services. To transmit 
and link patient information, however, presumes the existence of an infrastructure. Currently, most 
medical information systems, such as hospital information systems and radiology information systems, 
handle only textual patient information and lack the computing mechanisms and networking resources to 
handle different kinds of digital modalities. A key challenge facing system researchers and builders is to 
provide a new organizational framework to integrate the current distributed information resources into 
what appears to the users as a uniform and logical conglomeration of databases supporting diverse 
image-assisted medical applications. 

In this paper, we have presented our research towards the development of a framework for 
multimodality image base management (MIBM). This framework can serve as a blueprint for 
developing digital radiology departments for the hospitals of the future. The implementation of the 
MIBM framework is a bottom up endeavor, with the foundation of a comprehensive infrastructure for 
multimedia file management, archival, and communication before developing sophisticated image 
database management and applications. Applications development in MIBM is evolutionary. Its open 
systems connectivity and object interfaces support the incremental integration with standardized 
information systems as well as legacy systems of other hospital departments. 

This hierarchical information framework consists of three components: a hospital-integrated 
picture archiving and communication system (ill-PACS), a medical image database system (MIDS), 
and a set of image-assisted medical applications. ill-PACS circumvents the shortcomings of the first 
generation P ACS by implementing recognized standards, open systems connectivity, hierarchical 
memory management, database integration, and security. The value-added middleware, MIDS, 
enables the user to access the multimedia images and text of the underlying heterogeneous distributed 
systems as if they are stored in a single database. In addition, the MIDS server also provides image 
processing and workflow management for various medical applications. We have also presented three 
implemented examples in electronic patient folder, intelligent medical documents, and multimodality 
neuroimaging analysis. Our future work will enrich the object interfaces and object schema of the 
medical image database server, as well as develop object data models for different medical 
applications. 

MIBM is the solution to the progressing need to computerize the radiology department and 
hospital and to support the increasing demands for image-based medical services in diagnosis, therapy, 
and surgery. MIBM research is just in the beginning. It will continue to grow with each new technology 
and device. The quest will continue to improve system performance including communication 
networks, storage IIO, volumetric image processing, and distributed data management. Challenging 
research areas are summarized in the following. 

First, the advance of communication technology must be made to transmit large volumes of 3D 
medical image data in real time and to provide efficient interfaces between the proliferated local area and 
wide area networks. Our experience in building a large scale PACS in another healthcare campus of the 
University of Califomia system (the use of Ethernet at 10 Mh/s , FDDI (fiber distributed data interface) 
at 100 Mh/s, and Ultranet at I Gb/s) concluded that the efficient utilization of bandwidth, upward 
scalability, reliability, and coexistence of various LAN and WAN technologies are crucial requirements 
for multimedia medical communications [31,28]. Ubiquitous deployment of high performance networks 
will allow the PACS developers to better resolve network infrastructure issues and focus more on the 
overlying, value-added medical services and applications. The emerging broadband integrated services 
digital network (B-ISDN) standard, Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), promises to be the ultimate 
intemetworking backbone. Its scalable, high bandwidth and uniform switching can transfer images, 
text, voice, and video from application to application at much higher speeds that now available [18]. 
However, much work still is needed to optimize the communication protocols and hardware interfaces 
to take advantage of this technology [41 ,3,68,77]. 
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Second, the 110 processing speed of storage systems (either magnetic or optical medium) must 
be enhanced to remove this performance bottleneck. Current emphasis in disk storage system design is 
on capacity rather than 110 performance. While disk storage densities are improving impressively (60-
80 percent compounded annually), 110 performance improvements have been occurring at only about 7 
to 10 percent compounded annually in the last decade [61 ,65]. As a result, disk system performance is 
fast becoming a dominant factor in networked multimedia healthcare systems, which requires us to 
focus on designing 110 systems that can handle real-time applications of different 110 demands. 
Retrieval and display of images in PACS require guaranteed real-time 110 throughput, but telemedicine 
conferencing demands very small latencies of delivery. The research into high performance, large 
capacity, and highly reliable RAID systems may result in a storage server architecture for the 
heterogeneous computing environment of the future digital hospitals [13,38,55]. 

Third, image processing techniques must continue to reduce the computational overheads of 
volumetric image visualization [39,58] and multimodality 3D image registration [22,75,76] as well as to 
improve the accuracy of identifying the contents of images of various body parts [67,66]. The image 
understanding mechanisms remain very complex and rely not only upon the matching of innage data but 
also upon the medical knowledge about the organs and the relationships between anatomy and function. 
Extensive work, especially 3D graphical visualization, has been carried out in the past to prove access 
and usage of medical images. A better use of medical images, however, requires more research into 
image data fusion [6,22]. This concerns the fusion of multimodality information, the fusion of 
information coming from different patients or from a priori knowledge (e.g., inter-subject image 
registration and diagnostic expert systems) and the identification and extraction of anatomical structures. 

Fourth, database management systems must be designed and developed to manipulate and 
represent distributed, multimodal images effectively [78,36,2], for both local clinical use or 
collaborative medical work. Current standardization efforts in distributed object management [51,52] 
and object oriented DBMS [12], complemented by the recognized and implemented standards in 
healthcare industry [19,1,27], may lead to a practical solution to support demanding applications of 
mass image archiving, modeling, manipulation, and retrieval. Furthermore, as electronic workflow 
continues to infiltrate health care provider organizations, we will expect the image database system 
technology to undergo an even greater metamorphosis, by fusing task-specific enterprise workflow 
with data-centric transaction processing [17]. 
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Abstract 
The past twenty years have seen tremendous changes in medical imaging techniques. New 

modalities and protocols are expanding the available digital image data at a rapid rate. Yet a framework for 
gathering, managing, and using multimodal image information in an integrated database environment is 
rnissing. The purpose of this paper is to present the experience of implementing integrated medical image 
database system at UCSF. We discuss the general system architecture, software design methods, and 
specific database tools and illustrate them with application examples. 

Two immediate issues confounding the building of medical image database systems are: lack of 
supporting infrastructure and inability to index images by content. To circumvent these problems, the 
evolutionary medical image database system being implemented at UCSF is based on a three-tiered client
server architecture: client medical workstations, database application servers, and a hospital-integrated 
picture archiving and communication system (HI-PACS). The approach used is to integrate content-based 
retrieval and knowledge base techniques within the existing ffi-PACS to make the whole database system 
useful in medicine. 

1_ Introduction 

Medical images are at the heart of the patient's diagnosis, therapy treatment, surgical planning, 
and long term follow-up for outcome assessment. Medical imaging is becoming increasingly digital and 
diverse in scope. In the past two decades, we have witnessed tremendous changes - new techniques 
include: ultrasound, X-ray computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), digital 
subtraction angiography (DSA), magnetic source imaging (MSI), positron emission tomography 
(PET), and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), to name just a few. These digital 
imaging modalities, currently constitute about 30% of medical imaging examinations of the nation, have 
revolutionized the means to acquire patient images. They have provided noninvasive means to view 
anatomical cross sections and physiological states, and reduced patient radiation dose and examination 
trauma. The other 70% of imaging examinations on skull, chest, breast, abdomen, and bone are done 
in conventional x-rays or computed radiography (CR) [7]. Different kinds of film digitizers, such as 
laser scanner, solid-state camera, drum scanner, and video camera, can be used routinely to convert 
plain X-ray films into digital format for processing. 

These advances of imaging technology will certainly continue. However, reorganizations and 
reengineering of the health care system is shifting the medical imaging focus from the generation and 
acquisition of images to the post-processing and management of images. The motive is to realize the 
greatest possible benefit from the data that already exist. The new megachanges of the next twenty 
years will center around gathering, managing, and using multimedia clinical information. 

In the past, medical imaging researchers have been working on individual modalities in isolation 
while the medical informatics community focused primarily on textual information processing. Thus, 
in spite of their importance, medical images are poorly incorporated into the overall collection of patient 
data. Today, tools for archiving, communicating, classifying, organizing, and retrieving medical 
images to take full advantage of their rich information content are nonexistent [17,2]. This hinders the 
efficient use of digital modalities in routine medical practice and in improved patient care, such as 
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retrieving multimodal images in real time for use in telemedicine or in virtual reality environments for 
surgery planning. 

Recent technological advances in computers and networks, the press for improved access to 
health care, the expectation of having health care provided at lower cost, and the presence of recognized 
and implemented standards, all bring forth the effort of integrating diverse imaging and data sources 
into a vertically integrated database system, available for querying and analysis. As the integrated 
database system expands, it will facilitate the correlation of massive multimedia clinical data to advance 
the biomedical knowledge. The creation of this framework and the assessment of its performance is 
considered to be the next important milestone in medical imaging [26]. The success of this endeavor 
will make significant contribution to the national information infrastructure for multimedia health care. 

The purpose of this paper is to present the design approach and implementation experience of 
integrated image database system at the UCSF digital radiology environment. This paper is organized 
as follows: Section 2 summarizes the new Challenging issues of medical image database systems. To 
address these issues systematically, in Section 3, we describe the design approach and general 
architecture of the integrated medical image database system at UCSF. Section 4 discusses computing 
methods and tools that are found to be essential during our development. These application-specific 
tools are illustrated with implemented examples. Finally, in Section 5, we summarize our presentation 
and future work. 

2. Definitions and Challenges 

A medical image database system (MIDS) manages a large amount of heterogeneous, changing, 
pictorial, and symbolic data and provides a means to process, query, and manipulate these medical data 
in an efficient manner to facilitate optimal decision making in a health care environment. A properly 
organized imaging database not only can compensate for limitations in human memory and in film 
recording, but also open up many new vistas to improve patient care, research, teaching, and 
administration. 

Considerable effort has been spent on developing textual medical databases in the past three 
decades [2]. On the other hand, the integration of medical images with textual patient data in database 
systems has hardly begun. This section summarizes technical issues facing this new form of health 
care information management. While some of them are common to other image database applications 
[5,6,12,13,14], the different nature and acquisition of medical images and the legal-medical 
implications in using medical images for patient care suggest that specific solutions are needed. 

2.1. MuItimodality. About two decades ago, two-dimensional projectional radiography was the 
only imaging modality used in clinical examination. Today, a plethora of sectional imaging modalities 
generate volumetric medical images containing a great variety of previously unattainable biomedical 
information, e.g., anatomical, geometrical, and spatial, biochemical, physiological, of different body 
organs. Features and information contained in these images are diverse and interrelated in complex 
ways that are not always easy to interpret and to represent. Geometric considerations, such as shape 
and location [14,20], are as important as organ functionality , as in the heart and liver. Physiological 
changes, such as the rate of cerebral blood flow, may have subsequent effect on body biochemical 
activities, such as the concentration of neural metabolites. 

2.2 Data Heterogeneity. Medical image data are heterogeneous in how they are collected, 
distributed, and displayed. Images are acquired from scanners of different modalities and in different 
positions, represented in internal data formats that vary by modality and manufacturer, and displayed in 
distributed remote workstations with divergent appearance, orientation, and spatial resolution. PET and 
CT images appear entirely different from one another and are also distinct from other modalities, such 
as MRI, and ultrasound. Even within the same modality and for the same anatomy, two sets of medical 
images can vary greatly in slice thickness, dataset orientation, scanning range, and data representation. 
It is worth noting that diagnostic images are acquired and displayed in gray scale. Thus, color 
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indexing, a popular technique used in other application domains [3], is of little use for biomedical 
images, except for color microscopy, doppler ultrasound, and pseudo color enhancement in nuclear 
medicine modalities. 

2.3. Structural and Functional Contexts. Structural information in a medical image contributes 
essential knowledge of the disease state and clinical decisions. For example, the location of a tumor 
and its adjacent anatomical structures have profound implications in treatment planning (spatial context); 
whereas monitoring of growth or shrinkage of that tumor is an important indicator of the patient's 
progress in therapy (geometric context). What distinguishes medical images most from other types of 
digital images, however, is the ability to represent functional information, e.g., biochemistry and 
physiology, of body parts. As an example, temporal lobe hypometabolism exhibited in SPECT scans, 
if not coincide with the tissue atrophy of the suspected region shown in MRI images, may indicate that 
a different epileptic focus as otherwise would be concluded. 

2.4. Imprecision. Images contain information that is often imprecise and can only be expressed 
informally. This phenomenon applies to entire data sets as well as features within individual images. 
The boundary of a tumor, for example, may be fuzzy, depending on the resolution of the imaging 
modality that is used. Yet, the accurate delineation of a tumor is an essential first step for curative 
therapy. Worst, the imprecision of image resolution is often compounded by the vague description of 
features extracted from the images or ambiguous coding of disease classification in diagnostic reports. 
For instance, the diagnosis "acute myocardial infarction, anterior wall" imparts a sense of certainty and 
specificity, and can be linked to ICD-9 (International Classification of Diseases, ninth revision) code 
410.10. On the other hand, for the diagnosis "left ventricular aneurysm," an agreeable definition has 
yet to reach within the medical community. New, more expressive medical data dictionary and 
representation models that can cope with such imprecision are needed. 

2.5. Temporal. Staging of the disease state and the monitoring of patient progress over time are 
fundamental to diagnostic and therapeutic decisions and to outcome assessment in long term follow up. 
The ability to define and track temporal relation in the medical image sets of a patient taken at different 
periods, together with the medical history of that patient, is an essential component of medical image 
databases. As the database expands to incorporate a large mass of similar patient data, tools developed 
for the intra-subject temporal monitoring can also be extended to inter-subject temporal comparison to 
improve prognostic and diagnostic outcomes. 

2.6. Large Datasels. Like other imaging applications, medical images are distinct from textual 
records in their large data sizes. Images acquired in one examination can range from one or two 
megabytes in nuclear medicine to 32 megabytes or more in mammograms and digital radiographs. 
Digital medical images accumulated in a 1000 bed hospital are estimated on the order of a terabyte a year 
[15]. These imaging modalities generate such a large volume of image data that traditional methods for 
information management are no longer adequate. More advanced tools and schemes to manage 
multimodal images and their complementary textual information for database processing are needed. 

2.7. Infrastructure Support. The accessibility to heterogeneous images, patient data, and 
medical reference materials from diverse sources in the clinical decision making process presupposes 
the existence of a communication infrastructure. The reality, however, is that most databases and 
information systems in hospitals today are disjoint, under the control of different medical sections and 
departments, and often do not communicate with external reference database networks well. The 
isolation creates many technological and administrative barriers that make the gathering of information 
cohesively from different medical images extremely difficult [8,2]. This lack of supporting 
infrastructure causes the concept of multimedia data integration far from practical deployment. 

2.8. Security. Along with the multimedia data integration and communication comes a new issue: 
How do we establish integrity and privacy in medical records that exist only in the easily altered digital 
storage of computers . This issue is especially prominent when an image database framework is 
connecting to national and international health care networks. An open yet insecure system is unlikely 
to be acceptable by the clinicians due to legal-medical complications. The existing means of security 
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measures, such as checking for personal ID or authorization password, enforcing administrative policy, 
and prioritizing user privileges, all have known problems in ubiquitous networking environment 
[9,18). 

3. UCSF Image Database System Architecture 

Among the new issues confounding the building of medical image database systems, two 
fundamental ones stand out: Lack of supporting infrastructure and inability to index information by 
image features. These two issues form the core of our research of integrated medical image database 
system (MJDS). A MIDS is a repository of integrated information, i.e., various kinds of medical 
images and clinical text, available for querying and analysis. As relevant information becomes available 
or is updated, the information is extracted from its source, translated into a common data model, and 
integrated with existing data at the MIDS. Within this integrated medical system, queries can be 
answered and data analysis can be performed quickly and efficiently since the information is directly 
available, with model and semantic differences already resolved. Furthermore, MIDS data can be 
accessed without slowing down the operations of original information sources, such as a radiology 
information system or an MR imaging system, and is available even when these information soruces are 
inaccessible. 

The concept of integrated MIDS is similar to the notion of data warehouse discussed in general 
database literature [10,11). The advantage of radiologic imaging is that the raw image and patient 
reports, once generated, are rarely modified. The update is limited to a subset of processed and 
extracted data for decision support queries. Hence, MIDS avoids much of the difficulty in providing a 
consistent database source compared to business or engineering applications. In radiology, this 
information framework is a logical progression from the primary digital modalities and the stand-alone 
medical information systems towards the networked multimedia database systems. Building a 
comprehensive, enterprise framework that encompasses generation, acquisition, processing, 
management, and communication of radiologic images is an evolutionary process. System design must 
provide the capability to phase out old components and incorporate new devices and technology as the 
system evolves. 

3.1. Hospital Integrated Picture Archiving and Communication System. The MIDS 
being developed at UCSF is based on a three-tiered client-server architecture. This architecture divides 
applications into parts that run on different types of computers: a picture archiving and communication 
system (PACS), an image database server (IDBS), and client workstations for specific medical 
applications. A PACS is a system integration of many components, including image acquisition 
devices, computers, networks, display stations, medical databases, and legacy information systems. 
Figure 1 shows the hospital-integrated picture archiving and communication system (ID-PACS) 
implemented at UCSF. The system contains a centralized, dynamic, and massive storage of multimedia 
clinical data acquired from various imaging scanners and databases across the UC hospitals. 

-- Figure 1 --

The implementation of this ID-PACS emphasizes recognized and implemented standards, open 
systems connectivity, hierarchy memory management, database integration, and security. The UCSF 
PACS connects not only various imaging scanners directly, but also smaller scale PACS of 
subspecialty sections and textual information sources, such as hospital information system (IDS), 
radiology information system (RIS), and library information system (LIS). The PACS fiber-optic 
backbone has been installed interconnecting four major facilities in UCSF, i.e., Moffitt and Long 
hospitals, ambulatory care clinic, and campus library, to provide a data warehouse integrating 
information from multiple imaging and data sources. 

Wide area connections between UCSF and affiliated hospitals in the San Francisco Bay area 
using asynchronous transmission mode (ATM - OC-3c, 155 Megabits per second (Mbps) for real-time 
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telemedicine) are being implemented. Image communications between UCSF hospitals using frame 
relay technology (Tllink - 1.54 Mbps) for non real time telemanagement have been in operation. The 
data warehouse at the departmental PACS cluster can store up to 1.3 terabytes of image and text data. 
These PACS data can be retrieved and transmitted over the networks to high resolution, multi-monitor 
display stations located in intensive care urtits and radiology reading rooms for clirtical review. 

The intent of picture archiving and commurtication systems is to provide management and fast 
review of vast volumes of image and text ftIes in a digital radiology department. The PACS file 
management system can only handle query by artificial keys, such as patient name or a hospital ID. It 
lacks the means to classifying and indexing these data ftIes by their information contents. Thus much of 
the rich, useful patient information stored in PACS has been not tapped for broader medical practice, 
research, and teaching. To provide genuine database management capabilities, we develop an image 
database server that can extract relevant features from PACS images and textual reports and organize the 
extracted data, together with annotated image slices, into a common data model. The image database 
server can also process various computer-aided medical applications, such as fast indexing of medical 
records, interactive visualization of images, and activate rules for decision making. It consists of a set 
of sharable, multitasking components that interact with client workstations and PACS. Section 3.2 
discusses this service tier in more detail. 

The client workstation provides a graphical user interface (GUl) to display multimedia 
information and communicate with the image database server for specific biomedical application 
processing, such as computer-aided diagnosis and surgical planning [22,23]. Screens and GUI 
routines are managed in a repository as objects to permit a modular approach to development and foster 
reuse of objects. In addition, tools tbat are not necessary for traditional textual databases but are 
perceived as essential will then be developed and integrated into tbe overall framework. This tbree
tiered system development is a bottom up endeavor, progressing from building the rudimentary level of 
image acquisition, archiving, and communication to providing sophisticated image database 
management. It lets the developers and system admirtistrators to separate tbe specific application logic 
from general processing logic. Tbis modularity allows new services and clinical changes to be more 
rapidly incorporated into client applications. 

3.2. Image Database Server. Tbe image database server (lOBS) is a centrally located core of 
software objects or application programs for accessing, processing, managing, and martipulating data 
from distributed information sources in the HI-PACS environment as if tbey were from a single 
database. This middleware database server, resided in between HI-PACS and client medical 
workstations, consists of three cooperating processes or engines, running in parallel. It also serves to 
filter all client requests througb various, centrally controlled levels of security, sucb as IP (Internet 
Protocol) flfewalls, access control, and image authentication. Figure 2 shows the key components in 
our medical image database framework. 

-- Figure 2 --

(1) Database Engine that contains a collection of objects and a set of operations that they can 
perform. Data models are devised to classify, orgartize, and represent images and text to support 
information retrieval by image content for various biomedical applications. The database engine 
treats system components and multimedia data of tbe entire database framework as a logical 
conglomeration of distributed, interacting objects of various levels of granularity. 

For rapid prototyping purpose, we decided to use a commercially available relational database 
management system and then to develop customized object software modules on top of tbe 
commercial system for special applications. The current database engine used is based on the object 
relational technology - Sybase database management system (Sybase Inc. , Emeryville, CAl for the 
underlying persistent data storage. 
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(2) Image Processing Engine that provides image processing services for various medical 
applications. These services include computationally intensive operations, such as image 
registration and feature extraction. The decision to locate heavy duty imaging application routines in 
the powerful image database server is to reduce the hardware and software requirements on the 
client workstations. The medical image processing and visualization software packages used 
include VIDA (University of Iowa College of Medicine, Iowa City, IA), 3DVIEWNIX (Hospital of 
the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PAl, and several in-house developed programs 
[16,19,21,22,23]. 

(3) Knowledge Base Engine that consists of three kinds of knowledge base modules. Rule-based 
modules that encode general and specific medical rules for decision making, case-based modules 
that aid the navigation of database through similar or reference imaging cases, and model-based 
modules that provide interactive work-up models of different disease categories closely involving 
physicians making joint decisions. Our current knowledge base engine includes a mix of C 
routines, embedded SQL (Structured Query Language) statements, and GEL (Gain Extension 
Language) scripts of Gain Momentum. 

(4) GUI Client Workstations each provides a graphical user interface (GUl) for the local user to 
request applications of the image database server to perform information retrieval, manipulation, 
analysis, and update. Each client workstation also contains simple image processing capabilities, 
such as thresholding and filtering, but accesses the IDBS for more sophisticated database services. 

Our current database front-end development tools include Gain Momentum and several Web 
browsers, such as Mosaic and Netscape. Gain Momentum is a Motif (UNIX) application 
development environment with an underlying object-oriented database (Gain Technology, Sybase 
Inc., Palo Alto, CAl. The underlying object-oriented database contains the objects that allow the 
client applications to access, manipulate, or present the underlying multimedia data in the server. 
Web browsers are efficient hypermedia navigation tools for "public domain" file documents. To 
allow complex, hierarchical representation of database information, however, we have to 
incorporate new software tools with extensive multimedia querying capabilities into the web 
browsers. Due to the complex programming effort involved, our current web-based database 
application is limited to simple teaching file queries [24]. 

(5) HI-PACS consists of the PACS multimedia file storehouse and a federation of distributed, 
heterogeneous medical databases, imaging acquisition devices, and hospital information systems, 
providing the environment in which the above system components run. 

The IDBS prototype is being developed on a 4-processor SUN 690 MP SP ARC computer. 
Security mechanisms are set up to allow the database server to access the multimedia information of ID
PACS with fine-grained control over individual transactions and data items, yet without running the 
risk of contaminating daily clinical services. 

Figure 2 provides a generic architecture of integrated medical image database system. Since 
medical technology research is driven by well-defined hypotheses, our development focuses on 
particular clinical applications that have specific kinds of representation and queries applied to medical 
images. The applications currently under development are: surgical planning of epilepsy [23], 
neurological diagnosis of dysmyelination and multiple sclerosis, and the age assessment of hand bone 
[19]. By restricting the scope of applications and the types of images, we will provide some useful 
though initially limited functionality for content-based retrieval of medical images. The formation of 
these medical image databases follows knowledge and feature-based indexing methods [1 ,3], but adds 
sophisticated services in automatic image registration, image feature extraction, multimodal image 
presentation, and multimedia client server application development in ID-PACS environment. 
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4. Medical Imaging Database Tools 

Section 3 describes the general architecture and design of our integrated image information 
system. This section discusses specific tools being developed within this framework for various 
medical applications. The key idea behind the MIDS approach is to extract, filter, and integrate relevant 
information in advance of queries. Extraction of keywords and phases from textual reports into medical 
databases can be done automatically via string pattern recognition. On the other hand, current medical 
image databases allow queries to be formed based on the qualitative features of images that have been 
manually annotated. 

For content-based information query, the next generation of medical image databases must have 
capabilities to recognize and quantitate unage content and merge the quantitated image data with textual 
patient data into a common data model. The content of a medical image includes three levels of 
abstraction: (i) features or attributes, such as the texture pattern of an organ, the shape of a breast 
tumor, and the signal strength of brain metabolites; (li) structural objects, such as image segments 
corresponding to anatomical regions; and (iii) semantic information, such as the types of relationships 
between two objects. 

-- Figure 3 --

Figure 3 illustrates the operational steps that the MIDS taken to extract image and textual 
features from the on line P ACS data. The feature extraction is based on the a priori approach, rather 
than the dynamic and automatic feature extraction during user query as proposed in many non-medical 
image database applications [4,6,12]. 

The extraction and composition of textual data from the diagnostic reports and the DICOM 
(Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) header fields can be automatic, whereas the 
segmentation and extraction of medical images often are done interactively. Further, we divided the 
image features into primitive and logical. Primitive features are directly obtained from the medical 
images, such as volume, shape, and texture of certain organs in CT images or metabolic activities of 
brain tissue in PET scans. Logical features are abstract representations of images at various levels of 
detail and deeper domain semantics. For example, whether the volume of an anatomic structure is 
normal or whether certain brain tissue is hypo metabolic in reference to certain established data. These 
logical features are synthesized from primitive ones and additional domain knowledge. All features 
extracted are entered into appropriate attributes of the objects defined in a data model to facilitate 
subsequent information query by content. 

In what follows, we describe the application-specific tools that are found to be essential in the 
MIDS development. Our emphasis at this stage will be on those which have direct impact on the 
building of a working prototype, rather than on query performance and system administration. Few of 
these tools are currently supported in commercial systems, and many of them are still awaiting efficient 
solutions from the database community. In addition, examples are taken from our applications to better 
illustrate the methods we used, as well as to highlight the unresolved problem areas. 

4.1. Image Data Modeling. An image database system must be able to transform pixel based 
representation of medical images and their contents into object based representation for symbolic 
manipulation. This transformation is a crucial step for building any content-based pictorial query 
system. 

Once medical images can be efficiently represented in a content-based manner, by objects rather 
than pixels, then a wealth of established database theory, methods, and tools can be readily applied for 
content-based access, creation, and manipulation. In addition, clinical decisions are based on not only 
information obtained from medical images, but also from textual and graphical data of the patients, 
including medical history, physical examination, laboratory tests, diagnostic workups, and pathological 
results. These images and data from diverse sources must be the integrated with the physicians' 
medical knowledge and available reference materials to deal with therapeutic or diagnostic decision at 
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hand. More expressive data models than those used in textual databases are needed in modeling and 
indexing such multimedia medical data. Relational approach is perceived to be ineffective in modeling 
multimedia medical data. We have taken the object oriented approach to represent anatomical 
structures. 

Figure 4 shows an object data model for hand bone structures [19,1] and a computed 
radiography (CR) image instance of left hand in posterior-anterior (PA) view. Often, textual data 
indices are extracted automatically from associated patient reports to complement the descriptors of 
image object features. 

-- Figure 4 --

Object data models also provide flexible means of indexing and linking both images and text and 
can incorporate biomedical production rules for decision aids. Let us consider the following query for 
determining bone normality of hand computed radiographs. 

(QI) Assess the skeletal age of a pediatric patient based on the given CR left hand image and 
decide whether the skeletal maturity is normal. 

The assessment of skeletal maturity is an important subject in pediatric radiology. Database 
solution to such a problem is thus of significant clinical value. This query, however, is vague; only the 
information about the patient's CR hand images is given and "normal" is an ambiguous term in 
medicine. A computerized method has been developed in our research [19] to assess bone age, based 
on measurements from different structure of the hand bone. This method consists of the following 
steps: (I) separate the third finger image from the given hand image pattern, (2) measure the lengths of 
the distal, middle, and proximal phalanx, (3) convert the measurement into age using the standard 
phalangeal length table in medicine, and (4) compare the estimated age with the patient's age. The 
skeletal maturity is judged to be normal if the patient's age is within the limit of standard deviation. 

These computational steps can be modeled as production rules in third finger object class of the 
skeletal model as shown in Figure 4. The image database system thus directs an ambiguous query of 
the type similar to query (Q I) to the third finger object. If there is no pre-calculated value in the patient 
finger object's attributes, that object instance would invoke the encapsulated production rules to extract 
the features and analyze the results. 

The hand bone application is an example of content-based medical image database using a single 
imaging modality. The tools and data models developed, though optimized for this specific research, 
aer retricted because they are derived from digital radiography only. Daily medical decisions often 
desire the gathering and correlation of information from several types of patient images as well as from 
various data sources. In addition, the correlation of mnltirnodal images of the same body organ may be 
more effectively modeled by biomedical relationships between objects of different modalities. Object
relational approach, such as those advocated in UniSQLTM (UniSQL Inc., Austin, Texas) and llIustra™ 
(llIlustra Technology, Oakland, CAl, may offer alternate solutions in multimodal image modeling than 
pure object oriented approach. 

4.2. Image Fusion. If the pixel-object transformation is the crucial step for realizing content-based 
representation, the fusion of volumetric image pairs is the key to enabling multimodal image databases. 

The fusion of images consists of two major steps: (i) the accurate registration of images from 
different kinds of imaging modalities, different periods of the same patient, or different patients, and (ii) 
the correlation and extraction of biomedical information represented in registered images to derive new, 
previous unavailable medical knowledge. 

-- Figure 5 --
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4.2.1. Medical Image Registration. Figure 5 provides a case of the use of image 
registration to align two sets of MRI images taken from a 30 year old patient suffering multiple 
sclerosis; a disease condition marked by patches of hardened tissue in the brain or the spinal cord and 
associated especially with partial or complete paralysis and jerking muscle tremor. The top row shows 
the patient's brain scan taken a year ago while the middle row is the recent one. The objective is to look 
for differences between the two scans to evaluate changes related to disease progression (marked by the 
sizes of high intensity dark regions around the ventricular regions of the brain). Using conventional 
films, the radiologist has to rely on imagination to correct for discrepancies in head position that result 
from different positioning in the two scans. Even so, he or she cannot compare changes of lesions in 
top scan to middle scan. 

The IDBS provides automatic image retrieval and registration services for neuro images. A 
client neurological workstation requests the database server to retrieve the specified image pair stored in 
PACS in real time and automatically align the first image based on its 3D dataset with the recent one. 
The result is displayed in the bottom row, which indicates that the disease condition of the patient has 
not worsen, as the size of high intensity regions, i.e., lesions, around the ventricular areas remain the 
same. This example also illustrates the use of the temporal relation of medical images in monitoring the 
patient's progress or response to treatment. 

We adopted the clinically validated Woods' algorithms for automatic image registration [25] and 
since then have extended the registration routines in the image processing engine to cover the inter- and 
intra-registration of four different kinds of brain images, i.e., MRI, PET, magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy (MRS), and magnetoencephalography (MEG) [23]. Automated image registration with 
on-line access to a vast mass of image data makes possible many value-added functions that cannot be 
done in the conventional medical record, such as looking for subtle changes in signal across time, 
combining different types of functional (such as PET and SPECT images) and structural information 
(such as CT and MRI images), and comparing different subjects or patients to one another for better 
clinical decision making. What is more important, it prepares the stage for the second step of image 
fusion, i.e., providing a means of correlating and quantitating content information of different images. 

-- Figure 6 --

4.2.2. Image Correlation and Features Extraction. The correlated image datasets 
provide diagnostic insights not readily apparent when examining the imaging modalities independently. 
They are encoded into the targeted data model to serve as definitive indexing in image query. For 
instance, registration of functional images obtained using nuclear medicine modalities, such as PET or 
SPECT, with anatomic MRI images is of particular important in neurological diagnosis, since it allows 
the intrinsically better spatial resolution of the MRI image to be used in interpreting the functional 
activities of the brain. 

Figure 6 illustrates such a case of MRI defined regions of interest (ROI) registered with PET. 
In this image the left and right amygdala are delineated. The clear definition of anatomical volumes for 
MRI allows quantitative analysis of functional information (metabolic count of glucose consumption) 
captured in PET scanS. Various methods for specifying and manipulating three dimensional regions for 
quantitative analysis of functional brain images, such as PET, MRS, and MEG, based on the structural 
MRI images have been implemented in our MIDS testbed [16,22]. 

The extracted quantitative data will be important to understand the clinical implementation of a 
particular therapeutic or diagnostic decision while providing exact numerical indices for ad hoc queries 
by image features, e.g., MRI anatomical volume or PET glucose uptake count. Similar structural 
mapping with other functional images, such as the concentration of energy metabolites measured in 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy, will reveal a different aspect of biomedical information and will serve 
yet another kind of indexing for image queries. 

-- Figure 7 --
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Figure 7 shows a multimedia user interface developed in our client neurological workstation. 
This user interface enables real time retrieval of PACS images for comparison and reference during 
diagnostic workup of epilepsy surgery candidates. Query of the image database can be by image 
content, e.g., MRI hippocampal volume or PET glucose concentration, at the lower left window, by 
patient attributes, e.g., name, age, and sex, at the upper left window, or a combination of these 
features. The sliders in the "Query by Image Attributes" window can be used to specify the range of 
the image attributes for data retrieval. The neuroimaging database returns with a list of seven patients 
satisfying the combined image and patient attribute constraints. The user can select any patient name to 
retrieve and display MRl and PET images (in this case, the third patient). By default, only two pairs of 
representative, co-registered image slices are displayed. Once the images of interest are retrieved, the 
user can invoke the 3D image visualization routines of the image database server for more sophisticated 
image rendering and manipulation. 

-- Figure 8 --

Figure 8 shows yet another kind of content-based information query. The user first specifies 
the structural, functional, and textual attributes of the MRl studies of interest. The image database 
server returns with a list of patients satisfying the query constraints, and, in addition, a set of 
representative picture of interests of these patient cases in thumbnail form. The user then clicks on the 
particular thumbnail image to zoom it up to the full size or to directly retrieve the complete 3-D MR 
dataset for further study. 

Image fusion being an integrated part of medical image databases is just in the beginning. Tools 
for rapid implementation of automated image registration procedures are still lacking. In particular, 
tools for the accurate, automatic image registration of non-rigid body organs, such as prostate gland and 
lung, are non-existent. Owing to this limitation, our current applications are restricted to rigid body 
organs or organ encapsulated by non-moving solid boundary, such as hands and brain. On the other 
hand, medical researchers are still trying to understand many biomedical implications and opportunities 
of the new, powerful information derived in the image fusion process. The establishment of medical 
image databases for large scale statistical analysis or "data mining" will in turn contribute to the 
advances of biomedical knowledge and clinical practice. 

4.3. Case Based Reasoning. Pixel-object transformation and multimodal image fusion form the 
foundation of content-based image retrieval, but they must be integrated with case-based reasoning 
techniques for medical decision making to mL/ke the entire image database systems useful in medicine. 

Reasoning by previous patient cases is an important characteristic in medical diagnosis. A 
senior physician accumulates a growing set of past medical cases experienced over years of practice and 
can match and retrieve relevant ones quickly and accurately for the clinical problems at hand. To model 
this pattern of decision making, case-based reasoning techniques can be incorporated to improve the 
efficiency of searching and retrieving relevant information from a vast storehouse of patient cases. This 
can be as simple as providing "normal" examples of a feature or structure for purposes of comparing 
the one under investigation to learn whether it falls within normal limits. Tools tbat support flexible 
shape and pattern matching will be needed. 

On the other hand, the user can develop possible hypotheses to explore and navigate through the 
image database. Thus, general tools that allow for "show me one like this shape but is smaller" or "frod 
me something of size in between the two" will provide powerful means of synthesizing new concepts 
and knowledge. This "cbanging the field of view" approach is perceived as an important attribute of a 
medical image database [26]. Sometimes, fundamentally different pathologic processes may exhibit 
similar image configurations. This phenomenon is known to give rise to what is called the "differential 
diagnosis," that is, narrowing down the disease diagnosis by systematically comparing with known 
cases and images of suspected similarity. For example, consider the following two queries to help 
analyzing a multiple sclerosis case: 
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(Q2) Find all MR head examinations of patients with multiple sclerosis which show white spots 
in the MR scans, categorize all the white spots found by size and locations. 

(Q3) Locate and find the size of white spots in this current MR examination and match them to 
the cases found ill query (Q2) as close as possible. 

MR images of T2-weighted sequences are normally used to identify white spots or fiber 
deposits in the brains of multiple sclerosis patients. The white spots are usually found within white 
matter, particularly the peri ventricular area around the lateral ventricles, the optic nerves, brain stem, 
and spinal cord. This application requires the extraction and quantitation of white spot volumes in these 
brain regions. 

-- Figure 9 --

Figure 9 illustrates a magnetic resonance imaging case of a patient with severe multiple sclerosis 
caused by abnormal amount of large fiber deposits in the periventricular region. The segmented objects 
are white spots found in the region and their volumetric sizes are quantitated using the similar set of 
feature extraction services discussed in Section 5.2. A query such as (Q2) thus indexes pre-processed 
MR examination cases through these symbolic objects. The following (Q3) then filters the findings 
with the current images under investigation. The added difficulty of this query is the fuzziness of the 
phrase "as close as possible." In this case, the heuristic rule used is to sum up the volumes of all white 
spots found in the peri ventricular area and then use this sum to match the first five cases with similar 
white spot volumes in the periventricular region. 

4.4. Customized Schema and Languages. New tools will be needed to facilitate ad hoc and 
customized schema for a broad range of disease applications so that the schema can be edited, modified, 
and adapted to new queries. 

In DBMS the schema represents the information model of the application. In object oriented 
databases the schema represents the various classes, the attributes (fields, instance variables), and the 
relationships between the classes. In relational databases the schema defmes the tables, both base and 
derived; various integrity constraints on the tables; and other meta-information of the database 
extensions. The schema therefore represents the structure of the information such that a data 
manipulation language can be used to query the information stored. 

Database languages for multimedia applications has been discussed widely in the literature 
[6,12,13,14]. Here we highlight some of the schema issues in medical imaging domain. Clinicians 
view and use the same medical image database in a vastly different manner. For example, a radiation 
oncologist may ask the database system about the physical shape and spatial position of tumor regions 
targeted for therapy, whereas the diagnostician may query the functional and morphological features of 
the tumors for staging of the tumor. In general, image queries in medicine can be categorized as 
follows: 

• Clinical practice concerns the daily delivery of health care such as diagnosis and therapy. Some 
rypical image queries include: (I) retrieve the current imaging studies and/or previous imaging 
studies (may be of different modalities) of a patient; (2) retrieve all imaging studies which show 
common (or different) image features of the current case; and (3) inquire about biomedical attributes 
of an object or a group of objects of interests, such as size of a lung nodule and glucose 
concentration in a brain region. 

• Education concerns the teaching of graduate and medical students, residents, and fellows. Some 
desired query capabilities include: (I) retrieve pathologically proven medical images according to a 
particular type of disease; (2) step through a sequence of examination questions and medical images 
dynamically based on the user response to the questions; and (3) ask the image database to provide 
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• 

another set of example images by modifying certain descriptors, such as severity of disease and age 
of patient popUlation, of a teaching case. 

Research uses databases to support large scale, systematic study of diseases and medical 
procedures. Typical queries involve mass screening a large number of clinical imaging studies from 
various patient groups, i.e., sex, age, race, and medical history. Given the size and region of a 
brain tumor, for example, queries may be issued to provide statistics on the improvement of patients 
operated under various treatment methods. On the other hand, a hypothesis (e.g., a certain drug is 
effective in controlling multiple sclerosis) can be composed and then be validated by a series of 
queries sent to the database system (e.g., measure the variation in the sizes and numbers of white 
spots shown in MR head images of all multiple sclerosis patients). Such queries lead to new 
biomedical knowledge. 

Thus, the schema of an integrated database system should be able to evolve over time to serve 
the expanding scope of clinical applications. Management tools should be provided to cope with such 
changes. The description of a query language will be dependent on the underlying data model used. 
Standard query languages are encouraged to ensure the interoperability of medical image databases with 
medical information systems using similar data models, e.g., SQL (structured query language) for 
relational DBMS and OQL (object query language) for object oriented DBMS. Iconic or pictorial 
queries built on top of these standard languages are essential to reap the full benefit of medical image 
databases, and this is the direction of our GUI development effort. The use of object icons and 
graphical relations provides an efficient means to develop customized queries and better 
conceptualization for the problem at hand. 

4.5. Image Manipulation and Communication. A medical image database system must 
incorporate image processing functions into its symbolic processing capabilities so that, ultimately, 
image database engines manage the data or information stored and manipulated by these application 
tools. 

Unless image database systems can acquire and manipulate image pixels as easy as they have 
done for alphanumeric symbols, the systems developed will not be of any practical use. These new 
functions include: (1) manipulate multimodal images, such as zoom, pan, rotation, contrast 
enhancement, region of interest contours; (2) recognize and segment images, such as edge detection, 
morphologically filtering, and feature extraction; (3) visualize images, such as surface and volume 
rendering, texture discrimination, mosaic, cine, and multiple and multimodal image display; and (4) 
communicate images, such as compression for speedy transmission and real time protocols. 

Simple image processing tools, such as edge enhancement and filtering , used in our client 
medical workstations are inherited from the existing PACS display stations. More computational 
intensive tasks, such as visualization and volume rendering, are delegated to the image processing 
engine of the IDB server. However, existing image segmentation techniques become useless when the 
boundary between the object of interest and the background is fuzzy. The segmentation of the brain 
objects in our applications is being done interactively. This constitutes tbe most time consuming 
operation in our development. Efficient tools for automatic feature recognition of fuzzy images, image 
registration of non rigid objects, and real time transmission of volumetric image datasets over 
broadband networks are particularly lacking. 

4.6. Data Integrity and Privacy. Integrity and privacy of electronic medical records in the 
integrated image information environment can be divided into the database server level and file transfer 
level. 

PACS file servers can provide data security, but at the file and directory level. This means 
various groups and users can be given or denied access to certain patient files or directories. Some 
directories might not be "visible" to certain users. Image database servers, on the otber hand, can 
provide security at the object level. Users can be granted various privileges on logical data objects and 
collections of objects. The granted privilege is also more diverse in scope. It might be for read or 
update operations, create operations, or execution of methods associated witb persistent objects. With a 
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file-server architecture such as PACS, the PACS controller software checks and imposes the file- and 
directory-level security that executes on the PACS controller node. With the MIDS database-server 
architecture, the software that stores and executes database-server security resides and is executed on 
the middleware image database server node. This provides more flexibility and fine grain control on the 
different levels of user-access privilege. 

Another level of security concerns the transmission of queried image data to the requested client 
workstation via the local or wide area networks. Cryptography is considered as one of the strongest 
methods to ensure data security and authenticity. MIDS can provide software encryption using the 
public-key algorithms and a combination of public- and private-key algorithms for data privacy. The 
key length used ranges from 256 bits to 1024 bits. Software encryption, however, adds considerable 
computation time for 3-D image datasets or computed radiographs [21]. It thus does not support real 
time delivery of medical images. For example, encrypting a volumetric brain MR image of 8 Mbytes 
takes about 2 minutes in a Sun SPARC LX workstation (transmission time is not a factor with our 155 
Mbps ATM links). Nevertheless, encrypting a few selected MR image slices (256 x 256 x 2 
bytes/slice) for the referring physician spends over one or two seconds. The latter thus is amenable for 
real time clinical practice. 

In certain clinical scenarios, such as in emergency room or during surgery operation, the 
integrated information framework should provide real time transmission of full volume datasets as well 
as the checking of data integrity or authenticity [21]. One approach adapted in MIDS is to create a 
fingerprint of the image. The fmgerprint is a l28-bit integer unique to that image created by an one-way 
hashing function. The calculation of fingerprint takes less than a faction of seconds in our Unix 
workstations. The fingerprint can be either embedded in a selected attribute field of the image header or 
sent together as a separate data file. The receiving site can verify the authenticity of information 
received by calculating the fingerprint value of the received image and compare that with the received 
fingerprint. Any discrepancy between the two indicates the tampering of the image during the 
transmission. Note that the fingerprint method is a tradeoff between timing performance and data 
privacy. It detects unauthorized modification to the image data but does not prevent the image from 
unauthorized access. 

5. Conclusions 

Image database management with content-based retrieval will provide an environment for 
effective clinical decision making. It will open up many opportunities in advancing medical services 
and reducing health care costs. There, however, lacks a clear definition of medical image database 
systems; let alone developing much needed tools that cannot be found in traditional databases. 

The purpose of this paper is to present our design approach and implementation experience of 
image data warehouse at UCSF. We identified challenging issues and necessary tools for this new 
class of database systems. We provided a generic architecture of the vertically integrated medical image 
database system being developed at UCSF. We described the design methods and application-specific 
tools developed within this information framework and illustrated them with implemented examples. 

Among the new database issues, the infrastructure support for medical data integration and 
content-based indexing of medical images, are the most immediate ones that must be first resolved. For 
the former issue, HI-PACS provides a genuine testbed for medical image database prototyping by 
removing the administrative and technological barriers of gathering information from diverse imaging 
and data sources. For the latter issue, the a priori approach is used to extract relevant features of PACS 
images and reports. These processed data then are translated and integrated into a common data model 
in the IDBS for enabling content-based information retrieval. The integration of content-based retrieval 
of relevant images and knowledge base techniques for decision making in the existing PACS 
installations will make the whole system much more useful in medical domain. Currently, tools for 
automatic mapping and correlating images of non-rigid body organs are still lacking. 
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In addition to current applications in epilepsy surgical planning, bone age assessment, and 
myelination disorders diagnosis, we will continue to identify and develop new MIDS applications 
driven by sound hypotheses. By gradually enlarging tbe scope of applications, we will learn more 
functionality for content-based query processing. The application-specific tools developed in tbese 
application can also be extracted and composed into a more generic package for medical image database 
development. 

The research into medical image database systems has just begun. Many fundamental 
challenges in image information processing have yet to be resolved. Research must proceed in 
multidisciplinary teams that combine the expertise of database and imaging diSciplines with the 
knowledge of the medical community. The successful implementation of medical image database 
systems in the health care system will have a direct impact on the cost and quality of patient care, 
contributing to improved disease diagnosis, therapy treatment, biomedical knowledge, and access to 
health care. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the hospital integrated PACS at UCSF. 
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Figure 2. The medical image base system (MIDS) architecture with lOBS over HI-PACS. 
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Figure 3. The operational flow of extracting image and text features into an anatomical based data model for 
subsequent content-based image indexing in MIDS. Specific knowledge or heuristics is triggered to aid the query and 
navigation of the medical image database. 
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Figure 4.a The object-oriented, anatomic data model of hand bone structure. 
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Figure 4.b. Digital represent2iion of hand cone Sii~c~ur8 in c::::mput6c ,-e.oiograpn tC.Junesy or Qr. Ewe. P:6tk21. 
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Figure o. Automated Image registration of two MRI image datasets of a muitiple sclerosis patient. Dark X~shaped 

;egions in the center of the brain are left and right ventricles. Top: MR scans taken a 'lear ago; middle: racant rvtR 

scans of diHerent orientation and position: bottom: iegistered image of the top row with respect to the second row. 
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Figure 6: Mapping regions of interest from MRI to PET. For simplicity, we show only two dimensional case here. 

The middle one shows the aligned position of PET image with that of MRI image while the right one is the 

orientation of original acquired PET image. The outlined areas, right and left amygdala and hippocampas, are the 

region of interest of all three images in the common space . . 
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Query by Textual Attrlbut"" 
Patient Name Sex Age ExamDate # slices Studyr-..umber Physldan 
Baxter, Kevin M 35 12/22/94 48 1564835_' Withington 
Oydak. Stella F 23 1/2/95 54 5463795_12 Cable 
Celd1n Fran M 4 14 4 '" 14 5 , 
Mc Elveny, Mike M 50 7/4/94 56 7392498_2 Withington 
Miyamoto, Rlye F 37 1012/93 60 1678948_4 Wong 
Serl, Prlya F I . 1/20/93 56 8435715_22 AnJarwala 
Zidak. Drew M 45 3/6/95 54 6431587_3 Wong 

Figure 7. A content-based GUI developed for retrieving patient PET and MRI images for reference and comparison 

during surgical planning and diagnostic workup of a new epilepsy case. For simplicity, MRS and MEG image features 

of anatomical objects are not shown. The images shown in the right are the third patient in the list selected by the 

clinician. For confidentiality reason , all patient and physician names have been changed. 
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Figure 8. Content-based information retrieval based on the picture of interests. The fu ll size MR image slice 

corresponds to the highlighted thumbnail image at the bottom left oi ROI pic:ure window. Both Figures 7 and 8 ars 

programmed within the same hypermedia GUI such that the user can pick any GUI page for query according to 

individual prejerencas. For confidentiality reason, all patient and physician names have been changed. 
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Multimodallmage 
Fusion for 
Noninvasive 
Epilepsy Surgery 
Planning 

Epilepsy refers to a tendency toward recur
rem seizures-that is ; ' paroxysmal de

rangements of cerebral functions caused by 
uncontrolled, excessive discharges from an aggregate 
of neurons. Despite advances in anti-epi leptic drugs, 
about 25 percent of epilepsy patients have seiZures that 
cannot be controlled by drug treatment . Such cases are 
termed medically refraccory. Approximately 125,000-
that is, half~f medicallyrefracrory patients in the Unit
ed States are candidates for surgical treatment. I 
Planning for surgery requires accurate identification 
either of a localized site of seizure onset or of a discon
nection between epileptogenic zones so that palliative 
surgical procedures can interrupt the seiZure spread. 

The currenr "gold standard" for 
evaluating surgical candidates suf-

A neurodiagnostic fering from medically refractory 
epilepsy is imracranial electroen-

workstation integrated into cephalography (EEG) recording. An 
intracranial EEG study requires 

a hospital picture archiving invasive surgery to place electrodes 
for recording brain electrical activi-

and communication system ty during sponraneous seizures. 
Figure 1 is an example of this proce· 

supports low-cost, low-risk dure. The subdural grid of elec· 
trodes will remain in the patient for 

epilepsy surgery planning by a week to a few weeks to monitor 
se izure onset. Inrracran ial EEGs 

combining biomedical impose definite risks (6 to 8 percent 
morbidi£y) , and the COSts associated 

information fro m four with such an invasive procedure, 
which include EEG monitoring in 

neuroimaging modalities. the hospital, are considerable. 
This invasive and expensive pro-

cedures is not performed unless the 
results of noninvasive studies support a reasonable 
guess about the possible lateralization or location of a 
resectable epileptogenic region. Usually, the noninva· 
sive presurgical evaluation must identify lateralization 
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choices before invasive testing can be planned. 
Technological advances in medical imaging have pro· 

duced many new noninvasive techniques that not onl~ 
help to lateralize the epileptogenic region with reason· 
able certainty before invasive EEG recording is per· 
formed but can also eliminate the need for such invasiVE 
testing. The technological revo lution began witt 
positron emission tomography (PET) scanning and th~ 
ability to display regional metabolic dysfunctions asso· 
ciated with epileptogen ic zones. Magnetic resonanc~ 

imaging (MRI) followed, providing unsurpassee 
anaromic detail to detect structural abnormalities 
Research studies using PET and magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy (MRS) separately have demonstrate( 
noticeable metabolic abnormalities in epileprogenil 
zones. Experiments with magnetoencephalograph~ 

(MEG) provide real time, three-dimensionallocation a 
dipole sources from neurophysiologic epileptiforn 
abnormalities. The sidebar brienydescribes these non 
invasive diagnostic techniques. 

Ideally, the various preoperative localizing examina 
tions produce concordant results that implicate a singl. 
brain region as the epileptOgenic zone. Unfonunatel} 
many padents have either discordant or inconclusiv· 
imaging data. In this article, we describe an image fusioJ 
application that combines biomedical information fro[ 
multiple indcpcndcntneuroimaging modalities. Its pUI 

pose is twofold: to provide accurate, noninvasive loca 
ization of epileptogenic tissue for surgical resection an 
to resolve discordant or inconclusive imaging evaluation: 

Diagnostic workup of epilepsy 
Figure 2 outlines the genera l diagnostic workup fe 

presurgical epilepsy diagnosiS. 2 A patient who entel 
this workup is medically refractory as determined by 
patient history that suggests partial epilepsy and ind 
cates failure of drug treatment. EEG and MRJ are TOl 

tinely used to classify seizures and localize th 
epileptogenic zone. The detail in MRJ visualizations ( 
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brain anatomy greatly surpasses that of any other imago 
ing modality, including x-ray computed tomography 
(Cf), and the spatial resolution has greatly improved 
the detection of most mass lesions or tumors. Detection 
of structural lesions in epilepsy makes surgical evalua· 
tion relatively straightforward. Many epilepsy cases, 
however, do not exhibit structural abnormalities in MR 
images. Further, paroxysmal abnormalities occur imer
minently and might not be captured in EEG recordings. 
Prolonged inpatient recording with video EEG teleme· 
try (VET) is necessary to capture spontaneous seiZUres. 

Positive results from MRI and VET in localizing the 
epileptogenic zone typically indicate that surgery can 
eliminate the patient's seizures. Nonconcordance 
between these two modalities almost invariably means 
that invasive EEG recordings are required to localize the 
epileptogenic zone. These recordings use one or more 
of the following: subdural strips, arrays, and stereotac
tically inserted depth electrodes. Approximately 35 (Q 

40 percent of medically refractory epilepsy patients in 
the Northern California Comprehensive Epilepsy Center 
opera ted on at the University of California at San 
Francisco (UCSF) require invasive intracranial EEG 
monitoring. The average cost of intracranial EEG is 
about $60,000 per evaluation, and the totals for this pro· 
cedure are about 52 million to $3 million each year in 
the UCSF Epilepsy Cemer alone . 

The UCSF Epilepsy Center is currently performing 
PET, MRS, and MEG imaging examinations on selected 
epilepsy patients before deciding on invasive evalua
tion. These additional imaging tests COSt abom 53,000 
{Q 54,000 perpatient, less than 10 percent of the COSt of 
an intracranial EEG study. All neuroimaging studies of 
these patients are collected for computer ana lysis. The 
use of combined noninvasive tests to reduce the num
ber a nd improve the accuracy of intracranial EEG 
recordings will help reduce patient risks and presurgi
cal evaluation costs and improve surgical omcomes.ln 
addition, multimodal imaging analysis should increase 
our understanding of decision thresholds and thereby 
increase the identification of patients with previously 

Additional imaging 

MRS PET MEG 
(-) 

(+) 

Surgery candidates 

unlocalized seizure o rigination suitable for surgical 
treatment. We have already performed these add ition
al imaging studies in 25 epilepsy surgery cases. 

Nevertheless, an effective means to access, manipu
late, and correlate large, heterogeneous multidimen
sional medical images was lacking. We therefo re 
developed a computer-aided neurodiagnostic worksta· 
tion system [0 fulfill this need. This medical workstation 
aims to provide an environment for optimal interpreta· 
tion of mulriple noninvasive image modalities by com· 
bining functional PET, MRS, and MEG information with 
srruc[Ural MRI anatomy, both qualitatively and quanti
tatively. Since there is currently little knowledge relat
ing to the positive and negative findings of va rious 
imaging and intracranial EEG studies on patient popu-

Intracranial EEG 
monitoring from 

surgically 
implanted 
electrodes 

(+) H 

Not surgery candidates 

(-) Negative findings 

H Positive findings 

--- Convenlional 
workup step 

Additional workup 
step for multimodal 
image fusion 

D Newbrain 
imaging studies 
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1 Intracranial 
EEG recording. 
the "gold 
standard" for 
eva luating 
surgical candi
dates for 
epil epsy 
surgery. 
requires its 
own surgical 
procedure-in 
this case, to 
pl ace a subdural 
grid of e lec
trodes over the 
fro ntotemporal 
cortex. 

2 Diagnostic 
workup of 
epilepsy surgical 
candidates. 
Mu ltimodal 
image fusion 
aims both to 
e liminate 
invasive 
intracrania l HG 
tests and to 
identify more 
medically 
refractory 
patients as 
candidates for 
surgical 
treatment. 
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neurological disorders 
imi'9'" aJe mostly detect magnetic fields from the brain. By 

~~;i~~j:i!~:1~~:~~~c:t~h:~e~~e:jx::,cePtion analyzing w~ak magnetic signals, MEG can help noninvasively pinpoint the source and time 
sequence of electrical activities in the brain. By 
transforming the coordinates from the 

disorders 

noninvasive 
potentials by 
and intracranial, 

opensthe.skull 
9riel, ci,f electlrod,esdirectly 

into the brain. 
Imaging"(MRI) is the 

to .~heck for structural brain-
i that do not show up in x-ray 

or tomography (CD. MR images are 
ba'sed on the signals from hydrogen nuclei 
contained in hydrogen-rich compounds in the 
body:water and lipids. Image contrast is based 
pr\l'Darily qn inh.erent properties of different 

, tissues. These in~erent ~ssue properties are 
hydro·9Emnuciei (proton) spin density and 

•• j hydrogen nuclei relaxation times (fl and T2). MRI 
. alters image contrast by selectively altering the 
hydrogen nuclei times of tissues or the pulse-echo 
sequence of radio frequency. 
. Magnetic resonance. spectroscopy (MRS) 

measures in-vivo chemicals within the body. It 
exploits the principle that every chemically distinct 
nucleus in a compound resonates at a slightly 
different frequency, allowing the detection of a 
wide .varietY of proton, phosphate, and carbon 
signals in organic molecules. The same instrumen t 
can be used for both MRI and MRS. The major 
difference important to clinicians is that MRI 
produces a high-resolution visual image whereas 
MRS obtains chemical information, typically 
expressed as numerical values. 

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) involves 
three-dimensional dipole localization methods 
using multichannel ultrasensitive antenna to 

lations, the data extracted will also help in outcome 
analyses to identify inefficienr or duplicative evaluation 
procedures. 

Infrastructure for multimedia data 
management 

The current manual recording system in hospimls 
stores diagnostic images on film and EEGs and other 
textual records on paper. This approach poses several 
obstacles to data management. First, it conrribmes [Q 
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biomagnetic measurement system to MRI, it is 
easy to project all or parts of the reconstructed 
dipole pathway into a multislice or 3D MR image 
of the patient. Source locations are then overlaid 
onto MR images to create a composite picture 
that aids in identifying the relationship between 
function and anatomy. 

Positron emission tomography (PEn 
measures in-vivo substances labeled with positron
emitting isotopes or radiopharmaceuticals and 
then constructs tomographic images reflecting 
tissue biochemistry and physiology from these 
measurements. The most common clinical PET 
procedure uses the radiopharmaceutical (F-18) 
fluorodeoxyglucose (18FDG) and results in images 
representing ~issue glucose utilization. Another 
nuclear medicine modality, single photon emission 
computed tomography (SPECD, can be 
considered a lower resolution but less expensive 
version of PET. 

Video electroencephalography telemetry 
.(VEn is a form of extracranial EEG that measures 
cerebral voltage potentials on epilepsy pati~nts 
while the seizures occur. This procedure normally 
requires in-patient hospital stay, recorded by a 
video monitor and an on-line computerized spike 
controlled by seiZure detection programs. VET is 
sometimes referred to as ictal EEG recording . 

Further reading 
I .S. Curry Ill , I.E. Dowdey, and R.C. Murry, Christensen's 

Physics of Diagnostic Radiology, 4th ed., lea &.: Febiger, 
Phitadelphia, 1990. 

1.0. Greenberg, ed., Neuroimaging: A Companion toAdoms 
and Victor's Principles of Neurology, McGraw-Hili, New 
York,1995. 

K.O. laxer et aI., "Experimental TechnologiesH in Surgical 
Treatment of the Epilepsies, I. Engel, ed., Raven Press, 
NewVork, 1993, pp. 291-308. 

data communication problems, such as accuracy, COOl 

dination. accessibility. and timeliness. Second, j 

depends on the human visual system to mentally eSf 
mate corresponding points of interest in sets of [Omc 
graphic images-a difficult process when the image 
are our of al ignment with one another. Third, it i 
tedious, labor-intensive, and sometimes impossible t 
retrieve parienr history and similar clinical cases mar 
ually from disparar..e information sources for compar 
son study. Fourth, neurodiagnosticians can miss subtl 
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abnormalities or asymmerries on film-based systems; 
worse, there is no reco rd of how frequently this hap
pens. Finally, without co· registering PET to MRI, inter
pretat ion of functional PET scans is limiled by the 
inabiliry [0 normalize metabolic changes to structural 
vol ume and by the presence of volume-averaging arti
fac ts. The interpretation of MRS biochemical spectra is 
s imilarly limited. 

Research in multimodal image fusion must fi rst over
come the administrative and technological barriers to 
gathering large-volume, heterogeneous, and fragment
ed medical images and patient records from distributed 
imaging and information sources. Thus, we built ou r 
computer-aided neurodiagnostic workstation system on 
top of the existing picture archiving and communica
tion system (PACS) infrastructure at UCSF. 

In the past decade, PACS infrastructures have been 
the prevalent means of acquiring, storing, commun i
cating, and displaying digiral images related ro rad io
logic practice. 3 A PACS integrates image acquisition 
devices, computers, communication networks, image 
display workstations, and database management sys
{ems. Its operations can be summarized as follows: 

1. Digital images generated in an examination are cap
tured by an acquisition computer and sene immedi-

ately to a central database for long-term archive. 
2. These images are then retrieved from the central 

archive and transmitted for d isplay at a remote med
ical display srarion, either automatically or upon the 
user's request. 

3. Diagnostic findings from viewing these images are 
appended to the images at the central archive. 

The complexiry of a PACS is application-dependent. A 
PACS for an intensive care unit can consist of a video 
camera to digitize radiographs, a broadband video sys
tem to rransmir medical images, and a video monitor ro 
receive and display images. On the other hand , a depart
ment-wide PACS is comprehensive and requires careful 
planning and a large capiral investment_ During the past 
decade, several such large-scale systems have been 
developed for clinical tria l a nd use.3 

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the hospital-inte
grated PACS at UCSF.4 Its implementation emphasizes 
recognized srandards, open systems connectivity, hier
archy memorymanagemem, database integration, and 
securiry. It connects not only direcdy [Q various imag
ing scanners, bur also to PACS of subspecialry sections 
and to other textual information systems, such as the 
hosp ital, radio logy, and library information systems. 
The PACS fiber-optic backbone connectS four major facil-
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d iagram of 

hospital· 
integrated PACS 
a t UCSF. 
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4 (a) Distri
buted system 
architecture of 
the neuro
diagnostic 
workstation, 
and 
(b) computer
aided workup 
for epilepsy 
surgical 
planning. 

(a) 

UCSFPACS 
central archive 

Neuroimaging 
database 

Save 
More info??;. >--< results? 

(b) 

ities in UCSF-Moffitt and Long hospitals, the ambula
tory care clinic, a nd the campus library-and a data 
bank that links various clinical databases, imaging 
devices, and medical reference sources. 

Wide-area connections between UCSF and affiliated 
hospitals in the San Francisco Bay area are being 
implemented using asynchronous transmiss ion mode, 
optical carrier level 3 (ATM OC-3c) , ISS megabits per 
second for real-time telemedicine)_ Image communi
cations between UCSF hospitals are in operation using 
frame relay technology (Tllink. 1.54 Mbps) for non
real-time telemanagement. The centralized archive at 
the deparunental PACS cluster can store up to 2.6 ter
abytes of image and text files, which can be retrieved 
and transmitted over the networks to high-resolution. 
multi terminal display stations for diagnostic review. 

PACSs are intended for management and fast review 
of vast volumes of image and text files in a digital radio 
ology deparunent. The file management system can 
only handle query by artificial keys, such as patient 
name or hospital ID. and it lacks the means to organize, 
synthesize, and present complex. heterogeneous, mul
timedia medical data to clinicians in a structured way 
for sophisticated computer-aided diagnosis, therapy, 
and surgery.s To provide genuine database manage
ment capabilities requires an image database server 
that can extract relevant features and attributes from 
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images and textual reports stored in a PACS archive and 
organize the extracted data, together with selected 
image segments, into a separate image database. Such 
an image database system suppom more nexible index
ing of PACS medical images and text and thus query· 
ing by content or features. At UCSF, we have developed 
a multimodal neuroimaging database for epilepsy 
surgery planning.6 

Computer-assisted surgery planning 
Figure 4 shows the distributed system architecture of 

the computer-aided neurodiagnostic workstation togech
erwith the computer-aided workup steps that the work
station suppOrts. The medical workstation provides a 
multimedia user interface to (1) access medical data 
stored in the PACS file archive and the neuroimaging 
database and (2) analyze the retrieved data for nonin
vasive planning of epilepsy surgery.6 For security rea
sons, all user queries from nondaily clinical operations 
pass through a multimedia data file server, which acts 
as a "firewall" against unauthorized access to the PACS 
central archive (see Figure 4a). All computers are Sun 
Sparc workstations running SunOS except the neu
roimaging database server, which resides in a four· 
processor Sun Sparc 690 MP running the Solaris 
operating system. The workstation's multimedia user 
interface is built on tOP of the Gain Momenrum object
oriented Gut builder (Gain Technology Division, Sybase, 
Palo Aho, calif.) and cheXWindows programming envi
ronment. Currently. not all of the four brain imaging 
modalities involved in epilepsy surgical planning have 
been archived into UCSF PACS (see Figure 3). Nuclear 
medicine PET image data sets are manually archived into 
the neuroimaging database using the File Transfer 
Protocol (ITP). The neurodiagnostic workstation 
includes the routing table on which to retrieve these PET 
image files upon user query. 

Information retrieval and visualization 
As noted above, information retrieval from PACS is 

based on artificial keys, such as patient name or hospital 
ID, but the neuroimaging database supports user queries 
by patient history such as age and sex, by image fearures 
such as volumes of certain brain regions and sizes of 
rumors, or by a combination of text and image features. 

Figure 5 illustrates the retrieval of patient studies, 
diagnostic repom, and medical images from PACS for 
on·line epilepsy surgical planning (query to the neu
rOimaging database is illustrated later in Figure 8). The 
user must enter a password before accessing the PACS. 
and information retrieved is filtered by the image serv
er before it goes to the neurodiagnostic workstation for 
display (see Figure 4a). The upper portion of the left 
scroll window lists the imaging studies done on a patient 
(the patient name has been changed for confidentiali
ty), while the lower scroll window displays the diag· 
nostic report of one of the studies. Retrieval is 
accomplished by selecting the desired study from the 
upper window. After reviewing the diagnostic report, 
the user can retrieve the specific image file for visual· 
ization and manipulation (see the right image·display 
window). 



Image registration and 
combination 

Before medical data retrieved 
from PACS or the neuroimaging 
database can be combined and ren
dered into 20 and 3D images for 
analysis, the medical images must 
often be registered so that voxels rep
rese nting the salJ1e underlying 
ana[Omical structure can be super
imposed or directly compared. A pair 
of image volumes might be of the 
same subject and the same modality 
but different positions or different 
scanning instruments. They might 
also be of the same subject but dif
fe rent modalities, or the same 
modality but different subjects. 

The registration strategy for the 
mul timodal image fusion application is to use the high
resolution, structural MRl data set as the reference point 
for mapping across different imaging modalities. We per
form the MRi-MEG registration using a three-point fidu
cial marking technique to project all or parts of the 
reconstructed dipole parhway into a multislice or 3D MR 
image of the patient. i The MRI-MRS registration is 
straightforward: MRS scans are performed immediate
ly after the MRI examination of the patient usi ng the 
same MR scanner and no change of the patient's head 
position. Forthe MRI-MRI, PET-PET, and MRl-PET image 
pairs, we implemented the raticrimage uniformity (RIU) 
technique described by Woods. S First, we determine the 
translation and rotation parameters such that they min
imize the voxel-by-voxel variance of the "ratio" image. 
Prior [0 calculating the ratio image for MRl-PET regis
[Tarion, a semi-automatic process strips the MRl volumes 
[0 remove the skull and scalp. RIU algorithms then iter
atively minimize the ratio-image variance using a mod
ified Newton-Raphson method based on expli citly 
computed derivatives of the variance with respect to 
each regiscration parameter.8 Recent study confirms that 
optimizing image registration on the basis of measured 
similarities in the spatial d istributions ofvoxel values is 
superior to techniques that do not use such information.9 

Figure 6 illustrates an example of volumetric visual
ization ofMRl-PETregistration. The tOp image ofche fig
ure presen ts a patient case of left mesial temporal lobe 
epilepsy with the registered PET slice superimposed on 
the MRJ volume, while the corresponding 20 MRJ slice 
at the bottom shows very subtle hippocampal atrophy on 
the left temporal lobe. The initial image interpretation 
missed this subtle change of anatomy, but the abnormal 
metabolism detected in the PET slice within the same 
anatOmic region helped to identify the atrophy. 

Extraction of structural and functional 
information 

After image pairs are registered into common space, 
the multi modal image fusion application can combine, 
extract, and quantitate biomedical inform~tion to iden
tify [he location and nature of the epileptogenic zone. 
For example, the high-resolution MR image provides a 

5 Retrieving 
multimedia 
medical data 
(patient studies, 
diagnostic 
reports, and MR 
image slices) for 
on-line epilepsy 
surgical 
planning. 

6 Top: l8FoG_PET viewed on the 
cut surface of registered 3D MRI 
volume for a patient with left 
mesial temporal lobe epilepsy. 
Abnormal metabolism appears at 
the mesial temporal lobe region 
on the superimposed PET image 
sli~e (a rrow 1). 
Bottom: The corresponding MRI 
coronal slice shows subtle structural 
atrophy of hippocampus within the 
left mesial temporal lobe (arrow 2), 
which was missed originally but 
later identified with the aid of the 
3D image. 

basis to anatomically map glucose metabolism. This sup
ports the identification of metabolic rates in specific 
brain regions of interest. 

The neurodiagnostic workstation incorporares a pro
gram developed at Lawrence Berkeley laboratory's 
Center of Functional Imaging in conjunction with the 
Volumetric Image Display and Analysis (VIDA) project 
at the University of Iowa Medical College. The program 
maps reg ions of interest defi ned on the MRI to the PET 
sinograms fo r quantitation of glucose uptake. Figure 7 
(next page) illustrates an example taken from another 
partial epilepsy case. It shows the original MRJ and PET 
images on the left and righe, respectively. The values 
called ou[ on the left were obtained from structuraV 
functional image analysis on volumes in the hippocam
pus and amygdala. The values on the right represent the 
lBFOG glucose uptake per unit volume. Such quantira-
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720 original slices from MRI (left) and PET (right). 
Quantitation of hippocampus and amygdala regions of 
the MRI can be used with the co·registered MRI-PET 
images to obtain fluorodeoxyglucose concentration per 
unit volume in l8FOG •PET. 

8 Extracted 
image features, 
such as those in 
Figure 7, can be 
used for 
indexing the 
neuroimaging 
database to 
support 
comparison and 
reference 
during surgical 
planning and 
diagnostic 
workup of a 
new case. 
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Clinical case example 
We now describe the clinical use 

of image fusion techniques in a com· 
plex case of nonlesional tempora l 
lobe epilepsy. (Note that MRI scans 
readily show the presence of gross 
lesions. Thus, there is no need to use 
additional functional information to 
localize the region of epileptogenic 
focus in these cases.) 

: lIUi1Yw'i("tT~ieS! 

01 L 100 
01 :aaa 100 ,~. 

tive da ta, which are not obtained in conventional 
workups, can define precise localization information. 

Image query by contents 
The clinician can save the analyzed results of the 

workup imo [he neuroimaging database for future ref· 
erence. For example. structural and fu nctional in fo r· 
mation extracted as shown in Figure 7 can be stored in 
the neuroimaging database to enable flexible user query 
of multimedia medical data. Figure 8 illustrates a graph· 
ical user interface for accessing information coiu ained 
in the neuroimaging database. Query is by image con
tent-in chis case, MRl hippocampal volume or PET glu· 
cose concentration-or by patient anributes such as age. 
In Figure 8, three pairs of sliders specify the range of 
these three patient attributes. The image database 
returns a list of patients satisfying the combined 
anribute ranges. Tht! user can then select a name from 
the patient list and retrieve MRJ and PET images fordis· 
play (onlyrwo slices are shown here, and the PET image 
is registered to the MRI image). 

The multimedia user interface isobject-orienred and 
compos itional, so that users can quickly implement 
another interface format, tailored to a different appli. 
cation but using the same set of graphical icons and 
tools . In addition, as the image database grows, the ana
lyzed dam will help in performing outcome analyses and 
in evaluating the cost·effectiveness of various imaging 
and surgical protocols. 
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The patient is a 29-yearold right· 
handed female graduate student in 
performing arts. She was referred to 
the Northern California Compre· 
hensive Epilepsy Center for evalu· 
ation of medically refractory, 
complex partial seizures. She was an 
otherwise healthy, young, and intel· 
ligenrwoman whose seiZures began 
when she was five years old. She had 
been eva luated thoroughly but no 

etiology was identified. The seizu res were not clinical· 
ly Significant until her late teen years, especially a([er 
she began college. She was sequentially tried on three 
ami·epileptic medications during this period, none of 
which succeeded in controlling her seizures and all of 
which had adverse cognitive side effectS. 

For a few years prior to evaluation for su rge ry, her 
seizures became extremely problematic. They were 
characterized predominately by va riable experiential 
phenomena and complex hallucinations associated with 
impairment of consciousness. The seizures she ca lled 
"fire" dreams arose out of sleep and caused her to run 
from bed forsafery, often resulting in falls and associat· 
ed injuries before she would become aware of her sur· 
roundings and situation. Her daytime seizures occurred 
randomly and caused severe alteration in consciousness, 
exposing her to potentia lly lethal risks, for example, 
walking directly into a busy street full o f traffic. 

Several routine EEGs had been performed in the past. 
Most were normal, but at least one during sleep revealed 
an active disturbance of electrocerebral activity in the 
right temporallobe. lnpatiem monitoring with VET was 
non localizing but suggested lateralization to the right 
hemisphere. Clinical semiology suggested the possible 
involvement of both frontal and temporal lobes. Repeat 
high· resolution imaging with MRi and PET were inter· 
preted as normal (that is, of no help in localizing the 
epileprogenic region). 

The patient underwent im·asi\"e seizure monitoring 



with implanted subdural electrodes 
covering both rhe frontal ;md tem
poral lobes bilaterally. Several 
seizures were caprured, but again no 
defin ite localization could be 
obtained. Seizures appeared to arise 
from the lateral temporal region on 
the right on some occasions; on oth
ers, they appea red to involve right 
mesial temporal, left lateral tempo
ral, and both frontal brain regions 
simulta neously. These confusing 
findings indicated either poor elec
trode sampling and variable spread 
patterns or multifoca l seizure 
onsets. 2 In essence, the invasive 
intracranial EEG evaluation failed. 

At this po int, the patient was not 
considered [Q be a candidate for 
surgery. The only option for her was 
to repea t the monitoring with more 
intracranial electrodes, thus incur
ring non-neg lig ible risks and con
siderable further expense. Instead 
she underwent further evaluation of 
her abnormal EEG with simultaneous recording and 
analysis by MEG. Th is study showed a strongly localized 
duster of abnormal cerebral activity in rhe superior tem
pora l gyrus of rhe right remporallobe (see Figure 9a). 
Co-registration of the FOG-PET data revealed an 
unequivocal defect in glucose uptake in the same region 
of the right superior temporal gyrus (see Figure 9b). 

An MRS study was also performed, limited to eva lua
tion of the left and right mesial temporal lobe structures. 
Figure 10 illustrates the spectra of proton -based metabo· 
lites in one of the voxels used to sample the hippocampus 
ofrhe right remporallobe. The peaks measured with IH 
MRS in this case repre$ent choline (Cho) , creatine (Cr) , 
and N-aceryl-aspartare (NM). Recent published work 
suggests that metabolite ratio NAN(Cr + Cho) is so far 
the most effective rule for lateralization in temporal lobe 
epilepsy. 10 Calculations performed on the workstation 
in this case indicated that the ratios of both sides were 
similar (nonlateralization) and only slighdy below nOf- . 
mal compared to the mean concentration ratios of the 
same defined regions of 20 normal control subjects 
stored in the neuroimaging database. Although the lH 
MRS provided no lateralization information, it was felt 
ro represent a pertinent negative. 

Based on the strong concordance of PET, MEG, and 
EEG results in one particular neocortical region within 
the temporal lobe area, a consensus panel of medical 
experts decided to go ahead and offer surgery to remove 
this focal region with the available information regard
ing localization, on the grounds that a focal resection in 
this region of the brain offered the least risk of neuro
logic injury to the patient. During surgery, the patholo· 
gy of t he normal appearing tissue by MRI revealed 
abnormally developed cortical tissue, confirming that 
epileptogenic (issue was present. The patient's surgery 
was completed successfull y, and she is now free of 
seizures and suffers no neurologica l deficits. 

Conclusion 

9 (a) MRI·MEG superimposition 
with a strongly localized MEG 
dipole cluster at the right superior 
temporal region shown in the 
Cartesian coordinates of the brain. 
(b) MRI·PET·MEG co·registration 
and superimposition showing an 
unequivocal focal defect in glucose 
metaboli sm on PET in the same 
right superior temporal gyrus 
region (outlined area in the PET 
image) marked by abnormal MEG 
spikes (represented by triangles 
superimposed on MRI anatomy) . 
For simplicity, 20 slices are shown; 
also the MR image is slightly 
posterior to the oncs in (a). 

10 MRI·MRS 
coregistration 
and spectral 
analysis. 1 H 
MRS spectra for 
the defined 
voxel region 
(white squares 
in MR images) 
in the temporal 
lobe structures 
as seen on the 
MRI. 

Planning for epilepsy surgery requires analyzing and 
combining structural and functional data from numer
ous sources to localize the seizure foci for resection. The 
multimodal image fusion work reported here is the first 
attempt to apply advanced computing technology to 
combine multiple neuroimaging modalities such as 
MRI, PET, MRS, and MEG for on-line, noninvasive 
surgery planning. 

Our primary purpose is to reduce the frequency of, 
and ultimately (0 eliminate, invasive intracranial EEG 
tests and thereby to 

• reduce COsts from the $40,000 to $80,000 range per 
imracranial EEG srudy to the $3,000 to 54,000 range 
for multimoda l image fusion srudy; 
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• eliminate the 6 to 8 percent patient morbidity risk 
associated with intracranial study to the risk-free 
imaging process; and 

• increase the medical center's capacity to serve more 
patients by el iminating the prolonged hospital stay 
required for moniroring intracranial EEG signals. 

In addition, as the clinical case described here shows, 
computer-aided image fusion can help push the surgi
cal envelope by identifying more patients with 
intractable epilepsy for surgical relief. 

Medical decision-making is an information-intensive 
endeavor, especially in roday's medical environment 
involving large, heterogeneous, multimodal diagnostic 
images . Thus, infrastruclUral support is important. 
Building the computer-aided neurodiagnosis worksta
tion on the hospital-integrated PACS and neuroimaging 
database at our institution makes the extracted data 
available for subsequent outcome analysis and perfqr
mance evaluation. 

In addition, once the computer architecture is in 
place, new image fusion techniques can be readily incor
porated into the workstation for surgical planning of 
other neurological diseases. • 
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Abstract 

Cooperative Problem Solving (CPS) is an important paradigm that will extend the power 

of current information systems to provide broader, cheaper services and to solve larger, and 

increasingly, more complex problems. In this paper, we address a critical issue of this new 

mode of computing: the existence of conflict among distributed agents. In particular, we focus 

our study on Cooperative Knowledge-Based Systems (CKBS). To obtain a better understanding 

and more balanced judgement of multiagent conflict, we provide a general scheme to study the 

logical structure of multi agent conflict and rational strategies of coping with it under different 

situations. Our research finding is that there is no grand unified theory of coping with conflict in 

performing complex real-world computer supported tasks. Instead, a library of alternative 

methods sbould be considered. We discuss four methods: inquiry, arbitration, persuasion, and 

accommodation. These methods can be combined in an order appropriate to the application 

domain such that if one method fails, the system will try the next. We point out merits and 

shortcomings of these methods and illustrate tbem using 'several high-level protocols and 

application examples from a prototype system, Building Design Network (BON). 

Keywords and Phrases: Cooperative problem solving, multiagent conflict resolution, 

knowledge-based systems, collaborative design, communication protocols. 
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1 Introduction 
Cooperative problem solving is emerging as a prominent paradigm for the next generation of information 

processing systems. Broadly speaking, a cooperative problem solving (CPS) system is a set of several loosely 

connected and often heterogeneous agents that work together to solve complex problems beyond the capability 

of the individuals [14,20]. This paper concerns one important class of CPS systems: cooperative 

knowledge-based systems (CKES), a merging field of distributed artificial intelligence (DAr) and 

distributed databases (DDB), and its applications for a class of important problems: collaborative preliminary 

design. In this context, a nodal knowledge-based system is an autonomous agent, i.e., it asserts control over its 

own programs, databases, and resources. Owing to its potential for wide-ranging applications, CKES is a 

rapidly developing field involving researchers from many areas of artificial intelligence as well as from 

database, office automation, and distributed computing areas [13, 33, 11,7,5]. 

One of the central issues arising in CKES is the existence of conflict among agents. An agent conflicts 

with another when both assert propositions that they know cannot both be true at the same time. The 

propositions can represent not only data and rules, but also resources, preferences, activities, or any 

information which can be encoded in symbolic form. Such a conflict causes a standstill, that is, it inhibits 

further action during computation. A task has to be done at once, but the agents stand in each other's way. This 

idea of conflict needs not be negative, however. Conflict is certainly bad in that it paralyzes action, and causes 

the emire computing operation to a halt. On the other hand, this conflict is good in that agents, when faced with 

such conflict, will discuss their differences and then search out alternatives which satisfy as many agents as 

possible. The result will be a high quality solution from the global perspective. 

Conflicts in a CKES can be distinguished into three types: schema conflicts, data conflicts, and 

knowledge conflicts. Schema conflicts result from the use of different schema definitions, such as tables, 

objects, and predicates, in the component systems. Data conflicts are due to inconsistent or incorrect data in the 

absence of schema conflicts. Even with consistent data content and schema representation among component 

systems, knowledge conflicts may still arise by deriving the conclusion using local inference rules and axioms 

(knowledge, in this sense, is an implicit form of data that must be derived through a set of nontrivial rules or 

methods). Schema and data conflicts have long been an active research subject in the DDB community [4, 37], 

wbereas knowledge conflict is a central issue of DAI systems [6] ; a representative set of researcb efforts in 

resolving conflicts through interagent communication is summarized in [31]. The technologies from both areas 

are needed to combine together to address the conflicts in CKBS. In addition, many of the current projects 

assume the availability of global knowledge about the application to resolve conflict or some super agent to 

assist agents in arriving at an agreement [30,40,18,32]. Nevertheless, our work in developing practical CKES 

systems shows that there often is no universal way of coping with conflict in CKES [43,48]. Global evaluation 

criteria are usually absent or are too costly to compute in such systems. 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss a scheme and four metbods of conflict resolution that are induced 

from our effort in developing cooperative knowledge systems for building design [43,48] . We call tbese 

methods: inquiry , arbitration , persuasion , and accommodation . Research in the field often notes 

inquiry and arbitration but often ignore the richness of persuasion and accommodation in achieving deeper 
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cooperative behavior. Even in our work, we can only explore limited aspects of persuasion and 

accommodation. Still, every method has its merits and shortcomings. These methods do not always work, and 

when they do they sometimes raise their own problems. The point in noting these problems is not to despair of 

solving multiagent conflict. Instead, it is a call for proper integration of these methods to overcoming individual 

shortcomings. Since agents (either human or machine) must communicate to cooperate, we illustrate these 

methods with a set of rugh-level protocols for a practical CKBS application. These protocols presume a global 

communication language and logic-based agents. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces a concise scheme for conflict resolution 

in cooperative problem solving systems. Section 3 presents the particular class of problems that motivates our 

research: collaborative building design. It also provides an architectural overview of a CKBS prototype 

developed: Building Design Network (BON). To focus on conflict issues, Section 4 sets up the basic notation 

for interagent communication while Section 5 discusses the notion of high-level protocols for use in the 

proposed resolution scheme. Following that, Section 6 proceeds to describe four modes of coping with 

knowledge conflicts using such high-level protocols, together with application examples taken from the BON 

system. Finally, in the last section, we present the conclusion of this work. and elisr;uss its extension '0 other 

relatG@o~f1GlQs4~~a~9;=37] afiff't:ohIpUCi!UftijJpm[cu cbtnclin t ±: ... ark [ij) 

2. Conflict Resolution Scheme 

Conflict in CPS systems arises in many situatio'ru;;rr-or example, the agents are unwilling to release their 

resources to other agents (local autonomy), they disagree on who should do what (poor problem 

decomposition), or have different opinions on a choice (different perspectives) . In a conflict the agents 

disagree, but, of course, that disagreement needs not continue. The agents might yet come to an agreement 

through a process of communication, thus ending the conflict. Our observation is that the conflict resolution 

process among agents in a cooperative computing environment can be organized in a reasonable, concise 

manner as sketched in Figure 2.1. 

I Determinants I • 
Strategy 7 

l6 
Agents' Decision to Strategies & J Agents' J Interaction 1 Resolve 2 Protocols 3 L Outcomes 

j4 is 

Figure 2.1. A conflict resolution scheme for CKBS. 

In this scheme, the beginning point of the resolution process is an interaction between two or more 

information agents that runs into conflict. Depending on the type of conflict, the disputants decide whether to 

confront tills conflict at once, deal with it later, or simply ignore it. In the case of direct or explicit conflict, the 
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agents must act and choose from a number of strategies and associated protocols (Arrow 2); otherwise, the 

distributed system operation will come to a halt. For better coordination, two or more disputants may also ask 

or allow a third party to assist in their selection of a conflict resolution strategy. This latter agent is called the 

coordinator. The choice of selecting an appropriate problem-solving strategy is influenced by what we call 

strategy determinants (Arrow 6), a set of defined conditions which considers various system parameters, 

including the rules and context of the application domain, the set of feasible outcomes, the number of 

disputants, the time constraint in reaching an agreement, the expectations about the probable success of different 

strategies, and so on. By applying the selected protocol, the agents would gather more information and produce 

intermediate results. These results , in turn, feed back to earlier segments. They influence future agents' 

interactions, which now follow the strict sequences defined in the committed protocol (Arrow 4), and the 

agents' future decision to resolve conflict (Arrow 5), since a settlement or improved communication may reduce 

the level of agents' dispute while a prolonged negative result may affect the agents' commitment to negotiation. 

The outcomes have also a significant effect on the choice of strategies and protocols (Arrow 7). For example, 

the agents are apt to choose protocols that have been successful and efficient in the past. The protocol efficiency 

can be gauged by the time taken to reach agreements and the agents' satisfaction of the outcomes. The following 

sections describe an application scenario that motivates this research and a communication framework that 

formalizes and extends the ideas advocated in this conflict resolution scheme into computational form. 

3. CKBS for Building Design 

One of the most crucial and time-consuming phases of building design is preliminary design, which 

involves layouts, selection of components (such as beams, columns, and connection plates) and materials, and 

specification of methods for connecting beams and columns. During this phase, feasible design alternatives are 

studied and the best alternatives cbosen for quantitative analysis. For example, Figure 3.1 illustrates a schematic 

Slr\lclural Building Frame 

Shear region t--t-<t-f .... r-----__ ol connection 

Momonl roglOfl 01 connection 

Beam 

Figure 3.1 . A schematic diagram showing the regions of a simple beam-column connection. 

diagram of a beam-column steel connection. Basically, tbe problem of connection design can be decomposed 

into four smaller parts: the operation or connection method for the moment region and shear region, and the 

detail material used for those two regions. 
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Beam-column connection design is one of the most complex and critical parts of building design. Poor 

connections will have pernicious effects 011 the overall structural integrity and reliability of buildings. However, 

owing to a large number of alternatives and decision criteria involved, a full-scale analysis is infeasible. Current 

design practice is to select a small subset of alternatives for analysis, which runs the risk of missing many bener 

designs. Worse, tbere is no effective means for the structural designer to include other participants' preferences 

and experience in bis or her design. Figure 3.2a shows the conventional approacb to building design, whicb is 

strongly sequential and iterative. 

fabricator 

<al (b) 

Figure 3.2: (a) the conventional mode and (b) the collaborative mode of design operation. 

In Figure 3.2a, for example, the designer agent passes the preliminary design to the agent at the next 

stage (in this case, the fabricator). Should the latter fmd any disagreement, the design will be modified and 

passed back to the former for review. The designer agent may approve the change and return the change so that 

it can proceed for evaluation at the following stage, i.e., tbe building erection. Or, the designer agent may 

disagree with the change and start to negotiate with the fabricator over tbe conflict. Another possibility is that 

the designer may need further information from the architect before making any decision (who often represents 

tbe owner's view and interest), so, the draft design will pass furtber up the ecbelon. In any case, no more than 

two agents are involved in the discussion, and many such passes are conducted before an agreeable design is 

evolved. In other words, the building design defined in this manner does not fully consider the experience and 

resource of all participants in every design operation. It also involves many compromises among the 

participants to compensate for the time wasted in many iterative passes. Subsequently, costly corrections are 

frequently required in the field. Such deficiencies undoubtedly incur high costs and cause a time delay of the 

overall construction process. 

By contrast, the ideal design environment would take into account all existing participants' expertise and 

resolve the potential discrepancies and conflicts together (see Figure 3.2b). A prototype system, Building 
Design Network (BON), has been developed to provide such a cooperative design environment [48,43]. 

Different from the conventional mode of building design shown in Figure 3.20, this distributed system 
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considers all feasible design alternatives and, at the same time, explores the CKBS technology to enable all 

participants of the design project to resolve possible conflicts together, derive a consensus of design solutions, 

and identify potential costs and timing problems at the early stage of the construction process. The current BON 

prototype consists of three agents, the designer, the fabricator, and the erector, with the coding of relevant 

architectural specifications into these agents' knowledge bases. Each agent has different expertise and goals. 

Each can solve problems pertinent to its own, but must cooperate with others in solving three mutual design 

problems: connection design, beam design, and column design. A complete design problem cannot be solved 

by a single agent. Furthermore, there is no optimal solutions for any of these ill-defined design problems, that 

is, no algorithm is known to generate consistently an optimal solution of the building design problem. 

Satisfying solutions of these problems can only be obtained through intense communication and negotiation 

among agents and their users. When any conflict arises during the process of cooperation, the agents will 

adhere to the scheme of Figure 2.1 to resolve that conflict. 

Communication Handler 

[ Log Manager I l Catalog Manager I 
~ ? 

l Protocol Manage~J 

User~ 

Agent's ¥' "'" Knowledge --- Mapper "lo. ~ Buffer Manager ... 
Base 

Figure 3.3: The system architecture of an agent in BON. 

Agents 
across 
network 

In Figure 3.3, we show an overview of the system architecture of BON agents [48,46]. Each agent 

resides in a separate workstation of a distributed network and communicates with the others through message 

passing. Each consists of two computational programs running concurrently. The knowledge base 

program in the foreground encodes domain rules and facts, problem-solving heuristics, and individual 

preferences of the participant of the design team, and draws conclusion from the encoded knowledge, as well as 

the additional information obtained during the interaction with other agents in the network. It may also query the 

user for any missing information during the inferencing process. Part of the agents' knowledge bases in BON 

is extracted from a previous attempt to address the connection design problem [44]. The communication 

handler program, which is designed to be a background process but can be explicitly called by a user to view 

its records and files, manages the message transactions between agents, and maps the external representations 

into the internal form, or vice versa. The use of a mapper or translator program to resolve schematic conflicts 

among component systems is a predominant approach in mutidatabase systems [32,37]. The advantage of 

choosing a common language is to reduce the mapping complexity for different internal data and schematic 

representations. For n systems of different representations, we would require n(n-I) mappers without a 

common language, compared with 2n mappers with a common language. The requirement, however, is that the 

semantics of the global representation must be rich enough to cover all local languages. 
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The catalog manager of a communication handler maintains a role table of every agent in any active 

problem solving session. specifies the type of messages permitted. and locks certain shared data which may be 

modified in an ongoing protocol session. The huffer manager manages the input and output message queues 

of various protocol sequences. The log manager keeps track of message transactions and updates, as well as 

other interaction statistics, in multiple log tables for perfonnance and for possible rollback when a protocol 

session is aborted. The records and log tables in a communication bandler are deleted automatically after the 

completion of a design session. Tbe protocol manager coordinates various ongoing protocol sessions and 

regulates all the interaction between various components and the outside world. How this is done is described 

in [46]. In that paper we also have provided a detailed description of this bandler architecture and compared it 

with other related work. The design of communication handler is influenced by the concept of t ransaction 

processing monitors in distributed database management [22,23]. Another paper has explained the strategy 

of problem decomposition and a scheme of cooperative decision making used in BON [47]. Tbe programming 

languages used for the BON implementation are Prolog and C, while the underlying communication backbone 

is TCP. 

4. Interagent Communication 

To focus on conflict resolution and not to be burdened with individual program and data structures of 

heterogeneous agents, we represent the knowledge of an agent in a first order language, L. Our prototype 

system, BON, uses a similar communication language. This language L has connectives such as ~ (negation). 

1\ (and), v (or), and => (material implication), but without explicit quantifiers. A sentence or lemma of L with 

free variables is treated as an existential sentence. as in most logic programming languages. The definition of a 

constant symbol also includes a list, where the empty list is denoted as []. The set-o/predicate is used to obtain 

a set of objects in a local knowledge base which shares a certain property, tbus, it functions as a localized 

quantifier. The knowledge, or the theory, of an agent can be viewed as a set of L-sentences at the global level. 

The logical closure of this set of sentences, r. is defined as Cn(r) = {a I r I- a}, which is often referred to as 

the belief state of that agent [19]. The belief state changes wben the theory is revised. A global state can be 

considered abstractly as a union of theories in all agents. In CKBS applications, the belief state of an agent is 

nonnally taken to be consistent, that is, its underlying set of logical sentences is consistent. This, however, 

does not apply to tbe global state of the distributed system, as individual agents often differ in goals, beliefs, 

and inference abilities. 

Organizational hierarchies are often used in cooperative problem solving systems to establish the 

problems to be solved, to decompose complex problems into simpler subproblems for different agents, and to 

provide effective means to coordinate activities and tasks [33, 21]. We adopt the notion of a role to indicate the 

position of an agent in the hierarchy. As to be discussed later in Sections 5 and 6, this role relationship affects 

the interactive behavior of agents and enables the modeling of various organizational problem solving strategies. 

Under certain operational situations. for example, a higher ranking agent may reject a request from a lower 

ranking one. This differs from the popular client-server mode of distributed processing. 
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A message type,~, denotes a procedure in the local handler which performs a certain simple 

computing function, such as query and commit. There are two types of messages: action types for initiating 

actions, and response types for replying to the fonner. Different message types can achieve the same 

function with various degrees of strength, e.g., suggesting that someone stop a task is weaker than ordering 

that person to stop, providing that the speaker is in the position to say such. Message types can be grouped into 

one class and their degrees of strength are indicated by the roles of communicating agents. The propositional 

content of a message, p, is a partial state description of the sender. It can be a tenn, a list, a predicate, or a 

sentence in L. Again, we are not concerned with tbe internal denotation of such content, which may be a 

database relation, an object attribute, or a Lisp function. We assume that the agent can translate sucb a content 

into its internal representation fonn. We use a first order language in the BON prototype due to its expressive 

power and common usage. Our intent is not to design a language to standardize knowledge sharing, such as the 

goal of KIF [34] . 

Autonomous agents act in a cooperative manner through messages. The rule for a BON agent to invoke 

a message is an expression of the fonn: 

[Message Invocation Rule) <Event>: <PreCondition> => <Message> : <PostCondition> 

where <Event> is an observable event, such as a goal, in the agent's state that triggers some action. Examples 

are queries, updates, and remote procedure calls. <Message> is a message of the fonn ~(p) with ~ as a member 

of the set of defined message types and p as one of the permissible message contents in this protocol. 

<PreCondition> is a set of preparatory conditions that is evaluated in the state before the activation of 

<Message>. Strategy determinants of the conflict resolution scheme in Figure 2.1 are encoded as preconditions 

in agents. <PostCondition> is a set of conditions that is evaluated after the activation of <Message>. For 

instance, one of the postconditions of an action message is to receive the particular type of response message. 

Example 4.1 (Message Invocation) 

Suppose that a manager, Y, wants to infonn employee X of an increase in X's salary. The invocation rule of Y 

then is as follows (capital letters denote variables) : 

increase·salary(X,Delta): work-for(X,Y), Delta> 0, salary(X,Old), New = Old + Delta 

=> tell(salary(X,New)): retract(salary(X,Old)), assert(salary(X,New)). 

where tell is the message type, <PostCondition> requires the updating of the salary infonnation of X in Y, and 

the response type is ignored bere. End of example. 

This message invocation rule borrows the concept of trigger rules in active database [12). It, however, 

further enhances that concept by adding the postcondition requirement advocated in Hoare's logic [26] to 

support intelligent interaction among knowledge-based agents. Using this rule, the postcondition of a message 

can trigger another event in the receiver agent; if the precondition of that event is satisfied, the agent will 
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respond with another message and execute any related action. This provides the basic mechanism to generate 

dialogue among autonomous agents. This invocation of a message is analogous to the utterance of an 

illocutionary act, which has a certain force and content and succeeds only when the hearer recognizes its 

intention or performative function [38]. 

5. High-Level Protocols 

The language L defines a common message format and the message invocation rule provides the 

building blocks for advanced data communication. To support cooperative problem solving, however, we 

further need a set of high-level protocols that build on top of these components. Such CPS protocols are at a 

bigher abstraction level than the conventional protocols of DDB for data transfer or deadlock prevention. These 

protocols are finitely describable sequences of communication and computation steps; where each step can be 

considered as an atomic knowledge base transaction. They convey more complex intentions than single 

messages and impose orderly interactions among agents. They are started and ended with communication steps. 

In addition, any protocol has a defined set of message types and contents. 

In a communication step of a protocol, the sender encodes a specification into a message and transmits it 

to one or more receivers. The receiving agent in a computational step decodes and evaluates the content of an 

incoming message. The notation of these two transaction steps is as follows: 

[Communication Step]: 
<step_no>: <local agent> ~ <remote agent> I <message type>,<message content>, <label> 

[Computation Step]: 
<step_no>: <local agent> I <computing functiOn>: <message content> => <result> 

where <label> is a unique tag for the protocol sequence. Such a label is assigned by the initiator agent of a 

sequence and is included in all subsequent messages of the same sequence. It provides a means for the local 

agent to keep track of multiple protocol sequences occurring simultaneously. <computing function> dictates 

how an agent interprets an incoming <message content>. It also includes determining feasible events and 

checking the precondition of these events. Thus. the execution of an internal computation transaclion may result 

in a change of state (that is. modification of a certain part of the local knowledge base) and in sending one or 

more subsequent messages. provided that the postcondition of these messages is satisfied. 

Most speech act models in the current AI literature neither specify nor limit the number of illocutionary 

acts (message types) involved, because their primary interest is to produce a rich vocabulary for studying human 

communication and linguistics at an abstract level [25. 17,28]. To carry such an approach to CKBS. the coding 

and managing of a large number of procedures that carry out the functions denoted by arbitrary message types. 

will simply generate too many degrees of freedom in design to arrive at good design haphazardly. Our design 

principle. however, is to keep the set of well-defined message types of an application as small as possible, but 

use them as the building blocks to form complex and powerful protocols to perform more complex kinds of 

inlention, such as bargaining and negotiation. For example, the BDN system has three functional classes of 
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messages: inquiry, inform. and complain. Each class contains message types of the same function but with 

various degrees of strength depending on the role relationship between the. sender and the receiver, as shown in 

Table 5.1. 

Functional Role(scnder) < Role(receiver) 

Action Type Response Type 

Role(sender) = Role(receiver) 

Action Type Response Type 

Role(sender) > Role(receiver) 

Class Action Type Response Type 

Inquiring request assenlis_unknown ask answerlis_llIlknown direct 

Informing reconulleruJ endorse/reject offer accept/refuse tell 

Complainin. orotest aoorove/disapprove complain valitUi1!110re 

Table 5.1: A list of the message types used in BDN. 

where xJy refers to either type x or y in response. Moreover, types notify and busy can replace any of the 

response types for specific control purposes [46]. We briefly comment on the performative functions of these 

message types. Let degree('t) represent the characteristic degree of strength of type 't. 

[Inquiring Communication Rule]: To inquire is either to query for information or to request some 

action. The role relation between the sender and the receiver is used to indicate the degree of type strength. 

In Table 5.1, degree(direct) > degree(ask) > degree(request). Such a comparison of message types has 

many implications. A request or ask type message lets the receiver know that the sender is either of the same 

rank or a lower rank. Thus, the receiver can grant or refuse the inquiry by returning messages with either an 

assert or answer type. However, in a direct act, such a refusal is precluded as it is coming from a higher 

authority. The receiver would send back an message of type is_unknown when it does not know (i.e., 

cannot derive) the answer of a query. 

[Informing Communication Rule]: To inform is either to give out information or instruct someone to 

do something. The content of an informative message must be in grounded form (a postcondition) while 

there is no such restriction for inquiry messages. An agent can accept or refuse a message of type offer or 

recommend, but must follow the instruction of a tell act. When the content of an informative message is not 

computable, a response act of type iSJonfused would be sent. 

[Complaining Communication Rule]: Complaint messages are used to express disagreement or 

dissatisfaction with others' choices or answers. They are used by the sender of a lower or equal mnk to 

seek the approval of a receiver for starting negotiation over conflict. There is no complaining type defined 

for a sender of higher ranking. Such a sender can simply tell lower ranking receivers to start negotiation 

right away. 

Several query strategies that make use of the notion of type strength have been described in [46]. It is 

worth noting that: 

Property 5.1: Every high-level protocol involves an even number of communication steps and an odd number 

of computation steps. 

Reason: The first part follows from the fact that each message of action type requires the matching of one respons< 

message; and the second part is due to every protocol starting and ending with communication steps. 
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Tbe protocol manager of a communication handler uses Property 5.1 and the protocollahels to keep track 

of pending messages of various protocol sequences. Although this design application does not concern with low· 

level sensor signals, the same rule can sti ll apply. A sensor input initiates an event of the local agent, wbicb ther 

checks the preconditions before sending out a message to a remote agent. If tbat remote agent is the same senSOJ 

agent, our scbeme requires an acknowledgement in terms of a response message. The next example illustrates, 

simple query example based on BDN's communication framework. 

Example 5.1 (Simple Query) 

The simplest form of protocols involves only two agents, two messages (action and response), and a single 

predicate or term as message content. Figure 5.1 shows such a protocol for single-stage query (SSQ) between 

two equal ranking agents. 

[SI]:a~b 

[S2]: b 

[S3] : b ~ a 

I ask, p(x), I 

I if compute: p(x) => q then reply q; 

I else say nil. 

I answer/un/mown, q/nil, I 

Figure 5.1: A single-stage query protocol, SSQ. 

We elaborate the internal computation involved in SSQ in tbe following. The inquiry rule of agent a for a 

grounded predicate p(x) is (see the message invocation rule, inquiring communication rule, and Table 5.1): 

goal(p(x)): not ra I- p(x), equal-role(a,b), on-line(b) 

~ ask(p(x), f): receive 1:(q), check if 1: E {answer,unknown}, if okay update ra 
The belief state of agent b to generate an unknown response is: 

receive ask(p(x), f): equal-role(a,b), p e PREDSSQ, 

p(x) is ungrounded such that not rb I- p(c/x) or not rb I- ~p(c/x), 

p(x) is grounded such that not rb I- p(x) or not rb 1- ~p(x) 

~ is_unknown(nil, f): store p(x) 

where p(c/x) stands for an instantiation of p(x) (constant c substitutes x) when x is a variable, and PREDSSQ 

denotes the set of allowable propositional contents of SSQ. As the content of an unknown message carries no 

valuable information, the receiver does not need to spend time decoding and interpreting it and can go on to try 

some other means. The inquired agent, b, however, would store the unknown query in its database. If, in the 

view of future evidence, b can derive a solution to that query, it will then send the answer to the inquirer a. The 

log manager of the agent b's communication handler will noti fy the protocol manager when to check a pending 

unknown query again and to delete this entry after a number of retries. It also records and updates the 

communication transactions of the ongoing protocol sequences. 
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In case of a definite response, the state of b is: 

receive ask(p(x), f): equal-role(a,b), p E PREDSSQ, rh 1- q => allswer(q, f) 

where q E {p(x),~p(x),p(c/x),~p(c/x)}. 

This ends the example. 

Property 5.2: Agents are "sincere" in the sense that they are willing to share information and should not say 

things they believe to be false or lack evidence. 

Reason: Follows from Example 5.1 that any agent k cannot assert a proposition ~ while ~ I-~~ or not rk I-

~ . 

Property 5.3: Agents are "cooperative" in that they always respond according to the protocols. 

Thus, the cooperating agents incorporate a three-valued logic system, i.e. they reserve their judgement 

on undefined propositions until more conclusive information are gathered later on. This echoes Austin's 

Maxims of QUality: the speaker should not say what he believes to be false and should not say that for which he 

lacks evidence [3]. This approach differs from predominant two-valued systems for reasoning about incomplete 

knowledge, such as default reasoning or closed world assumption {16). The systems are not mutually 

exclusive, the former can subsume the latter [35). We believe that this notion of "sincere" evaluation provides 

more leeway for reasoning about uncertain knowledge in a distributed systems environment. 

6. Four Modes of Conflict Resolution 
This section discusses four classes of strategies of the conflict resolution scheme shown in Figure 2.1. 

Each class of strategies will be illustrated with an application example taken from BDN using a high-level 

protocol. Our emphasis here is on the ideas behind each class of strategy and not on the specific details of 

protocols. For better presentation, at times, we will skip some obvious computational steps in listing a protocol. 

The conflict resolution methods can be combined in a pre-defined order such that if one fails the next is tried. 

This increases the flexibility and robustness of cooperating computing systems. When all methods fail, the 

system will inform the users about the deadlock state and request them for action, such as overwriting the conflict 

with a user-defined solution or re-selecting a previous tried method. Note that this previous method may not be 
r<~1 

optimal, since otherwise it would have succeeded. As the agents' knowledge bases may be changed during their 
A 

interaction, a previous failed method may be workable in the second attempt in light of the new evidence. 

6.1 Inquiry Mode 

If the cause of conflict is due to opposing beliefs or judgments, focusing on background information 

relevant to them may be the thing to do. In the method of inquiry, the agents find and collect the underlying, more 

simple and basic, data and beliefs about the conflict. They, then, resolve the conflict by appealing to the retrieved 
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data and beliefs and some sbared principles for interpretation. This method requires that agents structure their 

knowledge into lemmas or logical clauses, and use these lemmas for proof, and that they only unwind them when 

challenged. Not all CPS systems can support this method as the knowledge of their agents may not be 

transparent. Nevertheless, the inquiry in CKBS amounts to incorporating a certain mechartism into the agents to 

retrieve the inference steps that derive opposing beliefs. 

Suppose that agent x deduces a conclusion Cln in the nth step such that ClI , ... , Cln_1 I- Cln where Cli is a 

belief deduced in the ith step. An opposing agent y who disagrees with x can inquire what the premises of Cln are 

in a step-by-step manner, i.e., Cln_1 then Cl n-2 then ... , until both agents pinpoint the source of their 

disagreement. Sometimes, x may want to retrieve all these steps in one inquiry, but this could incur a high 

computation overhead on y. Tbe strategy to use would depend on the tradeoff between the cornmurtication cost 

and the retrieval cost. Retrieving knowledge represented in common representation schemes, such as production 

rules and frames, is rather straigbtforward. For instance, retrieving background knowledge in a rule-based agent 

sinnply requires the tracing back of the sequence of production rules being fired. 

The following example considers a multiple-stage query (MSQ) protocol; the concept of a multiple-stage 

query is cornman among OAI systems based on contract nets [36] and partial global planning [15]. The MSQ 

protocol illustrated below, however, generalizes the SSQ protocol of Example 5.1. An agent keeps collecting 

premises about the conflict until it locates tbe problematic lemma, tben it [mds a way to change the use of that 

lemma, usually by filling in missing data or correcting wrong data. This example concerns a connection design 

scenario in which the erector agent disagrees with the designer agent's choice. 

Example 6.1 (Inquiry) 

Referring to the building connection diagram of Figure 3.1 , let us denote the method predicate for connecting a 

region of this connection as: 

connect-method(column(Place,Method),beam(Place,Method),Region,Status) 

where column(Place,Method) indicates tbe operation place and the joining method of a column section of this 

connection region, beam(Place,Method) indicates the similar items for tbe beam section, Region indicates the 

region of the connection, and Slatus indicates the nature of this statement. In this design application, the status of 

certain domain data can be assigned as f (a fact that cannot be changed), 0 (an opirtion that is subject to change in 

lieu of new evidence), or u (a sentence for whicb the status is unknown), such tbat facts are preferred to 

opirtions and opirtions are preferred to data of unknown certainty. This notion of ordering is inspired by the 

epistemic ordering proposed by Gardenfors for modeling logic-based agents' beliefs [19]. 

Let us consider the two choices about the moment region in the connection below: 

sw-fb·m =def connect-method(column(shop,welded),beam(floor,bolted),moment ,f) 

sw-fw-m =def connecl-method(column(shop,welded),beam(floor,welded),moment,f) 

where the term "shop" denotes operation in the factory, "floor" denoles on-site operation, and sw-fb·m and sw-fw

m are shorthand notations. Let us suppose that the designer agent, d, prefers sW-fb-m to sw-fw-m from the 
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viewpoint of reliability, i.e. rd 1- choice(>,sw-fb-m.sw-fw-m,rel), but the erector agent, e, disagrees. The reliability 

criterion, rei , addresses the quality and failure rate of the building using a particular connection method. 

[SI]:e-7d 

[S2]: d 

[S3]: d -7 e 

[S4]: e 

[S5]: e -7 d 

[S6] : d 

[S7] : d -7 e 

[S8]: e 

[S9] : e -7 d 

[SIO]: d 

[Sl1]: d -7 e 

[S 12]: e 

[SI3]: e -7 d 

[S14] : d 

[SI5]: d -7 e 

[SI6]: e -7 d 

[S17]: d -7 e 

[SI8]:e 

[SI9]: e -7 d 

[S20]: d 

[S21]: d -7 e 

ask, why(choice(>,sw-fb-m,sw-fw-m,rel) ,1-step), I 

why:choice( ... ) • better-joints( ... ) 1\ same-quality-control( ... ) 

answer, better-joints(sw-fb-m,sw-fw-m,o) 1\ same-quality-control( ... ), I 

Cn(rcS4) = Cn(reS3 U {better-joints(sw-fb-m,sw-fw-m,o), same-quality-control( ... )}) 

ask, why(better-joints(sw-fb-m,sw-fw-m,o),2-steps), I 

why:better-joints(sw-fb-m,sw-fw-m,o) => floor-joint(>,bolted,welded,o); 

why:floor-joints(>,bolted,welded,o) => welding-quality(average,o) 

answer, welding-quality(average,o)::> floor-joint(>,bolted,welded,o), I 

Cn(reS8) = Cn{reS7 u {floor-joint(>,bolted,welded,o),welding-quality(average,0))) 

ask, why(welding-quality(average,o),1-step), I 

why:welding-quality(average,o) => locationL.building,u) 

answer, locationL.building,u), l 

10cationL,building,u) E Cn{rcS12) but 10cationL,building,f) E Cn{reSI2) 

offer, location(texas,building,f), I 

I Cn{r dS 14) = Cn({r dS 13 - {locationL,building,u)] } u {location(texas,building,f)j) 

I accept, nil, I 

I ask, welding-quality(X,S), I 

I answer, welding-quality(good,f), I 

I Cn{r eS 18) = Cn(W dS 17 - {floor-joint(>,bolted,welded,o),welding-quality{average,o)} U 

{ welding-quality(good,f))) 

I ask, choice(C,sw-fb-m,sw-fw-m,rel), I 

I r cS20 I-- choice(=,sw-fb-m,sw-fw-m,rel) 

I answer, choice(=,sw-fb-m,sw-fw-m,rel), I 

Figure 6. l a: An instance of MSQ protocol. 

Figure 6.1. shows a negotiation between the two agents, where rxN and Cn(rxN) denote the theory and 

the belief state, respectively, of agent x at step N. The high-level protocol makes explicit any cbange of belief 

state of agents. For example, the new states of the erector's knowledge base occur at [S4] and [S8] ; on the 

other hand, we have r cS4 = r eS5 = r eS6 = r cS7, if the interaction of the erector agent with the other two agents is 

restricted to this MSQ over the time frame of these four steps. 
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Figure 6.lb: The state transition graph of the MSQ protocol of Figure 6.la. 

Figure 6.1 b illustrates a graphical representation of this inquiry process. For clarity, we skip some 

computational steps, but keep all communication steps (by Property 5.1, the number of communication steps in 

every protocol must be even) The "why" predicate is a meta-interpreter routine that can retrieve antecedent 

lemmas from n-steps back in the proof tree. In [S2], for instance, the designer agent retrieves the immediate 

antecedent lemmas that sw-fb-m has better joints than sw-fw-m while the quality control in both methods is the 

same, as their operations are done at the same place (column side at shop and beam side on field). Not satisfied 

with the answer, the erector agent probes further. In Steps [S6-7], the designer gives the reason that sw-fb-m has 

better quality joints than sw-fw-m two inference steps up the proof tree; because it believes the welding quality in 

this project is average, and thus bolting would be a better method than welding. Welding is generally a less 

reliable method for connection, as there are many ways that a welded connection can break compared to a bolted 

connection. Welding in the shop, however, is compensated by welding machines, thus, there is better control of 

the quality of welded products. In this case, the problem of sw-fw-m is at its beam section (welding site). The 

knowledge that determines the welding quality by the designer is represented as follows: 

<Designer Knowledge Base> 

location(texas,building,S) => welding-quality(good,S). 

location(new-york,building,S) ::> welding-quality(bad,S). 

location(X,building,S) A ~member(X, [texas,new-york]) => welding-quallty(average,o). 

The welders are of high calibre in the Texas area due to the experience gained in constructing offshore oil rigs, 

which have much more stringent welding specifications than buildings. It is certain that welding is as good as 

bolting if the building site is in Texas. The designer agent is not aware of the building site (see [SID]), aod by 

default, it guesses that the welding quality is average (see the location rule given above). When the designer is 

told the fact that the site is in Texas ([SI3] and the update operation at [S14]), it changes its impression that 
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welding quality is now good and becomes indifferent between sw-fb-m and sw-fw-m. The previous disputable 

result, choice(>,sw-fb-m,sw-fw-m,rel), now vanishes due to the new belief state of the designer agent, Cn(r dS t4). 

This is the end of the example. 

Example 6.1 illustrates the type of knowledge conflict that is caused by inconsistent data and missing 

information. The conflict resolution process is nonmonotonic as it involves modifying the agents' knowledge 

bases, e.g., the designer agent updates its belief about the building site at Step [SI4]. Collecting more 

information or evidence via the inquiry could lead tbe agents to agreement and thus end tbe conflict, with the 

assumption that the agents, if not tbe users, have sufficient knowledge (often domain-specific) to evaluate the 

gathered evidence. Many methods in current CPS systems adopt the inquiry mode [30,45,27]. Even assuming 

that such a comparison is possible, many problems still remain. For example, a conflict may not derive from any 

difference in the agents' premises or plans. The conflict may persist no matter how much the agents have learned 

about each other's premises. In other words, no amount of inquiry will provide agreement. On the other hand, 

the agents may not have time for the inquiry. For instance, in real-time applications, fast action often has to be 

taken while the agents are still in conflict on the matter. A common mode of coping with these problems is 

Arbitration. 

6.2 Arbitration Mode 

An arbitration method is a procedure for selecting an outcome out of many competing alternatives. There 

are many such methods. In a personal conflict, we may toss a coin; this is arbitration. For explicit conflict 

among agents, consider two competing alternatives, x and y, in an issue. Two agents prefer x over y, while a 

third agent prefers y over x. Applying the simple majority rule, the outcome would be that x is preferred to y. 

Knowing how the vote came out, all the agents then accept the outcome. More sophisticated methods in selecting 

fair outcomes are the subject of social-choice theory [39]. These methods generally include an agenda tbat 

contains a list of criteria for each mutual problem. The agents would first form individual preferences (by 

qualitative means, such as preference relations, or quantitative means, sucb as utilities or probabilities) from the 

competing alternatives according to the problem criteria. They, then, apply some procedure to select an outcome, 

or a "best" choice, out of the individual preferences. 

Example 6.2 (Arbitration) 

The agenda of this problem contains three major criteria: the cost of erecting the building, the cost of fabricating 

parts, and the cost of the joint material used, such as bolts, welds, and fillets. The first criterion is pertinent to 

the erector, while the latter two are concerned with the fabricator. Table 6.1 shows a case of individual 

preferences for five alternative connections. Tbe same shorthand notation used in Example 6.1 is used for 

denoting these alternatives. 
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Rank 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Erection cost Material cost Fabrication cost 

sb-fb-m fw-fw-m fw-fw-m 
sb-fw-m sw-fw-m fw-fb-m 
sw-fw-m sb-fw-m sW-fw-m 
fw-fb-m fw-fb-m sb-fw-m 
fw-fw-m sb-fb-m sb-fb-m 

Table 6.1 Preference orderings about direct cost. 

Tbe reader can get a feel for tbese rankings via the following reasoning. The erector agent prefers work 

to be done in the shop whenever possible, so it can spend fewer man-hours (thus, less labor cost) on the project, 

e_g., all floor-based methods are ranked lower. If the work has to be on site, the erector would favor bolting 

over welding, e.g. sb-IQ-m > sb-fll'-m. The bolting operation is faster and less hazardous, and thus affects labor 

cost and safety; the latter can be translated into the costs of insurance and worker compensation. In contrast, the 

fabricator prefers work to be done on site to reduce the load of fabricating parts. If the work must be done in 

shop, the agent would like to use less material, i.e. , it prefers welding over bolting. Obviously, no amount of 

inquiry will help to alleviate the disagreement, as each agent has a different priority. 

[SI]: f~d 

[S2): d 

[S3) : d ~ f 

[S4):d~e 

[S5) : e ~ d 

[S6): d ~ e 

[S7) : d ~ f 
[S8) : e 

[S9): f 

[SIO): e ~ d 

[SII) : f ~ d 

[SI 2):d 

[SI3): d ~ e 

[SI4) : d ~ f 
[SI5,1 6): eJ 

[SI7): e ~ d 

[SI8) : f ~ d 

protest, protocol(arb,mc-method), la 

if approve then inform all agents; 

else tell f to abort 

approve, nil,la (assume approve) 

tell, start(protocol(arb,mc-method», La 

report, okay, 10 

direct, order(ere-cost,L1,01) 

direct, order(lab-cost,l2,02) /\ order(mat-cost,L3,03), la 

order.ere-cost => e-list; 

order:fab-cost a f-list ; order:mat-cost => m-list 

repLy, order(erect-cost,e-list,o), La 

repLy, order(lab-cost,I-list,o) /\ order(mat-cost,m-list,o), 10 

borda:e-list,f-list,m-Iist => d-list; 

top:d-list => fw-fw-m 

direct, best(mc-method,fw-fw-m,o)?, 10 

direct, best(mc-method,fw-fw-m,o)?,la 

if okay then accept; 

else protest 

reply, accept/protest, 10 

reply, accept/protest, 10 

Figure 6.2: An arbitration protocol, arb. 
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In Figure 6 .2, we show an arbitration protocol, arb, tbat uses the Borda position rule for selecting tbe best 

choice from a set of conflicting preferences [39). This protocol assigns one agent as a high-ranking coordinator 

and the rest as peers. Since, by law, the designer is responsible for the entire building structure, the designer 

thus plays the role of tbe coordinator in this problem, the mc-method problem (the connection method for the 

moment region). Note, the primary function of the coordinator is to synchronize message transactions and to 

monitor negotiation among agents -- not to resolve the conflict. Its other functions depend on the problem 

solving methods used in the organization. In this case, for instance, it also acts as an arbitrator. As sbown in 

Step 1 of Figure 6.2, the fabricator agent is the one who complains and initiates the arbitration. It bas the 

motivation to do so as it has two criteria while the erector has only one. Moreover, one should also observe that 

the ordering of certain steps in the arbitration protocol can be interchanged, e.g. [S3) with [S4), [S6) with [S7), 

and so on, and the data consistency and performative intention of that protocol would still be preserved. 

Instead of the majority rule, the designer decides to use the Borda rule in Protocol arb to address a shortcoming 

of tbe preference relation of the majority rule, that is, the relation does not capture the notion of preference 

intensity. Group choice should depend not merely on individual orderings, but on their intensities of preference 

as well. Let the total number of choices in an ordering of criterion i be nO), tbe rank of a cboice, x, in neil be 

r(i,x), and the total number of criteria in the agenda be m. The weigbt of x in the total ordering is, thus, 

calculated as follows (we take each criterion to be of equal importance): 

w(x) = I (n(i) + 1 - r(i,x)), for 1 ~ i ~ m. 

As an example, in Table 6.1, w(sb-fb-m) = 7 and w(sb-fw-m) = 9. The choice obtained under this arbitration 

procedure is fw-fw-m, that is, this connection region should be welded on site. If any agent disagrees with the 

new choice, it can protest to the designer who may agree to start another round of arbitration under a different 

procedure suggested by the protestor. This ends Example 6.2. 

This approach to arbitration has its own problems. Back in the Fifties, Arrow proved that fair or just 

methods for resolving social conflict are impossible to obtain, even for a few reasonable criteria (2). In the case 

of the Borda rule, if some agent includes an irrelevant alternative in its preference ordering, it may upset the 

accumulated weight, or worse, the new alternative may be given the highest weight. This result has triggered an 

avalanche of research into this subject matter, but without any conclusive results. Today, any computer designer 

who wants to employ such arbitration in resolving conflict must be aware of its inadequacies. 

Another popular approach is to include some measurement of the strength of the agents' knowledge, 

such as uncertainty factors, probabilities, epistemic postulates, and modal operators. Consider a proposition C/., 

say, an agent x asserts NC/. (C/. is necessarily true) while agent y claims P~C/. (possibly false), where the 

epistemic operator N is stronger than P. Then, y would retract its claim and accept NC/.. This agent might also 

have to revise some of the premises of the retracted belief in the process. This mode presumes the existence of a 

common reference for strength assignment. But such a reference generally would be hard to obtain in practice: it 

assumes the pre-existence of objective, global knowledge to do so. In BDN, for instance, we found limited use 

of facts (f-sentences) to overwrite opinions (o-sentences). With the exception of mathematical algorithms, 
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physical attributes of parts, and geometric constraints on parts, tbe agents' knowledge and experience in this 

design domain is largely opinionated. Thus, we see in both approaches the danger of arbitrarily ending conflicts 

through the improper use of arbitration. 

Further, an arbitration method divides the agents in conflicts into winners and losers, and the opinions or 

beliefs of the losers are ignored. Arbitration settles conflicts by solving the problem of action so that the agents 

can be on the move, but it leaves the conflicts unresolved. The erector agent in Example 6.2 is certainly unhappy 

about the arbitrated choice, fw·fw-m, as this is the last thing it desires. Agents remain at odds with each other 

about their opposing beliefs on the matter as well as on their conflict. It may be asked, why bother? Tbe agents 

are finally on the move. Why not just get on with it now? Why worry about the losers? The reason is clear. This 

runs against the consensus spirit of cooperative problem solving. The hidden sources of unresolved conflict 

will, sooner or later, resurface again, or worse, may cause a better solution to the global problems to be missed. 

Here, we ask more than arbitration can offer. Another method we are can try is Persuasion. 

6.3 Persuasion Mode 

This way of coping with conflict is common among people, and, like cooperation, it is broad and hard 

to explain (just look at the amount of social science literature devoted to this topic with different interpretations). 

In the collaborative design of a structural building, we take a narrower view of persuasion and build it based on 

the way that arbitration works. Persuasion aims at agreement among agents, but not in the way that inquiry 

does. In inquiry, the goal is to settle the conflict by smoothing out the differences. Persuasion starts off from 

the premise that such agreement is not possible (or agreement can only be obtained if forced). Instead of 

figuring out acceptable solutions under the existing issues or agenda, this method attempts to r esbape that 

agenda, or, rather, tries to replace the set of issues with different, but closely related, one. 

Example 6.3 (Persuasion) 

We illustrate this concept of persuasion with the same connection design example shown in Figure 6.2. This 

supposes that the 'erector agent disagrees strongly, and that nb arbitration methods under the same set of criteria 

will provide for agreement. Since the erector agent cannot overwrite the designer agent's decision (being of 

lower rank) or alter the fabricator agent's preferences (same rank), it tries to persuade the designer (the 

coordinator of the project) to accept a new criterion. The erector can do so through sending the protest message 

at the last step of the arbitrary protocol at Figure 6.2, similar to a distributed two-pbase commit protocol 

used in multidatabases [411, where a call for voting for all agents is issued in the prepare pbase (Steps [S13 -

14]) before any change is committed in the commit pbase (i.e. [S 17 - 18]). Furthermore, the prepare phase 

has an associated timeout. If some participant does not vote within that time, the coordinator interprets the 

inaction as a no vote. 
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Figure 6.3 shows such a communication event of persuasion. 

Steps [S 1-5] similar to [S 1-5] of Figure 6.2 but with the erector agent now as the initiator. 

[S6]: e ~ d I request, agenda(mc-method,2nd(L),0), /p 

[S7]: d ~ e I assert, agenda(mc-method,2nd(2-list),0), /p 

[S8]: e I select:2-list => issue(rel); 

[S9]: e ~ d 

[SIO]: d 

[Sl1] : d ~ f 

[S 12]: f 

[SI 3]: f~d 

[SI4] : d ~ e 

I find support lemmas 

I request, add(rel,1 st(old-list)) A support(location(new-york,building,f)), /p 

I if rdS9 U {Iocation(new-york,building,f)) I- upgrade(rel,[ ... ],o) then accept; 

I else tell e to abort 

I direct, agenda(me-method,1st(new-list),o)?, /p 

I if okay then accept; 

I else protest 

I report, okay, /p (assume okay) 

I assert, agenda(me-method,1 st(n-list),o), /p 

Figure 6.3: A protocol for persuasion. 

In building design, there is usually a set of less important criteria in every problem agenda. The secondary 

criteria are considered only under exceptional conditions, such as when the agents cannot decide on a choice 

using the primary set of criteria. For the me-method problem, reliability (rei) is a secondary issue by default. But 

the erector checks its database and finds that there is a high failure rate of buildings using the same connection 

method in the New Yark area ([S8]). Though it does not know the correlation between them, it suggests that the 

desiguer make reliability a primary criterion, add(rel,1st(old-list), based on this finding (a heuristic rule). The latter 

agent yields, as this request is consistent with the following clause in its knowledge base: 

<DeSigner's Agenda Upgrade Rule>: 
best(me-method,fw-fw-m,Status) A welding-quality(bad,Status1) 1\ agenda(me-method,1 st(list),o) 

1\ ~member(rel,list) ::> upgrade(rel,[agenda(me-method),agenda(se-method)],o). 

The above clause can be read as: if the choice requires welding the connection on site ooly, i.e., fw-fw-m, and the 

welding quality is bad (derived from the location rule stated in Example 6.1), reliability becomes a concern (see 

Example 6.1) and should be made a primary criterion. At the same time, this rule also updates the agenda of a 

closely related problem, the sc-method problem, which is the operation method for the shear moment connection 

region (see Figure 3.1)_ Table 6.2 shows the designer's preference ordering with respect to reliability. 

Rllllk Ere~tiQD ~Qst Material cQ~t Fabrication cQ~t Reliallilin- Overall 

1 sb-fb-m fw-fw-m fw-fw-m sb-fb-m sw-fw-m 
2 sb-fw-m sw-fw-m fw-fb-m sw-fw-m [sb-fw-m,sb-fb-

m,fw-fw-m] 
3 sW-fw-m sb-fw-m sw-fw-m sb-fw-m fw-fb-m 
4 fw-fb-m fw-fb-m sb-fw-m fw-fb-m 
5 fw-fw-m sb-fb-m sb-fb-m fw-fw-m 

Table 6.2: New preference orderings after the persuasion process. 
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In general, for reliability, shop operation has better quality control and, for floor operation, bolting is preferred 

over bad welding. For example, we have sb-f12-m > sw-flI£-m. Using the Borda weighting rule of Example 6.2, 

the overall ordering calculated table indicates that sw-fw-m is the new "best" choice for the revised agenda. A 

glance at individual orderings shows that this is a reasonable choice for all agents. 

This ends the example. 

One can see from this example that persuasion works by getting the agents to tum away from the existing 

criteria and to consider another set instead. What is the motivation for this? Changing the agenda is changing the 

subject oJthe conflict. Under the new criteria that the persuader brings up in the agenda, it is expected that other 

agents would likely agree with its proposal. By getting the opposing agents to accept its agenda, the persuader 

hopes to get them to join its side. Looking from another angle, we can say that persuasion is the attempt by one 

agent to change opposing agents understanding of something, or to get them to see things in some way that 

prompts them to act as they would not have done otherwise. 

This kind of persuasion, that is, changing the problem agenda, enables us to incorporate deeper 

cooperative behaviors into autonomous agents. But, as with inquiry and arbitration, this strategy also has its 

shortcomings. For knowledge base applications, persuasion can sometimes lead to dead ends. The important 

question this raises is, when does this result in a dead end? This corresponds to some questions that other 

methods raise. The question regarding inquiry is: when is an inquiry conclusive? When have the agents 

collected information that should lead them to choose a certain option? This is a problem of epistemology and 

decision theory. The question for arbitration is: when is it fair? This is a topic of social choice theory. The 

question of persuasion boils down to this: when are the shared data and knowledge misrepresented? When do 

agents misunderstand each other's intentions and plans? Coupled with inquiry, persuasion can, to a certain 

extent, help agents clear up some of their misunderstandings, but many still would remain. This goes beyond 

the issue of conflict and steps into the subject of knowledge representation. 

Let us shelve this difficult question and return to persuasion as an attempt to get the opposing agents to 

side with persuaders. An obvious problem is that the opposing agents might resist the new agenda proposed by 

the persuader. For instance, the designer in Example 6.3 might disregard the fabricator's request. If persuasion 

does not work, more persuasion might now be tried, but the prospects of this are not good. A different approach 

is in order. We come to a fourth mode of coping called Accommodation. 

6.4 Accommodation Mode 

There are circumstances where agreement between agents cannot be reached, but action must be taken; 

otherwise, cooperation would have to be aborted. The aforementioned modes deal with isolated cases of 

conflict. They view conflict resolution as a single-shot process. Conversely, the method of accommodation takes 

account of the fact that a conflict is often part of history. A group of agents differ in what they now want, and 

some of them have to lose. But this might not be the last time they will meet nor will the circumstances remain 

unchanged. The accommodation mechanism records relevant information in each cycle of conflict resolution and 

looks at what might be done somewhere down the road. For example, in design, the winners may decide to 
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include a rejected criterion proposed by the losers into tbe agenda. They may add certain previously ignored 

propositions into their knowledge bases. 

Is accommodation in eKES a kind of payoff, such as a compromise or compensating losers for their 

losses by giving them something else? No, for this is a psychological matter that is of concern to people. At the 

computer level, the point is to let machine agents recognize the intentions and plans of one another so that they 

can better extract and synthesize decentralized information to solve hard problems. Accommodation relates 

conflicts with the dynamicity of agent knowledge. The winners retain the basic objectives and requests of the 

losers. When appropriate, they "accommodate" these propositions into their plans so as to move towards global 

coherence (the storing and checking of these unresolved propositions can be done by the local handler in the 

background). This mode of coping with conflict goes below the surface of isolated problem cases, and attends to 

the losers' views in the overall problem solving process. 

Example 6.4 (Accommodation) 

Figure 6.4 shows a communication event that exhibits the concept of accommodation. In this event, the 

fabricator agent disagrees with the designer's choice during the persuasion process shown in Figure 6.3. The 

protest is launched at Step [S 18) of Figure 6.3 using the arbitrary protocol that is similar to two-pbase commit 

protocol. In Step [S7), following the erector's strategy in the Example 6.3, the fabricator agent attempts to 

persuade the designer to upgrade another minor criterion in its favor. The criterion, stiffness (sti), concerns the 

rigidity of the connection, that is, moment resistance or shifting of the beam-column connection. Welding 

usually provides better rigidity than bolting. Stiffness and reliability are related to a certain extent. Thus, the 

argument of the fabricator agent is that since reliability and stiffness are related secondary criteria, the designer 

should upgrade them both at the same time to be fair. 

Steps [S 1-5) similar to [S 1-5) of Figure 6.2 with acc now as the conflict resolution protocol. 

[S6): f I select:2·list => issue(sti); 

[S7): f -t d 

[S8) : d 

[S9): d-tf 

I search for support lemmas 

I request, add(sti,1 st(new-list)) /\ support(related·2nd(rel,sti,o)), la 

I not approved as top:d·list => sw·fw·m; 

I if connection-type:building => type(one) 

I then remove rei from 1 st(new-list) 

I assen, reject /\ not·in(rel,agenda(sc-method,1st(new·list),o),fl, la 

Figure 6.4: A protocol sequence for accommodation, 

As listed in Table 6.2, the top choice is sw·fw·m, which exhibits strong stiffness of connection. Thus, there is no 

reason for the designer agent to change its plan. The agent, however, detects that the building connection is of 

Type I (type(one) in [S8)). The reliability and stiffness are both minor issues in the shear region of such a 

connection type. It, thus, removes the reliability criterion in the sc·method agenda (using the upgrading rule of 
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problem agenda stated in Example 6.3, this agenda was upgmded automatically in the previous persuasion) and 

informs the fabricator agent about tbe acconunodation that it has made. 

Example 6.4 is ended here. 

As shown in Example 6.4, accommodation, unlike the other methods, can be considered as a post

decision strategy. This mode of resolving conflict has its share of problems too. There may be conditions 

that the winner agents cannot accommodate; for example, when the accommodation calls for them to give up 

their autonomy completely, or the winners have no plan to accommodate opposite views. What, then, is the 

tradeoff between accommodation and the agents' integrity, such as autonomy, goals, and private knowledge? 

What indeed are the states or conditions for accommodating opposing views? What is the test of global 

coherence? The use of accommodation must properly consider these questions. The knowledge-based agents 

must be equipped with sophisticated plans or with the ability to generate such plans dynamically to address these 

difficult issues. This is an area where CKBS can benefit from the work done in AI planning researcb [I]. 

From Examples 6.1-4, one should observe bow different methods of conflict resolution complement 

each other using the notion of high-level protocols; wherc one fails, the other method picks up. For example, a 

protest at [SI?] or [SI8] of the arbitration protocol in Figure 6.2 triggers the event of persuasion in Figure 6.3; a 

protest at [S 13] of the persuasion protocol in Figure 6.3 starts the mode of accommodation in Figure 6.4. This 

agrees with tbe concept of proposed conflict resolution scheme, which the agents' outcomes (in these cases, the 

configuration of beam-column connection of structural building) have a significant effect on the choice of 

resolution strategies and protocols. This is done mostly via the strategy determinants (see Arrows 6 and? of 

Figure 2.1) encoded in the pre- and postconditions of agents' message invocation rules. A conflict resolution 

session in BDN using the scheme of Figure 2.1 thus involves a combination of protocol sequences and 

communication modes. In principle, these modes can be combined in any order, but from the building design 

examples illustrated in this section, we can induce the following two properties of . 

Property 6.1: During the conflict resolution process, inquiry should be the first method to try in a conflict 

resolution session, while arbitration should be the last method to use. 

Reason: We suggest the mode of arbitration to be the last one to try as it guarantees a solution by enforcing it 

with a pre-defined decision rule, although it may not be fair and optimal (see the discussion of Example 6.2). On 

the other hand, the mode of inquiry should be first, as the cooperating agents may need to gather missing 

information, correct wrong data, and understand the capabilities of their cooperating partners before engaging a 

more sophisticated method of resolving the conflict at hand. 

Property 6.2: None of the four modes of conflict resolution discussed involves compromise, that is, where a 

agent backs off and does not get what it wants. 

Property 6.2 follows the discussion of the examples in this section. Even in the case of accommodation, 

the view and request of a "loser" at a single decision point will be incorporated into the overall problem solving 
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process. This property is essential in collaborative design, as the goal is to achieve an optimal solution that takes 

into account the expertise and knowledge of every participant in the entire design cycle. 

7. Conclusions 

This work has contributed to one important question -- the existence of conflict among cooperative 

knowledge based systems. Techniques discussed should also be applicable to other related fields of 

cooperative problem solving, such as multi databases (MDB) and computer supported coordinated work 

(CSCW) [29, 8, 24, 7]. 

The MDB researchers focus on data and schema conflicts while the DAr researchers address the issues 

of conflicts at the knowledge level. Real-world problems, however, suffer from problems with all three kinds 

of conflicts. The use of a common language for communication in our study to alleviate schematic conflicts 

among agents follows the multidatabase approach [37,29]. The use of high-level protocols to resolve data and 

knowledge conflicts resembles the DAI way. On the other hand, there is a notion that global domain 

knowledge or use of a super agent is a sure way to resolve conflict in distributed knowledge systems. This 

carries forward the knowledge-intensive approach of building isolated systems to a distributed environment. 

Knowledge is there, we just need to work harder to acquire it. This is true when the problems and tasks of a 

single system are rather clear and the problem-solving knowledge comes from one source. In comparison, 

however, the problems faced in CPS and related fields are usually fuzzy and ill-defined. The knowledge 

involves multiple sources with different opinions, intentions, goals, and priorities. The agents have to negotiate 

their differences and coordinate tasks with incomplete information about the problems. 

The focus of this paper is on the conflict that causes the problem of action during collaborative 

computation. We described a general scheme of conflict resolution and four viable, and complementary. 

strategies of conflict resolution, together with explanations and application examples from a working prototype, 

': BDN has been successfully evaluated to support collaborative design of beam-column connection of 

structural buildings and to resolve conflicts encountered during this new design process [43,49]. The conflict 

resolution methods drawn upon concepts from speech acts, database management, epistemic ordering, 

multiagent planning, knowledge representation, and social choice theory. Designing algorithms with that sort of 

holistic integration in mind requires an altogether different set of criteria than designing a resolution algorithm 

within the narrow confines of its functional specification. Furthermore, past studies have concentrated on 

inquiry and arbitration, but few of them notice the benefits of persuasion and accommodation. The latter two are 

just as important, if not more so, for coping with multiagent conflict. Understanding them wiII help to 

incorporate deeper and more powerful cooperative problem solving methods into machine agents. Still, every 

method has its merits and shortcomings. We have pointed out the problems of these methods and have, 

probably, raised more questions than we have settled (see Section 6). 

The future CPS environment will consist of a geographically distributed network supporting a large 

number of autonomous, heterogeneous information systems. Can the high-level protocols deal with conflicts of 

agents at this scale? In addition to the complexity of writing translation code between the global language and 

each of the local representation languages, it certainly would be difficult for one coordinator to monitor 
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negotiation among distributed agents on this scale. One way is to organize the agents into groups and assign 

one agent in a group to represent that group in negotiation. Such an agent will discuss the immediate results 

with the local group. In a way, we envision a hierarchy of intelligent problem solvers using similar high-level 

protocols at various layers in the organization. Another related area of interest is concurrency control for 

multiple protocol sequences that are executed simultaneously to solve independent problems or multiple 

conflicts, e.g., two protocol sequences, SI,S2"",Sn and T1,T2, ... ,Tm, that involve the same set of knowledge 

bases and overlap in their protocol steps. 

Will the proposed methods work in other CPS fields? We believe so, but with some reservation. First, 

knowledge base agents have communicative and planning abilities that current database agents lack. To enhance 

multidatabases, we may need to add a set of mediators, as advocated in [45), in between local databases and the 

users. A mediator is an autonomous agent that embodies a specific planning, administrative, and communicative 

capability. A group of mediators would enable the user to freely access various information, explicit or 

embedded, in distributed local databases. The communication handler of an agent is, essentially, a localized 

mediator, but with little planning capabilities, as the inference and interaction are driven by tbe agent's 

knowledge base. If the mediator architecture is realizable, one may be bard pressed to tell sucb a multidatabase 

system apart from a cooperative knowledge-based system. 

Second, the method of inquiry will be hard to implement in systems that solve problems based on game

theoretic analysis or state transition diagrams [9,10). These systems use state-space or numerical representation 

of agents' cboices, preferences, and beliefs rather than detailed description of the knowledge governing the 

information, which the method of inquiry tries to unwind. Without the assistance of in-depth inquiry, the 

efficacy of the other methods will be diminished. In addition, the long-standing focus of negotiation in this field 

is largely on the planning and search techniques that would satisfy various kinds of constraints, sucb as 

temporal and resource constraints, imposed by applications [31,40) . The ideas of persuasion and 

accommodation, we believe, will bring a new look and add dimensions to the negotiation study in CPS 

systems. 
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A Deductive Object-Oriented Database System 

for Situated Inference in Law 

Stephen Wong Satoshi Tojo 

Abstract 

Deductive Ohject-Oriented Databases and SHuaHon Theory are two important areas of research in the fields 

of tlalahase ancl of linguistics. Al and Law is a new field attracting hoth AI rCSClU'chers ancl legal practitioners. 

Our research hrings together the former t.wo fields with the aim of designing knowledge applications in Ute laller. 

Tltis is achieved through a formal model for legal reasoning, S .. \.1 , and a ciC(luctive ohjecl-orientC(1 datahase system, 

QUIXOTE. The purpose of tltis paper is to introclllce the key features of tltis formalllloclel, haBcel on si tuation theory, 

and to descrihe how tltis database system can implement tL..is ahstract model for complex legal reasoning applications. 
Concrete examples from legal precetlents are usC(1 10 illustrat.e these advanced features. 

Index Terms d('uuctive oi.Jject-orit'.nt;cu datnbast's! AI nnd Law! knowledge- unscd manage-ment: situation theory. 

1 Introduction 

The research issues in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Law include the interpretation of open-textured concepts, reasoning 
by c,ases and rules: creating computational decision making models that cmbody the norms of society, and drawing 

arguments under opposing vic\\-points and different situations. Typically, a lcgal reasoning system draws <lI'gumrnts by 

interpreting judicial prccc<irnts (old cases) or statutes (legal rules) ('.Deoded in its knowledge base, and a more advnnc('d 

system includes both kinds. Surveys on the leading projects can bc found in [13, 14! 7: 1]. }fost impl('mcntations arc. 

written in AI programming languages, such as Prolog or Lisp, nod contain only small sets of cnses and rules. They 

cannot access and manipulate large amounts of data and lack databasc management services such as concurrency control, 
nested transactions, nnd data persistence. Reasoning in law, however: is a knowledgc-intensive endeavor. The lack of 

tools to scale up these lcgal reasoning prototypes is a major handicap to t hc growth nnd potential contributions of tillS 
interdisciplinary field. On the other Imnd, the database (DB) community has yet t.o develop tools , .. ·hid1 arc c>..-pressivc 

enough to satisfy the data modeling needs of the AI and Law rcsearchers. 
Lcgal rensoning systems has been a key rcscnrcll nctivity in the Fifth Generation Computer System (FGCS) projcct 

Ill , 121· This project devised a fonnal model of Icgal argumentation, SJ\.1 , [161, based on situation theory [3, 2), and 

dcveloped a Deductive Object-Oriented Dat..,base (0000) System! QUIXOTE [18] , whose rcpresentation language can 

map the c_onccptunl formulation into a computational form on the Parallcl Inferc.nce }fadUllcS (PIM) lUi]. The lcgal 

reasoning system developed includes a control program and a set of knowledgt' bnses. The c.ontrol program is 'Hitt.en in 
the parallcllogic programming language, KLI [51. The set of knowledgc bases includes a dictionary of legal ontologies, 
a databnse of old cases, and a databnse of statutes, In this paper, we discuss the specific fcatures of the QUIXOTE 

system, tbnt CnD be used to support situated inference and to mnonge legal dat..,bascs of various sorts. In addressing thc 

complex issues of AI nnd Lnwl this study has brought together two previously unrclnted lidds, dedudivc objcct-oriented 

datnbase and situation theory. This work , to our knowledge, is the first attcmpt to provide an advanced knowledge base 
management syst('m tool to build large scale knowlec.1ge systems for legal reasoning applications. TIllS pnper is organ.i2cd 
as foUows. Scction 2 dC5crii.Jcs the modeling of legal knowlcUge nnd reasoning at the abstraction level, using the theory 
of situations. Section 3 discusses the realization of tillS formula tion at t hc dat..'\basc levd using QUIit'OTE. Section 4 
illustrates situatcd infcrencc mcclinnisms supported by this dataoasc system, and presents lcgru examples. \Ve- discuss 
t he related work in Section:) and conclude this paper in the last s('etion. 

1 
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2 Forma l Representation of Legal Knowledge 

As our formulation of legal inference is based on situation theory/: we (" .• ,ill it n .~ituation-thcorctic model (SM). A legal 

('onccpt exhibits open texture in tllnt it is precisely defined only for those caseS which have been decided by a court. Tilt' 

interpretation of such vague and discretionary legal concepts dcpc.nds on the situations surrounding ncw cascs. ~Iany 

problems in natura11anguagc unu(,IStnmling nrc .also ascribed to such situation dependency, and various semantics IHlvc 

been proposed: c.g.: situations [2] and DRT [9]. One advantage of situation theory is its uniform way of representing 

various kinds of .~ituatcdnc.u, i.e., S F (II the interpretation of a phrase' or scotmcc, u, undef the scope of a situation s. 
OUf observation is that legal situations cnn be defined abstractly in terms of a set of infons or sentences about a case. The 

presumption is that abstract situations and the constraint., betwC'en them would describe the logical flow of information 

in real situations (6) and would therefore be useful to the design of legal reMooing systems. 

2.1 General Terms 

The. ontologies of 5 .. \.1 include objects: parameters: relations, infoos, and situations. An object designates an individuated 

part of the real world: a const..1.Dt or an individual in the sC'nsc of clnssieal logic. A paramctes refers to an arbitrary object 

of a given type. An n-plne.cd relation is a property of an n-tuple of argument roiC's, t'l , " ' : rOll or slots into wLich 

appropriate object'i of a certain type can be anchored or substituted, An infon u is v.Titten as« R cl:Cillo",an:i », 
where Rcl iii a relation , ench argument term ak is a constant object or a parameter, and i is a polarity indicating 1 or 0 
(true or false). If an infon contains an n-place relation and m argument tc.rms such that m < n, we say t hat t he infon is 

unsaturated. If m = 0 , it i., .saturated. Any object assigned to flll an argument role of the relation of that infon must be 
of the appropriate type or must be a parameter that can only anchor to objcc.ts of that type. Argument roles that must 

be filled to result in a saturated infon is dependent upon what the relation is [16]. 

An infon that has no free parameters is called a parameter·free infon; othen\--i.<;e, it is a parametric infon. If a i'i 

an infon and I is an and,or for some or all of the parameters that oecur free in a , we denote, by a[J], t.he infon that 

results by replacing each v in the domain of I tlmt occurs free in (J ",-jtll its value (object constant) I (v). If I is a set. of 
parametric infons and I is an anchor for some or all of the parameters that occur free in I , then I[Jl = {a[J] 1 a E I}. 

In addition , an abstract situation is said to be coherent if it docs not support both nn infon and its ne-gation. H an infon 

is of polarity 1, its De-gation is of polarity O. Two abstract situations 5 and 6' are said to be compatible if the-ir union is 

a coherent situation. The situations within a legal case arc prC'Sumed to be- compatible with one another: but no such 

presumption can be made across different cascs. 

A 5 .M is a triplet (PI A, F), where P is a collection of abstract situations including judicial pre.cedents, a nC\\-' case, 
Cn, and a world, W , t hat is n uniquC' maximal situation of which e.vcry other situation is a part; A nre t he dde-ndant and 

plaintiff agents; and F is the support relation. The latter satisfies the following conditions [6]: 

Condition 2 .1 (Supports Relation) 

i. For any s E P, and any atomic infon a, 8 F a if and only if (iff) U E 5. 

ii. For any 5 , any a, /3, (a) For any 6 that contains (as constituents) all members of tt , 5 F (3x E u)a iff there is an 

anchor, f, of a parameter, x, to an clement of tt, such that 6 F alll, and (b) 8 F ('Vx E tt)a iff for all anchors, I: of X to 
an clement of u, we have 6 F 0'[/1. 
iii. For any 6 E P , and any sC't. of infons I , s F I if 5 F a for every infon u in I . 0 

The notation S F a thus denotes a proposition about a whose truth values are situation-dependent, whereas w F .9 

asserts that .8 is univcrsnUy true. In addition, IC't v be n parameter. Dy a condition on v wc mean any finite set of 

parametric infons. (At least one of thesc should involve v, otherwise, the definition is degenerate). \Ve de-fine a new 
parameter, vlle, called a restricted parameter. vllC ",;.lL denote an objeC"t of the same basie type as v, that satisfies the 

requirements imposed by C. This amounts to our placing a more stringent requirement on anchors. 

2.2 Concept Matching 

'Ve introduce ce.rtain specifiC' terms, relevance level, in/on matchin.q, and .situation matd,in.q, to extend the general 5 .. \.1 

terms into the legal domain. In a legal event, an agent would consider some facts (infons) to be more relevant than others 
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in reaching an argument. To estimate such wdghting on fnets , S .·\,1 assigns C'very infon in an 010 case' ",ith a lc."d of 
rcl<'Vanee. For example, the restricted paramder u = 1711 «relevance-level, 17, A, l::.t>, where A denotes a certain weight of 
relevance. One distinction of legru rCflsoning is the matching of the new facts with those of precedents to gC'nerate similar 
arguments which may hold in the new case (11, 1]. ~o two events arc C'xaetiy alikC', but thc idC'a of prC'c.ooent-basC'd 
matdting presuppose'S that a prior d('c.ision will control subsC'quent facts that nrc likC' t he first. Yet, given the Jnek of 

absolut(' identity, the oecision·maker of the new cnBe must evaluatC' thC' oet('rminant of likeness. To this enol S.M adopts a 

concept of structural matching. Since cases arc composed of infons, the modd first defines the matching rdation be.tween 
these basic units of information. A ense infon is always parameter-free .. 

Condition 2.2: For Cn and an old case Co, 0"" = « Rcl"a, : ... ,o," i,» E en , 0"0 = « Rcl2 ,Ul " " ,UnH '2» E Co, (a) 
(Exact Infon }.,·iatC'hing): 17" ~iem 170 iff (i) m = n; (ii) il = 12; (iii) Rcl, and Rcl2 nr(' of thC' snme type; (iv) for every 

argument 0i of a non-infon type, thcr(' exists Uk which is of the same role or type and has not been matched , .. ith another 

argument; (v) for every OJ of an infon type, there exists 09 that satisfies the same set of conditions, and (b) (Partial 

Infon }.,·iatching): O"n ~'pm 170 if m :s;: n and all argument terms of 170 arc matched. a 

where a flcl b intends to denote W F-«flcl,a, u, 1». Clearly, ~ie", is an equivalence relation while ~ipm is an asymmetric 
rclation. Infon-matching rclations acc the building blocks for defining situation-matching relations. 

Condition 2.3 

(a) (Exact Situation )..lateLing) For any Sn ~ CtI , So ~ Co , SII ~.em So iff for every 17 of So F (1, there exists P of 

SII F P such that 17 ~;em PI and vice versa; (b) (Partial Situation )'1atching) For any s" ~.p", So iff for every (1 of 

So F= u ll -« relevancc-Ievd, (1 , I, l » s.t. 12: Ii: there exists p of SIl F P s.t. (1 <:::::!'pm p. 0 

'\Then t here is no confusion, we "\\-Tite ~. to denote a matching rclation betwcen situations and ~; between infODS. 

2.3 . Situated Inference Rules 

A legal reasoning procC'Ss can be modeled as an infercnC<' tree of four layers. Thc bottom layer consists of a set of basic 
facts nnd hypothcses, the scc.ond involves casc rules of individual precedents, the third involves case rules which are 

induceo from several precedents or which are generated from certain legal theory, and the top layer concerns legal rules 
derivcd from st.."ltutes. An individuru or local case rule is used by an agent in nn old case to derive plausible legru concepts 

and propositions. These rules vary from case to casc, and their interprc.tation depends on particular viC\ ... s and priorities . 
An induced case rule has a broader scope and is generalized from a set of precedents. Lcgal rules nrc general provisions 

and definitions of crimes. The applicability of these. rules is independent of the view of cithcr side (plaintiff or dcfmdant) 

and every item of information (infon) indude.d is of equal relevance. Though it rarely hnppens, it may be possible for an 

agent to skip one or two c..·lse rule layers in attaining a lc.gal goal. Further, a local case rule is as foUm .... s: 

Rule 2.1 (Loc.-u Il.ulc): For c E P, cr: c F U {: c F Illl" . 0 
wlicre' I i.~ called the antecedent of t he rule, 17 is the consequent infon, and cr is the labd of the rule, which is not itsclf 
part of the rule but which serves to identify the rulC'. Sometimes, we simply write cr: c F 17 -¢= 1/ Dc,. . Doth 17 and 

I ace parameter-free. The reliability and the scope of application of a local rule ",ill be subject to a set of background 
conditioru, Dc,.. The conditions induc.le infonnation Buch as an agent'!> goal and hypotheses; these arc crucial in debate 
to establish the degree of certainty and the scope of applicability of that rule. Usually, it becomes n('("cssney to take 
background conditions into account and investigate what they arc when thc c.ondusion draw"n from the case rule leads to 

conflict with others or a change in circumstaoc.cs that weakens the applicability of that rule. 

Denote P and 17
1 as two sets of parametric infons such that all parameters that occur in the latter also appear in the 

formcr. An induc.ed rule and a legal rule nrc rcpresmted as: 

Rule 2.2 (Induced Rule) : For any c" ' '' , c" E P, C = C1 U C2, U ... U q" ir : c F (11 {:: l' / D;,.. a 
Rule 2.3 (Lcgnlll.ulc): lr: u; F u' <= 1'1 il,.. 0 

where all C..;"15(,:S are coherent and ';r and l r arc the rule labels. 
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Figure 1: Case substitution. 

2.4 Substitution and Anchoring 

\Vhen.a situ<ltion of a new C<lse, e ll : supports a similar antecC'dent of <l loc<ll rul{~ of Co , one C<ln draw a conclusion about 
tltC' new c.<lse similar to the consequent of tlmt rule. That is, 

Rule 2.4 (Local Rule Substitution) 

For Cn:Co E 'P, cr·: Cn F a8 if cr: Co Fa ¢: I I Dcr and Cn F I '/{ Dcr8 U Dn} such that l' ~. I . 0 

wherC' cr· is the labd of the new rule, nil is the' original. lm('kground of the new casC': 1', and titt" combined condition 
after the substitution: D = n erO U nIH is coberent. The function 8 forms <l link that connects Cn with Co and rC'plac<'S all 

terms (objed..'l and rdations) in a and n cr that also occur in I ",ith their matched counterparts in I '. Figure' 1 presents 

a substitution diagram that docs not include the background conditions. Rdcrring to Rule 2.4: the substit ution me.rdy 

replaces terms and docs not change the poiaritiC's of infons. Also: the information of c.'lse matdring En is not related to 
De and thus docs not crcate compatibility problems. It thus follows that {ell U D} is coherent. 

In a court casc, both sid!'S (plaintiff and defendant) arc normally ignorant about the assumptions and hypotheses of 
each other's claims. An essential. technique, used to reveal su('h 'hidden' information, is cross-examination. Incorporating 

the background conditions into legal. constraints (case and legal rules) allows us to capture tlLis essential feature of legal 
reasoning for knowledge-based applications. Ratl..ler than substitution, a consequent is derived from a legal rule. 

Rule 2.5: (a) (Induced Rule Anchoring) For CII,C" ... ,Ck E 'P, such thnt c = {Cl,C2"",Cd, irCl: CII F a[/] Hi,': C F a <= 
1/ E;. and en F I[f]/{E;.II] U En}, (b) (Legal Rule Anchoring) for en E P, 11. 0

: Cn F all] if /r: u; F a <= 1/ E I • and 

0" F IlIlI {EI.II] U En} 0 
whC're, Cn: again, is the new case and nil is the background condition of tiris new case. Figure 2 shows a legal inference 
example of S/vf 0 in the fOr\\llrd reasoning manncc. For simplicity: this inference involves only local. and legal rules. 
The black circles, I f, 121 and a, denote the situations of a new case, CII while situations I, nnd 12 arc of old ('nscs. Two 
immediate arguments, lh and Ih arc drawn using local rules crt and CJ'2' Together with a, the goal,U] is anchored or 
attained by applying the legal rule lr. From the c."1Se coherency condition, it follows that all concepts of a single goal tree 
must share the B..'l.Dle legal perspective: the plaintiff's or the ddendant's. This figure indicates that the matdung relation 
of It is stronger than thnt of h. One can also probe into background conditions, linked by appropriatc rule lauds, of 
t.hese argumC'nts to retrieve the underlying hypotheses and legal theorics. 

3 Modeling of Legal Knowledge in Q]1zxon 

This section introduces the QUI..l.'OT£ language and shows how it can ue used to map the SM concepts in computable form. 
The Qux..l.'orc langunge [18] is a hybrid of the dedue.tive object·oriented databaRc (DODD) language [4] and constraint 
logic programming (eLP) lanb"llage [8] . It resembles F-Iogic [10], in that it is a DOOD language that includes powerful 
extensions into logic programming such as subsumption, complex obj('('ts: and modules. Compared with conventional 
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Figure 2: A visual rcpr('Scntation of legal inference. 

e lP Innguagc, QUIXOTE has a symbolic constraint domain which makes it suitnbk for describing the legal situations 
depicted in lcgru documents written in, albdt tight and formal, nnLural langungc. A typical QUIxoTe database includes 
the following: (i) the subsumpLion relations among basic objects, (ii) the submodul{' relations among modul('8, and (iii) 
rules. Our l('gru rc..soning system consists oC three distinct dat.. .... bnscs, namely, a dictionary, a CMe base, and a statute 

base. Accordingly, we first introduce the objcc~ and modulc.s of QUIxon:, explain the data structure of n legal dictionary, 

and then describe the usc. of QUI,roTE ndes to represent casC'-bnscd rules and statutes, In Q UIA'OTE, the concepts of 

situation t heory arC' rephrased as foUmvs: 

situation thC'ory QUIA'OTE 

situation modulC' 

infon attribute term 

[dation name basic object 

type subsumption 

ro1C' labd 

supporting rdntion (p ) membC'.rship in module (:) 

3.1 Objects, Modules, and Matching 

3.1.1 Basic Objects, Complex Objects and Modules 

The lC'gal dictionary has two parts: the concept I(JUice and the definition of relations (viz. the tuples of roled slots with 

predicates) . \Ve first int roduc.e the QUIXOTE notion of objcct..5 and sub.mmption relation for forming t he concept lattice, 

and, thereafter, \\.'C describe QUZXOTC1S attributc tcrms to represC'Jlt t he relations and infons of sit.uat ion t heory. Object 

terms, Obi, in Q U ZXOT£ consist of a set of basic objecL", Bob), a set of complex objects: Cobi, and a set of variablcs: Var. 
\Ve denote the sub.sumption relatioo: ;;;) , as a partial relat ion between basic objects such that for any at b E Dobi , a ~ b 

mclUlS that a is more sp ecific than b, or, intuitively, a i.s-a b. The follo\\.;ng is an C'xnmplC' of tIlC subsumption relations 

among basic objects (In QUIXOT£ syntnx, ~ is represented by '=<'.) 

infant ~ person, baby ~ person, per son I; creature: lion ~ cr eature, 

Together ",;Ul the basic objects.L (bottom) and T (top), WC' have 'fix E Dobj, .L ~ X , x ~ T . Thus, n concept lattice of 

basic objects, < Dobj, ;J>, is a finite b ounded complete partial order. A complex object is of the form o[1t = Vj, h = Vl , .. '1, 
where 0 E D ob; and for any li E Dobj: Vi E Ob;, Ii is also called a labeL The order of labds is not strict, e.g., 0 [l=a ,m=b] 
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and 0 [m=b, l=aJ nre treated as being identical objects. The subsumpLion relation Letween basic objects is extended to 

the relation between complex objects, or Letwecn complex and basic objects, as follo".·s: 

h[ll ;:::Vb .. . ]!;;;;h'[l'l;:::v'l ' .. '] iff h!;;;;h' ,Vi3j,lj;:::l! , vj b;:vi' 

h[ll=vl, ... jC;o iff hC;o 

Similarly, the database operations, m eet and join: bet\ .. ·een complex objects arc defined as the grcatcst lower bound 

and least upper bOWld, since the basiC' objects compose a c.omplete lattice. For example: the following relation holds 

wben we have strangle!;;;; homicide and poison ~ homicide. 

strangle[agent ;::: tom] I,;;;; homicide, poison[agent;::: tom, coagent := marY1 h homicide[coagent ;::: marY1 

while there is no subsumption relation between pOisonlagent ;::: tom1 and homicide[coagent ;::: mary). For object terms 

v.ith variables, co-refermc.e rdation is C'onsidcrct1 in the de.finition as discussed here [17). For example, 0[11 ;::: X, 12 ;::: X) ~ 

o{ll ;::: X,12 ;::: Y). An attribute term is an object te.rm ,\itl! attached property specifications, i.e., a set of ~l=v' . Such a 

term for a complex object has the follO\\ing form. 

basic obj. intt!nsic cx-trinsic 

. --;;-- '[II = v" .. .J/ [I , = "" ... ) 
complex obj. 

\Ve distinguish the properties of a c.omplex object from those of an attribute term. The formcI is called an intrinsic 

attribute while the lnttcr is called an extrinsic attribute. The labd-valued relations of attributc tcrms arc: 

0/[1 = Xj iff 0 I {o.l == X} 

o/[m -+ uj iff 0 I {o.m C; U} 

o/[n <- Vj iff 0 I {o.n;J V} 

where 0 I C denotes an object term 0 '\\ith c.onstraint C. \Vc introduce the dotted term notation, D.L, wherc D is an 

obje'ct term nnd L is a label , to specify the value' ofthe L (extrinsic) attribute ofO. Dy ddault, thc properties of nn objcct 

are inherited from related objccts via thc subsumption rclation l If 0 ~ p, then '11,0.1 I,;;;; p.l. On the other hand l for 

complex objects, the values of intrinsic attributes override those of extrinsic onas, c .. g.: when death/[caus e=suicide] 

holds: · death [cause=murder] . cause (= murder) is not subsumed by death. cause (= suicide) although wc havc. 

death[cause ;::: murder] !; death. Thesc attributc terms can be used to represent S .. \.1 infons. Let us consider thc 

following relation (sec Scction 2.1): 

abandon/[agent=Agent. object=Coagent, place=Loc] 

I {abandon ~ act, Agent [; human, Coagent !; human, Loe b location} . 

This is a QUIXOTE representation of the sentence, C:Agcnt's act of abandoning Coagcnt at a certain place', where both 

Agent und Coagc.nt arc human." The 8ubsumptioll relation stated in the constraints denotes the type specification in 

situation theory, such that the corresponding S .. \.1 representation is: 

< abandon: action, X:tlgl: human, Y obj: human, iobj : location> 

where abandon is of the action type, a.qt (agent) and c.qt (coagent) arc of the human type. The dictionary maintains legal 

rdations of distinct names, and its object lattice includas the subsumption hierarchy bet\\"('('n the rdation namcs. 

A QUI,YOTE legal database consists of a hierarchy of modulc.B. Endl module is identified by an object tc.rm called a 

module identifier and consists of a set of rules. The rules of one module nrc inherited by its submodulcs. Thc submodule 

rdation, ;Js. is a partial rdation between module identifiers that specifics rule inheritance among modules. For example, 

if easel ~s case2, all rules and facts in module case2 arc inherited by module case I. (In QUIA'OTt: syntax, ~s 

is represented by '>- '.) \Ve ("nllcd easel n submooule of case2 and case2 n supcrmodule of easel. :\·Iodule and rulc 

inhcritancc a rc powerful devices for dassifying and modding situation·depmdcnt knowledge. Identical objC<".ts must have 

equal properties within a module, but arc nllowcd to have distinct properties between diffe.rent unrelated modules. For 

instance, the follm\ing piece of (".ode is consistent, provided thnt sit_1 and sit-2 arc not related. 

sit_l :: homieide/ [agent=tom]; ; sit_2 :: hocicide/[agent=marY];i 
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3.1.2 Realization of Concept Matching 

The concept of infon matching, stated in Condition 2.2, is realized in QuI,\'OT£. as follows. 

Operation 3.1 (Infon :\1:atdting): For any two attribute' terms 01 ami 02: (1) 03 exists, such that 01 !;;;; 03, and 02 ~ 

03 in a given concept lattice, then 01 and 02 nrc interpreted as b eing partial matchcd in/ons: and (2) if the basic object 

parts of ~ ... o attribute terms are found to be identical, the tv.·o attribute terms arc interpreted as b eing exactly matd,ed 

in/o7l.$. 0 

Under Operation 3.1 , for example, abandon and leave arc partially matd,ed if the legal dictionary cont..-uns: abandon !;;;; 

act, leave b act and abandon/[agent=jimJ is exactly matd~cd ,\;tlJ abandon/[agent=tom]. 

Operation 3.2 (Situation :\latching): For any lD_1 and m...2, (1) if, for every attribute term in m...1, there is one and only 

one attribute ten'll in m...2 that can match it exactly, and vice V('I'sa, then the two modules arc interpreted as being exactly 

matched situations, and (2) if, for any 0_1 in lD_1 whose relevance value subsumes a given object (viz. the threshold level) , 

there is an attribute term 0-2 in 1lL2, that can be partially matdloo with 0_1, the two modules arc interpreted as being 

partially matclled .!Iituation.5. 0 

For example, if two modules c.ontain: 

m.n .. {abandon/[agent=mary, object=juneJ, leave/[agent=mary, object=june]}j ; 

~o .. {abandon/[agent=jim, object=tom), leave/ (agent=jim, object=tomJ}jj 

QUIXOTE would assert that m..n is exactly matd~cd ",;th DLO. Consider another pair of descriptions: 

~n .. {abandon/[agent=maryJ, leave/ [agent=mary, object=june]};; 

lD_O .. {abandon/[agent=jilD. object=tom] I {abandon. relevance == 13}, 

leave/[agent=jim. object=tom] I {leave .%elevance == 12}, 

poor/[agent=jimJ I {poor . relevance == Ii};; 

where 11 =< 12 =< 13: we have: (i) if the thrC'shold vruuc is 12, then IlLD is partially matched ,\;th m...o: and. (ii) item if 
the threshold value is 11, thC'n DLD. is not partially matched ",;th DLO. 

3.2 Situated Inference Rules 

A QUI,roTE rule takes the following fonn. 

/lead ,.....--.... 
mo::HI 

bo"u-con.lrg inl. ---.. 
DC 

where H or Di is a literal while HC and DC arc sets of subsumption constraints. An object term, mi, is ealled a module 

identifier. The above rule exists in the module mo. IntuitivelYI tills means that if every Do' holds in a module mi under 

the constraints DC l then H and constraints HC hold in mo, where H and Di'S arc object terms or aUri.bute teNJ1.J. HC 

works as constraints in the sense of conventional CLP language[8]: while DC is processed abductivcly. Constraints in 
QUI;rO'T£. arc sets of formulas in terms of a subsumption relation among object terms and dotted terms. Each formula 

has the form < term >: < op >, < term> where < term> iR an object term or a dotted term and < op > is =, ~, or 

;J. H t he hc..'ld constraints nnd module identifiers of a rule enn be omitted, the body constraints, DC, of that rule then 

constitute the background conditions. 

3.2.1 Case Representation 

\Ve give a sample case below, which is simplified from an actual legal precedent Ill). 

Mary's Case: On a cold winter's day, :\1ary abandoncU her son Tom on the street because she was very 

poor. Tom was just 4 months old . .Tim found Tom crying on the street and st.'U"tcd to drive Tom by car to 

the police station. However, .Tim causcU an t1ccident on the 'way to the police station. Tom was injured . .Tim 

thought that Tom had died in the accident and left Tom on the street. Tom froze to death. 
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In QUZXOTE format, tht' aforcmcnt ioncd casc contains objects, such as mary, tom, jim, accident , and cold: as 

wdl as sevt'rru evt'nts, such as abandon, find, make, injure, l eave, death, and causes. The relevance levels of 

these evmts arc inc.licated through explicit attributcs , .... ith ordering valu('s. 

~subsumption;; 11 =< 12 =< 13;; 

&rule;; mary_case :: {mary , tom, jim, accident, cold, 

poor/[agent=mary, relevance=11], 

abandon/[agent=mary. obj ect=tom , relevance=l2]. 

find/[agent=jim, object=tom![state=crying] , relevance=l1], 

accident/[agent=jim, relevance=l2], 

baby/[agent=tom, age=4months ] , 
injure/[agent=jim, obj ect =tom, by=accident, relevance=l2], 

l eave/ [agent=jim, object=tom, relevance=13] , 

death/[agent=tom, cause=cold, relevance=l3]}:; 

There were many intc.rprctations on the rt'Sponsibiliti('s of the actions of :\Iary and .Tim. A laywt'.r might reason tlmt: "'If 

:\Iary hadn't abandoned Tom, Tom wouldn' t have dic(l. In addition, the cnus(' of Tom's dc.ath was not injury but freezing. 

Therefore there exists a causality b etv..-e(,.ll Tom's death and :\1nry's almndonment.r. Another lav.'Yer would, h owever, argue 

c.lilfercntiy: "There is a crime of .Tim, for ms abandonment of Tom. And in addition, Tom's death is indirectly u'lused 

by .lim's nbandonment. Therefore, there exists a causality betwccn Tom's death and .Tim1s abandonrnt'nt.r. These 

contradictory elaims are docum('nted, together with the final vCIdkt as decided by the judge, as a judicial prt'eedent. The 

next subsection: shows how to model the-se conflicting arguments using crue rules. 

3.2.2 Case, Induced, and Legal Rules 

The deduction of legal arguments in QUT.XOT£ observes the following convention. 

result facts lawyer's intcrpretntion ....---.. ". . .. , 
H ead <= B ll B z, "': Bn II Background...conditions. 

~amcly: B;'s in the above arc the facts that were accepted by both thc plaintiff and defcndent beforehand: and the sct 

of Dack.qround Conditions is the interp retation of causal relations between events: seop('s of nn agent's intention, and so 

on. For cxnmplc, we enn repre-smt tht' following c.asc--based rules in }iaris case (sec Hule 2.1). 

c >-cr1; ; 

cr1 :: responsible_for_injury/[agent=jim, to =tom] 

<= accident/[agent=jimJ, injury/[agent=tom] 

I I {injury.cause=< accident} ;; 

c >- cr1, clrums thnt cr1 is an extt'.nued case of c, induc.ling the case rule. TIlls rule chums: when there existed jim's 

accident and tom 's injury as facts, nnd if the i njury's cause was ascribed to the accident, jim is responsible to 

tom for the injury. Similarly, cr2 is another example of a case rule, again from :\lary1s case. 

c >-cr2; ; 

cr 2 :: responsible_for_protection_for_veak/ [agent=jim, to=tonU 

<= accident/[agent=jim], baby / [agent=tom], injury/ [agent =tom], 

lcave/[agcnt=jim, object=tom] 

I I { injury.cause=< accident}: ; 

The. idea of an induced rule is to abstract somt' of ground tenns in case rulcs, either by common sense knowledge or by 

legal theories. For example, if tht'rc arc several similar accident cases, the attorneys may denw the following gencrnliZe."l.t ion, 

bt'c.ause the cnusality between the accident and tht' injury is ngrecd by both sidcs (rcf('r to Hule 2.2) : 

ir1 :: responsible_tor _injury/[agent=X, to=Y] 

<= accident/[agent =X] , injury/[agent=Y] I I {X =< person, Y =< person}; ; 
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In the above rule, restrictions on variables X and Yare given in the bu(,kground conditions: such that they have to satisfy 

certain roles. The following ir2 is yet anothc.r, more abstract, form of irl. 

ir2 :: responsibl e/ [agent=X, to=Y, for=Inj] 

<= Acc/[agent=X], Inj/[agent=Y, cause=Acc] 

11 {Acc =< accident, Inj=<phys ical_damage, X =< person, Y =< person};; 

In ir2: traffic ncddent and injury arC' abstracted to variable Acc and Inj : and arc subsumed by t.heir super concepts in 
the legal dictionnry. 

Legal rules are written in a form having frC'C' paramc.ters. Conside.r the foUo\'.ing penal code (.lapanese Penal Code: 

Article 199): ~In CaBe an intrntional action of person A causes UIC' death of person D and thC' action is not presumed to 

be legal : A is responsible for the crime of homicidC'. lI Its QUIXOTE rC'prC'Sentation is (sC'C' Rule 2.3) : 

lrl :: re sponsible_for_homicide/[agent=A, to=B] 

<= Action/[agent=A], illegal/[act->Action], death/[agent=B, cause->Action] 

II {Action =< intend, A =< person, B =< person}; ; 

where illegal/ [agent=A, action - > Action] daims that the nction Action done by A: such <IS sclf~ddence, is not 

fOWld to be legal. The statute for the legality of self~dcfence is dC'Scribed as follows (.1npnnC'Se Penal Code, Article 38): 

lr2 :: illegal/[act->Action] <= Action II {Action =< intend};; 

4 Query and Inference in QUIXOTE 

4.1 Constraints and Answer with Assumption 

QUIXOTE supports two kinds of constraints: head corutraint.l: and body corutraints. During exccution: the following 

transformation is p crfonned Hrst. 

mo :: H I H C <= m, : Dl I C,,··· I mn : Bn I Cn II Dot£:str U Otcrm_Csll';; 

l,l 
IIotlv ca.u tr(l;rlta 

Constraints (subsumption relation) on objcct tenns (Otcrm..Gstr) arc mcrged to the head constrnint (HG) : nnd are 

used as unckgroWld conditions for the applicability of the rule: while constraints t hat includes a dotted term (DoLCsh') 

remain as the body constraint, and constraints on ench object in the body (C;) arc mcrg<'<.l into the body constraint . 

To reply to a qUCl)', QUIXOTe often returns answcr substitut.ions with a set of constraints among dotted terms c.aIled 

assumptions. An assumption is n set of unsatisfied constraints during derivation, such thnt. thcy can be considered as 

being missing information. The' control program or the user will then decide whethex to fill in t he missing informatioo1 or 

to invokc MoUler query. Except for constraints among dotted tenDs: QUIXOTE works like a ('.ooventional CLP languagc 

(8]. However, dotted tcrm constraints in the body constraints work as nssumptions if they arc not satisfied in tite head 

constraints. In this fespect, QUIXOTE supports abductive qucries to partial information datnbases, and such part iality 

differs from incompleteness in databases represented as null values or Skolcm cons tants. 

The fonnal derivation in QUI;t'OTl is explained as follows. Let Gm bC' a set of gonls in the m-th stage of an execution, 

the nc..xt set of gonls is derived from the rule. HIHC <= D II DC: Gm+1 = (Gm - {G})O U DO, where there is a most 

general unifier 0 uctween H and G. Thus, tilC' current goal, HB (= GO ), is removed from Gill : and new goals tbat arc 

in the body part of the rule DB are added. 'VL.en Gn = ¢, execution ends. The conclusion is tile set of fesolved head 

constraints: Gm+t = (Cm U HC)9, while a sC't of assumptions, or the remaining unsatisfied constrnints, .4,: , bC'comes: 

Am+! = (Am U DC)O - CIII+1• Ai is the accumulation of body constrainls DCB, Rome of them being rC'move.d from tlris 

accumulation when they arc satisfied in He (= Cm+1), and the final set of assumption, All : be('.omes the abductive reason 

for the conclusion. As an example.: the foUm\.i.ng code says tlmt there is a crime and the judgement result is b'1lilty if 

sdI~dcfcnee is illegal, but innocent if sdf~defence is legal. 
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case: : crime;; 
case::judgement[result=guilty] <= crime/[self_defence->illegal];j 

case: : judgement [result=1nnocent] <= crime/[self_defence->legal] jj 

The first clause tell'i us of the existence of an object, crime, but noUling about t he properties of its self-defence 

attribute. The second elause me_nns that if crime exists in the case and the self_defence property is subsumed by 

illegal: judgement[result=guilty] holds. \Vhefl we initiate a QUery ?-case:judgement[result=Result), that iSI 

t he judgement result of the. crime, QUIXOTE returns the following two independent. answ·ers. 

Result=guilty if case:crime.self_defence=<illegal 

Result=innocent if case:crime.self_defence=<legal 

Each answer assumes that the self_defence property of crime coming from the body of the sccond or third clausc. 

="fcither constraint is satisfi('d by the head constraint, which is empty in this example, 80 they arc accumulated ns 

assumptions. 

4.2 Inference of Legal Knowledge 

\Ve list a small case example (a traffic accident) and usc it to show hO\v the induced rule irl is invoked. 

D_case :: injure/[agent=tomJ;j n_case :: traffie_accident/[agent=jimU;j 

ksubsumption;; traffic_accident =< accident;; injure =< physical_damageij person >= {jim, tom};; 

tsubmodule;; ir2 -< n_case;j 

~ow, conside.r the following query: 7- n_case: responsible/[agent=j im, to=X, for=Y). This query may b e read 

as ~Is .Tim responsible to somcone1 X: for something (represented variabl(' y)? :l QUIXOTE: returns the. following nnS¥.·er: 

IF n_case : injure. cause == traffic_accident THEN Y == injure, X = tom. This answer says that if the cause of 

the injury is the traffic accident in this case, then .lim is responsible. Consider the following case, banako_case, where 

QUIXOTE invokes a sequcnc_e. of case and legal rules to draw a condusion, as shown in Figure. 2. 

hanako_case : : {banako , taro, jiro, 

death/[agent=taro, age=4months], baby/[agent=taro age=4months), 

injury/[agent=taro], abandon/[agent=hanako, object=taro], 

accident/[agent=jiro]. l eave/ [agent=jiro , object=taro]}:: 

Using Operation 3.2, QUX,l:OTE would pnrtially match hanako_case with mary_case (sec Section 3.2.1) with the thresh· 

old relevance value, 12. That is, there is a rule substitution, 0\ on cr2 (sec Rule 2.4): (} ::;;;[hanako/mary, taro/tom, 

jiro/jim], where 'X/yl stands for a substitution of y for x. cr2--s, as generated, is represented as follow's: 

cr2_s :: rosponsiblo_for_protection_for_veak/[agent=jiro, to=taro] 

<= accident/[agent=jiro), baby/[agent=taro], injury/[agent=taro], 

leave/[agent=jiro , object=taro] II { injury.cause=< accident}; ; 

The cone.cpt of anc/&orin.q, mentioned in Section 2.4, is realized in QUIxon; by invoking either induced c.ase rules or 

statutC'S ",-itbin a CMe description. Let us suppose the follo, ... ing submodule relation: 

ksubmodule;: v >- hanako_casej; W >- lr3;; v >- cr2_s;; 

",-ith the following subsumption relations. 

tsubsumption;; .leave =< abandon;; abandon =< intend;; 

In addition, we need one more rule that is derived from common sense! veak =< baby:; I then with the query: ?

v: responsible-1or.death_by-abandonment_ot_veak/ [agent=X, to=taro]: meaning t hat ~Is someone responsible for 

the death of Taro by abandoning the weak pe_rson?" QUIXOTE returns with two answers ns follows. 
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•• Answer 1 •• 

IF w:injury . causc =< accident 

w: l eave.agent >= respoDsible_for_death_by_abandonment_of_veak.agent 

w: death . cause =< leave THEN X =< j ir~ 

•• Answer 2 •• 

IF w:injury.cause =< accident 

v: abandon. agent >= responsible _for_death_by_abandonment_of_veak. agent 

v:death .cause =< abandon THEN X =< hanako 

The first answ'cr intcrprets tbe causality in Rnnnko's case ns: if th e cause of Taro's d('nth is some event unc.le_r .Tiro's 

leaving Taro, then .lira is responsible for the homici(.it'- The second answcr states yet another interpretation, i.c., Hannko 

is responsible if Taro is killed by Hannko's intended abanc.lonment. Tills rather confusing responsc arises from the fact 

that there wcre two dceds, leave and abandon, both of which can be regardC'd as being abandonment, Le., both belong 

to the same class in the legal dictionary. To verify this, 00(' cnn further qu('ry the databasc v.-ith new ('.onstraint: 

?- w: D I I {D =< abandon}. 

•• Ans\le r 1 •• 

D = leave 
•• Answer 2 •• 

D == abandon 

Thus, tm<; section has sho'wn t hat QUIXOTE : (i) returns answers ,\-ith assumptions when there nre unsatisfied back

ground condit ions for applying legal and case rules, (ii) proposes all the altcrnative solutions to the. query program for 

unsatisfied background conditions, and. (iii) acccpts queries with additional information that has not yct b<'Cn storcd in 

its dat..'1basC's. These fcatures confirm Ule knowledgc processing capability of QUIxon: in supporting situated inference 

within an aODn framework and in managing persistcnt legal dat..'1. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper: we havr outlined tllr motivation behind this study, prr-8entcd the basic features of a formal modd for legal 

reasoning, and a deductive object-oriented database for implrmcnting this model. The foundation of tillS model, 5.·\.1, is 

based on the theory of situations and clearly ddinrs the notions of open-t('~\1.ure concept.o;; and situatC'd infe.rrnc.e in the 

legal domain. The purposr of t his model is to study t hr fundamental issurs of Al and Law at tlir abstraction level, to 

help design better and more robust legal reasoning systems. In Section 2, we introducro the kcy featurcs but leave a 

more detailed desc,ription in a futurC' pap cr. In Sections 3 and 4, we dcscribed how QuIXOTE, a deductive object-oriented 

database system, is used to implement 5.'\.1 for our legal reasoning applications. In addit ion, we have_ illustrated thC' 

features of QUI XOTE v.-ith implemented legal examples. To the_ best of our knowledge, this is the first reported work 

that brings togetller two previously unrelated field'i, namely: deductive object-orientcd databnscs and situat ion theory, to 

design knowledge systems for solving complex problems and for modeling human intellectual b ehavior. It is nlso the first 

attempt to cnhance the reasoning capability and application scale of the current generation of legal reasoning system.s 

,,;th an advnnC'ed databasc tool. 

QUIXOTE providcs a single langungc for both query nod programming purposes, and it exhibiLs the inference features 

of deduction, object-oriented, and c.onstraint 10hric programming. :viost lrgru reasoning systems are small proh'1'ams that 

lack the database management capability to aeccss and storc large volumes of data, presenting a stumbling block to 

the growth of this knowledge-intensive field. Thc DOOD approach is proposed here to sntisfy SUdl needs. In nddition, 

research into legal reasoning systems is closely related to a broader and morc complex field, nntural language processing 

(NLP). The ability oC DOQD systems, such as Q UIXOTE, to model abstract conccpts of situation t iteOl,}' in a database 

environment may pave the wny for the natural language pro('cssing community to tackle concrete, demanding problems, 

suC'h as building a comprdlC'nsive dictionary database of gencrallinguistic conc.cpts. 
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Asynchronous Transfer Mode Technology for Radiologic 
Image Communication 

H. K. Huang'. Ronald L. Arenson, William P. Dillon, S. L. Lou, Todd Sazzill , Albert W. K. Wong 

Image communication is an important component in picture 
archiving and communication systems (PACS) and teleradiol
ogy applications. Currently. local area networks (LANs) and 
wide area networks (WANs) use different technologies for 
Image communication. Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) is 
an emerging technology that can be used for both LANs and 
WANs. This article describes experimental results using an 
ATM network to transmit CT scans and digitized radiographs 
between the University of California. San Francisco (UCSF) and 
Mount Zion Hospital, an affiliated community hospital in the 
San Francisco Bay area. The WAN connection between the two 
hospitals is via an ATM main switch at Pacific 8ell, a local com· 
munication carrier located in Oakland, CA, which uses single-
mode optical fibers. Preliminary results show that, using the 
ATM Optical Carrier Level 3 (OC3) (155 Mbits/sec) specification, 
it takes 1.3 sec and 2.7 sec to transmit a 10·Mbyte digitized 
radiograph and a 2()"Mbyte CT scan, respectively, between the 
two locations. Encouraged by these results, we have designed 
and implemented an ATM WAN and LAN between UCSF and 
Mount Zion Hospital. This is the first of a three--phase project of 
Installing a WAN serving four hospitals and one clinic In the 
San Francisco 8ay area. 

Background 

A PACS or a teleradiology system consists of lour compo
nents: image acquisition devices, several computers , an 
archival unit, and display workstations. These components 
are connected by an image communication network. The 
PACS or the teleradiology system also needs to connect to 

Received November 23,1994: accepted aUer rovision January 20, 1995. 

other medically related databases, such as a hospital infor
mation system or a radiology information system. 

If the communication network is within a local area con· 
nected by cables, the network is considered an LAN. If the 
network requires telecommunication carriers like a telephone 
company, microwave dishes. or a satellite. it is called either a 
metropolitan area network (MAN) or a WAN, depending on the 
distance between nodes. For this discussion, WAN is used to 
represent both MANs and WANs. Because the communication 
media used for LANs and WANs are different. the technology 
for their applications is also different. In general, technologies 
for LANs are more versatile, and their costs are lower than 
those for WANs. We have reported on some LANs that have 
signaling rates as high as 1 gigabiVsec with realization of 24 
Mbitslsec in radiologic LAN applications (compared with the 
slandard Ethernet signal rate of 10 Mbitslsec with realization 
of 800 Kbits/sec) [1 -3J. On the other hand, radiologic applica
tions using WANs have been limited to the dial-up digital ser
vices zero and one. The latter, with a maximum speed of 
1.544 Mbitslsec, is sometimes referred to as the T1 [41-
Although the higher-speed digital selVice three is available, its 
application is limited by costs and serviceability. Therefore. a 
gap in technology development and required cost exists 
between LANs and WANs. 

The current concept in radiologic image communication is that 
no physical or logical boundaries should exist between LANs 
and WANs (Holman BL et aI., presented at the NCI. NIH, and 
Conjoint Committee Conference on Diagnostic Radiology, 

Presented in part at the CalAEN (Cali fornia Rosearch and Education Network) inauguration meeting. San Francisco. October 1994. 
Supported in part by NlM HPCC Program N01·lM·4-3508 and by CalREN ATMN·OO7. 
\ All authors: Departmenl of Radiology, university 01 California, San Francisco. 530 Parnassus Ave. Rm. Cl·158. San Francisco, CA 94143·0628. Address cor· 

respondence 10 H. K. Huang. 

AJR 1995;164:1533-1536 0361-803X19SfI 646-1533 " American Roentgen Ray Society 
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November 1994). For this reason, ATM for both LANs and WANs 
has become the emerging technology [5]. ATM is a method for 
transporting information that splits data into fixed-length cells (53 
bytes). Each cell consists of 5 bytes of header information perti
nent to the ATM transmission protocol and 48 bytes of informa
tion. It is based on the virtual circuit-oriented packet-switching 
theory developed for telephone circuit switching applications (6). 

Our department has received two grants to set up an ATM 
WAN and LAN for transmission of radiologic images and 
related medical data. This network connects five sites: 
UGSF; Mount Zion Hospital ; San Francisco Veterans Admin
istration Medical Center; San Francisco General Hospital; 
and San Francisco Magnetic Resonance Center. Each site 
will have an ATM switch that connects to the main ATM 
switch in Oakland, CA. Figu're 1 shows the ATM connections 
in the testing area. UCSF serves as the expert center, and its 
ATM switch is connected to the departmental PACS infra
structure. Other sites are considered satellites. Images and 
related patient data are transmitted from the satellite sites to 
UCSF for interpretation and consultation. 

The ATM network provides us with an opportunity to study 
both LANs and WANs using a single technology. This article 
describes the first phase of this study: the connection 
between UCSF and Mount Zion Hospital. We describe an 
experiment that demonstrates the successful connection of a 
WAN and an LAN in a clinical setting with a single high
speed communication technology. We provide the perfor
mance statistics based on this experiment and illustrate the 
implementation of the ATM network between the two sites. 

The Satellite Site: Current Clinical Operational Environment 

Mount Zion Hospital has a GE 9800 helical CT scanner (Mil
waukee, WI) and a Siemens 1.0-T MR IMAPCT scanner (Iselin, 
NJ) that are connected to an acquisition computer (Sparc LX; 
Sun Microsystems, Mountain View, CA). Direct digital CT and 
MR examinations from Mount Zion Hospital are transmitted to 
UCSF as follows: The acquisition computer acquires both direct 
digital CT and MR images automatically during scanning opera-

#.Olden Gale Bridge 

Golden Gato Park 
S" 

Fmncisco 
General 
Hospital 

Boy Bridge 

Oakland 
PacBell 

ATM 
SwUch 

Fig. 1.-The San Francisco Bay area. Rve clinical sites (University of Cal
Ifom ia, San Francisco; Mount Zion Hospital; San Francisco Veterans Admin
Istration Medical Center [VA Medical Center]; San Francisco General 
Hospital; and San Francisco Magnetic Resonance Center [SFMRC]) are con
nected with asynchronous transler mode (ATM) test network through main 
ATM switch at Pacll1c Bell, Oakland, CA. PacBel! = Pacific 8ell. 
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lions using a method similar to that described previously [71. 
Atter an examination is completed, the entire study is reformat
ted to the ACRINEMA (American College of Radiology/National 
Electrical Manufacturers Association) standard with UCSF 
shadow group header information, which contains information 
about the patient's examination and history that is relevant to the 
UCSF clinical environment. The formatted image data is then 
immediately transmitted from Mount Zion Hospital to UCSF's 
PACS through a T1 line for display and for long-tenn arChiving. 

For this study, we developed an automatic time log in the 
UCSF PACS that tabulates the time required for each stage 
after the PACS detects the completion of an examination [7] . 
The stages include image transmission from the scanner to 
the acquisition computer at the satellite site, image reformat· 
ting, image transmission from the satellite site to UCSF, 
image archiving at the PACS controller, and image display in 
the viewing room. 

We randomly selected 600 CT scans with an average size 
of 20 Mbytes per scan and recorded the average time 
required to complete each of the five stages. The result was 
about 800 sec, of which 200 sec was for the T1 communica
tion [8]. We also recorded the time required to send a 10-
Mbyte digitized radiograph through the T1 line (about 100 
sec). These times were used as a baseline against which the 
ATM technology was compared. 

The ATM Experiment: Experimental Set·Up and Simulation 

We performed the following experiment to evaluate the 
pertormance ol lhe ATM OC3 WAN and LAN between UCSF 
and Mount Zion Hospital. Table 1 lists the test equipment we 
used, and the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 2. At 
Mount Zion Hospital, an ASX 200 ATM switch (FORE, War
rendale, PA) is connected to a Sparc20 computer (Sun 
Microsystems, Mountain View, CA) with an S-bus ATM 
adapter board (FORE) using two mullimode optical fibers . 
This ASX 200 ATM switch is connected to the ATM main 
switch via single-mode optical fibers. 

At UCSF, another ASX 200 ATM switch is connected to 
Sparc10, 20, and 690 MP computers using multimode optical 
fibers. A Sparc20 computer was used to simulate the acquisi
tion computer at Mount Zion Hospital; a Sparc20 and 690 MP 
computer were used to simulate the display workstation com
puter and the PACS controller computer at UCSF, respectively. 
During the experiment, we turned the connection(s) on and off 
as needed. The ATM WAN and LAN throughputs were mea
sured under various conditions. 

TABLE 1: Test Equipment Used for the Asynchronous Transfer 
Mode Experiment Between the University of California, San 
Francisco and Mount Zion Hospital 

Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) optical carrier level 3 (OC3. 155 
Mbits/sec) switch at Pacilic Bell, Oakland. CA 

ATM switch (ASX 200; FORE. Warrendale, PAl 
ATM SONET (Synchronous Optical NETwork) OC3 adaptor boards 

within the ASX 200 switch 
Sun Sparc20. 10. 690 MP computers (Sun Microsyslems. Mountan 

View,CA) 
S·bus ATM adaplor boards (FORE) 
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Oakland 
Pac Bell ATM 
Switch 

MTZION 
Hospital 

Fig. 2.-Experimental set-up for the asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) 
(OC3 specification, 155 Mbitslsec transfer rate) wide area network (WAN) 
and local area network (LAN) throughput test between University of Calt
fomia, San Francisco and Mount Zion Hospital using the ATM switch In 
Oakland, CA. Path marked with number 1 Is for WAN performance mea
surement, path marked with number 2 for LAN performance measurement 
Paths 1 and 2 combIned is for both WAN and LAN measurement. PacBell::: 
PaclIlc Bell, MM :::: multimode fibers, SM = single-mode fibers. 

Results 

Simulation 

We first measured the ATM WAN performance by activating 
only the path marked with the number 1 in Figure 2. ATM LAN 
performance was measured by activating only the path 
marked with the number 2 in Figure 2. However, the PACS 
controller computer (Sparc690 MP) was running continuously, 
representing the background communication activities. The 
perfonnance of both networks was measured by activating 
paths 1 and 2 simultaneously. The performance of the connec
tion between the 690 MP and the ASX 200 was not measured 
because its perfonnance represented image archiving, which 
always has a lower priority in the PACS design. The simulation 
used the following parameters: image buffer size of 128 K, 
measurement from computer memory to computer memory, a 
data set size of 256 Mbyles, and the Transmission Control 
ProtocoVlntemet Protocol (TCP/IP) communication protocol. 

Table 2 shows that the ATM WAN performance is about 60 
Mbilslsec and the ATM LAN is 66 Mbits/sec (or close to 40% 
of the 155 Mbits/sec signaling rate) . When combining the 
WAN and the LAN concurrently, their performances 
decrease by 46% and 73%, respectively, but the aggregate 
performance reaches 77 Mbits/sec. 

Transmission of Digitized Radiographs and CT Scans 

Using the same experimental set-up, we activated only 
path 1 to measure the WAN performance for transmitting dig-

TABLE 2: Asynchronous Transfer Mode Optical Carrier Level 3 
Performance Statistics 

Wide area Local area Aggregate 
Network Network 

Path 1: From Mount Zion Hospital 60.64 60.64 
Sparc20 (Sun Microsyslems, 
Mountain View, CAl to UCSF 
Sparc20 

Path 2: From UCSF Sparc20 to 66.64 66.64 
Mount Zion Hospital Sparc10 
(Sun Microsystems) 

Paths 1 and 2 concurrently 28.16 48.80 76.96 

itized radiographs and CT body images. The digitized radio
graphs used were 10 Mbytes each, and the CT scans were 
about 20 Mbytes per examination. Six hundred sets of each 
type of examination were transmitted and measured. The 
statistical variance of transmission rate within each type of 
examination was less than 1 %. The results were used as a 
comparison against those obtained by the T1 method, as 
shown in Table 3. 

Discussion 

We have successfully completed an ATM performance test 
between- UCSF and Mount Zion Hospital using an De3 link 
with a transmission rate of 155 Mbits/sec. Experimental 
results demonstrate that we can obtain a transmission rate of 
about 60 Mbitslsec in both the LAN and the WAN. This per
formance can be translated as sending a 10-Mbyte digitized 
radiograph in 1.3 sec or a 20-Mbyte CT scan in 2.7 sec. We 
believe this rate would satiSfy most radiologic image commu
nication requirements. Our experimental results were based 
on the TCP/IP protocol. We have yet to optimize the ATM 
communication protocol, which cou ld potentially improve its 
performance by 20-25%. 

Because this experiment is a simulation, we have to extrapo
late these results in the clinical environment. First, the images 
transmitted during the simulation were not obtained directly 
from the CT scanner host computer or from the laser film digi
tizer; they were from the acquisition computer. In an actual clini
cal network, a bottleneck occurs between the scanner/digitizer 
and the acquisition computer because perfonning a CT scan or 

TABLE 3: Transmission Time Required Between Mount Zion 
Hospital and the University of California, San Francisco Using a 
T1 line and Asynchronous Transfer Mode Optical Carrier Level 3 

10-Mbyte Radiograph 20-Mbyte CT Study 

One Two One One Current and 
Image Images Siudy One Historical 

T1 linea 100 sec 200 sec 200 sec 400 sec 
(1 .6 min) (3.4 min) L~.4 min) (6.7 min) 

Asynchronous 1.3 sec 2.7 sec 2.7 sec 5.4 sec 
transfer modeb 

aTransmisslon rate = 1.5 Mbitslsec. realization rate = 100K'sec. 
~ransmisslon rate" 155 Mbilslsec. realization rate = 7.5 Mbyleslsec. 
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digitizing a radiograph takes time. Second, aside from the 
acquisition node, we want to know if the simulation results can 
represent the remaining network performance in the clinical 
environment. This issue can be addressed by the characteris
tics of the ATM switches and adapter boards. First, ATM switch 
operation is, in principle. different from Ethernet connections. In 
the case of Ethernet, the transmission speed is reduced drasti
calty when the number of connections increases. On the other 
hand, because the ATM switch operates in a star architecture, it 
has an aggregate data rate of 2.5 gigabits/sec at the switch. 
Until the number of connections to the switch reaches this limit, 
the performance between nodes would not deteriorate, regard
less of the number of connections. When the switch reaches 
this limit, a second switch can be added. As for the performance 
at the computer connection, the ATM transmission rate 
depends only on the computer into which the ATM adapter 
board is inserted. Because we are using Spare-series comput
ers in the clinical environment, we do not anticipate a change in 
the ATM transmission performance. Thus, we are confident that 
the results from this simulation would be a good representation 
of an ATM network in a clinical environment. 

Encouraged by this result, we have designed a total ATM WAN 
and LAN between UCSF and Mount Zion Hospital. Figure 3 
shows the first phase of the system configuration. In this configu
ration, the existing T1 line is used as the back-up link for the 
WAN. For those PACS components with older computer buses 
that the ATM technology does not support, we use a LAN access 

Ag. 3.-Implementatfon of first phase of asynchronous transfer mode 
(ATM) wide llrea networi< (WAN) and local area network (LAN) configuration 
at University of California, San Francisco (UCSF). WAN Is connected by ATM 
switch ASX-200 at UCSF and LAN access switch LAX-20 at Mount Zion Hos
pital through main ATM switch in Oakland, CA_ln this phase, LAX-20 is cho
sen at Mount Zion Hospital because most computer equipment there stili 
uses older computer bus architecture. However, connection between two 
switches at Mount Zion Hospital and UCSF Is true ATM speed. In this archi
tecture, T1llne Is used as WAN back-up. PACS = picture archiving and com
munication system. Acq = acquisition device, SONET = Synchronous 
Optical NETworX, CaIREN = california Research and Education Network. 
Mux:: multiplexer, OC-3c = optfcal carrier level 3, US = ultrasound, NM = nu
clear medicine. DFS = digital fluoroscopy, Mbps = megabits/sec. 
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switch (LAX-20) that converts the ATM connection to an Ethernet 
connection. This technology is called the Star Ethernet configura
tion. In this configuration, each connection can achieve a rate of 
10 Mbitslsec, and the performance of each connection is not 
reduced by other connections. Examples in this category of com
puters in UCSF PACS are the 2K display stations that use the 
older Sun computers with a VME·bus backplane_ This network 
architecture has been implemented, and we are designing exper
iments to measure its performance. 

ATM technology is supported by the ATM Forum [9), a con
sortium of over 500 private companies and universities. The 
development trends in ATM technology are moving toward a 
universal standard. The research trends are in ATM adapt
able layer algorithm development, which will allow an optimal 
method for high-speed transmission of multimedia radiologic 
information including images, reports, video, voice, and text. 

The list price of the ATM switch or the ATM LAN access 
switch is equivalent to that of an Ethernet router, but the ATM 
adapter board is lower than the fiber-distributed data interface 
board [1] . We anticipate that the price of ATM hardware com
ponents will drop drastically in the next 2 years and wilt then 
be affordable by most radiology departments. The ATM LAN 
has no cost besides the switches and adapter boards if the 
fiber-optic cables are already in place. On the other hand, the 
hidden cost of the ATM WAN is the long-distance connections 
that depend on the charges posted by the carriers who own 
the transcontinental and transoceanic fiber-optic cables. It is 
imperative that the radiologic community demonstrate the use
fulness of this technology in health-care delivery so that the 
cost of using these cables will come down. The beauty of the 
ATM technology is that even if the ATM WAN is stili too high to 
be cost-effective in the near future, we can still use the T1 line 
for the WAN, as shown in Figure 3, and the ATM LAN architec
ture remains functionally intact. We expect ATM to become the 
standard communication technology in the near future. 
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REFRESHER COURSES 

Course No. 126 
PACS Implementation of the Future 

Meryll M. Frost, Jr, BSEE, Moderator, Gainesville, FL 
H. K. Huang, DSc, San Franc/sco, CA 
Sleven C. Horii, MD, Philadelphia, PA 
Meryll M. Frost: Jr, BSEE. Gainesville, FL 

The radiology deparbnent of ~he future will use PACS exclusively 
fo r the acquisition, storage, distribution, and display of all 
radiologic images. The acquisition of all clinical images will be 
digital. eliminating the need for film while providing superior 
diagnostic performance. The seamless integration of diagnostic 
images with other conventional information systems will pro
mote the efficient and effective practice of medicine in the 
managed-care environment. 

This course will describe the three basic requirements of PACS 
for the radiology department of the future. First, the global need 
to merge all clinical information will be presented, with a 
description of the methods and benefits of integrating medical 
information ,ystems with imaging technology, Next, the acquisi
tion, storage, and distribution of radiolOgiC and other clinical 
images, according to the DICOM standard, will be described . 
Communication issues for image distribution such as network 
types and speed will also be addressed. Finally, the diagnostic 
viewing room of the future will be introduced, Since the effective 
presentation of diagnostic information is not limited just to 
images, the most effective methods for providing access to all 
clinical data will be presented. 
Learning objectives: To better understand the impact PACS will 
have on the future of radiology, along with how this technology 
'will be used in the daily practice of clinical medicine. 

Course No. 353 
How to Use a PACS Workstation ("Hands-on" Workshop) 

' Ronald L Arenson, MD, Moderator, San Francisco, CA 
Sleven C, Horii, MD, Philadelphia, PA 
Harold L Kundel. MD, Philadelphia. PA 
David E. Amn, MD, PhD, San Francisco, CA 

PACS continue to hold promise for reducing our dependen~e on 
film for acquisition"storage, and display of medical images. This 
course will provide radiolOgists and other health care profession
als with hands-on instruction by using state-of-the-art worksta. 
tions for PACS. Purpose: Participants will be led through impor. 
tant concepts, including (1) basic image ma nipulation (window! 
level, saoU/zoom, and patient selection), (2) image compression; 
(3) 30 reconstruction, (4) image processing (edge enhancement), 
and (5) folder manager processes (pre-fetch, auto-sequence, and 
auto-window/level). Where app ropriate, comparison normal im. 
ages will be shown along with the modified images to demon_ 
strate the differences. No more than three participants will share 
each workstation, allowing suffident individual time to master 
the techniques presented. 
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SCIENTIFIC 

Sunday Morning' Room N227 (M-l) 

204 • 11:25 AM 
Impact of US PACS 

M.J. Moskowftl., PhD, San Francisco, CA · H.K Huang, DSc • P. W. calfe,n. MO , 
RA Ally. MD· R.G. Gould, SeD 
PURPOSE: To determine the cost·effectiveness of use of is mini.PACS 
system as the primary means of c1in,ieal reading and stonge of US images. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Aconimerdal mini-PACS module has been 
in opention in the US section of our academic instirution for more than is 

year and connects 7 US units to 2 display stations. All studies are now read 
with soft copies, nnd images are im::hived with optical disks. Case-review 
time, retrieval time, and storilge costs have been tabulated for a 2-.month 
period before anp after insta llation. 
RESULTS: Cost savings were smaller than expected due to the large 
ilmo~nt of d.attl per ,US case ilnd the expense of Ihe optical storage 
medn,lm. An macase In the average number of images IIcquired per a se 
subsequent to the use of the PACS contributed to the stornge costs. Initial 
results indicate that file-retrieval access times approach 30 seconds. on 
average. 
CONC!-US10N: US PACS is very efficient fordinical use. The depa rtmen. 
lal saVings venus system costs are not as easily delennined . 

Monday Afternoon • Room E353C 

489 • 3:18 PM 
Coreglstratlon 01 MR Images and Hlgh.Resolution PET Images lor Quantita· 
tlva LocallzaUon 01 Temporal Lobe Epilepsy 
S. T. Wong, PhD, San Francisco, CA - R.C. Knowlton, MD - R.A. Hawkins, 1.10, 
PhD 
PURPOSE: To optimize PET with Ouorodeoxyglucose (FOG) and ~fR 
imaging localization of interictal sei:rure foci in partial complex epilepsy 
(peE) patients by combining quantitative structural and functional infor· 
mation with quali tative visual image interpretation. 
MATERtALS AND METHODS: High·resolution FOG PET images were 
acquired with a Siemens HR Exact system and were registered to MR 
imagts (Siemens 1.51) in 22 surgica l andidatts with PCE. PEr and MR 
imllging data sets were coregistered with the Woods algorithm. Hippocam
pal and amygdala regions of interest (ROIs) were defined on MR images 
via interactive segmentation. Volumes were calculated frorq segmented 
MR imaging regions, and F·18 sign:!1 from corrrsponding ROIs on PET 
images was meilSured, nonnalized 10 hemispheric and whole·brain values. 
Visual inspection of coregistered images and quantitative MR image 
volume and met3bolic FOG PET indicts were related to other clinical data. 
RESULTS: Foc31 temporal zones of decreased FOG uptake were found in 
13 PCE patients with atrophy and 9 patients without atrophy mdent at 
MR imaging. Subtle 3bnormalities in 7 of 22 data sets were better detected 
with inspection of co~tered images. 
CONCLUSION: Interpreta~on of FOG PET and MR images in nonlesional 
PCE patients is Improved with image coregistration analysis. Subtle 
abnonnalities may be btst recognized with visual inspection, but quantita. 
tive analysis lNy produce generyt-lizable thre-sholds for iateralization. 

Monday Afternoon • Room N139 (L-2) 

581 • 2:30 PM 
MuttJmodal Image Fusion Techniques for Minimum Invulve Surgicil 
Planrnng In Compl_x s.l:turea 
S. T. Wong, PhD, San Francisco, CA 
PURPOSE: To develop improved noninv3sive Imaginlj ml'lhnds i('r tlw 
accurate localb:alion of ~izurc foci, rep lacin~ in\'a!ti\'(' intr ... r r;,"i,l l SUfI.:ic .. 1 
pl3nning methods tulTently In use and improving thc outcome nl tho.' 
surgery for trealment of seizures. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Selected patien ts referred to our Epilep$Y 
Center entered 3n evaluation protocol cClnsi~ting of 4 noninva~;ve imag
ing tests: MR im3g!ng. F·18 Ouorodeoxyglucme rET, H-I MR ~f't'C tro~ 
copy, and magnetoencephalographY.lIs well as in!racTanl31 ell.'ct roencepha
lography (EEe). Multimodal im3ge fusion analysis was applit.>d to 
coregister. extract, 3nd quantitate the relev<lnt 5lructur.11 and funct i('nOlI 
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in!ormOlliun uf these " neuroim~ging modalities. Results were comp.lred 
With thuse frum t h~' l'sl.1blished surgic"l planning method (ie intracranial 
EEG s ludi l!'s) and wilh surgical outcom~'s. ' 
RESUL'fS: In;li.ll ft'sullS uf 22 )'C1 ..... :Il'd l'pil .. psy pOl ti .. nb whu underwent 
su~ery Ireat~enl dt'm.on strate~ concordan.ce between computed image 
fUSion analysIs and the Intracramal EEG findlflgs. All patients wen! seizure 
free .or imp~oved ~ig~ificantly. after surgc?" In addition, 2 surgical 
candidates missed With Intracranial EEG were Identified by the new image 
fusion method. 
CO~C~US1~N: The co~binatjon of anatomic, biochemical, and physi
vlogic Im3gmg m3p~ of IClal foci should lead tu mor .. eff",clive, economic, 
and safe pr~'Opt'r"tive t'valuoltion for seizurt' surgery. The image fusion 
methodology should be extendible for studying o ther neurologic disor
J",_ 

585 • 3:02 PM 
Distrlbutad lmogll Processing with Asynchronous Transler Mode Technol
ogy 
X. lhu, PhD, San Francisco, CA· H.K Huang, DSc 
PURPOSE: To use asynchronous transfer mode (A TM) networked comput· 
ers to perform computationally intensive image proce~ing tasks in 
time·cilical radiology applications. With ATM teehnology (OC-3, 155 
Mbit/ sec), the network communication rate is greatly enhanced over 
convention3l Ethernet technology, thus removing 1 of the mlljor bottle
necks limiting the perfonnance of the distributed computing. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Tlme-consuming computed radiograph iC 
(CR) imoge preprocessing and enhancement requires convolving·of a CR . 
image with 3 m,uk of various dimensions. Instead of relying, on proprio ' 
etary hardw"re, we distributed the task to a computer dwter connected · 
by a local·area ATM network via software developed on top of ParaUel 
Virtu31 Machine, :! distributed computing software package. Processing ' 
times were determined as a function of the number of dustered compul· . 
ers. . 
RESULTS: Image processing time was reduced invently with the number 
of computers used. With improved bandwidth of the A 1M network, more 
computen can be Included to participate in distributed im3ge processing. 
CONCLUSlON: With readily available computers in the rodiology depart . . 
ment, distributed computing provides a cost-effective way to shorten the 
image processing lime. As the emerging A TM technology becomes morc 
widtspread, distributed computing can find wider applications in rodio· 
logiC image processing. 

Tuesday Morning • Room N133 (L-S) 

787 • 10:30 AM 
OICOM-compllanl T_I.radlology Server lor a PACS Environment 
D.E. Avrin, MD, PhD. San Francisco, CA ·KP. Andriole, PhD -AC. Zintgroff 
PURPOSE: To present a DlCOM-compliant te leradiology dient-server 
t~hnology as an alternative to Ihe trndition31 video fr3me ·grab method. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: The DICOM client·server technology was 
connected to our'large.scale PACS. Technique.modifier messages passed 
through OUf radiology infonnation system (IOXRad) were read through 
an HL·7 interface to the PACS controller. The PACS controller routes 
specific examinations to the on-call radiologi51 through the telerildiology 
server. The DICOM server dials up and transmits the fuUIZ·bit im3ge dab 
and relevant infonnation to the remote dient station; which is capable of 
receiving l Z·bit data . The client 513tion has window and level tools to 
optimize image viewing. The DlCQM server also supports S-bit viewe~. 
allowing fo r a transitional mixed environment. 
RESULTS: A Significant improvement in ti!lcr.ldiology im~ge qU3lity can 
be re3lized by transmission of the original. full· resolution (both spatial and 
density) 12-bit dOllli to the remote viewing st3tion. Window and le\'el 
capalrilitits provide improved image visualiz3tion. 
CONCLUSION: A DlCOM compliant server·dient system may be prefer. 
able to the video frame·grab method (or on-calltelcrildio[ogy applic3tions. 
particularly in an institutional environment th3t " Iready has a clinical 
PACS for digital mod.dities. (This work was supported in part by e.IED, 
Inc.) 



789 • 10:30 AM 
Feature-based Nourolmagln9 Databases 
S.T. WQt'lg, PhD, San francisco, CA -K SooHoo, BSc -H.K Huang, DSc' 

PURPOSE.: A framework is lacking for integrating medical images, func
tional data, and report' into a gen~r3 1 database environment. This work. 
presents methodology that enables access to digitally stored multimodal 
medical images by features rather than by artificial keys, such as patient 
!D. . 
MATERfALS AND METHODS: A Unix workstation was used to retrieve 
neuroradiologic image and te,;t data directly from our departmental 
PACS. Feature e,;traction was carried out both automatically and via 
interactive segmentation te<:hniques with use of ;an im;age processing 
package, VIDA. The quantita ted feature dilla and original and annotated 
images were then organized in a remote multimedia dat ... base server. A 
multimedia graphic user·intethce software package. Cain Momentum. 
was then used by the physician to access the remote database by image 
features. 
RESULTS: An e,;penmenbl neuroimaging database system, including MEt 
imaging. MR spectrOscopy, PET. and magnetic source imaging data in 25 
patients. has been developed and used for aiding in seizure diagnosis. 
Image feature, used for indexing include lobar and fine brain anatomic 
volumes and associated functional data, such as glucose uptake, bioener· 
getic metabolite intensity, and dipol~ localization. 

791 10:30 AM 
OICOM Image and Message TransmissIon over an Asynchronous Transler 
Mod. 
AU. Moskowirz. PhD - H.K. Huang, OSc • T.M. Bazzill, BS • X. ZIIu, PliO. San 
Francisco. CA 
PURPOSE: DICOM image transminion is typicaUy implemented by using 
TCPtlP over Ethemt!t. The purpose of our study was to quantify network 
perlonnance and 10 implement strategies inte!'lded to increase overall 
ptrformance. 
MATERiALS AND METHODS; Central Test Node software was modified 
to incorporate TCPtlP calls on top of the higher·bandwith ArM network.. 
Our .A!M network is both intrahospital and interhospital and connects 
acqu.lS~tton computers, linked to digital imaging equipment. to a central 
an::hlYmg node and to display stations. Interhospital image trarumission 
and message parsing times were evaluated by using Ethernet. T·1. and 
ATM technologies. 
~E~ULTS: Initial resu lt5 indicate that OICOM·ATM performance, while 
hmlted due to the TCPtlP overhead, is significantly faster than T-I and 
E~hernet, roughly cOfTesponding to their respective inherent bandwidth 
dIfferences. Overall network performance is improved by use of a 
m~ified DICOM protocol for increased throughput over ATM, compared 
WIth the u nmodified DICOM over ATM. 
CONCLUSION: DICOM transmission over high.band'vidlh mediums (T!. 
Al}'vt. etc) is effective to emptoy, in terms of the network performance 
gamed. 

794 - 10:30 AM 
I"'proved Reading EfficIe ncy by Using Montage in a Clinical PACS Display 
M.A Unnolt, as, San francisco, CA • S. LOll. PhD 

PURPOSE: With the expanding use of CT and MR and increand number 
of images per study, a more efficient soft<opy display format needs to be 
implemented . This pllp~r presents OUt experience with a new approach of 
selecting only the significant images &om a study into a montage file. 
,\lfATER/;\LS AND METHODS: Neuroradiology was chosen as the clinical 
setting in which we eVll luated this new approach. The neuroradiologic 2K 
workstation. a Sun -L'470 with two 2K monitors and a parallel transfer 
arr.sy disk. was outfitted with the new montilge sohware module. After 
appropriate clinical training sessions, the neuroradiologists were allowed 
to use the new function. This function creates user·selected montages 
containing only the relevant images needed for reading a case. Uuge of 
this function was monitor~ over a 6-month period with .. separate 
statistic.al software module. 
RESULTS; The neuroradiologic service uses the I'ACS 2K workstation to 
read over 20 cases per day. The usage statistics collected show significant 
improvement in reading efficiency. The radiologists' response has b~en 
overwhelmingly laudatory. 
CONCLUSION: Selecting a small subset of clinically relevant images from 
a study into a montJge dramatiolly improves case display on .l I'ACS 
workstation, cuts r3diologist's reading time. and improves service effi
ciency. This approach should be adopted for all cliniclll l'ACS operations 
fo r cr and l'<tR modalities. 
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795 • 10:30 AM 
Workstation In the InlenoS ivo Care Unit lor the Assessment 01 Respiratory 
Distress 
E. Piella. PhD, San FfiJlfCisco. CA · O. Ratib, MD, PhD -J.C. Chevrolet. MD 

PURPOSE: In acute respiratory distress (RO) an abnonnal accumulation of 
water and solute in the e,;travascular space is a common finding. A good 
correlation has been reported between radiographic findings and severity 
of RD as measured with invasive monitOring techniques. Computer. 
assisted e,;ttaclion of chest radiographic find ings should provide a more 
objective and quantitative evaluation of anatomic inde,;es. 
MATERIALS AND ,\rtTHODS: Digital images have been measured on a 
specially designed .... ·orkstation. Clinially approved m~asures are ex. 
tracted, including cardiothoracic inde,;. vascular pedicle width, pulmo
nary blood flow, and edema distribution. The p resence of pleural effu
sions. peribronchial cutis, septal lines. and .lir bronchogrilms is assessed. 
RESULTS: The analysis is perfonned in 15 intensivecarc unit patients with 
RD and t; patients lvi th normal ca rd iorespir3tory function. For radio. 
graphiC euminarion, computed radiography is us~. The RD patients are 
being longitudinally followed up. Visual comparison of im.lges and 
assigned scores are replaced by real values reflecting the size. length, or 
width of predefined ttndings. 
CONCLUSION: The semiautomatic measurements are nlore reproducible 
than conventional manua.i measures. A computer. /lided analysis permits J 
better assessment of the severity of RD. Comparing a series of images 
enables a more /lccurate evaluation of the results of treatment. 

Tuesday Morning • Room N137 (Lo6) 

797 - 10:30 AM 
UmitaUons 01 TransmissIon Control Protocol on High-Speed Radiologic 
Asynchronous TraMler Mode Networks 
S. T. Wong, PhD, San Francisco, CA· H.K Hllanl}. DSc 

PURPOSE: To point out certain limitations of running popular transmis. 
sion control protocols (TCPs) over asynchronous transfer mode (ATht) 
networks and to highlight the important issues for effective use of AThI 
technology in radiolOgy. 
,\1ATERlALS AND METHODS; A \O,;de·area OC-3 AIM network test bed 
(155 ~(bit/sec) is being implemented in ou r department. connecting the 4 
University of Clilifomia. San Francisco (UCSF) hospItals in the San 
Francisco Bay arell via a Pacific 8ell ATM public switch a.nd Fore System 
ASX200 local switches. The ATM traffic su pported is best·effort service 
class. TCP is the communication method for image data transfer over these 
ATM links. Data throughput test, obtained the median bandwidth 
available 10 the TCP connection. Subsequent analysis on the cause of low 
transmission performance is thus conducted. 
RESULT: Preliminary testing of TCP connections for memory·to-memory 
Louge data transier between 2 UCSF hospi t ... l si tes achieved approldmately 
65 Mbit/sec. less than SO'1o of the specification. a~r fine tuning TCI' 
window and packet :>izes. Further perfonnance improvement is not 
e,;pected in the best·effort service class of the ATM netw·ork. 
CONCLUSION: To mil.)(imize the use or large ATM bandwidth, the slow 
statt transmission algorithm used in TCP mu't be changed, and the buffer 
capacity of available ATM switches must be increased. 

798 - 10:38 AM 
Authentication and Security Mechanisms lor Olgitallma;es 
S. T. Wong, PhD, San francisco, CA - H.K. Huang, DSc· R.G. Gould. SeD 
PURPOSE: An unresolved issue of medical imaging infrastructure is the 
authenticity and security of diagnostic images accessible over networks. 
This study investigates a practical solution based on rigorous crypto
graphic methods. 
A1ATERfALS AND METHODS: An experimental ayptogt3phic test bed 
was developed on top of our departmental PACS, with digital encryption 
and time stamping methods. Digital encryption provides data security and 
prevents unauthorized alternation and ruding of image documenn. 
Digital time stamping anures image authenticity. generates a characteris· 
tic "digit~1 fingerprin~" for a document when it is originally gefl~ralet1, 
and checks that it has not been modified. The dppropriateness of these Z 
cryptographiC techniqu~s f~r di.agnostic images. is considered, and encryp. 
tion/decryption/ transmlSSlon times are determIned. 
RESULTS: A model was derived for a digital image trust center to aSSUte 
security and authenticity in di ... gnostic information. The cryptogra phic 
protocol wed in the test b~ demonstrated a trade·off between timing 
perforrnanc!! and seC'.Jrity measure.s. . . 
CONCLUSfON: A prJctical soluhon to address data authentiCity and 
securifV of medical image data bases is proposed. The use of cryptographic 
techniques involves a trad~-off between security and speed. 



80 1 • 11:02 AM 
Adaptive Proce" Control: A Cue Study on Computed RadiographIC 
Preprocess ing lor PACS Archive and Display 
J.G. Zhang. PhD. San Francisco, CA· S. T. Wong, PhD · KP. Andriole, PhD' H.K 
Huang,DSc 

PURPOSE: Computational defetts aruj software and operator errors can 
. dOffiinilote the ca use of failures in processing images acquired from various 

imagers into standa rdized formalS fo r storage and display. Adaptive 
proceS5ingcontrol allows computed image processing systems to adapt to 
changes in their environment by constantly measuring their own perror
m~nce and adjusting their own parameters. The implementa tion of this 
t«hnique for computed radiography (CR) image preprocessing is pre
sented. 
MATERIALS AND ,'vlrTHODS: Our radiology department operates 2 CR 
systems (Fuji 9000 and AC.2). generating about 1.6 gigabils of image data 
daily. These data must be preproc"u d before archiving in our PA(S, 
including reformatting. background removal. rOla tion alignment, lookup 
I ~bll' COrrl'Cl lon, and image ~ncodlng. An adapliY~ proc~ss con:rol pro
gr~m i~ d""Yl!luped to monitor the status of these tub in r~a l time and lu 
correct syst~m erron .nd computationill ddeCis automiltically b .. ~d on 
r\·ent·driving and task.back tracking mechanisms. 
. ~ [SULT5 : R~al-time monitoring and error recovery of CR image prepro
'h~lng IS Implemented. Operator errors or system faults are det~cted ana 
corrected Immediately. 
COXCLUSm,....: Adaptive process control tKhniques can improv~ the 
Irh.lbihty (If CR image acquisition, preproco!sslOg. communication. and 
~dOltnlS lrat10n . Tho!~ can be extend ... d to other computed image pruceS5-
in): 

802 • 11 :10 AM 
Performanco Characteristics of a Dlgllll l Imllglng Network with ~ynchro
nou. Transler Mode Tachnology 
AW. Wong, 85, San Francisco, CA · H.K. Huang, DSc ' T.M. Bu::ilf, 8S · J .K Lea 
MS ,1. Bobkov, as · M.J. Moskowitz. PhD • 

PU~POSE: Asynchronous transfer mode (AIM) technology (OC-3. 155 
Mblt/sec) has been implemented within our radiology department's 
hospital-wide PACS as well as in a wide-area. network (WAN) connecting 
affiliated hospitals. This paper describes the network performance ob
served in a clinical setting. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: The AIM network conn«ts 4 major 
campus buildings and a remote hospital. providing intra- and interbuild. 
ing.communication for radiologic images, including CT. MR, computed 
radlographk, US. and digitized screen-film images. The network links 
these modalities to a central archiving node and to display stations. 
NeT' .... ork performance was measured in terms oi image transfer rales a 24 
hours a day. 7 days a week. 
RESULT~: Network performilnce varied with time (peak hour oroff hour) 
ilnd 100000!ion (local are .. network rLAN] or WAN). The mnimum memory
to-memory transfer rate achieved between nodes was 66.4 MbiVsec. 
aUowing a 20-Mbyte cr examination to be transmitted in less than 3 
sKonds. 
CONCLUSION: Even with the constraint of slow disk inputloul'put speed. 
the AIM network still outperformed the Etherne t by 18{)r •. For this 
reason. such networks are iI suitable choice for luge-scale PACS involving 
both UN .. nd WAN. 

Wednesday Morning • Room N230 (M-6) 

1310 • 10:46 AM 
ImpKt of a PACS Ol,play Station In a Medlcal-Surglcal lrrten,lva Care Unit 
KP. Andriol8, PhD, San Francisco, CA • M.L Storta, MD • MA Unnolt, 8S • G. 
Gamsu, MD ' H.K Huang, DSc 

PURPOSE: To assess the chilnges in the behavior of health-<are profession_ 
ab caused by introduction of a PACS display station in the intensive care 
unit (ICU). by means of pre- and post-PACS evaluations. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Pre-PACS measurements obtained for 290 
ICU digital chest and abdominal ima!" included the number of films per 
patient day; the number of referring clinician visits per patient dilY; and 
measunments of elapsed time &om exposure to the time of radiologist_ 
unit intef'3ction, review by referring physician, lind clinical acrion based 
on image in/onnation. Post-PACS measurements of the same parameters 
were obtained by means of a workstation function uliliution tracking 
program. 
RESULTS: Before introduction of the PACS station., the average number of 
films p~r padent day was 1.3 :: 0.6; the average number phYSician vis its to 
the radiology department. 2.18 :: 1.35 per day. with the physicia n and a 
radiologist interacting only 21.4% of the time; the average elapsed time to 
radiologist-unit interaction. 1 hour 42 minutes :: 2 houn 3 minutes; the 
average time to phYSician review. 2 hours 32 minutes ~ 1 hour 50 minutes; 
and the average time to action. 3 hours 21 minutes :: 3 hours 2-" minutes. 
Preliminary post-PACS results suggest that the time to clinical action miloY 
be reduced with an ICU display station, 
CONCLUSION: Introduction of a PACS display station in the lCU may 
reduce the number of uaminatioll5 per patient day .. nd modify the 
behavior of health-care p rofessionab. (This work was supported in part by 
a donation from Fuji ~Iedica l Systems US.A.. Inc.) 
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1622 • 11:18 AM 
Real-TIme Strucfure-Ul.,lcll', Mammogrilphlc Image Compression 
J. Wang, MSc, San Francisco, CA ' H.K Huang. DSc 

PURPOSE: High-resolution digitization of an 8 x lO-inch mammognm 
creates 1O-W Mbyles of d .. ta. A structure-Iossless mammogra phic image 
compression tKhnique, implemented in real time during digitizanon, has 
been developed to reduce the image size. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: A laser scanner was used for fitm digitiza
rion. During the digitization. data are initially stored in II 32K buffer that 
holds 4-8 lines of data, depending on the digitization matrix, then ue 
dumped to a host computer. Software. running on the host computer, was 
developed to segment the data. d iscard the background. ilnd implement 
compreS5ion by using lossless predictive coding. This process is completed 
between buffer dumps. The louer scanner's speed is normally 50-100 tines 
per second. Twenty mammograms were d igitized by using a SO-mm 
umpling. and the compression ratio achieved was delennined. 
RESULT5: Real-time compression reduces mammogram image size by a 
factor of 3-4 with no loss of info rmation . 
CONCLUSION: The used real-time structure-Iossless image compression 
does not increase digitization time. yet it reduces storage requirements 
and image tran! mission time. 

Friday Morn ing • Room N231 (M-4) 

1868 • 11:50 AM 
Clinical Evaluation 01 Computed ve~WI Plain Radlognlphy for Application 
to Neonatllliniensive Care Units 
KP. Andriole. PhD, SafT Francisco, CA ' R.C. Brasch, MD · CA Gooding. MD ' 
R.G. G<Juld_ SeD · H.K Huang, DSc 
PURP05E: To investigate the clinical utility of computed r.tdiography 
(CR) versus plain radiography for neonatal intensive care unit applica-
tions. . 
MATERlALS AND ,\[ETHODS: The lates t-version CR imaging plate (ST-V). 
with a sco1nning density of 10 pixels/ mill. was w~d in a modified film 
cassette containing the CR imaging plate, a conventional sa-een and film.. 
o111owing simultaneous acquisition of CR and plain film images. For 100 
portable neonatal chest .ilnd abdominil l examinations. plain ~ was 
subj~tivdy compared With CR hard- and soft-copy. Ha.rd-copy tmag~s 
were masked to disguise the origin of the film and. were presente~ 10 

r.tndom order fo r scoring. Soft--copy images were diSplayed on a high
resolution 2K x 2K display station. Two experienced pediatric ilnd 3 junior 
radiologis ts graded overall image quality on a .scale of 1 (po?r) to 5 
(exttUent) visual.iz.ation of various structures tn the chest (Ie. lung 
parench~, pulmonary vasculature. spine detail. tubes~~es) and visual
ization of pathologic findings (ie. pulmonary mtersttbal emphysema, 
interstitial thickening. pneumothorax). 
RESULTS: Preliminary results indiate that the image quality ofhoth soft
and hard--copy CR images is comparable ~o th~t ~f plain film. with CR 
yielding e. ... cellent pulmonary vasculature vLSua\.iz.ation. . 
CONCLUSION: High-resolution CR may be a suita.ble alternative to 
scrH:n-fihn radiography for bedside neonatal il'uging. 



SCIENTIFIC EXHIBITS 

SPACE 074PH 
Framework of Medical Imaging Database Building On a Hospita l-integrated 
PACS 
S. T. Wong, PhD, San Francisco, CA · K. $00 HoC? SSe · H.K. Huang, DSc 

The framework for integration of medical images and repor~ into a 
general dat~base envir~nme~t is lacking and is urgently needed.. The 
purpose of this work is to present the new image data analysis tools and 
the top-down multimedia engineering a pproac~ in the development of 
medical imilging databases that facilitate infonn.ltion retrieva l by means of 
image features. An experiment:l l medica l imaging database test bed is built 
on top of a hospital.integrated PACS and provides tools for image 
registration, image featu re extraction and quantitation, multimedia da~ 
organization, content·based image retrieval. and volumetric image visual
ization. Current medical images include MR imaging. PET, MR spectros
copy, and magnetoencephalography. The method developed in this 
experimental test bed should be extendable to other medical imaging 
database applications. [Se~ ;tlso scientific paper 789.1 , . 

SPACE 345EO 
Computer-aIded Mammography Instruction 
M.J. Moskowitz, PhD, San Francisco, CA • J. Wang, MSc • S. T. Wong, PhD. H.K 
Huang, SeD · J.D. AlUm, MD • EA Sick/os, MD 

This exhibit is intended to display the state of the art in high.resolution 
computer-aided instruction for mammography. It is expected that the 
hardware used in this project will become less expensive in 2-5 years, 
which will make this technology available fo r widespread use. A commer
cial system (CREDO, Vicom) fo r viewing digiti%ed mammograms was 
used as the platfonn fo r creation of an interactive teaching file fo r 
mammography. Radiology residents we~ given an exarrunation, then 
trained on a digital teaching file made up of20 cases, and retested. 
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InfoRAD EXHIBITS 

SPACE 9824 

MoSearch: A Radlologlst,'rtendlyToollor FInding-based Diagnostic Report 
and Image Retrieval . 
M.R. Ramaswamy, MD, GalVeston, TX· D.S. Patterson, MD· 8 .W. Goodacre, MD 
• e. vanSonnenberg. MD - L Yin, SA oJ.1( Lee, MS · etal 

The diagnostic report is an end product of any imaging study or 
therapeutic intervention performed in our radiology department. Cur
rently. over 1 million such reports are stored within the department's RIS. 
detailing 5 years of clinical experience. Although the RlS facilitates 
patient-based access to these data, find ing-based accleSS is limited and time 
consuming. This exhibit demonstrates a user-friendly PC-based software 
package that allows the radiologist to conduct sophisticated real-time 
searches of diilgnoStic reports based on patient characteristics, examina
tion modality and anatomy, and imaging findings and to easily review, 
refine, and output the mults. A notable feature of this system is it::i use of 
synonym-matching and syntactic cues, allowing it to identify findings 
within the text of a diagnostic report much more accurately than can 
simpler"keyword" searches. 

Learning Objectives: 
o Understand the wealth of information contained within diagnostic 

reports. 
• Realize the value of computerized tools in recovering this information, 

much of which may have been otherwi5e " lost." 
• Identify ways in which this information may be used to facilitate the 

day-to-day practice of mdiology. 

SPACE 9848 
Asynchronous Transler Mode-dlslribuled PACS Server lor Intensive Care 
Un it Application 
H.K. Huang, OSc, San Francisco, CA • A W. Wong, as . T.M. Bazzill. as • KP. 
Andrio/ft, PhO · J.K Lee, 1.45 oJ.G. Zhang, PhD 

This exhibit simulates the intensive care unit (ICUl operation at the 
University of Ca lifornia. San Francisco, where images and fe?Orts are 
rou ted automatically from the PACS controller to a distributed lCU server. 
The server consists of a Sun SPARC 20 with a 30-GB itorage array and an 
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) (155 Mbits/sec) switch. In this exhibit, 
the server is preloaded with tCU patients' report and computed radiogra
phy images in their original size. Two ICU stations will be at the e:Utibit. 
each with a SPARC 20, il DOME MdUSUN board driving two 1,600 x 
1,200 monitors, and an ATM board connected to the switch. The user 
initiates a designated ICU at 1 of the 2 stations and requests patient images 
and reports. The transmission rate from the server to the station is about 6 
Mbytes/sec. 

lurning Objectives: 
" The user-friendly lCU workstation software. 
".The transmission sp«ds of ATM. 
• The I/O transfer rate of the RIAD di.5k. 
• The architecture of the distributed server. 
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Editorial 

The spedal issue on medical image databases witnesses a new, evolving 

development of biomedical imaging. Medical image database is inherently 

multidisciplinary. As Shiffman and Shortliffe have stated in their foreword of 

this special issue, the convergence of technologies of image management and 

textual data management is leading to the development of a new set of 

relationships between biomedical imaging and informatics communities. 

Shiffman and Shortliffe described the importance of image information 

management for efficient delivery of health care and the necessity and 

opportunities in sharing data and applications between imaging and clinical 

information systems. Before all these, however, efforts are required to stimulate 

collaborations, joint training, and cross publications between medical imaging 

and medical informatics communities. This special issue vividly exemplifies 

their observations. The invited articles represent a synergy among leading 

workers of the biomedical imaging, computer science, and clinical communities 

in developing this new kind of information systems. 

Content-based indexing constitutes one of the most important challenge of 

medical image databases. Several research groups are addressing this issue 

under a variety of approaches. Orphanoudakis, Chronaki, and Vamvaka 

discussed a network of servers that can provide content based query services 

through a World Wide Web server. They proposed description types for the 

representation of image content and presented performance results of a 

description type implemented in their network. Robinson, Tagare, Duncan, and 

Jaffe of Yale proposed a similarity measure and an indexing mechanism for non-

rigid comparison of image shape using KD-Tree algorithms. They have tested 

their shaped-based retrieval techniques on a database containing 85 cardiac MR 

images. SK Chang introduced the new concept of active index for content-based 

retrieval of medical images. The applications of the acti ve index are image 

prefetching and similarity matching. Bucci and colleagues proposed a content

based search engine for tomographic image databases based on the Kahrunen-

Loeve transform. They aim to 

databases developed in the 

integrate the search engine into a radiologic image 

earlier European Union's Telemed effort for 

references and education purposes. 

drastically different mechanism . 

Khan and Yun from Hawaii presented a 

Rather than relying on symbolic 

representation of image content to mediate the search, they incorporate the 
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concept of holographic associative memory into computation form to facilitate 

image retrieval by content. 

At the systems level, Thoma, Long, and Berman described a client/server 

system prototype developed in the National Library of Medicine for accessing 

multimedia biomedical databanks through the ubiquitous Internet. The 

challenge is to provide access to both the images, i.e., x-rays, CT, and MR, and 

associated data by a global community for broad range of biomedical 

applications and research. Arya, Cody, Faloutsos, Richardson, and Toga 

described a prototype database system developed at IBM to query and visualize 

3D spatial data, focusing on the mapping of structural and fu nctional 

relationships of the brain. They list the requirement of the application , discuss 

the database design issues, and present timing results of their experiments. 

Wong and Huang describe their effort in designing and implementing vertically 

integrated medical image database systems. The approach they used is to 

integrate content-based indexing and knowledge base teChniques within the 

picture archiving and communication systems to make the whole image data 

useful in medicine. They discussed research issues and provides examples from 

applications implemented in the hospital integrated PACS environment at the 

University 

notion of 

of California, San Francisco. Adam, Holowczak, and Li proposed the 

object manifestations 

client computing environments. 

of medical image objects 

They provided examples 

in a heterogeneous 

of how to apply 

constraints and rules to represent data within objects and to cater for variations 

in computer platforms, networks, and user preferences. Aubry, Chameroy, and Di 

Paola of INSERM presented a more formal specification for the logical design of 

medical image databases, drawing on their experience in the European MIMOSA 

project. They tested their model in two projects relating to medical image 

communication and image processing monitoring. 

The ability to define and track temporal relation in images and related 

data is becoming an essential components of medical image databases. Cardenas 

and his UCLA colleagues in the departments of radiology and computer science 

presented a multimedia medical database model to support timeline-based 

presentation of information. A proof-of-concept prototype is developed for 

thoracic oncology and thermal tumor ablation therapy of the brain. Zhu, Kim, 

Wong, Soo Hoo, and Huang, on the other hand, described a different model of 

temporal image database system with the ability to quantitate and monitor the 
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progress of lung cancer of a patient under therapy treatment. Even for similar 

medical problems, it is interesting to observe that the former system took the 

perspective of data modeling while the latter stressed on the importance of 

medical image processing. 

Medical image databases is a rapid growing field that has the potential to 

change the practice and research of biomedical imaging and to improve the 

efficiency of health care delivery in the coming decade. This special issue is an 

initial effort 

communities 

management. 

in-chief and 

to bridge the gap between biomedical imaging and informatics 

in addressing this new development of medical information 

Finally, we would like to thank Professor Robert S Ledley, Editor

Mrs. Blair V Mossman, Managing Editor, for providing us the 

opportunity to serve as Guest Editors of this issue. 
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